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A Teacher Looking for His Student 
(At the edge of the forest the wild plum trees have burst into flower)

From Thich Nhat Hanh

I have been looking for you, my child,  
Since the time when rivers and mountains still lay in obscurity.  

I was looking for you when you were still in a deep sleep  
Although the conch had many times echoed in the ten directions. 
Without leaving our ancient mountain I looked at distant lands  

And recognized your steps on so many different paths. 
Where are you going, my child? 

There have been times when the mist has come 
And enveloped the remote village but you are still  

Wandering in far away lands.  
I have called your name with each breath, 

Confident that even though you have lost your 
Way over there you will finally find a way back to me.  

Sometimes I manifest myself right on the path 
You are treading but you still look at me as if I were a stranger  
You cannot see the connection between us in our former lives  

You cannot remember the old vow you made.  
You have not recognized me  

Because your mind is caught up in images concerning a distant future. 



In former lifetimes you have often taken my hand 
and we have enjoyed walking together.  

We have sat together for a long time at the foot of old pine trees.  
We have stood side by side in silence for hours  

Listening to the sound of the wind softly calling us  
And looking up at the white clouds floating by. 

You have picked up and given to me the first red autumn leaf  
And I have taken you through forests deep in snow.  

But wherever we go we always return to our 
Ancient mountain to be near to the moon and stars  

To invite the great bell every morning to sound, 
And help living beings to wake up. 

We have sat quietly on the An Tu Mountain with the  
Great Bamboo Forest Master 

Alongside the frangipani trees in blossom.  
We have taken boats out to sea to rescue the boat people as they drift.  

We have helped Master Van Hanh design the Thang Long capital  
We have built together a thatched hermitage,  

And stretched out the net to rescue the nun Trac Tuyen  
When the sound of the rising tide was deafening  

On the banks of the Tien Duong river.  
Together we have opened the way and stepped 

Into the immense space outside of space.  
After many years of working to tear asunder the net of time, 

We have saved up the light of shooting stars  
And made a torch helping those who want to go home 

After decades of wandering in distant places. 



But still there have been times when the 
Seeds of a vagabond in you has come back to life  

you have left your teacher, your brothers and sisters  
Alone you go… 

I look at you with compassion  
Although I know that this is not a true separation  
(Because I am already in each cell of your body)  

And that you may need once more to play the prodigal son. 

That is why I promise I shall be there for you 
Any time you are in danger.  

Sometimes you have lain unconscious on the hot sands of frontier deserts. 
I have manifested myself as a cloud to bring you cool shade.  

Late at night the cloud became the dew  
And the compassionate nectar falls drop by drop for you to drink.  

Sometimes you sit in a deep abyss of darkness 
Completely alienated from your true home.  

I have manifested myself as a long ladder and 
Lightly thrown myself down 

So that you can climb up to the area where there is light  
To discover again the blue of the sky and the 

Sounds of the brook and the birds.

Sometimes I recognised you in Birmingham,  
In the Do Linh district or New England.  

I have sometimes met you in Hang Chau, Xiamen, or Shanghai  
I have sometimes found you in St. Petersburg or East Berlin.  

Sometimes, though only five years old, I have 
Seen you and recognized you. 

Because of the seed of bodhicitta, you carry in your tender heart.  
Wherever I have seen you, I have always raised 

My hand and made a signal to you, 
Whether it be in the delta of the North, Saigon or the Thuan An Seaport.



Sometimes you were the golden full moon hanging 
Over the summit of the Kim Son Mountain,  

Or the little bird flying over the Dai Lao forest during a winter night.  
Often I have seen you  

But you have not seen me,  
Though while walking in the evening mist your clothes have been soaked. 

But finally you have always come home.  
You have come home and sat at my feet on our ancient mountain 

Listening to the birds calling and the monkeys screeching  
And the morning chanting echoing from the Buddha Hall.  

You have come back to me determined not to be a vagabond any longer.

This morning the birds of the mountain joyfully welcome the bright sun.  
Do you know, my child, that the white clouds 

Are still floating in the vault of the sky?  
Where are you now?  

The ancient mountain is still there in this 
Place of the present moment.  

Although the white-crested wave still wants to 
Go in the other direction,  

Look again, you will see me in you and in every leaf and flower bud.  
If you call my name, you will see me right away.  

Where are you going?  
The old frangipani tree offers its fragrant flowers this morning.  

You and I have never really been apart. Spring has come.  
The pines have put out new shining green needles  

And on the edge of the forest, 
The wild plum trees have burst into flower.



Oneness
From Thich Nhat Hanh

“The moment I die,

I will try to come back to you

as quickly as possible.

I promise it will not take long.

Isn’t it true

I am already with you,

as I die each moment?

I come back to you

in every moment.

Just look,

feel my presence.

If you want to cry,

please cry.

And know

that I will cry with you.

The tears you shed

will heal us both.

Your tears are mine.

The earth I tread this morning

transcends history.

Spring and Winter are both present in the moment.

The young leaf and the dead leaf are really one.

My feet touch deathlessness,

and my feet are yours.

Walk with me now.

Let us enter the dimension of oneness

and see the cherry tree blossom in Winter.

Why should we talk about death?

I don’t need to die

to be back with you.



1.  
Memories of Thay I
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Insight without boundaries

In Sino-Vietnamese we have the term 
Phương Ngoại Phương (方外方 Fāng wài 
fāng). “Phương” means space. A practitioner 
really needs space. Space is the essence of 
freedom and liberation. The purpose of a 
practitioner is to bring more space into our 
hearts, to truly offer space to ourselves and 
to those around us. We can only realize this 
space through practice, through insight and 
compassion.

Insight and compassion always go 
together. Anyone who has insight and 
compassion also has happiness and no 
longer suffers. Compassion and insight 
are not two separate entities. They have a 

very close relationship. Insight comes from 
compassion, and compassion comes from 
insight: without one there cannot be the 
other. In Buddhism, when we speak of love 
we always speak of the Four Immeasurable 
Minds (Four Brahmavihāras), namely 
loving kindness (maitrī), compassion 
(karuṇā), joy (muditā), and inclusiveness 
(upekṣā). These four minds are limitless. 
That is why they are called immeasurable, 
which means a mind without boundaries 
or borders. Love in Buddhism is the kind 
of love that does not have boundaries. All 
of the different Buddhist traditions teach 
the Four Immeasurable Minds and all 
traditions recognize that love has no limit 
and is boundless. If it is limited then it is not 
the true love of a  Buddha.

This is very important because true love is 
made of insight. Without understanding 
there cannot be love, we can experience this 
for ourselves. If a father cannot understand 
the difficulties of his child then the more he 
loves his child, the more he makes his child 
suffer. The same is true between teacher and 
disciple. If a teacher does not understand the 
difficulties and suffering of their disciples, 
then the teacher does not yet know how to 
love them or help them. Therefore, a teacher’s 
responsibility is to understand their disci-
ples. Only when a teacher understands deep-
ly their disciples’ difficulties, suffering, and 
struggles do they truly have love, and from 
then on, whatever the teacher says, teaches, 
and does can be of help. Before that, no matter 
how much the teacher wishes to love their 

True Sangha
Dear sangha,1 today is the 14th of October, 2010.  

We are in the Space Beyond Space Meditation Hall in Pak Chong, Thailand, during our Monastic Retreat.
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disciples, it would not be true love. The same 
goes for disciples towards their teachers.

Now we come to an important conclusion–if 
compassion is boundless then insight is also 
boundless. If love is boundless then under-
standing is also boundless. That is why we 
need to look again at the term sarvajñatā (一
切智 yíqìe zhì). In Sanskrit, “all-knower,” “all-
knowledge,” or “omniscient” (Nhat Thiet Trí) 
or “complete enlightenment” (Toàn Giác) 
saṃbodhi / vidyācaraṇasampanna). The in-
sight that is considered “omniscience” needs 
to be insight without boundaries. If anyone 
says that they already have enough insight 
and there is nothing higher to attain, that is 
not the insight of a Buddha. As students of the 
Buddha, we always praise him as the one who 
has reached the highest, unsurpassable un-
derstanding. This is because we love and re-
spect the Buddha. The Buddha may not neces-
sarily agree with our praise. That being said, 
many will continue to praise the Buddha thus 
because for thousands of years they have 
been accustomed to thinking in that way. 
Praising the Buddha as the One who has at-
tained Unsurpassed Complete Perfected En-
lightenment (anuttarasamyaksaṃbodhi, 無上
正等覺) means his insight has reached the 
highest point, which also means that it has 

boundaries, that it is limited. We cannot be 
sure that is true, because if love can be bound-
less, then the insight which that love is made 
of is also boundless. It can always be more 
vast. This is a koan, a topic for us to look 
deeply into and contemplate. If we are caught 
in dogma then we can never understand.

Does the Buddha  
still need to practice?

In the sutras it is clearly recorded that after the 
Buddha reached enlightenment, he continued 
to practice walking meditation, practice the full 
awareness of breathing, eat meals in silence, 
and participate in Dharma discussion with the 
monks. We ask: those who have not yet become 
Buddhas need to practice, but why continue to 
practice when one has become an awakened 
one? If you gave yourself time to look deeply, 
you would find the answer – because practicing 
like that is not only to become a Buddha. Only 
becoming a  Buddha is not enough.

What purpose do these practices serve if not 
to become a Buddha? The answer is very 
clear. It is because these practices nourish us. 
The Buddha also has a body and a daily life, 
and he also has the need to be nourished and 
to heal through the practice.

Building sangha– 
the career of Buddhas

What are you going to do when you become a 
Buddha? You become awakened to help living 
beings. Becoming a Buddha is only the begin-
ning. Every Buddha has a career to fulfill. 
Therefore, after realizing the Path, Shakya-
muni Buddha sat at the foot of the Bodhi tree 
to nourish himself with the energy of awak-
ening. Then he started to think about his ca-
reer. His career was the task of building a 
sangha. If there was not the sangha, then one 
Buddha alone also could not accomplish 
much.

Because there was a sangha, the Buddha was 
able to fulfill his career. The Buddha’s sangha 
could bring the teachings to the world. The 
Buddha had many things to do. It wasn’t that 
once he became a Buddha he was done.

Practicing with the sangha

One thing we need to clearly see is that the 
Buddha transmitted the teachings for us not 
to practice with them on our own. The sutras, 
sastras, and vinaya all show that the teaching 
of the Buddha is meant to be practiced as a 
community and not as an individual. When 
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we receive the precepts, whether as a novice, 
bhikshu, bhikshuni, or lay practitioner, we 
have to recite the precepts. Not reciting the 
precepts is a transgression. But who do we 
recite the precepts with? We recite them with 
fellow practitioners.

Novices recite the precepts with novices; 
bhikshus with bhikshus, and bhikshunis 
with bhikshunis. For the three-month 
Rains’ Retreat, we also have to go where we 
can practice together with fellow practi-
tioners. To practice, you need a sangha. The 
Three Refuges form the foundation of prac-
tice life. When we say, “Sangham saranam 
gacchami – I take refuge in the Sangha,” it 
means that I vow to never leave the Sangha. 
If we do not take refuge in the Sangha, we 
are not a child of the Buddha. This is very 
clear.

To think that we can retreat to the mountains 
to practice to become a Buddha and do what-
ever we want, because living with humans is 
complicated and bothersome, is a very wrong 
idea. Therefore, if anyone has that idea, you 
should let go of it right away. To practice is to 
always practice with a sangha. However, if we 
are living with a sangha that has many weak-
nesses and shortcomings, one which does not 
operate according to our wishes, then we 
should know what to do in order to help im-
prove the quality of our sangha.

When we practice alone, the energy of mind-
fulness and concentration we generate may 
still be weak. It is not yet strong enough for us 
to transform and bring more space to our 
heart. When we come to a sangha where 
many know how to practice and how to gener-
ate the energy of mindfulness and concentra-
tion, we will see that this is a powerful source 
of energy. We can borrow from it to do the 
work of transformation that we alone cannot 
do.

Like a drop of water owing towards the sea, 
it knows that it can hardly succeed alone. It 
could evaporate half-way, become a cloud, 
wander here and there and never reach the 
sea. But if that drop of water enters a river 
and allows the river to embrace and trans-
form it, then for sure it will arrive at the sea. 
As practitioners we must allow the sangha 
to lead, embrace, and carry us, for us to suc-
ceed.

True sangha

The sangha is a community of people prac-
ticing together. It has the capacity to gen-
erate the energy of mindfulness (smṛti) 
and concentration (samādhi). When 
breathing or walking, we breathe and walk 
in such a way that we can generate more 
mindfulness and concentration. When we 
interact with a sangha, a community that is 
practicing like that, we will recognize this 
energy right away. That is a true sangha 
(chân tăng). If we interact with a group of 
people who are donning brown robes or 
yellow sanghati, yet we do not sense a 
strong energy of mindfulness and concen-
tration, then that means they are not a true 
sangha yet. It could be that the group has 
the form of a sangha but not the essence of 
a sangha.

A true sangha is a community that has the 
practice and can generate true Dharma. 
When breathing and walking, they can gen-
erate the energy of mindfulness and concen-
tration of breathing, of walking. When eat-
ing, drinking water, washing dishes, 
brushing teeth, they have the capacity to 
generate mindfulness and concentration. 
When we encounter a strong collective en-
ergy of mindfulness and concentration, we 
know it is a true sangha in which one can take 
refuge.

You are a fortunate person if you can meet 
such a sangha because such a sangha con-
tains the right Dharma (true Dharma, chân 
pháp). The Dharma we speak about here is 
not the spoken Dharma or the Dharma re-
corded in writing or books. The spoken 
and written Dharma is also the Dharma, 
but it is not as precious as the living Dhar-
ma. The living Dharma is when you 
breathe or walk in mindfulness and con-
centration. You do not need to speak or 
write. By your breath, your steps, smiles, 
the way you brush your teeth or wash 
clothes, you can generate the living Dhar-
ma, the true, present Dharma. If the Dhar-
ma is present, then the Buddha is also 
present and this is called the True Buddha 
(chân Bụt). It is not a Buddha carved from 
stone, sculpted from clay, molded from 
copper, or painted with oil on canvas. The 
True Buddha is made of the energies of 
mindfulness, concentration, and insight.

Shakyamuni is called the Buddha because he 
has the energies of mindfulness, concentra-
tion, and insight. If a monastic has those ener-
gies, they are also an awakened one. Whether 
that Buddha is great or small depends on the 
strength of these energies.

There are people who ask, “Where can we 
find the Buddha today?” That is very easy to 
 answer.

When you can find a sangha with the prac-
tice, with the capacity to generate mindful-
ness, concentration, and insight, then you 
have found the Dharma–and when you have 
found the Dharma, the Buddha is there. The 
Buddha is truly present in the Dharma and 
the  Sangha.

Taking refuge in the sangha to 
practice and help the world

This morning we chanted the sutra Knowing 
the Better Way to Live Alone after sitting 
meditation. Living alone does not mean sepa-
rating from the sangha and retreating to the 
mountains. There are many sutras in the 
Majjhimanikāya (Collection of Middle Length 
Discourses) that speak of living alone, includ-
ing The Ideal Lover of Solitude (Bhaddekarat-
tasutta, MN131). Some have translated it as 
Nhat Dạ Hien Giả Kinh (A Single Excellent 
Night). In the sutra it states that we should not 
allow the past or the future to pull us away. 
We should dwell and contemplate on what is 
happening in the present moment. It is 
through this contemplation that we can un-
tangle, transform, and then make space in 
our heart so we can be happy.

Therefore, one who lives alone here is actu-
ally a person who knows how to live in the 
present moment. That person can live alone 
with the sangha and not lose themselves in 
crowds or be carried away by the majority. 
While practicing walking meditation, sitting 
meditation, or eating with a sangha of two 
thousand people, you are still you. You do not 
lose yourself and you bene t from the collec-
tive energy of the sangha. That is how won-
derful taking refuge in the sangha really is!

In bygone days, the Buddha put much time 
and effort into building a sangha. After real-
izing enlightenment, the first thing he did 
was to find members to create a sangha. The 
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largest group he received as monastics were 
the 500 disciples of Uruvelā Kāśyapa and the 
community of Uruvelā’s two brothers, who 
were originally Brahmins. Within the space 
of ten days the Buddha had more than one 
thousand disciples. Those monks did not 
know the practice yet. The Buddha brought 
them all to Elephant Head Peak (Gayasisa) 
and began to teach them, starting with each 
breath, each step, the way to hold their alms 
bowl, to walk, stand, lie down, and sit. After a 
few weeks of training, he then allowed them 
to return to Rājagaha for their first alms’ 
round.

At that time the Buddha did not yet have 
Śāriputra, Mahāmaudgalyāyana, or other 
skillful monks to assist him. He himself had 
to train 1,000 newly ordained bhikshus. It was 
no easy feat but the Buddha did it very well. 
In less than a year he built a sangha of 1,250 
monastics. The World Honored One was an 
excellent sangha builder.

The sangha is a crucial element for the reali-
zation of a Buddha’s career. Even an awak-
ened one needs a sangha, let alone we who 
are not yet fully Buddhas. Therefore, “I take 
refuge in the Sangha” is not a mere procla-
mation. We need to stick to the sangha, build 
the sangha, and not be separated from the 
sangha. If you do not have a sangha, then day 
and night you should maintain the aspira-
tion in your heart to find ways to build a 
sangha. Not having a sangha means not hav-
ing a place of refuge. Therefore, do not think 
that “Sangham saranam gacchami–I take 
refuge in the Sangha” is a proclamation of 
faith. It is no other than the career of sangha 
building.

When we practice listening to the bell or 
walking meditation, we stop speaking and 
stop thinking (even though thinking is not 
audible, it is a kind of mental chatter). We do 
this by placing all of our attention on our 
breath and the sound of the bell or on our 
steps. In this way we generate the energy of 
mindfulness and concentration. To have 
mindfulness and concentration is to have the 
protection of the Three Jewels. That is what 
taking refuge really is. We cannot say for 
sure that when we read aloud “I take refuge in 
the Buddha, I take refuge in the Dharma, I 
take refuge in the Sangha” that we will re-
ceive protection from the Three Jewels.

The Three Jewels are the energies of mindful-
ness and concentration. Every sound of the 
bell, every step with such energy can heal, 
nourish, and liberate. If you practice it well, 
every sound of the bell, every step can help 
you to be in touch with the Pure Land, in 
touch with no birth and no death. It isn’t dif-
ficult! We can all do it. It is not a distant wish. 
We can realize this path by the way we walk 
and with the bell of mindfulness. Together 
with the sangha, we can make the Pure Land 
become a reality in the present with every 
step we take, and by placing all our heart into 
the sound of the mindfulness bell.

If we want to be a beloved disciple of the Bud-
dha, then we should learn the art of sangha 
building. If I want to be a beloved student of 
the Buddha, then I also have to learn the art of 
sangha building. I would build a beloved 
sangha with many people who have the deter-
mination to practice. The result would be a 
great reward.

Brotherhood and sisterhood – 
important food of a practitioner

When I was a young monk, a newly ordained 
bhikshu no older than twenty something, my 
deepest desire was to build a “beloved sang-
ha.” I already used the term “beloved sangha” 
then — a place in which brothers and sisters 
live together in brotherhood and sisterhood, 
loving each other like blood siblings, going 
together as a river. I never had the idea of 
being a leader or an abbot. There was nothing 
attractive about that to me.

In the years 1954 to 1955, I had the opportu-
nity to realize that dream for the first time. At 
that time, my country was divided into two. 
The An Quang Buddhist Institute fell into 
crisis, the monks were confused and unstable 
and they did not know what future lay ahead 
of them. The venerable Dharma teacher com-
mittee could not console the monks or re-
organize the An Quang Buddhist Institute. I 
was very close to the young monks and nuns 
and showed them the way to traverse that 
difficult moment. The Venerable Thich Tinh 
Khiet at An Quang Temple supported me 
with all his love and trust.

A few months ago while in Plum Village, I had 
a dream. It was very simple, but it made me 
very happy. I dreamt that I woke up in a tem-

ple or a practice center where I felt a very 
joyful atmosphere of practice. While still ly-
ing on the bed, I asked an attendant nearby, 
“What is it that is so joyful?” He answered, 
“Dear Thay, a number of brothers and sisters 
have just returned. We are cooking a pot of 
rice to eat together.” Still in the dream, I sat 
up, stepped out into the temple courtyard 
and did walking meditation. I looked into 
each orchid, the bamboo grove, every tree 
and blossom. My heart was filled with joy as 
if there was a festival happening because I 
felt I was living in the heart of the sangha. 
There was nothing to it. Just a few brothers 
and sisters returning to the temple. Just a pot 
of rice being cooked so they could eat togeth-
er. Just the orchids and the bamboo in the 
yard. But why was I so happy? Because we 
still had each other, because we had brother-
hood and sisterhood. A simple dream, but it 
made me happy for many days. It is exactly 
that brotherhood and sisterhood, that simple 
happiness which propels us to practice for 
our entire life. A practitioner also needs 
food. The key food that helps us to practice 
our entire life is brotherhood and sisterhood.

I want to transmit my happiness and experi-
ence to you, my students. If you want to be a 
happy practitioner, if you want to practice 
for your whole life and fulfill the career of a 
practitioner, then you should aspire to build 
a harmonious community with brotherhood 
and sisterhood. With such a community, not 
only will you be nourished, but you will also 
help the world more. Without his sangha, the 
Buddha would not have fulfilled his great ca-
reer and handed it down to us. It is the same 
today. As descendants of the Buddha, we 
should make that aspiration: I vow to follow 
in the footsteps of the Buddha, to build a 
sangha that has brotherhood and sisterhood, 
a happy sangha where I can be nourished and 
help the world. 

This talk was translated from Vietnamese.

Thay

ENDNOTES
1. Editor’s note: In this article we distin-

guish between the “Sangha” of the 
Three Jewels (which consist of the 
 Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha) and 
“sangha” (lowercase) when it refers to a 
community of practitioners.
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The blooming of a white lotus

In Buddhism, the white lotus flower is associated with spiritual awakening, purity, and perfection. 
A symbol of beauty rising out of the mud of suffering, it also gave its name to the Lotus Sutra, 
from which Thay drew deep personal inspiration. 

Reflections on the passing and life of our teacher

This year’s EIAB magazine celebrates the life of our beloved teacher, Thich Nhat Hanh, who passed away in 
Vietnam on January 22nd at the age of 95. EIAB Director and Dean of Studies Thay Phap An, Elder Monk in the 
Plum Village Tradition, bore witness to many sacred moments as Thay prepared us. Below, he offers reflections 
on Thay’s passing, his funeral – watched by millions – his life, and on the living legacy of Thay’s teachings. With 
the ongoing suffering of war in Ukraine and elsewhere, Thay Phap An further invites us to continue Thay by 

cultivating peace in ourselves, our families, our communities and beyond.1
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The Passing  
of Thay

1.  Precious moment,  
chosen moment

When a person reaches a great age, their 
health is like a lamp flickering in the wind. 
One day they seem close to leaving, the next 
they surprise everyone by rallying. We do 
not know when they will go. 

For certain, I did not know how much longer 
Thay would stay when, in October 2018, our 
teacher suddenly returned to Vietnam to end 
his days at his Root Temple Tu Hieu, in Hue. 
At first, it may have seemed like a snap deci-
sion. But I believe Thay had been contemplat-
ing and planning this for years. 

During his funeral, a strong feeling swept 
over me that Thay, all along, had a Zen Mas-
ter’s intuition about how he would leave this 
life – that he chose the place, the year, the 
moment, perhaps even the weather. As if by 
magic, it was warm and beautiful in Hue, 
with golden sunlight the entire week of the 
funeral. As soon as Thay’s ashes and relics 
returned to Tu Hieu from the cremation 
park, it turned cold and stormy. 

Thay’s passing came just as Tu Hieu com-
pleted the reconstruction of its main Buddha 
Hall and monks’ residence, making it possi-
ble to hold his large funeral at the temple. Just 
two days before Thay’s passing, Vietnam 
eased Covid-19 restrictions, making it 
 possible for fully vaccinated people like me 
to arrive from overseas and attend. The week 
of solemn ceremonies, ended in time for 
 monastics at Tu Hieu to have one “lazy day” to 
restore themselves before the joyous season 
of Tet, Vietnamese New Year. It is as though 
Thay avoided having a funeral at a time that 
would be difficult for those wishing to attend. 

Could things have been more beautifully and 
perfectly “arranged”? 

Out of great compassion Thay gave us, his 
disciples, students and followers, three years 
and three months to prepare for this time. He 
left with a peacefulness that inspires us to 
contemplate deeply on Thay’s final years in 
this body and on his living legacy. We see 
how, up to his last mindful breath, Thay 
 offered his life and practice for us all. Amid 
a  global outpouring2 of tributes from 
 dignitaries, practitioners and friends 
touched by Thay, I humbly offer this sharing. 

2.  Final moments,  
urgent moment

Asleep in the early hours of Friday January 
21st, I had the strangest feeling someone was 
trying to awaken me. I thought of Thay, then 
went back to sleep. After another half an 
hour or so, it felt again as if someone was 
shaking me awake. I was worried.

At noon (6PM in Vietnam, which is six hours 
ahead of Germany in the winter months), I 
phoned Sister Dinh Nghiem, one of Thay’s 
senior attendants at Tu Hieu to enquire about 
Thay’s condition. Sr. Dinh Nghiem reported 
that his vital signs were all good, even better 
than in previous weeks. “Dear Brother Phap 
An, don’t worry,” she said. “Most likely Thay 
will still be able to celebrate Tet with us”. So, I 
stopped worrying and took a rest after lunch. 

About 45 minutes later, I again had a strange 
feeling that someone was trying to awaken 
me. I carried on, however, with a scheduled 
Dharma sharing at 4PM, a consultation and 
then dinner. Just before 7PM an EIAB 
brother delivered a message to call Vietnam 

“Thich Nhat Hanh is respected by 
many as the most influential 

spiritual leader. He showed his love 
for humankind through his actions. 
His teachings on happiness touched 
many hearts. His footsteps and words 
will continue to live on through the 

practices of the people.”

Moon Jae-in, President of South Korea

“In his peaceful opposition to the 
Vietnam war, his support for Martin 

Luther King and most of all his 
dedication to sharing with others not 

only how mindfulness and 
compassion contribute to inner 
peace, but also how individuals 

cultivating peace of mind contributes 
to genuine world peace, the 

Venerable lived a truly meaningful 
life.”

His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama

“From Thay (‘teacher,’ in Vietnamese) 
I learned much but perhaps the most 

important was the skill of deep 
listening as an avenue to conflict 
resolution, helping to melt away 
countless political barriers in the 

negotiations. His insights and 
practices helped to open a new 

fertile space of collaboration through 
which governments were able to 
come to the historic agreement.

Christiana Figueres, former Executive 
Secretary of the U.N. Convention on 
Climate Change, and a student of Thay
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urgently. I went to my room and saw on my 
handphone three missed WhatsApp calls 
from Sr. Dinh Nghiem between 3:50PM and 
6:45PM and 15 missed calls from another of 
Thay’s senior attendants, Brother Phap 
Niem, between 4:08PM to 6:58PM. I knew it 
was about Thay. 

As Sr. Dinh Nghiem later recounted, 
between 4:15PM and 9PM at Tu Hieu 
(10:15AM to 3PM, CET), Thay lengthened his 
out-breaths and shortened his in-breaths. 
This unusual breathing pattern had begun 
two hours before my call at noon from 
Germany. However, Sr. Dinh Nghiem had not 
been overly concerned at the time because 
Thay had practiced that breathing pattern in 
the past. Later, by looking at the medical 
data, she saw clearly that Thay had been 

consciously practicing this type of breathing 
for hours. 

After 9PM in Vietnam, the situation changed 
abruptly. Thay’s oxygen level dropped 
 significantly, and his vital signs became 
 disturbingly irregular. Alarmed, Sr. Dinh 
Nghiem recalls that she kept repeating to Sr. 
Linh Nghiem, another of Thay’s senior 
 attendants: “Everything is upside down; 
 everything is upside down”. Then, at last, 
with one long exhalation, Thay let go and 
passed away peacefully around midnight in 
Vietnam. 

It was 1AM in Vietnam when Br. Phap Niem 
and I spoke. He sounded shaken and I felt so 
much love for him as I knew that, with Br. 
Phap Ung, my younger brothers were 

shouldering so much in Vietnam. Br. Phap 
Niem said: “Oh, my dear elder brother, Thay 
has passed away.” I received the news calmly 
and asked Br. Phap Niem: “Is that true? Are 
you sure?” He replied: “Yes, Thay has passed 
away. The doctor has checked and confirmed 
it.” I replied: “Then, I shall start making the 
necessary arrangements.” 

At 1:18AM in Vietnam, to the sound of chant-
ing by our sisters and brothers in Thay’s 
room, Sr. Dinh Nghiem sent an audio message 
to our internal Plum Village network. Her 
voice steady and clear, she said: “Thay has 
peacefully transformed into cloud.” Five min-
utes later, Sr. Hien Nghiem at Plum Village 
France, on behalf of Sr. Dinh Nghiem and the 
International Communications Team, sent an 
internal email to all our centers formally 

Golden parasols, symbols of high honor and deep respect in Asian tradition, glow in Hue’s early sunlight as Thay’s body is carried in solemn 
procession from his room to the meditation hall.
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Magnificent arrangements of precious copper and yellow chrysanthemums were everywhere at the funeral ceremonies. The visual effect 
was both dignified and joyful. There was even a hint of the earthy brown color that distinguishes the robes of Plum Village monastics. 

 advising them of Thay’s passing. Sr. Hien 
Nghiem’s team then began to activate our 
 external communications plan.

After talking to Br. Phap Niem, I shared the 
news right away with EIAB’s Sangha, inviting 
the whole Sangha – including more than 80 
friends staying here for our courses – to a 
special sitting meditation in our Avatamsaka 
Meditation Hall at 8PM, where we chanted 
“Namo Avalokiteshvara”, the name of the 
 Bodhisattva of Great Compassionate Listen-
ing, through whom we channeled loving 
 energy to Thay. Following advice issued to all 
Plum Village monastics, centers, and friends 
on how to handle this moment, we also had a 
guided meditation to help us be in touch with 
our inner solidity and take refuge in the 
 island of our self. 

At 8:45PM (CET), Sr. Hien Nghiem from the 
Plum Village International Communications 
Team called to ask for further instructions. I 
asked her to please wait a few minutes for us 
to finish our meditation for Thay. I reviewed 
the international press release one last time 
before Ms. Denise Nguyen, lay director of 
our Thich Nhat Hanh Foundation, released 
the news globally at 9:33PM, via PR 
Newswire.3

Upon finishing the guided meditation for the 
EIAB Sangha at 9PM, I started work and 
basically did not stop or sleep until arriving 
at Tu Hieu at 6:30 PM (local time in Vietnam) 
the following Monday, January 24th. I went 
from one phone call to the next, finalizing the 
media plan with Plum Village France, liaising 
with our monastics at Tu Hieu and with other 

Venerable Monks in Vietnam and, with the 
help of a dear friend in our EIAB Sangha, 
securing a visa and buying an air ticket. In 
my case, it usually takes months to get a visa 
for Vietnam. This time I received one in less 
than 24 hours. 

I went to Frankfurt airport in the hope of 
catching a Saturday afternoon flight but had 
to take a Covid PCR test and wait for the 
result. So, I caught the Sunday flight, arriving 
just in time for Day 2 of the ceremonies. The 
delay turned out to be for the best because at 
2AM (CET) that Sunday I was not in the air 
and therefore could “attend”, via our excellent 
livestream coverage, the emotive ceremony 
for laying Thay’s body in the casket. So, 
fortunately, I did not miss any of the seven 
days of planned ceremonies.
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Nor did our community across the world as 
they watched our brothers carry Thay’s body 
– lifted respectfully high on their shoulders 
under golden parasols – from his room to the 
Full Moon Meditation Hall. There, Thay’s 
body was gently laid in a casket layered with 
precious, fragrant sandalwood powder and 
other offerings. The entire area was 
decorated serenely and delicately with 
copper and yellow chrysanthemums, a rare 
color combination. 

These prized and precious blooms are 
carefully cultivated each year to be ready just 

in time for Tet, when they grace altars and 
homes across Hue. As it happened, a 
Venerable monk at another temple in Hue 
had pre-ordered a large quantity in 
preparation for this year’s festival. He 
generously donated all these sought-after 
flowers for Thay’s funeral ceremonies. We 
are most grateful to the Venerable as we were 
having difficulty finding other appropriate 
blooms so early in the spring. He gave us 
much practical and spiritual support.

In the days immediately before his passing, 
Thay had surprisingly arranged his time so 

that he could be present for each of his 
attendants in turn. He lay comfortably on his 
bed, looking out of the window, noticing the 
first flowers of spring. Seeing Thay so 
peaceful, calm, and physically stable, no one 
could imagine he was about to leave. In the 
first 48 hours there was an element of shock 
and confusion among the brothers and 
sisters at Tu Hieu. 

A practical challenge was that some 
monastics well briefed on “what to do in the 
event of….” had been rotated to other centers. 
Other brothers and sisters at Tu Hieu tried to 
follow the overall plan but there were various 
internal and external complications. My 
priority on arrival was to harness our 
collective energy to overcome these 
difficulties. Soon, everything began to go 
smoothly. We were all so happy and relieved. 

An urgent task was to liaise with officials in 
the Vietnamese government. After learning 
of Thay’s passing, government leaders met 
and decided that the funeral arrangements 
should be allowed to proceed smoothly. 
For  this, I thankfully acknowledge the 
government’s support and facilitation. The 
officially sanctioned Vietnamese Buddhist 
Sangha (VBS) was also supportive. At 1:56AM 
(7:56AM in Vietnam), Venerable Thich Duc 
Thien, head of its international relations 
division, sent condolences to the Plum 
Village Sangha and reached out with a 
message asking us not to hesitate to contact 
him if there was anything he could do to 
assist preparations for Thay’s funeral.

As early as 2018, we started making 
arrangements for the design, construction 
and eventual location of a cremation chamber 
that would be worthy of Thay and, later, 
become a place of pilgrimage. As it turned 
out, Venerable Master Trí Quang, courageous 
leader of protests in Hue during “the 
Buddhist crisis” of 19634 and subsequent non-
violent Buddhist protests, had returned to 
Hue for his final years and passed away in 
November 2019. The Venerable had asked 
that his funeral be held without ceremonies 
within three days, so the need for a cremation 
chamber was urgent. We were honored to 
make available our arrangements for Thay 
and a chamber for the Venerable was built 
within 24 hours. This became the structure 
we later reinforced and adorned for Thay. 

Thay’s pallbearers wore imperial red and gold, a vestige of Hue’s rich history as Vietnam’s 
former capital. 
Above: They assemble in front of Thay’s memorial photograph in the Full Moon Meditation 
Hall.
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With the help and creativity of a master artisan in Hue, we placed Thay’s cremation chamber in an outer structure crafted in the style of an 
ancient pavilion. It was made from different natural materials, including the trunks of banana trees with fresh fruit at their base, coconut 
husks and a variety of native plants and leaves. It was flanked by veils of white lotus flowers. 

3.  Flashback:  
return to Tu Hieu

When Thay expressed his wish to spend his 
remaining days at his Root Temple in 
Vietnam, he was residing at Plum Village 
Thailand, a vibrant community of young 
Vietnamese monks and nuns. There, Thay 
was receiving traditional treatments for the 
severe stroke he had suffered in November 
2014. 

In October 2018, I received a call from Br. 
Phap Niem attending Thay. He said: “Dear 
Brother Phap An, please come to Thailand 
urgently, Thay wants to go back to Vietnam. 
We’ve been trying to dissuade him, but he has 
made up his mind. He wants you to come 
right away and make the arrangements.” 

I landed in Thailand at mid-day on October 
24th and arrived at our center around 5PM. 
Thay was already waiting. Before I could sit 
down and have tea with the brothers, he sent 
for me to come to his hut with other elder 

Thay was enjoying good health when (above) he first returned to his Root Temple Tu Hieu 
in 2005, some 40 years after being forced into exile and more than 60 years since he 
began his novice training there. Photo: Paul Davis
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brothers and sisters. Seated on the edge of his 
bed, Thay began communicating his intentions 
through hand gestures, his eyes and by 
nodding whenever we correctly interpreted 
his meaning. Given the magnitude of Thay’s 
decision, we video recorded the session on 
several smart phones.

Thay drew a large circle with his left hand, 
pointed to his lower abdomen and then, 

It was paramount to understand clearly Thay’s wishes and intentions for his final return to 
Vietnam. Above: Thay Phap An (left) sits with Thay in Plum Village Thailand in October 
2018, to ascertain and confirm with other elders present the meaning of Thay’s expressive 
hand gestures.

Thay was equally joyful when returning to Tu Hieu in fragile health 13 years later.

with his hand in the form of a lotus bud, 
raised it to the top of his head. This form of 
communication was a process of learning 
for us all. We asked if it was correct to think 
that the circular gesture meant that Thay 
had been going around the world to teach 
and spread the Dharma and now it was time 
for him to return to the root – his spiritual 
and blood ancestors in Vietnam. Thay 
nodded firmly. 

Thay knew that without the root, without the 
spiritual ancestors and the blood ancestors 
he could not have been what he became. He 
wanted to go home and honor his ancestors 
because all his life’s work and achievements 
had been a flowering from that root, a 
continuation of his ancestors. Thay 
demonstrated clearly that night his wish and 
determination to return to Vietnam. After 
successfully conveying this message, he was 
very happy.

Thay asked me to organize his return with 
the help of the whole Sangha. I began by 
contacting Vietnamese government officials 
with whom I had worked for Thay’s three 
previous return visits, in 2005, 2007 and 
2008, to explore with them the possibility of 
Thay spending his remaining days in 
Vietnam. The officials replied that Thay could 
return as he wished. No problem, they said, 
his request would be supported. 

The next day we arranged Thay’s flight and at 
1:30PM local time on October 26th, Thay 
landed at Da Nang Airport. Around 4:00PM, 
Thay and our group arrived at a hotel offered 
for our accommodation, where we were 
welcomed with a small tea meditation. After a 
short rest, Thay stayed up until midnight to 
guide us in drafting a letter he wished to write 
as Head of the Tu Hieu Lineage and Abbot of 
the Tu Hieu Root Temple, inviting all monks 
and nuns of the lineage to a joyful family 
gathering at the temple on November 3rd. The 
purpose of the letter was also formally to 
announce Thay’s intention to end his days at 
Tu Hieu, the home of his spiritual ancestors. 5

I went to my room and worked until 3AM to 
refine the draft. At 5AM Thay was awake and 
sent for me to continue working on the letter, 
which we finished just before lunch. Thay 
then indicated we should prepare to depart 
for Tu Hieu. The urgency was to be there in 
time for the fast-approaching Memorial Day 
of Tu Hieu’s founding patriarch Master Nhat 
Dinh.

We arranged the last leg of the journey in just 
one day. Thay left Da Nang in the late morning 
of October 28th and, at 3:30PM, arrived at the 
Root Temple in Hue. Seated in his wheelchair, 
Thay entered through the middle door of the 
temple’s historic three-door gate, an honor 
reserved only for the Abbot. 
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Many Venerables from Hue and the Tu Hieu 
lineage were there to welcome Thay. A large 
gathering of lay disciples was also there to 
greet him as word had quickly spread that 
Thay was coming home. The procession 
moved to the Buddha Hall and the Patriarch 
Hall where Thay offered incense, paid 
respects to the Buddha and the Patriarchs and 
proclaimed his return to his spiritual roots. 

It had been just four days from my arrival in 
Thailand to Thay’s arrival at Tu Hieu. That is 
truly amazing.

Thay settled happily in the Deep Listening 
Hut. His presence at Tu Hieu raised the 
profile of the temple among Buddhists in 
Vietnam and attracted many dedicated 
students and disciples of Thay. Some waited 
for days in the hope of catching a glimpse of 
him. Having so many visitors also helped to 
generate additional financial support for the 
temple’s ongoing reconstruction project. 

Amid some anxiety that Thay would pass 
away before renovation of the Buddha Hall 
was complete, Thay calmly observed the 

Through extensive travels, Thay spread the Dharma in the East as well as the West. Many Buddhists in Asia were drawn to his new style of 
Applied Buddhism. 
Above: A public talk by Thay draws a capacity audience in Hong Kong in November 2010. 

Da Nang, October 27th 2018: Thay guides Thay Phap An to finish drafting the letter he will 
send to Tu Hieu as Head of the Tu Hieu Lineage and Abbot of the Tu Hieu Root Temple.
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Dedicated, supportive lay disciples would sometimes wait for days at Tu Hieu just to glimpse Thay and join him in walking meditation.

Thay re-entered Tu Hieu Temple on October 28th 2018 through the historic middle door reserved for the Abbot. 
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progress of the work. He knew everything 
would be ready. And it was. 

Thay often said that teaching is not done by 
talking, alone, but by how you live your life. 
In his final years at Tu Hieu, unable to speak, 
Thay continued to teach through his actions. 
His message was that life is beautiful 
regardless of what happens, regardless of 
whatever difficulties we may go through. 
Despite his fragile health condition, Thay 
tried to live each day at Tu Hieu joyfully. 

Thay often joined walking meditation, 
wheeled through the temple’s rambling 
grounds around the Half Moon and Morning 
Star ponds. He liked going to the room of his 
beloved teacher, former Tu Hieu Abbot Zen 
Master Chan That, and especially enjoyed 
having tea with the brothers and sisters in 
their rooms. He revisited places where, as a 
novice some 80 years earlier, he had learned 
to perform temple chores in mindfulness. He 
paid his respects to spiritual ancestors at 
their altars and stupas. He presided over tea 
meditation with vivacious young monastics 
as they sang Plum Village songs. He was 
playful with babies presented by parents for 
his blessing. 

After suffering deeply from the violence 
of war and the cruelty of exile, after the 

Thay was surrounded by love, care, and joy in those final years. 
Above: Thay brought great happiness to monastic sisters by visiting them at Ni Xa Dieu 
Tram, our nunnery next to Tu Hieu Temple. Knowing how much Thay enjoyed the scent of 
fresh fruit, they presented him with a guava.

Thay always held a special place in his heart for children, with their wonder, innocence, 
and openness. 
Left and above: Thay receives and blesses little visitors. 

exhaustion of travelling the world to 
spread the Dharma in ways powerfully 
relevant to people’s suffering today, Thay 

passed the final chapter of this lifetime in 
peace, gentleness, and happiness at Tu 
Hieu.
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When the pandemic broke out in early 2020, 
and as countries introduced lockdowns, 
travel restrictions, and quarantine, it became 
clear we would need to adjust the funeral 
plans for Thay. Around 1:15AM (CET) on May 
1st 2020 Thay unexpectedly asked Sr. Dinh 
Nghiem to set up a WhatsApp video call 
during which Thay requested me to return to 
Vietnam as soon as possible. 

4.  A funeral  
for the living

Preparations for a funeral began upon Thay’s 
return to Tu Hieu. Thay was well enough to 
participate and give clear instructions. 
Through the same back-and-forth 
communication process, we were able to 
ascertain and confirm his intentions. Thay, 
who had spent his entire life transmitting the 
Dharma, wanted his funeral to be designed as 
a Dharma talk.

It would be a seven-day silent retreat for 
“taking refuge in oneself, a last Dharma talk 
by Thay about “no birth, no death”. Twenty 
years earlier, in his book No Death, No Fear - 
Comforting Wisdom for Life, Thay had taught 
that birth and death are notions, they are not 
real. “The fact that we think they are true 
makes a powerful illusion that causes our 
suffering,” he wrote. “When we understand 
that we cannot be destroyed, we are liberated 
from fear. It is a great relief. We can enjoy life 
and appreciate it in a new way”.6

Among many important preparations was to 
select a memorial photograph that would one 
day formally represent Thay at his funeral 
and on ancestral altars at Tu Hieu and Plum 
Village centers. There were eight criteria to 
fulfil:

1. Thay should be wearing his Sanghati robe 
2. Thay should be holding a Dharma 

instrument. In the tradition of Tu Hieu’s 
lineage, this is necessary for a Patriarch’s 
memorial image. As Thay’s greatest joy 
has been to transmit the Dharma to future 
generations, a picture from a Lamp 
transmission ceremony is most desired 

3. The picture should be taken directly in 
front of Thay 

4. His overall expression should convey a 
sense of balance. It should be beautiful 
with a light smile; gentle, calm, and 
peaceful, showing trust and compassion 
during the act of transmitting the lamp 

5. The lamp should be in the center for that 
message to be clearly understood 

6. It should be a relatively recent picture of 
Thay 

7. It should be a high-resolution image 
8. Ideally, the photograph should require no 

artificial touchups so as to be authentic 
and natural

We searched through thousands of 
photographs. At last, we found a quintessential 
image of Thay in his Sanghati robe, holding the 
lamp of transmission, his expression calm and 
happy. Taken in January 2009 during a Great 
Ordination Ceremony, the photograph 
projects beautifully Thay’s wish to renew, 
continue, and transmit the teachings of the 
Buddha to future generations. 

In preparing for Thay’s passing, a key task was to select a memorial photograph that would 
represent him at the funeral and on altars. We eventually found a photograph that met all 
our criteria, this serene image taken at a lamp transmission ceremony in January 2009. 
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After the pandemic broke out in early 2020, senior brothers and sisters were called back to 
Hue for meetings to adjust the funeral plans for Thay. 
Above: For Thay Phap Huu (left) from Plum Village France and Thay Phap An, both in 
plastic protective suits, it was a long, sweaty flight.

At the cremation ceremony, Thay Phap An read “Climbing Together the Hill of the Century” composed with Thay’s permission as a letter to 
his students. The intent was for this letter to be “a torch that shines and helps us overcome our most difficult times.” 

Travel was particularly challenging at that 
phase of the pandemic. I waited for two 
months, hoping the situation would improve. 
But things only became more difficult. In July, 
I began applying for a visa to enter Vietnam. 
I finally received approval at the end of 
September, with the help of many diplomatic 
and individual efforts by friends in Vietnam. 

On October 1st, my birthday, I took a Covid 
PCR test. The next day, I traveled by high-
speed train to Paris, where I boarded a flight 
to Vietnam together with Thay Phap Huu 
from Plum Village France on October 3rd. 
Having to wear full protective clothing and 
masks for the entire flight was exhausting as 
it was hot and hard to breathe. 

On arrival at Van Don Airport in the north-
eastern coastal province of Quang Ninh, and 
after waiting more than seven hours to go 
through passport control, I began four weeks 
of quarantine, two in northern Vietnam and 
two in Hue. Then, at last, I was able to meet 
Thay and, with inputs from other elders and 
Venerables, finalized with him revised 
 funeral plans that took account of the 
 pandemic situation.

I asked Thay for his permission to select some 
gems from letters he had written to his 
students over the past 60 years. These letters 
were full of Thay’s love and care to support 

his disciples through challenging times. My 
idea was to compose a letter just like those 
Thay used to write so he could continue to 
embrace his students and friends with his 
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love in the challenging days after his passing. 
As an offering to Thay, the letter would be 
read at his funeral to Thay’s monastic 
community, lay students and all others whom 
he had inspired. 

Thay agreed and with the support of other 
elders I began to compose “Climbing Together 
the Hill of the Century” (please see pages 59 to 
66 for the full text). On January 29th – Day 7 
of the formal ceremonies –as the sacred 
flames flared inside the cremation chamber, I 
read the letter to an assembly of more than 
2,000 Venerables, monks, nuns, lay 
dignitaries and practitioners. It was a tender, 
deeply moving moment. 

If there are silver linings to the pandemic, 
one is that live webcasting via the Internet is 
part of “the new normal”. Brothers and sisters 
in Plum Village centers around the world 
have gained valuable experience at 
organizing and webcasting online Dharma 
talks and retreats. When the time came, they 
had the expertise and capacity to reach a 
large global audience. 

We estimate that 11 million people followed 
the livestream of Thay’s funeral, plus stories 
and news updates on the Plum Village 
website and social media. Many have said 
they encountered Thay’s teachings and Plum 
Village for the first time through these 

webcasts and the extensive international 
news coverage of Thay’s passing. For most 
people in Vietnam, it was the first time they 
could access factual information about Thay, 
and how his teaching and peace activities had 
helped people in the West and globally

With the formal ceremonies conducted in 
Vietnamese, the Plum Village International 
Communications Team did a wonderful job 
preparing and translating into 11 languages a 
rich trove of memorial materials and practice 
resources to guide participants throughout 
the retreat. These day-by-day offerings are 
still on the Plum Village website. The team 
also helped to ensure that practitioners had 

Thay’s passing and funeral was a global news event. Above: With Tu Hieu Temple as a backdrop, Thay Phap An is interviewed on camera by 
the local bureau of an international news agency. 
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Monastic and lay Sangha members assembled at Plum Village Practice Centers across the world to watch together the livestream from Hue. 
Above: Monastics at Plum Village France, where it was the middle of the night, sit in silent composure as the funeral ceremony begins in 
Vietnam. 

Above and right: We arranged video livestreaming from Hue with 
commentary in several languages by monastics in the international 
network of Plum Village. We also erected screens so that the large 
congregations onsite could see clearly. On the ground in Hue, professional 
camera crews worked closely with our monastic production teams, 
integrating video and photographs from multiple locations. 

schedules enabling them to practice together 
across different time zones, as if present at 
Tu Hieu. Photo albums for each ceremony 
were promptly posted online. In addition, 
those watching the livestream were able to 

share their feelings and gratitude to Thay on 
Plum Village’s real-time blog. 

During my 2020 visit, I was fortunate to meet 
Mrs. Duong Thuy Lien, a lawyer who is also 

in the media communications sector. Her 
husband is an IT expert. They arranged to 
highest professional standards the online 
feed from Vietnam to our International 
Communications Team. 
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Lay disciples of Thay flocked to Hue, some traveling long distances, to participate in the funeral ceremonies. 
Above: In the early hours, they meditate beneath a canopy erected outside the Full Moon Meditation Hall to pay their respects and express 
their love and gratitude to Thay.

Significantly, Thay’s passing and funeral brought many high Venerables of different traditions together at Tu Hieu from across Vietnam. 
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The Plum Village International Communications Team prepared memorial materials and 
practice resources in 11 languages to guide participants throughout the week-long Silent 
Retreat of funeral ceremonies for Thay. 

Thay’s casket is borne through the temple’s symbolic middle gate as the funeral procession leaves Tu Hieu.

This included world class video and 
photographic coverage of the funeral, with 
multiple cameras covering all angles of the 
ceremonies at Tu Hieu, the cortege to the 
cremation ground, and the cremation 
ceremony. Large screens were erected at all 
locations so that the congregation could 
follow the proceedings. 

Our International Communications Team 
was the anchor for this technically 
demanding media event, integrating video 
from Vietnam with livestreams from practice 
centers in different parts of the world. We 
were able, for example, to see brothers and 
sisters meditating in the depth of night in 
France, maintaining perfect composure 
despite the emotions they were feeling. 

As the livestream switched, we “looked in” on 
similar scenes at other practice centers, 
including in the US and Hong Kong, making 
Thay’s funeral a truly global offering of the 
Plum Village Community. In Vietnam, it 

brought together Venerables from many 
different Buddhist traditions and lay 
disciples from all walks of life.

The monastic communication team provided 
clear Dharma commentary to explain the 
spiritual and symbolic details of each 
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Above and below: As Thay’s cortege proceeds to the cremation ground, Hue’s roads are lined with townsfolk kneeling and bowing, or 
spontaneously stopping to join their palms.
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ceremony and guided online participants to 
practice while watching. The team also 
stepped in with readings of Thay’s poetry, 
and Plum Village music whenever the 
cellphone signals of more than 1,000 people 
on-site momentarily jammed the livestream 
feed from Vietnam. 

Videos of the funeral week are still on the 
Plum Village website6 and YouTube channel. 
The images are fresh and powerful. When I 
look at them again, I am touched anew to see 
the casket carried symbolically through the 
middle gate as Thay left Tu Hieu Temple for 
the last time in this body. 

I am still deeply moved by the sight of local 
people kneeling, their heads bowed low in 
respect, as the cortege made its way through 
the streets of Hue to the cremation park, with 
traffic police clearing the way.

Some Tibetan Buddhist monks have kindly 
remarked that Thay and the Plum Village 
community have established “a new 
standard” for a Buddhist funeral. Perhaps 
they are right. In Ho Chi Minh City before 
returning to Germany, I met many young 
practitioners who went to Hue to participate 
in Thay’s funeral ceremonies. They said the 
collective energy was so powerful it helped to 

“melt” their suffering. The funeral was, 
indeed, a retreat, they said. It helped them 
transform so much. 

Other lay friends and practictioners have 
shared that, before Thay’s funeral, they 
were afraid of dying. Now, with the insight 
of “no birth, no death” as communicated 
through Thay’s final Dharma talk, they are 
no longer afraid of death. Older folk in Hue 
traditionally prefer burial to cremation. 
Witnessing the serenity of Thay’s funeral, 
some told me they no longer fear cremation 
and will follow Thay’s example when their 
time comes. 

For some, the fear of death and cremation has been removed by the calm, peaceful manner of Thay’s passing and the beauty of his funeral 
ceremonies. At practice sessions throughout the seven days, we played voice recordings of Thay leading us into meditation. There was also 
chanting, Dharma readings, poetry, and singing. 
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Monastics and lay disciples kept vigil through the night at the cremation ground, offering Thay their love, support, and gratitude.

Thay’s wish was for his funeral to be his last Dharma talk. At the cremation ceremony, Sr. Chan Khong, a disciple and close collaborator of 
Thay for more than 60 years, gave a heartfelt rendition of “Smile”, the song Thay always invited her to sing at the end of his public talks. 
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When France tried to restore colonial rule 
over Vietnam in 1946, Thay (above, as a 
young monk) was the same age as many 
French soldiers sent to kill and die in 
Vietnam’s war of independence. With 
compassion, Thay understood their fears 
and offered friendship to soldiers open to 
receiving it.

Thay’s Bodhisattva Path

1. The suffering of war

Most of us start out with dreams of having a 
beautiful life. As a young person, Thay also 
wished for love, compassion, and beauty in 
his life. But the suffering and destruction of 
war meant that Thay’s generation could not 
pursue normal dreams of getting a job, 
having a family, and enjoying life. 

The whole country was on fire, first with 
Vietnam’s war of independence (1946-1954) 
from French colonial rule, then with the 
Vietnam War (1955-75) between communist 
North Vietnam and US-backed South 
Vietnam – a proxy conflict between Cold War 
blocs and ideologies. The US got involved to 
stop, in its view, the next “domino” from 
falling to communism in Asia. The Catholic-
dominated regime in Saigon also wanted to 
suppress Buddhism, the religion of the 
majority of Vietnamese people, and its 
influence in society.

Thay was a young monk in the late 1940s 
when French soldiers of the same age were 
sent to fight, kill, and die in Vietnam. As he 
faced these soldiers, some pointing weapons 
at him, Thay’s compassion enabled him to see 
their fear and how they, too, were victims of 
their government’s policy and lack of 
understanding.

It was barely three years since France’s 
liberation from Nazi occupation during 
World War II. Had the leaders of France 
gained any insight into their own people’s 
suffering from invasion and occupation, they 
would never have made their – ultimately, 
disastrous – attempt to reimpose colonial 
rule over Vietnam. The years of conflict this 
unleashed proved equally calamitous for 
patriotic, passionate Vietnamese youth 
ready to fight and die for independence. 

Thay formed a friendship with one 21-year-
old French soldier, as he recounted years 
after.8 Late one night, the soldier had been 
sent to search for Viet Minh (underground 
fighters for independence) believed to be 

of young French soldiers he was about to kill, 
this soldier could not bear to open fire. “For a 
moment I loved the enemy like my own 
mother loves me!” he told Thay. “I knew that 
the death of these two youngsters would 
make their mothers in France suffer, just as 
my mother had grieved for the death of my 
younger brother”. That Vietnamese soldier’s 
heart, Thay told the French soldier, was 
“filled with the love of humanity”.

Thay observed that the nature of war is to 
turn us into enemies, so that people who have 
never met each other kill each other out of 
fear. “It is my prayer that nations will no 
longer send their young people to fight each 
other, not even in the name of peace,” he 
wrote. “I do not accept the concept of war for 
peace, nor of a ‘just war’, in the same way that 
I cannot accept the concept of ‘just slavery’, 
‘just hatred’ or ‘just racism.’ During the wars 
in Vietnam, my friends and I declared 
ourselves neutral; we took no sides, and we 
had no enemies, North or South, French, 
American or Vietnamese.”9

Not taking sides in a conflict is the Buddhist 
practice of non-attachment to views, and 
freedom from all ideologies.10 But, for Thay it 
did not mean standing on the sidelines while 
people all around were suffering. In 1965, 
as the war escalated, Thay and colleagues 
formed a politically neutral organization 
called the School of Youth for Social Service 
(SYSS) to help victims of the violence, 
as well as of natural disasters, through 
compassionate action.11

In its revolutionary form of social action, the 
SYSS embodied Thay’s “Engaged Buddhism” 
movement for Buddhist reform and renewal 
in Vietnam, and his peace activism. 
Thousands of student volunteers were sent 
to rebuild bombed villages, set up schools 
and medical centers, resettle homeless 
families and more.12 Operating openly and 
courageously on the ground between 
warring sides was dangerous work. Thay 
suffered greatly when several SYSS social 
workers he sent into the field were killed. 

gathering at the temple where Thay was 
living. The soldier’s orders were to kill if 
necessary. When he entered, he was struck 
by the surrounding peace and silence. He felt 
drawn to the calmness of monks sitting in 
meditation. He wanted to find out more. 

As their friendship deepened, the soldier 
confided to Thay that he and his comrades 
were homesick, missed their families and 
country and feared they would be killed, 
never to return to relatives in France who 
were, themselves, trying to rebuild shattered 
lives after World War II. The young soldier 
wondered why the hatred between the Viet 
Minh and his side was so intense. 

Thay took his hand and told him the story of 
a Vietnamese friend who had enlisted to fight 
the French. He had won many battles. But one 
day, as he saw the handsome, innocent faces 
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Between 1966 and 1967, Thay traveled to the U.S. and 18 other countries to report 
firsthand on the war in Vietnam and plead for an end to the suffering. He had 
already written the evocative poem reproduced alongside.

Thay and other young monks braved swollen rivers in 1964 
bringing relief supplies to victims of the worst flooding central 
Vietnam had seen in 60 years. They had to pass through areas of 
heavy fighting where they could have been killed at any moment.

Thay pioneered Buddhist engagement in social work and rural 
development. 
Above: Thay teaching village children in rural Vietnam in 1964. 

The Fruit of Awareness  
Is Ripe13

My youth
an unripe plum.
Your teeth have left their marks on 

it.
The tooth marks still vibrate.
I remember always,
remember always.

Since I learned how to love you,
the door of my soul has been left 

wide open
to the winds of the four directions.
Situation calls for change.
The fruit of awareness is already 

ripe,
and the door can never be closed 

again.

Fire consumes this century,
and mountains and forests bear its 

mark.
The wind howls across my ears,
while the whole sky shakes violently 

in the snowstorm.

Winter’s wounds lie still,
missing the frozen blade,
restless, tossing and turning
in agony all night.
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Before leaving in May 1966 for a speaking 
tour of the US and Europe to call for peace in 
Vietnam, Thay wrote the poem “The Fruit of 
Awareness is Ripe” expressing his pain over 
the war.

Thay’s suffering was not just about Vietnam, 
but also the devastation caused by World 
Wars I and II in the first half of the 20th 
century. “I penetrated the heart of the Buddha 
with a heart that was deeply wounded,” Thay 
later wrote of this poem.14 “Once the door of 

awareness has been opened, you cannot close 
it. The wounds of war in me are still not all 
healed. There are nights I lie awake and 
embrace my people, my country, and the 
whole planet with my mindful breathing.”15

Thay’s book Vietnam – Lotus in a Sea of Fire, first published in English in 1967 and translated into other European languages, provided a 
rare Vietnamese perspective on the violence and suffering in Vietnam as the war expanded rapidly with U.S. combat involvement. Thay’s 
book was an important text for the growing peace movement in the U.S. A passage was quoted by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in his historic 
April 1967 speech against “this tragic war”.
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2.  The path away  
from the suffering of war 

Thay wrote that without suffering we cannot 
grow or have the peace and joy we deserve. 
Most of the time we have an idea of suffering, 
a notion or perception of suffering. But 
when, like Thay, we actually see and 
experience suffering as suffering – as 
suffering really is – with our full awareness 
and understanding, we wake up. Like Thay, 
we see that in war, all sides suffer; all are 
victims. 

This insight shows us clearly the path away 
from the suffering of war. And in that 
moment, there is a shift in our cognition of 
suffering; we automatically change the 
direction of our life in such way that 
transcends the suffering around us. 

Because of Vietnam’s wars, Thay’s life 
changed. He saw the suffering around him 
and was determined not to add to it but to 
stop it. He made a vow to walk on the path of 
a Bodhisattva, the path of service to all 
sentient beings. He oriented his life to the 

cause of peace in Vietnam and later, peace in 
the world. “The Fruit of Awareness Is Ripe” 
marked the ripening of Thay’s realization of 
the First Truth of the Noble Ones regarding 
the suffering caused by war, and of Thay’s 
determination to build a culture of peace on 
Earth.

Conflict happens not only within or between 
nations it also happens within a family. 
Conflict between a father and mother, for 
example, causes much suffering in their 
children, with consequences that cannot be 

The insight in this calligraphy of Thay’s comes from his poem “Message”. 16 Written in Saigon in 1964, amid the sound of bombs and 
mortars, it is a meditation on restoring peace and joy in oneself, and on continuing to see the beauty of life whatever the circumstances.
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measured. We need to be peaceful in 
ourselves, we need our family to be happy 
and peaceful, and to live in harmony with 
everyone in our household. We need to stop 
all suffering in our family, no matter how big 
or small, with our partner, our children, our 
parents, our siblings. 

Radiating one layer out, we do the same with 
our immediate community, such as our local 
Sangha or practice center. Radiating another 
layer out, we do our best to help our society 
and our country to live peacefully. Radiating 
further out – at the level of governments, 
global advocacy, and international 
organizations – we try to foster peace in the 
world. 

War is made possible by the view that only by 
eliminating our “enemy” can we have peace 

and security. The Buddhist perspective is 
fundamentally different. As Thay often said, 
our true enemy is our own fear, anxiety, and 
sorrow, our anger, greed, ignorance, and 
hatred. 

With Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 
February 24th, years of tension over security 
turned into full-scale war. As soon as 
important matters were finalized after 
Thay’s funeral, we acted as I believe Thay 
would have done. The Plum Village 
Community wrote and circulated in English 
and 13 other languages an open letter calling 
for an immediate ceasefire. 

We supplemented this with personal letters 
to Mr. Vladimir Putin, President of the 
Russian Federation, and Mr. Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy, President of Ukraine, enclosing a 

copy of the open letter and a DVD of the 
beautiful new documentary film “A Cloud 
Never Dies” about Thay’s life and work for 
peace. 

In the spirit of Thay, our way of calling for 
peace in Ukraine is not to take sides or 
participate in division. We love both the 
Russian and Ukrainian people. Our goal is to 
touch the seeds of peace and reconciliation in 
the leaders of both countries and of other 
countries involved in this latest proxy war. 

We understand that the ongoing tragedy in 
Ukraine is ultimately due to lack of insight 
into the Noble Truth of suffering – that war 
makes victims of everyone. It is also due to 
ignorance that the consequences can last for 
generations. Vietnamese people know this 
from painful experience. Some 50 years after 
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the war, many Vietnamese families are still 
split. Brothers and sisters who fought on 
different sides will not talk to each other or 
share a meal. They cannot make peace. In the 
US, there are ageing veterans who still 
experience physical and psychological 
damage from their time in Vietnam. Many 
are isolated from mainstream American life. 

Buddhist practice is to rise above 
contradictions and find a way for both sides 
to sit together and talk until they reach an 
understanding to stop fighting, reconcile, 
and live in harmony. In the heat of war, such 
breakthroughs are hard to achieve. Thay 
campaigned tirelessly for a ceasefire in 
Vietnam and the withdrawal of American 
troops. He allied himself in the US with Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. and with non-violent 
protests for peace in Vietnam and civil rights 
for Black Americans. 

Thay chose a very difficult path because 
when we rise above both sides and urge 

The DVD case for a beautiful new documentary on Thay’s life and work for peace, released in April 2022. We sent advance copies to 
presidents Putin and Zelenskyy.

warring parties to embrace and act upon 
possibilities for peace, we become a target of 
attack by both. Moreover, as the killing and 
destruction increase, divisions deepen, and 
the momentum of conflict becomes stronger. 

In June 1966, at a press conference in 
Washington, D.C., Thay presented a five-
point peace proposal for ending the war in 
Vietnam.17 Immediately he was denounced 
on Saigon radio, in newspapers, and by the 
government of South Vietnam as a national 
traitor. His life was in danger. Because he 
campaigned for peace, Thay was denied the 
right to return to Vietnam and forced into 
exile in the West for nearly 40 years.

3.  The loneliness  
of the enlightened

The path of an enlightened human is the path 
of love, compassion, sacrifice and service. 
The challenge of staying on that limitless 
path is immense. Sometimes we wish only to 

live a small life in a small hut, making small 
achievements with tiny flashes of insight and 
wisdom. We are content with our small ideas, 
small relationships, small suffering, and 
small happiness. We hesitate to step up to the 
great path. Though our commitment to 
become a Bodhisattva or a Buddha may be 
sincere, we nearly always fall back to our 
small life. 

An enlightened person dares to step up and 
walk steadily on the great path, overcoming 
all tendencies to slide back. That is what Thay 
did. His nature was never to give up. Thay 
had the clarity to make decisions and the 
courage and determination to go to the whole 
way in acting upon them. An enlightened 
person sees reality, in and of itself, as it is. 
Doing so, gives him or her the spiritual 
strength to act out of wisdom. 

In Dharma talks, I give the example of smoking 
and stopping smoking. We know that cigarette 
smoking is not good for us, that it can damage 
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our lungs and cause cancers that kill us. But 
having the knowledge that smoking causes 
suffering is not the same as having insight. 
Knowledge comes from the intellectual part of 
our brain. Insight is when we wake up and 
understand the Noble Truth that smoking is 
suffering. That gives us the strength to change 
our mindset and stop smoking. 

An enlightened person can be extremely 
lonely because, while he or she has deep 
insight, people around do not. 

In 1965, Thay wrote a poem describing the 
aloneness felt by those on the path of service. 

In any family there is usually one relatively 
enlightened individual. For example, in 
conflicts between parents the enlightened 
ones may be their children. Children always 
want to embrace both parents. They see the 
suffering between them and do not want to 
take either side. But Mum will try to persuade 
them that Dad is in the wrong, and Dad will 
try to convince them that it is all Mum’s fault. 

Because both parents withdraw into their 
own conflict and suffering, they are not pre-
sent for their children who can feel very 
lonely. Vulnerable and not fully enlightened, 
young people may not know how to overcome 
their loneliness. They may try to run away 
from their suffering by going on the path of 
alcohol and drug abuse. 

A fully enlightened person knows the way 
out. It is the path that leads to unconditional 
compassion, as Thay describes in “Recom-

This statue at Plum Village’s Magnolia Grove Monastery, Mississippi, commemorates the spiritual brotherhood, non-violent activism, and 
personal friendship of Thay and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.  Photo: Paul Davis
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mendation”. I once had an opportunity to ask: 
“Dear Respected Thay, what happens when 
the feeling of being enlightened comes upon 
you. What do you do?” Thay replied: “When-
ever Thay has such a feeling of being enlight-
ened, a poem spontaneously flies in.” That is 
why I love to read and share Thay’s poems. 

Due to our lack of understanding, sometimes 
we may feel that an enlightened person is 
dictatorial and tough or that he/she does not 
want to listen to anyone else. This is only 
because of the difference in nature between 
an enlightened person on the great path to 
happiness and an ordinary person dwelling 

in his or her small world. In “Climbing 
Together the Hill of the Century”,19 Thay 
alludes to this when he says: “Thay  is 
sometimes unskillful, but Thay knows that 
you are always willing to forgive me.” 

“Alone again, I will go on with bent head…On the long, rough road”. Thay once wrote in a poem entitled “Recommendation” (reproduced 
below). The illustration above and others in this article were created by artist Sabine Nimz, a committed and generous member of our Phu 
Dong Thien Vuong Sangha in Tyrol, Austria
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Recommendation 18

Promise me,

promise me this day,

promise me now,

while the sun is overhead

exactly at the zenith,

promise me:

Even as they

strike you down

with a mountain of hatred and violence;

even as they step on you and crush you

like a worm,

even as they dismember and disembowel you,

remember, brother,

remember:

man is not our enemy.

The only thing worthy of you is compassion-

invincible, limitless, unconditional.

Hatred will never let you face

the beast in man.

One day, when you face this beast alone,

with your courage intact, your eyes kind,

untroubled

(even as no one sees them),

out of your smile

will bloom a flower.

And those who love you

will behold you

across ten thousand worlds of birth and dying.

Alone again,

I will go on with bent head,

knowing that love has become eternal.

On the long, rough road,

the sun and the moon

will continue to shine.

When I worked with Thay, I observed that 
he would contemplate certain matters for 
a long time. He would also contemplate 
the progress of individual students. Thay 
would know when a particular student 
needed this or that Dharma teaching. He 

would wait patiently for six months, a year 
or even two years until the student was 
ready to receive that Dharma teaching. 
After contemplating matters deeply for 
however long was needed, Thay would 
decide and act. 

That is how I know that Thay’s decision to 
return to Vietnam and Tu Hieu was not made 
in haste. Thay waited a long time for the right 
conditions, the right moment. And then we 
were off. 
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First published in 2001, this collection of over 50 poems by Thay sheds light on his early life in war-torn Vietnam, 
his own spiritual journey, and his ideas on how we can create a more peaceful, mindful world. 
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Turning the Dharma Wheel  
in the West

media describe him as “the father of mindful-
ness”.

A commentary in the Washington Post upon 
Thay’s passing noted that aside from His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama, Thay was arguably 
the best-known Buddhist in the Western 
world. It added: “Hanh’s greatest contribution 
to Western thinking was to inject the idea of 
mindfulness: to be fully conscious in the 
current moment.”21 

The essence of Thay’s mindfulness training is 
that we take ordinary actions and train our 
self to do them one at a time, in full awareness 
from beginning to end. It could be taking our 
first step of the day, turning the light on and 
off, brushing our teeth, putting on our 
clothes, drinking our tea or coffee, and so on. 

By bringing mind and body together like this 
we become more present for life. As we 
complete each act fully, we develop a deep 
sense of satisfaction and wellbeing. Suddenly, 
life becomes a miracle. Each moment feels 
more joyful and blessed. Mindfulness 
practice helps us to calm our impulses, 
transform our unwholesome habit energy 
and underlying unwholesome tendencies, 
and cultivate a wholesome new way of living. 

Thay’s impact on the teaching and practice of 
mindfulness continues to be recognized. We 
have just received wonderful news that the 
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, at 
Harvard University in the U.S., is establishing 
the Thich Nhat Hanh Center for Mindfulness 
in Public Health. This has been made possible 
by the commitment and generosity of U.S. 
friends. Senior Plum Village monastics will 
travel to Harvard for an informal inauguration 
dinner on August 25th. We look forward to 
sharing more details in due course. 

Thay’s 1975 book The Miracle of Mindfulness, 
published in 30 languages,22 is a valuable 

manual not only for Buddhist meditators but 
also for psychiatrists, psychologists, and 
counsellors helping patients suffering from 
anxiety, depression, PTSD, and other 
disabling mental disorders. Many people 
practicing mindfulness in secular settings 
today may not be aware that these techniques 
are rooted in the original Buddhism, as 
taught by the Buddha, and revitalized by 
Thay. 

Over millennia, Buddhism has always 
adapted to help people address their 
suffering in the circumstances of their time. 
Mindfulness and other practices introduced 
by Thay in the West are his way of helping 
Buddhism respond to the everyday suffering 
of people in the 21st century. 

Thay cannot be categorized as a teacher in 
any particular Buddhist tradition. He draws 
on the wisdom of all traditions.23 Out of the 
inclusiveness and originality of Thay came 
the distinctive body of teachings and 
practices known as the Plum Village 
tradition, with mindfulness at its core. 

The health benefits of mindfulness 
techniques, which have roots in early 
Buddhism and were revived by Thay, are 
recognized by Harvard University. Its 
public health department is establishing 
a mindfulness center named after Thay.

1. The wisdom of all traditions

In May 1966, before Thay left for what was 
supposed to be a three-month peace tour 
overseas, he returned to Tu Hieu to say 
goodbye to his teacher. At that meeting, Zen 
Master Chan That “transmitted the lamp” of 
his Dharma teaching and spiritual lineage to 
Thay with a gatha (poem) that ended: 

Acting in such a way that is neither 
caught in ideas or notions, nor taking 

sides in partisan conflict,
The light of mindfulness illuminates our 

true nature, 
And in both East and West the 

wonderful Dharma is realized.19

Throughout his decades in exile, Thay – who 
was fluent in English and French – spread the 
Dharma and the practice of mindfulness far 
and wide in the West. It is one of his greatest 
contributions to humanity. International 
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Thay embraced and drew from the wisdom of all Buddhist traditions. 
Above: Thay enjoys the brotherly companionship of Venerable Theravada monks of the Southern transmission during a visit to Thailand in 
2007. 

“Don’t ask me, ask the horse.” For Thay, this metaphor captures the idea of the runaway habit energy which pushes us from life to life. 
Illustration: Sabine Nimz
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“….she will jump out of the plate after just a few seconds.” This is from a Dharma poem by 
Thay about the “frog nature” that keeps us leaping impulsively from plan to plan 
throughout our life. Illustration: Sabine Nimz

2.  From the Southern  
transmission

Buddhism’s Southern transmission, 
practiced in countries including Sri Lanka, 
Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos, 
concerns itself primarily with the infinite 
cycle of samsara – how the energies of the life 
into which we are born lead us to rebirth into 
the realm of suffering. This is the most 
important teaching of the Southern 
transmission.

Its focus is on karma, the totality of our 
intentional actions, life after life. The 
direction of practice is to end the cycle of 
rebirth into suffering by resolving our 
karma. The Buddha’s teachings on suffering 
are, in fact, teachings about how to face and 
transform our karmic formation and cease 
the activities of latent unwholesome 
tendencies or potential in our subconscious.

The Southern transmission emphasizes that 
we need to end our ignorance about karma. 
Thay uses the wonderful metaphor of a man 
crouched on the back of a bolting horse. A 
person on the roadside says: “Hey, my friend, 
where are you going?” As the horse gallops 
past, the man swings around and replies: 
“Don’t ask me. Ask the horse.” Our inability to 
stop the horse of habit energy is ignorance. If 
we do not practice to overcome this ignorance, 
then at the moment of our death our karmic 
force will combine with surrounding causes 
and conditions to push us into another life of 
suffering. 

The first step in ending ignorance is to 
interrupt the karmic flow by stopping. Thay 
created many ways to help us do this. They 
are among his great living legacy. One method 
is Thay’s mindfulness bell, which has been 
adopted by spiritual cultures globally. 
Listening to the sound of the bell, we instantly 
stop what we are doing or thinking, we 
breathe, come back to our self, and relax our 
body and our mind. 

With a little creativity, ordinary things in 
daily life can become a bell of mindfulness, 
such as the ringtone on our cellphone, or a 
traffic light. For example, when a traffic light 
turns red, we say: “Hello my darling, thank 
you for giving me the opportunity to stop, 
breathe and smile.” In this way, a traffic light 

Froglessness24

The first fruition of the practice
is the attainment of froglessness.
When a frog is put
on the center of a plate,
she will jump out of the plate
after just a few seconds.
If you put the frog back again
on the center of the plate,
she will again jump out.
You have so many plans.
There is something you want to 

become.
Therefore you always want to make a 

leap,

a leap forward.
It is difficult
to keep the frog still
on the center of the plate.
You and I
both have Buddha Nature in us.
This is encouraging,
but you and I
both have Frog Nature in us.
That is why
the first attainment
of the practice –
froglessness is its name.

is a bell of mindfulness, stopping the strong 
horse of habit energy from bolting away with 
us. 

Similarly, habit energy will push us to chatter 
over lunch in the dining room. When we hear 
the sound of the bell and practice stopping 
together, we curb our horse of habit energy. 
If we cannot stop with the Sangha when we 
hear the bell in the dining room, what chance 
do we have of stopping if we hear unkind 
words from our loved one and become angry 

or frustrated? Stopping requires many years 
of practice. 

Thay wrote two poems which illustrate 
Southern transmission teachings on the need 
to stop. The first is entitled “Froglessness” 

According to the Buddha, all sentient beings 
have the Buddha nature of stability, peace, 
relaxation, lightness, forgiveness, tolerance, 
love, acceptance and understanding. We 
all have the capacity to be peaceful and 
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liberated. But, as Thay says in his poem, we 
also have the nature of a frog. No matter how 
many times we try to return to our self (the 
“plate”), we keep leaping off. Thay tells us that 
“froglessness” – stopping our habit energy 
– is the first fruition of our practice. 

The second poem is entitled “Going in 
 Circles”.

Many of us chose to “sit down” in life. We 
refuse to stand up and face the habit energy 
that is fueling the karma pushing us towards 
our rebirth into greater suffering. We cannot 
break the cycle of samsara because we have 
lost touch with our self. We become like a 
pitiful ghost. Unable to live alone, we cannot 
spend one evening at home by our self 
without turning on the television, looking at 
the internet or joining social media “chats”.

As Thay’s poem says, we go round in circles. 
The reason is that we do not truly love our 
self. Instead, we crave the attention, love, 
and praise of others to satisfy a need to 
validate our life. That is why the first level of 
spiritual practice is to stop “going around”, 
by returning to our self and loving our self. 

a mental construct based on our past habitual 
way of living and our limited capacity for 
being truly present. For some, “seeing” 
reality is very much like seeing avatars or 
other virtual images in computer games. We 
come into contact with reality through our 
six senses: eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body and 
mind. These have been conditioned by a 
karmic journey through millions of years of 
evolution. To human eyes a flower may 
appear as a tulip. A bee looking at the same 
flower will see it differently because of its 
own karmic journey through millions of 
years of evolution. 

Our way of perceiving the world means that 
we automatically believe we are in contact 
with absolute reality. We think our reality is 
authentic and that reality as experienced by 
another is not. We are right and they are 
wrong. But as humans we all exist in the 
historical dimension. Absolute reality is 
something none of us can touch, grasp, or 
qualify because it belongs to the realm of the 
ultimate dimension. In Mahayana Buddhism, 
the ultimate dimension is an absolute about 
which we cannot think or discuss (in 

In a poem about “this crazy business of going in circles”, Thay appeals to us to stop so we 
may find our self in life. Illustration: Sabine Nimz

Going in Circles25

O you who are going in circles,
please stop.
What are you doing it for?
“I cannot be without going,
because l don’t know where to go.
That’s why 1 go in circles.”
O you who are going in circles,
please stop.
“But if I stop going,
I will stop being.”
O my friend who is going in circles,
you are not one with
this crazy business of going in 

circles
You may enjoy going,
but not going in circles.
Where can l go?”
Go where you can find your 

beloved,
where you can find yourself.

This teaching of Thay’s comes both from 
the Four Noble Truths and the insight of the 
Southern transmission into karma. It helps 
to explain the difference between an ordinary 
being and a Bodhisattva. The former is 
dragged and pushed by his or her karma while 
a Bodhisattva knows how to stop habit energy. 
He or she can pursue their Bodhisattva vow 
to help all living beings because he or she can 
choose their next rebirth. 

3.  From the Northern  
transmission

The Northern transmission practiced in East 
Asia including China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, 
Tibet, and Vietnam, tells us that suffering is 
caused not only by the closed karmic loop of 
habit energy but also by our way of seeing 
and perceiving the world. As Buddhism 
developed, cognitive aspects of how our mind 
works became a particular focus of the 
Mahayana branch, including the Zen 
tradition of Thay. 

As humans, we believe that what we see is 
real. In fact, it is more or less a virtual reality, 
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Vietnamese: “bất khả tư nghị”). Its nature is 
the nature of true emptiness, as depicted in a 
Zen circle. 

 It is helpful to understand the distinction 
between the historical and ultimate 
dimensions when, as practitioners, we try to 
resolve challenging situations in daily life. At 
a recent Dharma sharing, for example, a 
friend said she was struggling with “a lazy 
teenage son” who refuses to study or help 
with housework and wants only to play video 
games and sleep. She asked if accepting 
absolute reality as an unknowable truth 
means she should simply accept her son as he 
is, that is, allow him to carry on with his poor 
behavior. 

Operating in the historical dimension we try 
our best to help our child learn new habits by 
practicing with him, such as offering to do 
homework and housework together. When a 
skittish colt does not know what to do, we put 
him on a leading rein beside a steady, 
experienced horse until he calms down and 
behaves. We need to accompany our child, to 
be the good horse walking steadily beside 
him or her.

From the perspective of the ultimate 
dimension, we understand that our child’s 
nature and behavior are influenced by 
karmic formation over many lives. The child 
is being dragged and pushed by the powerful 
force of habit energy. If we give into 
frustration and scold our child, we do not 

The Zen circles of Thay’s calligraphy are positive representations of the non-duality and inseparability of form and emptiness, and of the 
historical and ultimate dimensions.26 (Right) Thay’s poetic calligraphy can be translated as “The Wondrous Manifestation sings the Song of 
the Miraculous True Emptiness.” 

In his book, The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching, published in multiple languages, Thay 
guides readers masterfully through the core tenets and foundational teachings of 
Buddhism in a style that is easily accessible to newcomers. 
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help. We only add to his/her sadness, anger, 
and resistance, making his/her karma worse. 

Our child’s karmic formation may mean that 
there are limits to his/her capacity. After 
we, as a parent, have done our best and 
know that our child has also done his/her 

best, it becomes possible to accept the child 
as he or she is. Such acceptance can bring 
much healing and peace to a parent-child 
relationship. 

Thay’s scholarship and deep insight into 
the Buddha’s teachings offer us greater 

possibilities for solving our problems. 
Thanks to Thay, the Plum Village tradition 
brings together wisdom, perspectives, 
and practices from both the Northern and 
Southern transmissions in new ways that 
help us overcome suffering today.

A renowned Buddhist 
scholar, Thay published over 

100 titles in English, 
including classic manuals 

on meditation, mindfulness 
and Engaged Buddhism and 

commentaries on ancient 
Buddhist texts. Among 

many honors, he was 
awarded (below) an 

honorary doctorate in social 
sciences from The 

University of Hong Kong in 
2014. Thay was also 

celebrated as a teacher who 
loved to invite questions 
from his students. Softly 

spoken, Thay would 
typically pause then 

respond with simplicity, 
clarity, humor – and a smile.
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Continuing Thay –  
The Work of Peace

In 2007, Thay visited Vietnam for three months with the intention of helping to heal the 
remaining wounds of war and nurture reconciliation among those still divided by the 
past. He offered three Great Requiem Ceremonies for the dead of both sides. Above: 
Thay arrives in Ho Chi Minh City to a crush of excited well-wishers. Below: The program 
for Great Requiem events in the north of the country. 

1. Reconciliation, recognition 

Thay used his final homecoming to Vietnam 
to continue his life’s work for peace and 
reconciliation. He kept up his mindfulness 
practice and positive attitude about life 
because, true to his Bodhisattva vow, Thay 
did not give up. He knew that his life was 
still meaningful and that he could still do 
something more. And he did.

During his three years and three months at 
Tu Hieu, Thay’s silent presence transformed 
longstanding divisions within the temple 
community that were an outcome of the war 
and its aftermath. Thay was able to create 
and nurture a harmonious atmosphere of 
brotherhood and sisterhood. Venerables and 
Plum Village monastics at Tu Hieu are now 
closer and more at ease with each other.

After Thay’s return to Tu Hieu his message 
of peace was recognized to a degree by the 
Vietnamese government. It seems to accept, 
now, that Thay belonged to neither side in the 
war. There is greater official recognition of 
Thay as a peacemaker who tried to reconcile 
different factions of the country. This is very 
positive. 

“The government hopes that the 
Plum Village community will 

continue the Zen master’s vision 
and aspiration for engaged 

Buddhism, and so contribute to 
the prosperity of society, and, 

together with the wider Buddhist 
community in Vietnam and 

abroad, promote peace in the 
world.” 

Vu Chien Thang, Deputy Minister of 
Home Affairs, Government of Vietnam, 
upon offering condolences to the Plum 
Village Sangha on behalf of President 
Nguyen Xuan Phuc and Prime Minister 
Pham Minh Chinh 
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In the past, there was a great deal of 
propaganda against Thay in Vietnam 
by the governments of both North and 
South. In recent times, and especially with 
Thay’s funeral ceremony, there is a deeper 
understanding now among the Vietnamese 
people about Thay’s life and work. In past 
decades it was difficult for them to get an 
accurate picture of Thay. Living with Thay as 
his students, we always knew his deep wishes 
and intentions. But for many in Vietnam, 
doubts, and suspicion about Thay lingered 
for years. Suspicion is part of the lasting 
damage of any war. 

Thay was not able to return to Vietnam until 
three decades after the war ended. Though 
his first trip, in 2005, had been proposed 
many years earlier, it still took a year of 
negotiations and preparations with officials 
in Hanoi. We went through a similar process 
for the later trips, including in 2007 when 
Thay held three Great Requiem Ceremonies 
for all who died in the war.

2. EIAB – a peace project

“Thich Nhat Hanh was a lifelong 
peace advocate who taught that 

polarization can be overcome  
as we nurture tolerance, 

inclusiveness, and the understanding 
of our deep interconnection  

with all human beings.”

Antonio Guterres, Secretary General  
of the United Nations 

relieve suffering and promote happiness and 
peace in ourselves and the world. 

We continue Thay’s work. On New Year’s Eve 
2021, EIAB issued the following prayer and 
“Mindfulness Training for Peace on Earth”. 

Dear Beloved Ancestors,  
Dear Beloved Mother Earth,

Over the past two years, uncertainty, anxiety, 
and loss arising from the COVID-19 Pandemic 
have raised levels of fear, anger, and violence 
in our human family. Contemplating the 
possibility for such suffering and violence to 
continue, and to proliferate on an even larger 
scale, we commit anew to cultivating peace in 
ourselves and in the world. Following the spirit 
of the Buddha’s insight into the Noble Truth of 
suffering, we aspire to practice the following 
mindfulness training for peace on Earth.

A Mindfulness Training  
for Peace on Earth

Aware of the suffering caused by the potential 
for our human family to destroy itself and 
– through unmindful or reckless actions – 
extinguish all life on Earth, we are determined 
to nurture a culture of honoring the sacred 
web of life that sustains us. This we shall do 
by committing collectively to practicing 
mindfulness and leading lives of non-violence 
and peace, based on our insight into the 
interconnectedness, interdependency and 
interbeing of all forms of life on Earth.

We shall practice collectively (as well as 
individually) in ways that stop all acts and 
behaviors contributing to the destruction of our 
human family, other species from the animal 
and plant kingdoms, and our planet. These 
destructive actions include the development 
and production of arms such as nuclear 
and biochemical weapons, and advanced 
technologies for waging war in cyberspace 
and space. The destructive actions we seek to 
end also include the misuse of social media 
and other media to manipulate human minds 
and emotions in ways that generate confusion, 
mistrust, anger, hatred, and violence within 
our human family, and cruelty to other species 
from the animal and plant kingdoms. 

We shall channel humanity’s collective energy, 
material wealth and spiritual resources 
towards positive, wholesome actions that help 
people learn about, understand, and trust each 

other; that nourish our existence as one human 
family among many species, and that protect 
our sacred Mother Earth.

With openness and humility, we shall learn 
to embrace each other culturally, politically, 
socially, and equitably. We shall respect 
diversity of ethnicity, gender, age, and religious 
or other beliefs so we may build and nurture 
on Earth a human family that is at peace with 
itself, with all living beings and with the planet.

While we anticipated an escalation of 
violence in the world, who could have 
foreseen that within two months of us 
publishing this prayer, Russia would invade 
Ukraine? On pages 139 to 146 we look more 
closely at how, through the practice of non-
violence, we can each help to cultivate peace 
at this critical time for the world.

The image of the President Putin at the end 
of a six-meter-long table when meeting 
French President Emmanuel  Macron in 
early February suggests that Mr. Putin has 
lot of fear. Perhaps it is fear of infection 
by Covid-19. Or perhaps he fears harm by 
someone in his inner circle, from whom he 
also sat at a distance shortly before Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine. President Zelenskyy 
has fears, too. He does not want Ukraine 
to fall under Russian influence or control. 
Both leaders want to defend what they 
believe are the interests of their people, from 
their different perceptions of reality in the 
historical dimension. 

In times of war, the hearts of leaders are 
closed to each other. The work of peace is 
to open them. With the Buddha’s liberating 
insight of no birth, no death; no coming, 
no going; no permanent self that can be 
annihilated, the war in Ukraine could be 
stopped. The whole world would be grateful 
to the leaders of Russia, Ukraine and other 
countries indirectly involved if they were to 
have the vision and courage to restore peace. 

3.  A Hall of Peace  
for a spiritual warrior 

Some people approach Buddhism with the 
idea that because life is full of suffering there 
is no point in prolonging it. Many Buddhists 
think that when it is time for us to leave, we 
should just let our life go and slip freely away.

On the Gate of Interbeing at the entrance 
to EIAB is inscribed in Thay’s calligraphy 
“Peace in Oneself, Peace in the World”. In the 
2018 issue of this magazine, we celebrated 
EIAB’s 10th anniversary and explained how 
the suffering of the Vietnam War formed the 
backdrop to the Institute’s establishment.26

Thay’s idea was to create an institute for the 
whole of Europe. He chose Germany because 
of its good physical connectivity to many 
European countries. Also of relevance was 
that, in the 20th century, some German leaders 
were instrumental in waging two world wars. 
Thay’s mission for EIAB is to offer people 
from any background, religious or non-
religious, a training in concrete methods to 
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A true Bodhisattva and spiritual warrior Thay, continued to climb “the hill of the century” for more than seven years after his stroke so that, 
when the moment came, his students were better prepared.  Painting: Sabine Nimz 
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Thay could have slipped away very easily 
when he hovered close to death in the 
first days after his stroke.28 But as a true 
Bodhisattva and spiritual warrior, and out 
of his compassion for his students, Thay 
soldiered on for another seven-plus years. 
When the moment came, we were better 
prepared and could take root in the island 
of ourselves – just as, on his deathbed, the 
Buddha had urged his disciples to do. 

That night in Tu Hieu, when Thay decided to 
let go of this body, perhaps, he had already 
renewed his lifelong vow to build peace 
on Earth. If so, then Buddhism’s Southern 

A scale model of EIAB’s future Thich Nhat Hanh Hall of Peace, which will be accessed through our main building, the Asoka Institute.

transmission tells us that his powerful vow 
will drive Thay to a new rebirth in the realm 
of suffering – not as an ordinary sentient 
being but, once more, as a great Bodhisattva 
full of compassion, saving lives and bringing 
peace on Earth. 

With Thay’s passing we are more than 
determined than ever to realize a plan 
conceived some years ago to build a beautiful 
meditation hall at EIAB. A site, close to our 
main building – the Asoka Institute – has 
been identified. Discussions are underway 
with relevant authorities to develop it. 
Donations continue to be sought. 

We know already what our meditation hall 
will be called: The Thich Nhat Hanh Hall of 
Peace. We shall invite peacemakers from all 
walks of life to practice with us in this hall 
so we may continue Thay and his work for 
peace. And the door of our hall shall always 
be wide open to receive Thay in his next 
Bodhisattva manifestation. 

4.  The blooming  
of a white lotus

Among many skillful applications of 
different Buddhist teachings developed over 
the past 2,500 years, a cornerstone of Thay’s 
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“Your hands or the wind beckoning, The shining of the tree’s new bud…all are preaching the Lotus Sutra.”  Illustration: Sabine Nimz

approach was his focus on the historical 
and ultimate dimension, as presented in the 
Lotus Sutra. Its full title can be translated 
as The Wonderous (True and Everlasting) 
Dharma of the White Lotus, from the Sanskrit, 
Saddharmapundarika. Inspired by this 
sutra, Thay wrote a poem in 1966 during 
a speaking tour of Australia. Reproduced 
alongside in Thay’s distinctive hand, it is 
called “Beckoning”.28

As a young monk, Thay enjoyed lighting a 
white candle and reading the Lotus Sutra each 
year on the eve of Tet as a practice to welcome 
the New Year. I believe that Thay’s beautiful 
poem represents his direct intuition of 
Buddha nature as an everlasting Buddha 
inherent in each manifesting form of life, as 
depicted in Chapter 16 of the Lotus Sutra (“The 
Lifetime of the Tathagata”). When we are free 
of preconceived ideas and fabrications, we 
can be in touch directly with this intuition 
and with the ultimate dimension. We go 
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In the historical dimension, 
the Buddha’s partial remains 
were enshrined in stupas as 

relics. But from the 
perspective of the Lotus Sutra, 
the Buddha Body is not to be 

found there. Rather, the 
Buddha’s full non-dual body is 

hosted in the Infinite Jewels 
Stupa and continues to preach 
the everlasting Dharma. Right: 

Supported by massive stone 
columns, EIAB’s bell stupa is a 

symbolic representation of the 
Infinite Jewels Stupa. 

 EIAB’s stupa offers a Dharma 
talk that can help us cultivate 

wisdom and compassion. Right: 
As we look up through its core, 

all of the stupa’s circles 
represent true emptiness at the 

core of existence, from which all 
wondrous phenomena manifest. 

As we go up and up through 
ever-diminishing circles, we 

progressively reduce the 
limitations of our mind and 

walk on the path of wisdom. As 
we walk, the nectar of 

compassion trickles down from 
on high, cooling and 

transforming our suffering and 
the suffering of the world.

beyond the limited notion of birth and death 
and touch the reality of no-birth-no-death.

In Chapter 11 of the Lotus Sutra,30 we learn 
that the everlasting Dharma is hosted in 
“the Infinite Jewels Stupa”. While we shall 
never see Thay’s relics in an earthly stupa, 
I believe we shall always be able to hear 
Thay preaching The Wonderous (True and 
Everlasting) Dharma of the White Lotus from 
the Infinite Jewels Stupa.

Enlightened ones open their hearts. Because 
of his inner love and compassion, Thay 
always felt happy when he was able to help 
and to contribute to others. He made many 
personal sacrifices for peace. But perhaps 
“sacrifice” is not the right word. We students 
often wondered how Thay kept going, retreat 
after retreat, tour after tour, year after year. 
One time I asked: “Dear Respected Thay, why 
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This Lotus Sutra insight cherished by Thay has become perhaps his most famous piece 
of calligraphy. 

Oneness32

The moment I die, 
I will try to come back to you 
as quickly as possible. 
I promise it will not take long. 
Isn’t it true 
I am already with you 
in every moment? 
I come back to you 
in every moment. 
Just look, 
feel my presence. 
If you want to cry, 
please cry. 
And know 
that I will cry with you. 
The tears you shed 
will heal us both. 
Your tears are mine. 
The earth I tread this morning 
transcends history. 
Spring and winter are both 
present in the moment. 
The young leaf and the dead leaf 
are really one. 
My feet touch deathlessness, 
and my feet are yours. 
Walk with me now. 
Let us enter the dimension of 
oneness 
and see the cherry tree blossom in 
winter. 
Why should we talk about death? 
I don’t need to die 
to be back with you.

have you done all this? Your students think 
you have done so much and must be very 
tired.” Thay responded: “I’ve done it because 
I like it. That’s it.” 

Out of the mud of suffering, Thay’s long life 
bloomed like a pure white lotus. We have so 

much love, respect, and gratitude to Thay for 
his life and his deep commitment to teaching 
and transmitting “the Buddha way”, as taught 
in the Lotus Sutra. 31 

In the historical dimension, Thay is gone, his 
ashes scattered at ceremonies held in Plum 

Village centers around the world, “to nourish 
the grass and the trees”, as Thay wished. But 
in the ultimate dimension where there is no 
birth or death, we shall always find Thay, as 
he promises in this poem:
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forgive me. May all living beings attain the 
enlightenment of the Buddha. 

Thay Phap An  
Waldbröl, 07.07.2022

expressed my deep apology if I have unskillfully 
misunderstood Thay’s guidance and teachings 
or been unskillful in interactions with my 
monastic brothers and sisters and others 
helping us. In this article, I have humbly 
tried my best to share reflections on Thay’s 
passing, his funeral, his life, his teachings 
and Thay’s global advocacy for peace. I hope 
I have not misrepresented these in any way. 
If unintentionally I have, I hope Thay will 

~ Author’s postscript ~

Over many years of working with Thay it has 
been my personal practice at the end of each 
project to go to Thay, to practice touching 
the earth deeply to him and thank him for 
allowing me the opportunity to take on the 
task; to express my deep gratitude to Thay for 
his trust, and to thank Thay for giving me the 
opportunity to practice and grow. I have also 
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ENDNOTES
1 This article is based on Dharma talks offered 

by the author during a special weekend retreat 
from Friday 18th March to Sunday 20th March 
2022 to invite and welcome Thay’s relics to 
EIAB. Videos of the ceremonies, the Dharma 
talks and other remembrance activities can be 
found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
9G47-QMisj8&list=PLAGuGlWKXFdO8KmktLB
sVL1CWc4YO0rru&index=2 (in German), and 
 h t t p s : // w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = -
lFJlsAkUDdY

2 On the Plum Village website at: https:/plum-
village.org/articles/tributes-to-thich-nhat-hanh

3 https://www.prnewswire.com/news- releases/
buddhist-leader-and-father-of-mindfulness-
thich-nhat-hanh-passes-away-301465993.html

4 “The  Buddhist crisis”, between May and No-
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Respected Venerables, 
Brothers, sisters, and friends,

In this moment, each one of us is embracing 
the loss of Thầy in our own unique way.

To us, his disciples, Thầy is a teacher whom 
we dearly love, respect and in whom we 
always take refuge. Even those of us who 
have been by Thầy’s side for many years still 
feel like children – young, innocent, and 
often unskillful novices. In more than 60 
years of practicing and teaching the Dharma, 
at key moments, Thầy would usually write a 
letter or a poem to encourage or support his 
disciples. In this solemn and sacred moment 
of the cremation ceremony, our wish is to 
receive such a letter from Thầy.

While preparing for Thầy’s funeral, we read 
through the old letters Thầy had written, full 
of love and care for his disciples. Throughout 
his whole life, Thầy never stopped 
transmitting the Dharma. These Dharma 

gems are as majestic as jeweled mountains, 
and deep and wondrous as the vast ocean.

In 2020, on the occasion of commemorating 
our Ancestral Teacher Master Nhất Định, 
we asked Thầy for permission to select some 
gems from his old letters and compose one 
just like the ones he used to write to us in the 
past 60 years.1

May this letter –  
a garland of Dharma gems –  

be a torch that shines  
and helps us overcome  
our most difficult times.

Today, when our collective consciousness and 
the sacred flame of the cremation ceremony 
are infused in the realm of no birth and no 
death, we humbly ask the Most Respected 
Venerables, our brothers and sisters and 
friends from all over the world, to allow us to 
offer Thầy this garland of gems - a letter to all 
his disciples, his continuation.

A Garland of Dharma Gems

A Love Letter  
from Thầy 

Introduced and read  
by Thầy Pháp Ấn, Elder Monk  
in the Plum Village Tradition,  

at the Cremation Ceremony for Thầy  
in Vietnam, 29th January 2022
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To all my beloved children – 
 monastic, OI2 and lay members 
near and far,

Today is the Memorial Day of the Ancestral 
Teacher who founded Từ Hiếu, our Root 
Temple. His first name is Tánh and his 
second name is Thiên, but he is also known 
by the name of Nhất Định.3 Today it is 
sunny, and in the freshness of Huế’s mid-
autumn, thousands of descendants of our 
Ancestral Teacher, from all over the country, 
have returned to the Root Temple in order 
to pay respect to him. In the previous 
days, hundreds of people had also come 
to the Root Temple to rake leaves, tidy up 
the garden of the monastery, clean up the 
stupas and prepare for today’s ceremony. 
The descendants of our Ancestral Teacher all 
over the world are also turning toward him 
during the day of his memorial. Our Sangha 
is very wide. It is present in four continents. 
Thầy is so happy to see that our Sangha is 
continuing the career of the Buddha and of 
our spiritual ancestors.4

Lighting up our heart of gratitude

Thầy has often taught that with gratitude 
in our hearts, we can be happy right away. 
In the past days Thầy has so much gratitude 
for the Buddha and spiritual ancestors for 
offering such a beautiful and clear spiritual 
path, a path for us to go on for our whole 
life.5 Vietnam is a very beautiful country, 
with beautiful people.6 I am very grateful 
to the country of Vietnam and to my blood 
family for having given birth to me. Two 
years ago, this country once again opened 

her arms and welcomed me to return to teach 
the Dharma where I was born.7 In the past 
two years, I have been so happy living with 
my brothers, sisters, and disciples on the 
ancestral land. I often visit the room of my 
teacher, then practice walking meditation 
down to the Half-Moon Pond, together with 
my young disciples, where some nights we 
watch the moon rise above the gate of the 
monastery. The path from the main hall of 
Từ Hiếu going down to the Half-Moon Pond, 
round the Morning Star Pond and up the 
Dương Xuân hill or back to Lăng Viện, has 
already become a legendary path.8

Do you know that my happiness is very great? 
Sometimes it is so great that I have the feeling 
I do not have enough strength to embrace it 
all.9 Whenever I see my students attending 
me, my heart is filled with love and gratitude. 
I am deeply grateful for all my students.10 
I think that our Sangha should renew the 
practice of The Four Gratitudes (gratitude 
toward parents, teachers, friends and all 
living beings), so that they become The Five 
Gratitudes. In it, we can add the gratitude 
for descendants and disciples. This includes 
monastics, OI and lay members who have 
helped Thầy and the spiritual ancestors who 
realize the work of spreading the Dharma 
and helping living beings.

Not only have my attendants brought me a lot 
of happiness, but all of you – wherever you 
are and whatever you are doing to transform 
suffering within yourself and others, to 
engage and offer your service to humanity – 
each and every one of you has offered me so 
much happiness. This is why I am so grateful 

to you. I can see very clearly that wherever 
you are, you are my continuation, and in 
one way or another, you are carrying me 
into the future.11 We, teacher and student, 
will continue to climb the hill of the century, 
offering our love, understanding, freedom 
and solidity to the world, today and ever after. 
And do you know? When our mahasangha 
climbs the hill of the century, the scenery is 
truly spectacular.12

Sangha is a beautiful community

Among you, there are monks and nuns. 
Monks, nuns, or lay members are all 
practitioners. “Xuất” – the first part of the 
word “xuất sĩ” for monastic in Vietnamese 
means going forth. Going forth here means to 
go join a monastic community. As a member 
of the monastic community, we go wherever 
the Sangha needs us to go; we do not have 
a permanent residence. Among you, there 
are lay practitioners. “Cư” – the first part 
of the word “cư sĩ” for “lay practitioner” in 
Vietnamese means staying. Another word 
for lay practitioner in Vietnamese is “xử sĩ”, 
which means that you have not gone forth 
to become a monastic because you have 
family or other obligations. However, as lay 
practitioners, you still have the opportunity 
to practice. With the presence of lay 
practitioners, we can have a complete multi-
fold Sangha.

The monastic Sangha and lay Sangha rely 
on one another, support one another as we 
practice to transform, and to serve all living 
beings. “Sangha is a beautiful community, 
walking together on the joyful path, practicing 

Climbing together  
the hill  

of the century
Deep Listening Hut  

Từ Hiếu Temple, Huế  
20.11.2020
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to liberate ourselves, and to bring peace and 
happiness to the world.”13 Taking refuge in 
the Sangha is our basic practice, helping us 
to overcome our worries, fears and anxiety.

Although life is impermanent
Although there is birth, sickness, old 

age, and death,
Now that I have a path of practice,
I have nothing more to fear14

Human rights activist Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. yearned to build a beautiful 
community – a happy community, with 
brotherhood, sisterhood and capacity for 
activism and engagement. He called such 
a community “The Beloved Community”. 
Unfortunately, he was assassinated at the age 
of 39 in Memphis, so he could not realize his 
beautiful dream. We are more fortunate. We 
have been able to set up Sanghas everywhere, 
and so wherever we go, we can feel at home 
(“The Sangha body is everywhere, my true 

home is right here.”15). We have continued 
that aspiration of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., and every day, our practice is to generate 
brotherhood and sisterhood, to cultivate joy 
and the capacity to help people. This is a 
concrete way to realize and continue that 
dream.16 But more than that, the problems 
of our time have become global. The Buddha 
of the 21st century can no longer manifest as 
an individual, “One Buddha is not enough.”17 
If Maitreya, the Buddha to be born, will 
manifest in this century Thầy believes that 
he will manifest in the form of “A Beloved 
Sangha – A Beloved Community.”

Recommendations

Today is the day to commemorate our 
ancestor who established the Root Temple, 
and Thầy would like to remind you again 
about his true aspiration so that together as 
teacher and disciples we can continue to climb 

the hill of the century. Thầy is very happy 
whenever he remembers that in the present 
moment, we are climbing the hill of the 21st 
century together. We have climbed together 
for 20 years (this is already the year 2020). 
By the year 2050, we will stand on the peak of 
the hill and the view from there will be very 
beautiful, no less beautiful than that from the 
Vulture Peak.18

Bodhicitta –  
Greatest Aspiration –  
Deep Love

First and foremost, Thầy wants you to 
remember that bodhicitta – the mind of 
love – is the deep aspiration, the dream of 
a true practitioner. Once the mind of love 
is eroded, we have no energy to realize our 
dream.19 We ordain in order to generate 
great love, great understanding, acceptance, 
forgiveness, inclusivity, and we are ready 
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to offer ourselves to be at the service of 
our fellow humans and all living beings. 
We ordain in order to free ourselves from 
craving, attachment, hatred, fear, doubt, 
misunderstanding, ignorance and wrong 
perceptions – about ourselves, about people 
and life. And beyond that, as Zen Master Linji 
put in his opening speech of “Teachings for 
the Sangha”, we ordain in order to transcend 
birth and death, to set foot on the path to 
vast horizons, and to go beyond the Three 
Realms.20

We must take care of our bodhicitta to keep 
it bright and beautiful. We should not lose 

ourselves in consumption, nor be satisfied 
with holding certain positions or status in 
the Sangha or in society. We must learn to 
see ourselves as a drop of water in the river 
of the Buddha and the multi-fold Sangha. 
We are the continuation of the Buddha and 
our Ancestral Teachers, among them Trúc 
Lâm Đại Sĩ, Zen Master Linji, Zen Master 
Liễu Quán and Zen Master Nhất Định. We 
are flowing together as a river and at the 
same time, climbing the hill of the century 
with great joy.21 However busy you may be, 
train to be present for one another during 
the formal meals, to recognize your place in 
that river of liberation, and to practice living 

harmoniously with all of your brothers and 
sisters, and with the OI and lay members 
who come to take refuge and practice with 
us. Practice so that you do not become a drop 
of water separated from the river. Not being 
caught in status, money, praise, position, 
knowing how to go as a river, we have a 
bigger chance to realize our dreams.22

To light up the awareness of love

We must truly nourish our brotherhood 
and sisterhood, and our love for humanity. 
We must truly love one another as siblings 
in a blood family, learning to respect our 
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elders and yield to our youngers. At times 
we may be unskillful and inadvertently hurt 
one another. Thầy is sometimes unskillful, 
but Thầy knows that you are always willing to 
forgive me. Thầy feels deeply grateful to you.

You have given me a lot of happiness, and 
Thầy’s happiness grows bigger each day 
when he sees that you are able to love and 
forgive one another. Each one of us knows 
that the more we love and are in harmony 
with one another, the more we are able to 
heal and become a place of refuge for many 
people. Thầy sees that every one of us 
has made a lot of progress on the path of 

practice and transformation. Whether that 
progress has been quick or slow, we have all 
experienced transformation.

The practice of eating formal meals together 
not only helps us to integrate into the river of 
the Buddha and the multi-fold Sangha it also 
nourishes our humility and our deep vow 
to serve living beings, so that we – monastic, 
OI, or lay member – can continue as true 
descendants of the Buddha and Ancestral 
Teachers. The monastic life is both humble 
and simple.23 Your Great-Grand Teacher, 
Zen Master Thanh Quý, was someone of 
great humility. In the old days, there were 

Venerables who would hesitate to bow in 
greeting our Great-Grand Teacher because 
he would bow back very deep and low to 
express his humility and respect for them. 
He did not like others prostrating to him, 
but as a teacher, he had to let them do it. 
When Venerable Chí Niệm built the stupa 
for Great-Grand Teacher, he had asked the 
Venerable to put a statue of the Buddha at the 
very top of the Stupa so that when anyone 
came to prostrate, they would be prostrating 
to the Buddha and not to him. At Từ Hiếu, 
everyone knows this story well. We must 
learn that kind of humility from our Great-
Grand Teacher Thanh Quý. That virtue of 
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humility will always allow us to stay true to 
ourselves.24

The stupa of interbeing and 
interpenetration

We did not ordain in order to gain respect 
and donations from lay people, nor to live 
in luxury or have power and status. In 
fact, it is quite the opposite, because we 
understand clearly the nature of interbeing 
and interpenetration. We appreciate, love 
and respect all the different manifestations 
of life. “Reverence is the nature of my love”25. 
We have ordained because of the true joy and 
happiness that comes from being liberated 

from our suffering, from our wrong views 
and perceptions. Life is impermanent, but 
we think that it is permanent. And the biggest 
mistake is to see ourselves as a separate self-
entity, not interbeing with the whole cosmos 
and all beings.26

In the past, the Venerable nun Đàm Nguyện 
built a stupa for Thầy at Đình Quán Temple 
in Hà Nội. She had already built it, so Thầy 
instructed her to inscribe a few words on 
the front saying, “There is nothing inside.” 
Because for sure Thầy is not lying in there. If 
people do not understand, then there should 
be another sentence, “There is nothing outside 
either.” And if people still do not understand, 

then the last sentence should be, “If there is 
anything, then it is in your footsteps and in 
your breath.” For Thầy, the practices that can 
help to transform and to heal the people of 
our time is Thầy’s Stupa. At Pháp Vân Temple 
or the Root Temple Tổ Đình Từ Hiếu, or at 
any Plum Village meditation practice center 
in the world, there should be such a Stupa. 
A stupa not made of brick and mortar, but a 
stupa made of practice. Everyone who comes, 
whether a monk or nun, an OI member, a 
Buddhist or friend of Plum Village, will be 
invited to enter this Stupa. Meaning, they 
have to learn to walk in mindfulness, to 
drink tea in mindfulness, to speak using 
loving speech and to listen deeply...27
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Thầy does not want to have a Stupa because he 
sees clearly that he does not have a separate 
self, and there is not a single moment that 
Thầy stops manifesting. In the poem “Please 
call me by my true names” Thầy wrote:

Don’t say that I will depart tomorrow –
even today I am still arriving.

Look deeply: every second I am arriving 
to be a bud on a Spring branch,
to be a tiny bird, with still-fragile wings,
learning to sing in my new nest,
 to be a caterpillar in the heart of a 

flower,
to be a jewel hiding itself in a stone.
I still arrive, in order to laugh and to cry, 
to fear and to hope.
The rhythm of my heart is the birth and 

death  of all that is alive.
…28

Two years ago in Thailand, Thầy taught the 
elder brothers and sisters that when the time 
has come for Thầy to pass away, you will 
organise a Funeral of the Heart for Thầy 
according to the spirit of this poem. During 
this time, we will have a Noble Silent Retreat 
so that everyone can contemplate Thầy’s 
manifestation in every second and every 
minute. So, you can see that Thầy will always 
be present in every manifestation of life. 
Thầy really hopes that all of the monastics, 
OI members, Buddhists and friends of 
our community, each of you will build for 
Thầy a stupa made of your own practice in 
every setting of your daily life. In this Noble 
Silence Retreat, we will walk in mindfulness, 
drink tea in mindfulness, and use loving 
speech and deep listening, etc.... After the 
cremation ceremony, please bring my ashes 
to spread on the Earth to nourish the grass 
and trees. Do not stop the continuation of that 
handful of ashes.29

During the teaching tour in China in the 
autumn of 2001, in Beijing, Thầy received 
news from Sư Cô Trung Chính that Thầy Giác 
Thanh, the Abbot of Deer Park Monastery 
was on his last breath. Thầy had written this 
gatha for Thầy Giác Thanh and sent it to him 
just before he passed away:

Thầy sees in you Thầy’s 
 continuation.  
Thầy will never die.

Thầy prays that the Buddha watch over you 
all so that you can be protected in body and 
mind and be able to nourish your joy and 
be a refuge for the Sangha and for all who 
come. Thầy sees clearly that you are the 
continuation of the Buddha, the Ancestral 
Teachers and of Thầy. Through you, Thầy is 
immortal. Thầy has faith in you, and this faith 
is so solid and unshakable. Thầy holds you all 
in his heart, with all his love and trust33. May 
the Buddha and Ancestral Teachers offer you 
great strength and energy.34

With love and trust, 
Thầy

That you are a real gentleman is known 
by everyone

The work of a true practitioner has been 
accomplished

When your stupa has just been raised 
on the hillside

The sound of children’s laughter will 
already be heard. 30

Thầy had comforted and offered guidance to 
Thầy Giác Thanh with a lot of love and trust. 
Thầy had said, “You just take your time to 
rest. You and I will meet each other again, 
and we will work together again, holding 
each other’s hands to climb the hill of the 
century.”31

In the past Thầy had spoken these words 
to Thầy Giác Thanh, and today on the 
commemoration day of our Ancestral 
Teacher who founded the Root Temple, 
Thầy also wants to tell you this. The Buddha, 
our Ancestral Teachers, you and I, we will 
continue to hold each others’ hands to climb 
the hill of the 21st century.

Look again, you will see me in you and 
in every leaf and flower bud.

 If you call my name, you will see me 
right away.

 Where are you going?
The old frangipani tree offers its 

fragrant flowers this morning.
You and I have never really been apart.
Spring has come.
The pines have put out new shining 

green needles .
And on the edge of the forest, the wild 

Plum Trees have burst into flower.32

Coming and Going in Freedom

Don’t you know the wind still soars
As the rains afar continue clouds 

overhead
And drops of sunshine touch down 

from above
Earth opens up to a clear blue sky.

Still, I come and go in freedom
Unconcerned with being or 

non-being
Come home and relax in your 

mindful steps
Neither waxing nor waning is the 

moon.
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Khong will now come up and sing a song for 
everyone.” I was so surprised because Thay 
had hardly shared anything yet. I quickly 
went up to Thay. He quietly said to me, “My 
dear, you can sing three, four, or even five 
songs for me. I am so tired that I find it hard to 
breathe.” So I sang one song after another, 
and turned around from time to time to see 
when I should stop. Thay told me to keep 
singing. After a while, he smiled and looked 
better. Thay gave a wonderful talk that day.

Thay is the tiger master,  
I am the tiger cub

I was born in the Year of the Tiger and as a 
child I was very stubborn; I never listened to 
anyone’s advice. I would often say, “I am a ti-
ger, don’t force me.” But when I joined the 
sangha, I did whatever Thay asked me to do 
and never argued back! I followed Thay’s ad-
vice and did my best, to live and die with the 
things Thay asked of me. 

I am twelve years younger than Thay. I see 
myself as a tiger cub. My role is to fill in the 
missing parts, however small, of the tiger 
master–Thay. If the tiger master is missing 
claws, I will be those claws. Whatever Thay 
needs help with, I would do. Whatever Thay 
is unable to do, I would do my best to realize 
it for Thay.

Singing for Thay to breathe

One time, a group of French senators invited 
Thay to give a Dharma talk. I drove Thay 
there. Of course there were others who went 
along, but as I am most familiar with what 
Thay needed, I could be of help in whatever 
situation. Thay had only just returned from a 
trip to Switzerland the day before, so he was 
very tired and could not speak much.

A quarter of the way through the Dharma 
talk, Thay suddenly said in French, “Sr. Chan 

At times when Thay was very tired and un-
able to teach, he would invite me to sing so he 
had more time to breathe. I see that though I 
could not do much, it was still quite impor-
tant to have someone to sing for Thay to 
breathe.

Thay, please let me become a nun

When we first came to France, I asked Thay, 
“Dear Thay, please allow me to become a nun.” 

Singing for Thay  
to breathe

Sister Chan Khong’s sharing from the second week  
of Thay’s memorial ceremonies at Tu Hieu Temple.
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But Thay resolutely refused. The reason was 
that after the Second World War, many French 
girls who had close relationships with German 
soldiers were considered traitors and had 
their heads shaved. Thay said:

“If you shaved your head, others might mis-
understand. Do you know why I let my hair 
grow long? Because in recent times, there 
appeared a group in Europe called the ’skin-
heads’. They completely shave their heads 
and have done some bad things. If I also 
shaved my head,  others would mistake me 
for a ’skinhead’. That is why I have grown 
out my hair.”

Thay also told me to keep my hair long and 
wear the traditional long Vietnamese dress. 
Later on, when the Vietnam War ended and 
our efforts to rescue boat people had also 
ended, there was nothing more I needed to do 
as a lay person. I begged Thay once more to 
let me ordain. That time, Thay said:

“To transmit the precepts, we need the pre-
cept transmission masters and noble wit-
nesses. But in France, I am the only one.1 
Wait one more year. Next year, I will organ-
ize a pilgrimage to India and you will be or-
dained on Vulture Peak. I will pay homage 
to and invite the Buddha to be your precept 
transmission master. I will just be the wit-
ness Dharma teacher and read the precepts 
for the Buddha. I know you are a very good 
daughter of the Buddha. Just wait.”

Exactly one year later, I was able to go to India 
with a group of lay friends, including the 
singer Ha Thanh. At that time, no one knew 
that after ascending Vulture Peak, Thay 
would transmit the precepts to me and the 
noble witnesses would be the Venerables 
Mahakashyapa, Shariputra, Mahamoggalla-
na, Upali, Ananda, Rahula, Gotami. On top of 
the Vulture Peak, I received the Bhikshuni 
Precepts along with Sr. Chan Duc, and Sr. 
Chan Vi received the novice precepts.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Thich Nhat Hanh memorial statue, Magnolia Grove Monastery

I remember sharing with Thay one time, “I 
love and respect the World Honored One 
very much. I wish to follow his path, but I feel 
that if I ordained in a nunnery in Vietnam, I 
would not be happy.” The venerable nun in 
Ben Tre (Sr. Chan Khong’s hometown), a won-
derful and virtuous practitioner, loved me 
very much. She once said to me, “Sooner or 
later you will become a Buddha. But first, you 
must practice well so that in your next life 
you can be a man. Then practice well as a man 
and you will attain buddhahood.” Hearing 
this, I said I would set up my own nunnery so 
it is not so traditional. If I plan to leave men 
behind to become a nun, why do I want to 
come back and be a man? It would be such a 
chore! Listening to me, Thay only smiled and 
said nothing. I continued to ask, “In the fu-
ture if I establish a nunnery that does not 
follow traditional temples, could Thay still be 
our teacher?” Thay said, “That is fine.”

From then on, I did everything according to 
Thay’s guidance and Thay’s ideas. I am happy 
to play a small part in complementing Thay’s 
career of spreading the teachings.

Returning to roots  
like Thay

I thought at one point that Thay would not 
return to Vietnam. But one day in Thailand, 
the Brothers Phap An, Phap Niem, and Trung 
Hai came to meet Thay because he wanted to 
express something very important to them. 
When the brothers arrived, Thay put one 
hand on his chest and using that hand, drew a 
circle on his chest. He stopped when his hand 
came to rest at the starting point of the circle. 
We understood the meaning–whether going 
East or West, in the end, Thay wished to re-
turn to his roots.

Today, I also make the deep vow that I will 
never forget Thay’s roots. Thay’s roots are 
also my roots. Like Thay, I will also return to 
my roots. 

1 Back then, we were not yet able to invite the 
venerable monks and nuns from Vietnam to 
come and preside over a precept transmission 
ceremony in France.
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Going to watch  
“Journey to the West”

Dear Thay,

I remember how the teaching tours around 
China in the years 1995, 1999, 2000, and 2002 
brought great happiness to Thay. You had 
told us that in the past, the spiritual ancestors 
from China came to Vietnam to share the 
teachings, and most of the Buddhist scrip-
tures and books in Vietnam were written in 
classical Chinese. You returned to China to 
teach so that you could repay the debt of 
gratitude to the ancestral teachers. Your of-
ferings to the ancestors were many of your 
books that had been translated into Chinese.

Every tour had a full program filled with re-
treats and mindfulness days for monastics 
and lay people. During the 2002 tour, I re-
member one day, we were all on the return 
bus after a day of activities. Br. Phap Niem 
and I were attendants to Thay, so Br. Phap 
Niem sat beside Thay and I sat behind. Br. 
Phap Hai was behind me. He is fluent in Man-
darin, so he always had many funny stories to 
tell the rest of us–stories about the temples 
and about the world outside. That afternoon, 
Br. Phap Hai invited us to go and watch the 
opera Journey to the West that was being 
shown at the Beijing Opera House.

We were whispering and discussing this ex-
citedly when suddenly, Thay turned around 
and asked in a loud voice, “Dinh Nghiem, why 
don’t you invite Thay to come watch the opera 
with you all?” I was stunned, and thought to 
myself: Wow, Thay, you will also come to the 
theater with us? Before I had a chance to stop 
being stunned and reply, Thay repeated the 
question. I quickly joined my palms and said: 

“Dear Thay, we would like to cordially invite 
Thay to come and watch Journey to the West 
with us.”

Thay smiled happily.

Br. Phap Hai and I were overjoyed. Not only 
were we not scolded for daring to discuss 
about going to the theater, Thay even re-
sponded and agreed to go with us. What 
could be greater than having our teacher join 
in the fun with us? In the end, we all went 
back to rest and prepare for the upcoming 
long day. How could we have gone to the 
theater? Yet, both teacher and disciples were 
filled with happiness and satisfaction as if we 
had just returned from a theater show.

Opening a nursery

Dear Thay, it was rare for you to be in Plum 
Village, France during autumn because that 
was the season of long tours in North Ameri-
ca or Southeast Asia. But that one autumn, 

you stayed home with us and it was the most 
special, most enjoyable autumn for all of us.

You took a lot of time to lead us on walking 
meditations in the Lower Hamlet under the 
alleys of poplar trees with their golden 
leaves. You often stopped by the New Hamlet 
to lead us to walk up the plum hill, where the 
air was infused with the scent of ripe plums. 
Usually we did not pick the plums but let 
them ripen and fall naturally to the ground. 
At that time, the plums were becoming really 
sweet and juicy. But some sisters preferred to 
eat the crunchy, unripened plums, so Thay 
cut open a plastic bottle, tied it to a stick of 
bamboo and used this homemade tool to har-
vest the crunchy plums– very effective and 
convenient.

In Upper Hamlet, Thay loved the most to go 
for walking meditation in the forest of red 
oaks. From afar, I always thought it was a 
forest of flame red flowers. In the Hermitage, 
every pot of flower, every tree was happy be-

Thay  
Smiled Happily
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cause they received Thay’s care each day. Late 
autumn in France is the season of chrysan-
themums. Thay waited for pots of large, 
round, crimson chrysanthemums to bloom, 
as well as the elegant ones with petals that 
curled inwards and outwards like bodhisatt-
vas hands performing mantras.

That morning in the Hermitage garden, Thay 
went around to gather all the wilted chrysan-
themums from the previous year while I 
brought together all the old plastic pots. Un-
der Thay’s guidance, I prepared the pots with 
soil for you to replant the chrysanthemums. 
Sitting on a white iron chair under the linden 
tree, Thay worked leisurely with utter peace 
and enjoyment. When one pot was done, you 
passed it to me so I could add another layer of 
fertilizer to it. In the end, the two of us turned 
on the hose to water all the pots at once.

It was just like being a little kid long time ago 
in my garden at home. I only noticed my two 
hands happily playing with the soil. Some-
times I looked up to see what Thay’s hands 
were doing. The year’s last rays of sunlight 
were trying to peek through the leaves to 
gently touch your two hands. They also 
wanted to give a hand to Thay! Occasionally a 
few ripened leaves fell lightly onto your 
shoulders, as if to draw your attention: “Dear 
Thay, we are here, let us play with you!” Those 
leaves slowly hopped to your feet, then to the 
earth, to form a pale golden carpet. In a few 
days or a week, the golden carpet would be 
thicker and softer for Thay to place your 
mindful steps upon.

On the other side of the Hermitage, the pines 
that Thay had planted in the past were now 
tall and strong. They were retaining their 
green robes for the season. The Hermitage in 
the autumn is full of colors and forms and 
that year, Thay was home. The earth, sky, and 
trees were all excited and competed to show 
off their most beautiful paintings for you to 
enjoy.

There were not enough pots for Thay to con-
tinue repotting. I had to go to New Hamlet to 
find more pots. In the end, that afternoon, 
pots upon pots surrounded the teacher and 
disciple–more than a hundred of them. Sud-
denly I had the image that in just two months, 
these stems of chrysanthemums will grow 
strong and healthy and produce many big, 
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round flowers. Excitedly, I said to you, “Dear 
Thay, if the two of us are successful, we could 
open a plant nursery!”

Thay smiled happily.

I felt so happy right in that moment, as if we 
just opened a plant nursery!

I will lead the retreat, Thay,  
please come just for fun!

That was in the year 2006. After the Summer 
Retreat, the sisters of both Lower and New 
Hamlet organized a trip to the Pyrénées. Dur-
ing the day, we hiked in the mountains and 
enjoyed being in nature. At night, I pitched a 
tent with Sr. Anh Nghiem right by a stream 
that originated from a waterfall. On the day 
of return, we still hadn’t had our fill of moun-
tains and forests, so we stopped at a small 
village called “Gavarnie.” We walked towards 
the mountain for a few kilometers and at 
first, we only heard the whistling of the wind 
and the birds singing. But the more we 
walked, the more clearly we could hear the 
echo of water from afar.

Then all of a sudden, we stopped in amaze-
ment in front of a vertical mountain range 
that arced around us. No one in the group 
said anything. We all stood still to admire the 
view in front of us. On the side of the moun-
tain, hundreds of waterfalls were rushing 
down. Some were high and large, splashing 
water as they gushed down. Others were thin 
and ethereal, like long silk strands suspended 
in air and halfway down, were blown aside by 
the wind. Wow! There were even waterfalls 
that seemed to fall from the clouds! It turned 
out that the mountaintop was so high that 
mist and clouds shrouded it. If anyone wished 
to count how many waterfalls were in front 
of them, it would not have been possible. 
Hundreds of waterfalls, each was its own 
painting, no two were alike. Yet, all of them 
were continuously flowing in the same direc-
tion, synchronizing with each other to create 
a grand symphony without repetition.

After standing in silence and taking in this 
scene for a long time, we called each other to 
return. But even though we were only at 
arm’s length from each other, and even 
though we called out with all our strength, no 
one could hear the others; we could not even 

hear our own calls. Oh, never have we felt so 
small, in space and in the world of sound.

After returning to Plum Village, as soon as I 
met Thay, I told you about this most rare and 
majestic beauty in the world. You have to see 
it! I wanted to bring you there. I thought 
about how I could bring you there. But I was 
certain that Thay would not go anywhere just 
for sightseeing. Thay’s Pure Land was the 
Hermitage, the Sitting Still Hut, Lower Ham-
let, New Hamlet. If Thay went anywhere, it 
was only for retreats. And Thay often said 
that you did not have much time left, which is 
why you only accepted invitations to lead 
large retreats for thousands of people. If we 
held a retreat in a small village like Gavarnie 

in France, there would only be room for 100 
people at the most. Suddenly I had a great 
idea, “Dear Thay, I will go and lead a retreat at 
Gavarnie. I would like to invite Thay to come 
with me. You just need to come and have fun; 
there’s nothing for you to do. I will do it all for 
Thay and you simply need to visit those amaz-
ing waterfalls.”

Thay smiled happily.

As for me, I felt satisfied that I have found a 
way to bring Thay to see the beautiful 
 scenery. 

Sr. Chan Đinh Nghiem
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Dear  
Beloved Thay,

Please allow me to open my heart and express 
my deepest gratitude to you, a teacher, a 
leader, and a legend.

You have helped us learn how to be human, 
how to connect, how to love, how to see each 
other as flowers in one garden of humanity. 
In the past week, in the spirit of brotherhood 
and sisterhood we have continued to embrace 
and support each other; holding space for 
our tears of both sorrow and joy. While we 
have cried, we have also touched true happi-
ness as we shared stories together – both in 
Plum Village and online with so many of our 
friends from around the world.

Dear Thay, through your daily practice, you 
were able to see your continuation. You 
taught us that if you saw someone walking 
with mindfulness and compassion, you knew 
they were a continuation of Thay and the 
spiritual ancestors. Dear Thay, do you re-
member our conversation in Hong Kong? 
You said you wanted us to continue to renew 
Buddhism; that you have been able to do 60 
percent of the work, but there is still so much 
more to do. You gently reminded me that it is 
up to us, your monastic and lay descendants 
all over the world, to keep the Dharma wheel 
turning, to translate the practices and teach-
ings into the language of our times, to make 
them accessible and practical for use in our 
world today. Dear Thay, thank you for trust-
ing us and taking refuge in us. When we take 

refuge in each other, we know we are contin-
uing you.

There are moments, dear Thay, because I 
am still young and have much to learn, 
when I feel overwhelmed with the task and 
responsibility of being your continuation. 
But then, I remember that I do not have to 
do it alone; that with the support of the 
sangha, I am never alone! Great action 
comes in many forms, big and small, and 
with the sangha, your continuation is a col-
lective effort. We can each focus on our 
own spheres of influence whether we are 
with our families, friends, classmates, or 
colleagues. No matter where we are or what 
we are doing, we have the opportunity to 
build a beloved community and to generate 

What’s Now?
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the energy of mindfulness so that healing 
can be possible. Thay, when I feel there is 
too much to do, or that the task is too big, I 
know I can take rest and refuge in the 
sangha body. Like you have taught us, Thay, 

we are each a drop of water, contributing to 
a vast flowing stream.

Thay, in the past two weeks I have been asked, 
“What’s next?” Each time someone asks me 

this, I can see you gently holding your teacup 
with a warm smile on your face because I 
know instead of asking “What’s next?” you 
would point towards the “What’s now.” Now 
is what has always been and will ever be. Now 
is where we get the chance to walk with Thay, 
to sit, speak, build community, drink tea, 
smile, laugh, and cry for Thay. Now is where 
the beloved community will meet each other, 
to care for each other, to embrace each other, 
to support each other, and to slow down to-
gether so that we can recognize and trans-
form the sufferings of the world with limit-
less compassion and wisdom. “This is it,” 
right, dear Thay? This is the legendary mo-
ment.

We have a beautiful community full of talent 
and vitality, and we will carry the torch of 
wisdom you have handed to us into the here 
and now–and towards the future for genera-
tions to come.

I hold you close to me, I release you to be so 
free; because I am in you, and you are in me.

Your student,  
Pháp Hữu 
Plum Village, January 30th 2022 
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You Called My Name  
with Each Breath 

The Thay (Vietnamese = teacher) mentioned 
in this poem is the Buddha himself, who set 
out to find and call the names of his children, 
the disciples who with each breath, depending 
on karmic conditions, will continue him.

It was a Sunday in 1999 in New Hamlet / 
Plum Village in France, and Thay had given 
a Dharma talk. I was sitting in the front row, 
looking at Thay and listening to his voice. 
I had the feeling he was speaking directly 
to me. Throughout the whole talk, my tears 
flowed constantly. At the end, Thay invited 
the monks and nuns to the front to recite the 
poem.

„I have been looking for you, my child...“ („At 
the Edge of the Forest the Wild Plum Trees 
have Burst into Flower“).

And again, as they sang I just cried. A hidden 
dimension I had never experienced before 
opened up within me. My heart was filled 
with love, with longing, with desire for 
something beautiful and healing, with the 
urge to walk on this wonderful path. I heard 
Thay‘s voice calling out to me. Thay was 
looking for me, everywhere. Thay followed 
me on thousands of paths, from one life to 
the next. But I did not recognise Thay, and I 
forgot my promise to Thay: the vow to walk 
this path together with Thay, to return to the 
old place where we belong. Why do I wander 
forever in this world of samsara, why do I 
get lost on thousands of different paths, why 
don‘t I just stop wandering and return to 
Thay, to the old place?

At the end of the chanting, as Thay and Sr 
Chan Khong left the meditation hall in New 
Hamlet, I ran after them and pulled at Sr 
Chan Khong‘s robe saying with tears in my 
eyes, „I want to become a nun“. And that is a 

1

I have been looking for you, my child,  
Since the time when rivers and mountains still lay in obscurity.  

I was looking for you when you were still in a deep sleep  
Although the conch had many times echoed  

in the ten directions. 
Without leaving our ancient mountain I looked at distant lands  

And recognized your steps on so many different paths. 
Where are you going, my child? 

There have been times when the mist has come 
And enveloped the remote village but you are still  

Wandering in faraway lands.  
I have called your name with each breath, 

Confident that even though you have lost your 
Way over there you will finally find a way back to me.  

Sometimes I manifest myself right on the path 
You are treading but you still look at me as if I were a stranger  
You cannot see the connection between us in our former lives  

You cannot remember the old vow you made.  
You have not recognized me  

Because your mind is caught up in images concerning  
a distant future. 

In former lifetimes you have often taken my hand 
and we have enjoyed walking together. 

2

We have sat together for a long time at the foot  
of old pine trees.  

We have stood side by side in silence for hours  
Listening to the sound of the wind softly calling us  

And looking up at the white clouds floating by. 
You have picked up and given to me the first red autumn leaf  

And I have taken you through forests deep in snow.  
But wherever we go we always return to our 

Ancient mountain to be near to the moon and stars  
To invite the great bell every morning to sound, 

And help living beings to wake up. 

From the poem: At the Edge of the Forest the Wild Plum Trees have Burst into 
Flower, by Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh.
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promise! After returning to my worldly life, 
I forgot it again, but Thay did not forget my 
promise. In the years after that retreat, back 
in my worldly life, I didn‘t remember my 
haughty wish back in Plum Village. But Thay 
remembered it and steadily reached out his 
hand to pull me onto his path.

I remember once I was with Thay in Cốc Ngồi 
Yên (Thay‘s hut in Upper Hamlet). Thay was 
touched by my report about our coach trip 
from Munich to Plum Village via Stuttgart 
and Karlsruhe, where we had collected 
friends all along the way. At the end of our 
meeting, Thay asked his assistant to give me 
one of his calligraphies, and I was allowed to 
choose one.

It was a beautiful day during the summer 
retreat of 2002. The young monks were 
selling calligraphies on a long table in 
the garden of Upper Hamlet. I didn‘t have 

attended a Toastmaster Club for Rhetorical 
Training in Munich. I had to give a talk, 
and, on a sudden impulse, although at that 
time I knew next to nothing about Thay and 
Buddhist meditation, I decided on Buddhism 
and meditation. After some research I quite 
quickly stumbled over an article about 
Thay and meditation. In the lecture I gave 
an introduction to Buddhism and led a 
meditation. The assessors told me afterwards 
that I sounded like a real guru!

Yes! That was how Thay’s first seed was sown 
in me! And this seed really took a long, long 
time to sprout from the earth.

I remember once when Thay was at the 
„Source of Compassion“ centre in Berlin with 
the High Venerable Giac Vien. Sister Duc 
Nguyen was Thay‘s assistant that day. She 
is also the niece of Venerable Giac Vien. She 
served tea to the two of them. Thay asked her, 

to search for long; I immediately found a 
saying that struck deep into my heart: „I 
have found the path, I am no longer afraid!“ 
(„Đã có đường đi rồi, con không còn lo sợ.“) 
Thay asked me what I had chosen. When I 
told him, he was silent and didn’t say what 
he thought of my choice. I was tense and 
waited for his comment, in vain. This was 
very typical of Thay. His „thundering silence“ 
made Thay a great Zen master. This silence 
made his counterpart uncertain. They would 
struggle to understand themselves and to 
understand Thay; then look deeply into 
themselves and look deeply into Thay. There 
was a long silence between us until at some 
point someone else arrived. The riddle has 
remained a riddle for my whole life. But it is 
really true: after I met Thay, I knew: „I have 
found my path, I am no longer afraid!

Nothing in life is a coincidence. Everything 
is a manifestation of karma. Around 1991, I 
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„Who do you love more, me or Venerable Giac 
Vien?“ Sister Duc Nguyen was embarrassed, 
she did not answer and only smiled. After 
she left the room, Thay said to Venerable 
Giac Vien, „Once in a while you have to quiz 
your students to check where they are.“ I 
didn‘t know that this question was a test by 
a Zen teacher for his student. And probably 
to instruct me, Thay explained further: „If 
the sister were more advanced, she could 
have answered: In Thay is my uncle and in 
my uncle is Thay. Therefore, it makes no 
difference whether I love Thay or my uncle!“ 
And I was often tested during my time with 
Thay, and each time I failed. My answers 
revealed the banal views of an ordinary 
person in the historical dimension who 
has not looked deeply enough and has not 
internalised the ultimate dimension.

Once I was in the „Source of Compassion“ 
having breakfast with Thay and two or three 
other sisters. Thay had two small buns on 
his plate; he ate half of one bun and gave 
the other bun to me. I didn‘t want to take the 
bun because I was afraid Thay wouldn‘t have 
enough for breakfast. When I refused, Thay 
gave the bun to another sister and she took it. 
Later I heard Thay say that when he gives us 
something, it is a gift we should accept, and 
not refuse, otherwise we will miss the chance 
of receiving a gift from Thay. What Thay 
gives us contains a message of love, attention, 
care. It is also a spiritual gift. You have to 
open your heart and be ready to receive the 
gift. If I look deep inside myself and ask why 
I couldn’t accept Thay‘s gift that day, it was 
probably because I thought, „I‘m not worthy 
to accept Thay‘s gift.“

Not long after I became a nun (2004), Thay 
gave a Dharma talk for us monks and nuns 
in New Hamlet. In the afternoon, instead of a 
Dharma sharing, Thay called us all together 
in the meditation hall. Everyone was given 
three or four blank sheets of paper by Thay‘s 
assistants. Thay gave us the task of writing 
down our insights from the Dharma talk. 
It was like an exam: the two doors of the 
meditation hall were closed and we had to 
hand in our written sheets with our names 
on when we left the hall. With great difficulty 
I had only managed to write two pages. I had 
no insight at all! I consoled myself that with so 
many nuns and monks (there were about 150) 
Thay would certainly not have time to read 

everything. But the very next day, when I 
brought Thay food, he very gently said to me, 
„You write so little, you should write more!“ 
(Con viết ngắn quá, viết thêm nữa đi con!) 
But even later I still did not follow Thay’s 
advice and write much! Now when I think 
of Thay, I feel sad. Thay wanted so much for 
us to be diligent, to practise, to understand 
the Buddha‘s teaching, Thay‘s teaching, and 
to look deeply to gain insight. But I didn‘t try 
hard enough!

In our lives, we are often not ready to 
accept the gift that life offers us. I have often 
observed how I am not able to accept things. 
In life, you have to be able to do both: to give 
and to receive, so that you can live in balance 
and harmony with the world.

Once we took Thay to Charles de Gaulle 
Airport in Paris. As Thay was sitting 
on a bench waiting to check in a group of 
Vietnamese came by. They spotted Thay, 
came up to him overjoyed and took photos 
with him. They were so happy that they 
hugged Thay‘s legs and had their photo taken 
with Thay. I watched them and wished dearly 
that I too had the courage to hug Thay‘s legs. 
But as dear as he was to me, I didn‘t dare! 

Today, with Thay gone, I kneel on the ground, 
touching the earth in front of Thay‘s altar, 
and I imagine that I am now hugging Thay‘s 
legs and placing my head on Thay‘s feet, 
promising him that I will always, life after 
life, be his student and follow his path. It is so 
easy now to feel Thay and to be close to him.

 What I admired about Thay was the lightness 
of his steps, something I could never imitate. 
I knew that Thay was always watching us 
closely, how we moved and how we walked. 
Very often Thay taught us that he could tell 
how we were inside and how our practice 
was just by the way we walked. Especially 
at formal lunch, Thay would come to the 
meditation hall first and watch us enter the 
hall, hold the food bowl, walk to our seat, bow 
and sit down. I had to try very hard to walk 
as mindfully as possible, to walk as lightly 
and gracefully as Thay. It was so exhausting 
for me, like an exam. Once I even dreamt that 
we were really taking a walking exam, and 
Thay was sitting at the front of the meditation 
hall in Lower Hamlet as the examiner. Every 
monk and nun went in and had to do a circuit 
of the hall. In the dream, Thay was watching 
and correcting us. I still have the same image 
of walking in front of Thay in my mind as in 
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that dream, even though it is almost 18 years 
ago. That‘s how much Thay‘s way of walking 
affected me. Now when I write about that 
memory, I ask myself, am I now walking the 
way Thay wanted us to?

My mother was one year older than Thay. 
When she came to Germany, she was only 
57 years old, and she walked just as slowly 
and measuredly as Thay. I used to urge her 
to walk faster and tell her, „Faster, mum, we 
don‘t have time!“ Eventually she was as fast 
as me. But after I learned from Thay how to 
walk, it was the other way round; then my 
mother pushed me and I slowed her down.

Thay and my mother lived through all the 
wars fought in their lifetimes in Vietnam, 
Thay as a monk, my mother as a simple 
country girl. Thay and my mother came from 

different worlds – Thay was worldly and 
wise; my mother was naive and homely. Thay 
was serious, my mother was cheerful and 
witty. Thay was at home all over the world, 
my mother‘s world was the house and the 
kitchen. But somehow I always connect the 
two of them with each other, and I love them 
both so much just the way they are!

Once Thay visited my mother in Darmstadt 
(in June 2001) and gave her a calligraphy. 
Years later he asked her if she liked it. My 
mother replied: „Yes, very nice!“ Thay then 
asked her to recite the saying, but my mother 
couldn‘t and complained that I had hogged 
her calligraphy. I blushed and felt ashamed. 
But, as ever, Thay said nothing.

Later, after Thay’s stroke, I used his ill-health 
to motivate my mother to walk and eat, 

and also to continue doing some physical 
exercises. I told her, „Thay can‘t walk, you 
can still walk, you are still very fit, you can 
walk for Thay.“ And when my mother did not 
want to eat, I also mentioned Thay to make 
her eat. It was like a constant battle for me to 
keep my two loved ones healthy. When Thay 
left his body on January 22, 2022, I feared 
for my mother. And as I had suspected, three 
months after Thay‘s transition, my mother 
also left this life on 18 April 2022. Within a 
short time I have had the loss of two loved 
ones to mourn!

With every breath  
I call Thay  

and my mother!

Schwester Chan Song Nghiem
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My teacher,  
my friend

Meeting Thay

When I first met Thay in 1987 he was sixty-
one, a couple of years younger than I am now. 
Yet it seemed to me then and seems to me still, 
that he had already got to where he wanted to 
go, whether it was in his form of Engaged 
Buddhism or his personal awakening. I can 
imagine him smiling if he were to read this, 
and gently saying, “Shantum, the whole point 
of this practice is not to go anywhere, but to 
be in the here and now.”

Our first meeting was at the Ojai Foundation 
in California. He was to lead a week-long re-
treat for artists there. More than a hundred 
of us were seated under a large oak. Few of us 
had even heard his name before and I remem-
ber everyone referring to him as ‘Kick the 

Can’ (because they did not know how to pro-
nounce his name).

I was helping with recording the event, and as 
I was setting up the equipment. I looked up 
and saw a monk in simple brown robes glid-
ing towards the tree, which everyone called 
the “Teaching Tree.” He walked with gentle 
deliberation. Involuntarily, we left whatever 
we were doing and rose from our seats and 
bowed to him. He had an extraordinary pres-
ence.

Everything he did and said was very simple. 
He sat still, we listened to a bell, he taught, 
and then he walked. For years I had been 
searching for some way to be peaceful, and 
now I could feel that sense of peace with each 
step and each breath that we took with him. I 

did not think he noticed me at all, but when 
we were seeing him off, he looked directly at 
me and said as his hands gestured a namaste, 
“Bring the Buddha Dharma back to India.”

The first pilgimage to India

This encounter stayed with me. When I re-
turned to India a few months later, I found I 
really wanted to see him again. On impulse, I 
wrote to him. I offered to host him, should he 
ever want to visit India. But the letter lay on 
my desk for another three months before I 
found the confidence to post it. To my sur-
prise and joy he responded. Could I organise 
a Buddhist pilgrimage for him and thirty of 
his students? I jumped at the chance to con-
nect with him again. We started in Delhi, at 
our home at 8 Rajaji Marg. My family was all 
there, slightly sceptical but very curious. 
Thay sat with us in the garden by the lily 
pond, where he showed us how to walk with 
his kind of intense mindfulness. My parents 
and siblings silently followed in his footsteps. 
I think they could not help but feel his mag-
netism.

The Buddha as a human,  
not a god

It was wonderful to hear the stories and dra-
ma of the Buddha’s life through Thay’s eyes. 
The Buddha to him was not a God, but a real 
person, comfortable with people from all 
walks of life, able to connect with beggars and 
farmers, rich and poor, young and old, doc-
tors, teachers, Dalits, Brahmins, kings, pros-
titutes, and even with animals, insects, trees, 
crops, and flowers. Thay was like a happy and 
curious child meeting his teacher every-
where– meditating in the same caves and 
rocks the Buddha may have sat on, crossing 
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the same rivers, eating the same food and 
greeting the children, descended from the 
children the Buddha met. But his favourite 
place was Vulture Peak, the hilltop in Rajgir 
from where the Buddha loved to watch the 
sunset.

For the next thirty-five days I traveled with 
Thay through Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. I had 
been to some of these sites before, since I had 
been brought up in Patna, but visiting them 
again with Thay was altogether a different 
experience. He had just finished writing the 
biography of the Buddha, Old Path White 
Clouds, and at each of these sites, he brought 
the Buddha alive to us. It was at Vulture Peak, 
Thay said, that his own Buddha Eyes had 
opened some years before. It was also on 
Vulture Peak he ordained his first three mo-
nastic disciples. It was here too that he trans-
mitted his lay teachings that had been ex-
tracted from the ancient Buddhist texts and 
condensed to what he called the Fourteen 
Mindfulness Trainings and the Five Precepts. 
These trainings are a clear set of guidelines 
on how to live a good life–good in a simple, 

happy and peaceful way– in these confusing 
times.

We sat under trees and listened to Thay talk 
about the Buddha’s teachings. Thay held my 
hand without saying a word. At that moment 
I felt I was looking with his eyes and that 
everything is interconnected. I had never 
thought of these matters, but at that moment 
I understood what he was saying, that noth-
ing is born and nothing dies. He turned to 
look at me and pointing to the turban on my 
head, he said, “Shantum, the matter of life and 
death is as urgent as if your turban is on fire.”

Full moon in Kushinagar

On a full moon night in Kushinagar, where 
the Buddha had died, Thay and Sister Chan 
Khong, who was the first nun he had or-
dained, shaved my head. They were eager for 
me to be a monk, and I wanted it too, but I was 
not sure. A few days later in Lumbini, Thay 
presented me with a monastic robe. I did not 
wear it, but I kept it for a few years. I felt that 
I was not cut out to be a monk. I wanted to be 

in the thick of life, with all the mess of rela-
tionships and daily struggles and not shel-
tered in a monastery. When I said this to 
Thay, he warned me that it was far more di 
cult to practice outside than inside the mon-
astery, but he did not discourage me to marry. 
I remember mentioning to him once that I 
often find it dificult to make choices in differ-
ent situations, especially when the compet-
ing options are all good. His answer, both 
simple and profound, has remained a con-
stant teaching for me: “It does not matter 
what you do, but how you do it.”

A Plum Village marriage

When I decided to get married, I introduced 
Gitu, my wife to be, to Thay. He said she re-
minded him of Yashodhara. Gitu responded, 
with a naughty smile, that she would rather 
be Sujata, who had offered the young Sid-
dhartha kheer before his enlightenment 
rather than Yashodhara, his wife whom he 
had left to search for the path of awakening. 
Thay smiled. In fact, when I did marry, he 
conducted the commitment ceremony him-
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self. We only went to him for a private bless-
ing but he insisted he would perform the 
ceremony himself before the whole commu-
nity in the meditation hall in Plum Village, 
France.

He asked us to repeat, every full moon night, 
the vows of love that he had just given us, and 
we have never missed doing that for a single 
full moon night in the last twenty-five years. 
It has been a regular reminder of our vows 
and deepened our trust and understanding 
of each other. It has also been a wonderful 
way of enjoying the moon together and being 
aware of its cycle.

Thay returns to India

Gitu and I had been married nearly a year 
when Thay visited India again with a group of 
about twelve monastics. While we were in the 
village of Sujata, near Bodh Gaya, we visited 
a school where a large number of people from 
the village gathered. Thay was teaching on 
how to help people communicate.

Gitu and I were sitting next to him and he 
turned to Gitu and asked, “What is it that ir-
ritates you or gets you angry about Shan-
tum?” He asked her to act it out and speak 
openly in front of the village audience of 
more than a 100 people. Gitu felt too embar-
rassed to answer, but Thay encouraged her, 
saying that this would be a teaching to help in 
skilful communication. He suggested that 

Gitu use compassionate speech. So we did 
what we call “Dharma drama”! She said to me 
in a sweet way how it irritates her that I come 
late to meal times and allow the food to get 
cold. It was something many young women 
could relate to, she felt. Thay suggested to me 
that I do not react or say anything as an im-
mediate response to what Gitu was sharing, 
and instead, to listen deeply; to know that it 
was important for Gitu to be able to share her 
irritation and for me to listen with my full 
attention, and to try and listen with a non-
judgemental mind.

It was very touching. I am not sure what the 
others gleaned from this, but it taught me not 
only that I should not be late for meals and 
make people wait for me, but also to listen 
deeply and voice my appreciation for Gitu. It 
is not something that came easily to me being 
brought up in an Indian culture. Afterwards 
as I sat with Thay in his room sharing a cup of 
the oolong tea that he loved, I brought this up, 
hoping he may be able to cure me of the habit. 
I asked him rather naively “Thay, I am always 
late … what should I do?” His response was 
terse: “Leave early!”

Becoming a Dharma teacher

Gitu and I were with Thay in 1999 while he 
was on a tour in the United States. One day 
Thay came up to me and told me that my name 
had been recommended to be ordained as a 
Dharmacharya. This would mean that I 

would now be “transmitted the lamp” and be 
authorised to teach as a representative of 
Thay, who is the 42nd generation of the Chi-
nese Zen Master Linji’s lineage.

I asked Thay who had recommended my 
name and he said “Thay.” I was pleased and 
surprised, but did not feel ready. When I told 
him my doubts, Thay said he had confidence 
in me. Gitu and I decided to go and live in 
Plum Village for a while so that I would feel 
more confident to take on my new role as a 
Dharma Teacher. Not that I could see Thay 
every day – he lived in a hermitage away 
from the monastery and visited twice a week 
to teach at one of the Plum Village hamlets, 
where hundreds of people would gather to 
hear him speak.

A Plum Village baby

He always treated Gitu and me with special 
fondness, often stopping to ask whenever he 
saw us how we were doing. When Gitu be-
came pregnant, he would ask not only about 
Gitu, but also of the baby in her womb. He 
would ask me too if I was enjoying speaking 
with the baby in the womb. He also suggested 
reading the Lotus Sutra to the unborn baby. 
The Lotus Sutra is one of the most revered 
Buddhist texts that claims that anyone can 
awaken the Buddha in them. Once when we 
were sitting on the grass, he suggested that I 
speak to Gitu as if I was the baby in the womb. 
He explained that in his native Vietnamese, 
the womb is called the Palace of the Child, a 
refuge where the baby feels safe. I felt very 
embarrassed to do what he asked as there 
were many people sitting there with us. But 
there was no arguing with Thay so I bent 
down and addressed Gitu as the baby in her 
womb.

It was a most intimate conversation that de-
veloped. Thank you, I said, for carrying me 
in your womb and taking care of me. Thank 
you for nourishing me, for feeding me, for 
breathing for me. Thank you for taking me 
for a walk to watch the sunset each evening 
and describing the beauty to me. Thank you 
for speaking with me and loving me. Thank 
you for taking care of what you eat and 
drink and consume. I smile when you smile. 
I can feel your change of emotions and know 
when you are happy or disturbed. And how 
are you doing? Are you enjoying it? Is it dif-
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ficult? How do you feel when I kick you? I 
asked as if I was the baby in Gitu’s womb. All 
at once, I could see that Thay and even the 
Buddha had once been babies in the womb, 
like me.

It was also to Thay that I owe the way I earn 
my livelihood. I was then working at the 
United Nations and decided to take only one 
dollar a year for my work and needed to find 
another way of making a livelihood. After my 
first pilgrimage with Thay, he had suggested 

that I organise pilgrimages in the Buddha’s 
footsteps every year. I joyfully accepted the 
challenge and at first was doing it once a year, 
but eventually this turned into my livelihood, 
and I have been leading this pilgrimage for 
more than thirty years now.

Since my first pilgrimage with Thay, I made it 
a point to go and stay with Thay for about a 
month each year, wherever he was; whether 
in Plum Village or in some other country 
where he went to teach.

There have been many wonderful interac-
tions with Thay the years thereafter, espe-
cially during his historic trip to India in 2008, 
but that is another story.

He has been my guide, teacher,  
and wise friend. 

Shantum Seth,  
Dharmacharya
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What I learned from Thay  
about ‘Sangha-Building’

Since Thay is no longer with us in the usual form, many memories of brief encounters and experiences with 
him bubble up inside me. I read his books with a new freshness, listen to his teachings with new ears and 

many things touch my heart once again on a deeper level. Most probably I am not alone in experiencing Thay 
as very close to me in his present form.

I lived in Plum Village with my partner (Mar-
gret de Backere) for two years from 1994 and 
I would like to share some memories of that 
time.

Plum Village was very small then – there 
were only Lower and Upper Hamlet, each 
with a maximum of 30 residents. The com-
munity included nuns, monks, lay practition-
ers as well as some children and young people 
all living closely together as the ‘Fourfold 
Sangha’.

Outside of the big summer retreat, Thay gave 
his talks in Lower Hamlet in the, at the time 
not yet renovated, dining hall – sitting cosily 
by the wood stove when it was cold, usually 
with our two old dogs Banji and Maitri at his 
feet. As a community, Thay would lovingly 
guide us by the hand not only in his countless 
talks, but more particularly in his many 
small gestures and the short interactions in 
the midst of everyday community life.

Be happy

On mindfulness days in Upper Hamlet, Thay 
often invited us to join him on his veranda or 
in his little hut at the end of walking medita-
tion. Then the whole community usually just 
sat together in silence, enjoying the view of 
the hilly landscape, while Thay lay relaxed in 
his hammock. Sometimes he also took the 
opportunity to hand out small “assignments”. 
One Sunday – just before his first longer trip 
to China – he sat down with Margret and me 
for a few minutes. “While I am in China, 
please keep an eye out for happy people and 
invite them to stay longer in Plum Village. 
The Sangha needs happy practitioners.”

The personal encounters with Thay were 
mostly short and focused on the essentials. 

Over the years, I have come to recognise these 
kinds of “instructions” more and more as 
important “teachings”. At that time, when 
Thay asked me to do something, it felt like I 
was being acknowledged as part of the Sang-
ha and I felt strengthened by his trust in me. 
And today, when I lead groups myself, I try to 
actively involve people as much as possible, 
and I notice again and again how this helps 
create living community. It is, for example, a 
wonderful experience to see how at our fam-
ily retreats even very young children, can 
experience themselves as equal members and 
help to creatively shape the community, if 
their talents and qualities are recognised and 
included early on.

Thay’s request expressed an important as-
pect of sangha life: every sangha (also) needs 
happy practitioners, and it is important to 
actively invite these people. In this regard, it 

is helpful to remember that at that time the 
Plum Village community was still very young 
and developing, and Thay clearly saw that 
every stable sangha needs balance.

For me, Thay’s short sentence also offered an 
invitation to ask myself: “Am I happy?” And 
even after many years of practice, I still ask 
myself this question again and again.

Appreciation of all Sangha 
members

Another time, as we all sat pressed together 
in Thay´s hut, he spontaneously started a 
photo session: “I want a photo with each of my 
beloved ones!” Once Thay was in position, 
one after another we took our place beside 
him for a photo with him. The whole thing 
took a while and we experienced a lot of joy 
and ease with each other. Thay clearly also 
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had great childlike joy, and at the same time 
he gave a powerful sign to us as a community: 
Thay loves all of his students!

Celebrating and preparing

I am very grateful that in our tradition we 
have so many festivals to celebrate – Bud-
dhist as well as those from other spiritual 
traditions. On top of which we have the Daffo-
dil Festival (when the wild daffodils flower in 
Upper Hamlet), the Plum Blossom Festival, 
the Harvest Festival …, all wonderful occa-
sions to celebrate and honour life in all its 
diversity alongside our formal practice. Im-
portant ingredients for festivals in Plum 
Village or the EIAB are good food, flower ar-
rangements, songs and poems. Often I am 
completely taken by surprise by the previ-
ously unknown facets and talents of Sangha 
friends, who I suddenly see in a new light.

As Christmas was once again approaching in 
Lower Hamlet, the five German “lay resi-
dents” came up with a new plan – on Christ-
mas Eve there would only be a simple soup so 
there would be less preparation and more 
time for the ‘essentials’. When Thay heard 
this, he immediately vetoed the idea: “Good 
food is part of every celebration!” Over the 
many years in Plum Village, I have come to 
realise more and more the importance of the 
preparations, even if they take days. They are 
an essential part of the festival and of com-

munity building! Anyone who has ever 
helped prepare spring rolls at the EIAB or in 
Plum Village will remember the light and 
joyful atmosphere and the sense of commu-
nity and belonging.

Enjoying the wonder

During the 1995 Winter Retreat, Plum Vil-
lage hosted the first larger group of monks 
and nuns to arrive from Vietnam. At the end 
of the retreat we all went on an excursion to 
the Pyrenees for several days. Thay really 
wanted to show the guests from Vietnam the 
snow! We set off in two big coaches with all 
the food that had been prepared in the lug-
gage compartment. The bus journey itself 
was an experience. Sister Chan Khong had 
taken her place next to the bus driver and 
used his microphone to sing herself and to 
lead us in group singing. She had reserved 
two floors in a ski hotel – one for the men, the 
other for the women – where we bivouacked 
with our sleeping bags. I can still see the puz-
zled looks of the other guests as stacks of 
huge pots containing the food we had brought 
piled up in front of the lift. The next morning 
we rode up to a ski resort in gondolas to 
practise walking meditation. Amidst winter 
sports enthusiasts we enjoyed our steps in 
the snow, most of us with wooden clogs on 
our feet, unperturbed by the stares of the 
tourists! Some monks and nuns were joyfully 
whizzing down the steep hills on large rub-

bish bags. For many of our Vietnamese sis-
ters and brothers, it was their first encounter 
with the element of snow!

Even now, the memory of this joint excursion 
brings a smile to my face.

Through these small gestures and encoun-
ters, Thay has taught me a lot about the art of 
sangha building. Alongside the formal prac-
tice together, it is these little elements that I 
always find enriching:

• To see and include everyone in terms of 
their suchness.

• Asking myself again and again “Am I hap-
py?” And if not, how can I shape the prac-
tice to nurture the seeds of happiness and 
joy within myself?

• Create experiential spaces where we en-
joy being together and celebrate life.

• Express mutual appreciation in gestures 
and words

• Every so often doing something crazy to-
gether and marvelling at the wonders.

Dear Thay, I am deeply grateful to you for all 
the inspiration, support and love I have re-
ceived and continue to receive along the way.

With a deep bow

Steffi Höltje 
True Garden of Awakening
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Meetings with Thay  
in Berlin and in Plum Village

Zen masters have their own way of getting to know people. It’s not necessarily about conversations.  
They simply watch them in everyday life.

In July 2002, the first group of nuns from 
Plum Village came to the newly acquired 
house in Berlin-Hermsdorf, which was inau-
gurated by Thay in October 2002 as the Bud-
dhist Practice Centre “Source of Compassion”.

We had hung a hammock in his room. I had 
drilled two holes for it and put two thick 
hooks in the wall. When Thay came into his 
room, he asked, “Did Annabelle put these 
hooks in?” 

“Yes,” a nun replied. She tried out the ham-
mock for him, he laughed and lay down in it. 

Obviously he trusted me to do it so it was safe 
for him. Sr. Chan Khong told me this story 
later with a laugh.

Sister Bao Nghiem, the Dharma teacher of the 
group of nuns who organised everything for 
Thay, asked me if I would be willing to drive 
Thay around Berlin for a sightseeing tour.

 Yes, of course I was ready. I had already 
picked him up from the airport and Thay 
seemed to feel safe with me in the car. But I 
was also a little surprised that I had been 
chosen, as there were some in the Vietnamese 

Sangha who would have gladly shown Thay 
the city. It was a grey day and I was glad that it 
was only drizzling a little now and then and 
not raining continuously. 

I was very grateful for my simple mindfulness 
practice of keeping my mind completely on the 
physical process of what was going on. This 
gave me a great sense of security and inner 
peace: I felt my body in contact with the dri-
ver’s seat, felt my feet on the pedals and per-
ceived how my hands gripped the steering 
wheel, how I shifted the gears ... and of course 
I felt my breath engaging in these processes. 
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Thay sat next to me in the passenger seat, 
with Sr Chan Khong and another nun as at-
tendants in the back. I enjoyed driving in si-
lence and waited with my explanations until 
we arrived in the city centre and I could point 
out some landmarks. Very close to the Holo-
caust memorial was the restaurant of a cou-
ple from the Vietnamese Sangha. I asked 
Thay if he wanted to get out, but he waved me 
on. He probably didn’t want to favour anyone, 
because there were some Vietnamese restau-
rant owners who might otherwise have be-
come jealous if Thay had just visited this res-
taurant and not theirs.

So we calmly drove through the city and back 
to the Centre. Afterwards I thought: Maybe 
Thay wanted to see how my mindfulness and 
stability was when I drove with him for over 
an hour through big city traffic. In the follow-
ing years, I often picked Thay up at the air-
port or drove him to a meeting place.

On the morning after receiving the Dharma 
Lamp from Thay on 13 November 2004, that 

is the authorisation to teach in the Plum Vil-
lage tradition, Sr Chan Khong took me to 
Thay: “Annabelle, come to Thay for breakfast. 
Bring your muesli with you.” We walked in 
silence to Thay’s hut and sat with him on the 
floor where the Attendant served us tea.

After eating my muesli, Thay looked at me 
and said:

“Breathing in I am aware that I am breathing 
in. Breathing out I am aware that I am breath-
ing out.

Breathing in I know if this is a long in-breath. 
Breathing out I know if this is a long out-breath.

Breathing in I know if this is a short in-breath. 
Breathing out I know if this is a short out-
breath.”

I was a little surprised that Thay was going 
over the first lines of the Anapanasati Sutra 
with me. He must have known that I knew 
them well, because only yesterday, in my 
Dharma talk to the assembly of monastics 
and lay people after I received the lamp, I had 

spoken about how this teaching of the Bud-
dha accompanied me in my everyday life.

But I dropped these thoughts and simply fol-
lowed his instructions. Afterwards he told 
me that the conditions for a monastic centre 
in Berlin were not sufficient after all, and that 
I should run the centre and get help from 
Bettina and Kai Romhardt and other mem-
bers of the Order of Interbeing.

That was a surprise. I had been looking for-
ward to the nuns and monks living in and 
running the centre, so I could just come and 
help them set it up. Now, all of a sudden, I was 
supposed to be in charge. The instructions 
from the Anapanasati Sutra that Thay gave 
me were probably meant to prepare me in-
wardly for this news, which was not so easy 
for me.

Annabelle Zinser,  
Dharmacharya of Thich Nhat Hanh,  
Member of the Order of Interbeing,  
Dharma teacher of Ruth Denison,  
leads the Buddhist Practice Centre  
“Source of Compassion“ in Berlin.
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A Pure Wonder!

Jan Boswijk remembers how he first came to Plum Village over thirty years ago.  
He was dead tired after a year of therapy work and came to the summer retreat  

more or less by chance.

Three times nothing

Jan heard Thay speak and found it „three 
times nothing“. After years of Tibetan Bud-
dhism, Thay‘s words sounded naïve to him, 
far too simple. When he returned two years 
later, he found this simplicity truly beautiful. 

He saw Thay‘s commitment, his engaged Bud-
dhism, and Thay‘s simplicity was actually 
very beautiful. He could give the teaching in 
a simple way, had practical exercises: He al-
ways made it terribly concrete!

Jan says: „My motivation was and still is won-
der. I studied psychology because I found it a 
miracle that people can be self-aware at all. Of 
course, I didn‘t find answers to my questions in 
psychology. I thought it was a great miracle to 
be alive. Whether you look up at the starry sky 
or look inside yourself, I still think it‘s a great 
miracle. And from time to time this is some-
thing that has been talked about by Thay and in 
Plum Village.“

A saw mill

What has healed in me? This question is very 
difficult to answer. You take in many things. 
They are assimilated and taken for granted. I 
was once on a three-month retreat at Plum 
Village, and when I came home my wife said, 
‚Hey, you don‘t snore any more‘. After that 
retreat I never snored again, whereas before 

I was like a saw mill. That was because things 
had basically quietened down inside me, so I 
slept differently. A different state of being, 
you might say. I became calmer. Calmer and a 
little kinder. I have a different attitude to life.

No I, just pure space

And a special moment? Once I was in China in 
Thay‘s entourage. At one point I had a conver-
sation with Thay about everyday things. As 
we were talking, I looked into his eyes and it 
was a shock for me. I am used to seeing some-
thing in people‘s eyes, but with him I saw 
pure space, not a single obstacle, just space, 
there was not a single piece of ‚me‘, it was 
pure space. I had never seen anything like 
that in anyone‘s eyes. I had to take a breath 
and then the conversation just went on. Now 

I just have to imagine the eyes and the space 
is there.

In tears

When Thay returned to the Root Temple in 
Hué in 2016 to stay until he died, I saw a video 
of his arrival on the internet. I saw this video 
five minutes before I was going to give a talk 
to the Sangha of Helpers. In the first fifteen 
minutes of that talk I was in tears because I 
was so moved that Thây had gone home; that 
the circle of his life had closed. I could not 
help but cry. I said a few words and then the 
tears came again.

Thay is in me in many ways. Things pop up at 
the strangest times. Then suddenly I see Thay 
walking in front of me, and for a while I have 
the feeling that we are walking together.

Finally: ‚It all began with the question, „Who 
am I?“ „What is life?“ Gradually these ques-
tions have disappeared; it is simply a miracle, 
nothing else. All this, this life, this nature, 
this being. Surely this is a miracle!‘

Interview and Text by Ton Kamphoff 

Jan Boswijk 
True Vehicle of Peace (born 1944), Psychologist, 
and a Dharma Teacher since 2004.  
He leads retreats and workshops, mainly in the 
Netherlands, Hungary and France.
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Boundless Love  
in All Directions

On January 21, I was in the middle of a 5-day gathering with an Earth Honoring community. At midnight, after 
a healing ceremony, I checked messages before going to sleep. I found several telling me of Thầy’s passing. 

I spent some time in silent meditation, in 
gratitude for everything Thầy has helped to 
manifest in the world and with respect for 
this significant turning, the cessation of 
Thầy’s manifestation in the body as we have 

known him. No beginning, no end, and still a 
feeling of a completion of a cycle of manifes-
tation, a most beautiful manifestation of 
peace, compassion and understanding in a 
human form. 

The next morning, I could attend the Plum 
Village online ceremony, to connect with the 
Mahasangha in gratitude and respect for our 
teacher. I felt wonderfully nourished by be-
ing together, the reality of this transition now 
grounded in our communal concentration 
and action. 

Afterwards I returned to the circle of the 
Earth Honoring gathering. I was in time to 
join our sharing circle, focused this day on 
our ancestors, spiritual, land and blood. I 
could share about my gratitude to Thầy, who 
I honor as the greatest teacher I have ever 
known in a living human form. I sang a Plum 
village song in his honor. 

I received the support of the community to 
leave that day so I could participate more 
easily in the online events around Thầy’s 
passing. In particular, I could then be home in 
the middle of the night for the ceremony of 
Thầy’s body being placed in the casket. At a 
deeper level, I felt my entire being wished to 
have as much room and as little other de-
mands as possible so I could most fully be 
with Thầy’s passing and how that experience 
rippled out into my individual consciousness 
and the collective consciousness. As much as 
I had been looking forward to this Earth Hon-
oring gathering, I knew I could not be present 
for this community now.

Once home, it was indeed wonderful to be 
with my family and my Sanghas at this time. 
After a day or two, I found out that the EIAB 
had opened their doors to welcome people 
who wished to come to show their respect to 
Thầy. I certainly wanted to do that, and also, 
to show my support and connection to the 
Sangha. The EIAB is the place I was first lucky 
enough to meet Thầy and the Mahasangha in 
physical form, after years of learning from 
and meditation with Thầy’s printed teach-
ings. I carry the EIAB, as a place and a com-
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munity, in my heart. It feels like my first 
home in the practice of the Plum Village Tra-
dition. 

It was wonderful to be together during this 
time of honoring Thầy after his passing. I’d 
first thought to come for two days to show my 
respects. As I sunk into the flow of the Sangha 
as we joined in ceremony and sharing to com-
memorate Thầy, I felt so grateful to be able to 
simply be with the Sangha, focused only on 
what felt like the most important thing at this 
moment. As I relaxed into this, letting go of 
the things I’d planned to be doing, and, as the 
Sangha schedule continued to evolve and be-
come clear, I kept asking for permission to 
stay for another day from Sr. Thuc Nghiem, 
who was lovingly arranging the stay of all the 
guests and welcoming them – thank you, sis-
ter! I am so grateful!

Getting up after midnight to participate on-
line as a Sangha in the ceremonies and events 
taking place in Vietnam was incredibly nour-
ishing and powerful. I felt our togetherness 
in the meditation hall, I felt us joining with 
what was going on in Huế, and I felt our one-
ness with the community world-wide, all 
joined in love and respect for Thầy.

The ceremonies paying tribute to Thầy, hon-
oring the immense gifts he has brought to so 
many individuals and to the world as a whole; 
the words of love and respect; the humble 
stability of Sr. Chân Không; the gentle, guid-
ing presence of Thầy Pháp Ấn; the richness of 
the senior monastic students of Thầy present 
in Huế; the procession on foot, Thầy’s coffin 

carried in a beautiful ongoing dance by the 
people in fiery suits; the bells and the drum; 
the multitudes on the street, honoring Thầy; 
the long drive through the beautiful country-
side; the presence and care in all that was 
happening – to be with the Sangha with all 
this has deeply nourished my heart, and al-
lowed me to shed tears of gratitude and love. 

The cremation itself is now a treasure in my 
mind that brings happiness, gratitude and 
awe to me when I touch it. Thầy has taught 
about the importance of strong, nourishing 
memories to help us in moments of difficulty. 
In At Home in the World he writes 

Each of us needs a reserve of memories 
and experiences that are beautiful, 
healthy and strong enough to help us 
during difficult moments. Sometimes 
when the pain in us is so big, we cannot 
truly touch life’s wonders. We need 
help. But if we have a strong storehouse 
of happy memories and experiences, 
we can bring them to mind to help us 
embrace the block of pain inside. (p 98) 

The memory of the cremation ceremony and 
of experiencing it via internet with the com-
munity in Vietnam, live with the EIAB multi-
fold Sangha and in connection with the 
world-wide Sangha through space and time 
(as many people connect to the film even now) 
has become such a supportive memory for 
me. 

The cremation oven, with its curtains of 
white flowers, was stunningly beautiful, ex-
pressing such love and tenderness. I only 

later learned that the flowers were white lo-
tuses – what an honoring of all the lotuses of 
awakening that Thầy has cultivated in him-
self and others! The circle of Thầy’s students 
sang with such love, respect and gratitude for 
Thầy while his body was transforming in the 
fire next to them. I experience this as generat-
ing an energy of love and faith, as well as of 
no-fear and interbeing, that spreads out over 
the world, embracing all. We saw with our 
own eyes and felt with our own hearts the 
reality of no birth, no death, of the continua-
tion of the wondrous being of Thầy in his 
Sangha, demonstrated by the Sangha’s capac-
ity to manifest this most beautiful ceremony. 
In me arises great joy, in the midst of grati-
tude, respect, commemoration, togetherness 
and letting go. The intimacy of the deep feel-
ings as well as the details of the whole funeral 
process that were shared so freely with the 
world shows the power of inclusive love in 
action. This inclusivity continues as so many 
people in Plum Village practice centers 
around the world are given the chance to re-
turn Thầy’s ashes to the Earth.

With these experiences my faith in the 
 Sangha’s ability to be love, to continue Thầy, 
to touch the world, has rooted more deeply. I 
am deeply grateful. The funeral ceremonies 
the Sangha has held have spread boundless 
love – compassion, kindness, joy and equa-
nimity – throughout the cosmos. May all be 
well and live in freedom.

Maria Moonlion,  
Member of the Intersein-Orden  
in the Netehrlands
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Thây could have written the words of this 
poem many times over, in particular when he 
left his home country to go to the USA. And 
the poem was probably also written during 
this time. By the time his journey had come a 
full circle and he was able to return to Viet-
nam to spend the last years of his life, he had 
left countless footprints all over the world. 

In January of this year, the news came that 
“Thây has become a cloud”. He had begun his 
final journey. “Tomorrow, I will be gone”, he 
said many times to prepare us, his students. 

“Tomorrow, I will be gone”. 

Despite all the preparation, despite the pre-
dictability of his passing, there is still a gap, a 
dark nothingness into which grief falls. 
Death is a shattering event that strikes to the 
core and remains a mystery. Even though we 
may at times succeed in glimpsing, perhaps 
even touching, the plane of no-birth and no-
death, the loss of a loved one feels like a blow, 
a call, a cry, as though a dark shroud has been 
thrown over us. This darkness may be gentle, 
perhaps even comforting, or cruel and harsh.

News of Thây’s great transformation arrived 
gently and peacefully. The tears were those of 
deep gratitude for this great teacher. Grati-
tude that destiny had allowed me to encoun-
ter the Dharma as embodied by Thây and the 
Sangha. 

Over the course of the past few years, we have 
been able to experience how Thây lives on in 
the myriad forms of his students. And count-
less books, video recordings, audio record-
ings, calligraphies – the millions of words 
that have been preserved in all possible 
forms – have left great footprints and remain 
behind for the world to access. 

Decades and centuries later, these footprints 
will offer direction and help to find the path. 
They are footprints that lead in the direction 
of liberation. They are footprints created 
with love and compassion. Thây kissed the 
earth with his feet, with his arms he em-
braced the world, with his hands demon-
strated his commitment to teaching. 

Now his finger points up into the clouds. 
When the rain falls we know: Everything is 
transformed and continues. Nothing is lost. 
Everything is allowed to change and manifest 
in ever new ways.

Jan-Michael Ehrhardt  
True Practice of Harmony

Here are words written down - 
Footprints on the sand, 

Cloud formations.

Tomorrow 
I will be gone

From: 
Thich Nhat Hanh,  

“Call Me by My True Names”
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Thich Nhat Hanh:  
Memories, Encounters,  

Continuation
Source of Compassion Sangha in Berlin
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How I experienced Thay  personally

1. At the Fontanehaus in Berlin-
Wittenau at the “Everyday 
retreat on four Afternoons“  
in May 2004:

My wife Elke and I visited this retreat to-
gether with our daughter Nadine. As we en-
tered the large auditorium, Annabelle Zinser 
was on stage singing “I have arrived, I am 
home“. To begin the light was dimmed. Thay 
sat on his cushion and lit a long match. Si-
lently, he held it aloft, and only blew it out 
once it had burned down to the bottom. Then 
he asked, “My little flame, where have you 
gone? Have you gone to the east? Have you 
gone to the west, to the north…. or have you 

gone to the nowhere?” Then he allowed the 
flame to answer: “I have not gone to the east, 
and I have not gone to the west, north or 
south. And I have not gone to the nowhere”.

After this poignant opening, he explained 
that the flame manifested when the condi-
tions needed arose, and it disappeared once 
these conditions were no longer available. 
However, it didn’t become nothing; it trans-
formed itself – into light, warmth and smoke.

2. At the EIAB Summer Retreat  
in 2012:

It was my first visit to the EIAB. I entered the 
huge tent set up next to the main building for 

the morning meditation a few minutes before 
7 a.m. I took off my shoes and found a cushion 
towards the front of the tent. It wasn’t until I 
had sat down and drawn a warming blanket 
around me that I noticed that Thay was al-
ready sitting on the stage in stillness and 
calm. I have carried this moment of beauty 
and peace inside me ever since, and it ap-
pears before me again and again when I sit 
down to meditate.

3. At the EIAB Summer-Retreat  
in 2012:

Before Thay’s Dharma talk, his translator 
said: “The children are invited to come up to 
the front and sit close to Thay”. Straight away 

Lightness: Picture on birch bark – by Frank Rohner
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I thought of Jesus, as he said, ‘Let the little 
children come onto me, and hinder them not’. 
Tears came to my eyes and I said to my inner 
child: go and sit by Thay, you are also invited.

4. At the EIAB Summer-Retreat  
in 2014:

During the Dharma talk, Thay drew a small 
human figure with a cloud above it on the 
white board. Then he explained how we are in 
a constant process of exchange with all the 
elements of life, and he let the figure, de-
signed to represent himself, joyfully call out 
to the cloud: “Hello myself! A part of me is 
already there; I´ll follow soon!”

Klaus Hecker, February 2022

How Thay’s teachings inspired me

I have only experienced Thay in person 
twice:

The first time at the The Art of Mindful Liv-
ing retreat at the end of May 2005 at the Fon-
tane-Haus in Reinickendorf, and the second 
time at the 2014 EIAB Summer Retreat in 
Waldbröl.

But I feel how Thay and his teachings are 
embodied in all his students – especially An-
nabelle and Maya, friends at the Source of 
Compassion, by his nuns, especially Sr Chang 
Khong, Sr Annabelle, Sr Song Nghiem and 
the monks, especially Thay Phap An, Thay 
Phap Xa – and all the others.

Since Thay left his body on 22.1.2022, I also 
feel more of Thay in me as well as a certain 
responsibility to be his continuation, to con-
tinue to practise and live his teaching.

When I first met Thay and his Sangha in 
2005, I was not particularly familiar with 
mindfulness practice, having read perhaps 
one or two of his books.

At that time, songs like “I have arrived, I am 
at home” and “In, out, deep, slow ...”, which we 
practised and sang together, touched me 
deeply in my heart. After all, they are Thay’s 
words set to music by his musical students. 
As far as I know, Thay also loved these songs 

very much. I was happy that Sr. Chang Khong 
and the Plum Village Sangha sang some songs 
at Thay’s funeral ceremony. Today, each song 
is for me a meditation that highlights essen-
tial aspects of the practice in a few words. It is 
nice to be reminded again and again.

I was also very impressed at the time by the 
depth and seriousness with which five stu-
dents reported on their experiences with the 
5 Mindfulness Trainings.

In my own practice, I was very pleased to 
discover that the transformation of unwhole-
some mental formations is indeed possible. 
One small example of success in opening my 
heart, closed by anger and disappointment, 
came with regard to my step-father:

My biological father died suddenly when I 
was only three years old. My mother met my 
step father a few years later, and he lived with 
us from the time I was about 6 years old. He 
was a difficult person, very hard and strict 
with himself and others, perfectionistic and 
egocentric (only what he does and thinks is 
good and right). He was also unable to show 
his emotions, for example when my half-
brother died. To me he was a great disap-
pointment. After the loss of my father I had 
wished for a loving person to replace him. So 
even as a child, I closed my heart to my step-
father. 

Through our practice, however, I was able to 
lovingly embrace my sense of disappoint-
ment and develop compassion for the difficul-
ties he had experienced in life. For example, 
when he was a five-year-old boy. When he 
was born in 1936 the family had to flee Silesia; 
his father was in the war and later in Russian 
captivity, so quasi absent, and probably re-
turned traumatised. It was something he 
never talked about. 

Increasingly I began to remember positive 
moments and qualities. For his 80th birthday, 
I was able to prepare and deliver a small 
mindful speech, which reconciled us both. 
Now my heart is open and I can be there for 
him when he needs my help; he is now 86 
years old.

On my second encounter with Thay in 2014, I 
was very touched by how he explained the 
Dharma to the children. He had some objects 

in his monk’s robe, for example a small bell 
and a small bag with different pebbles to help 
the children calm their feelings and return to 
their breathing in difficult situations, when 
they felt fear or anger. He also told the chil-
dren they were as fresh as a flower in bloom, 
and were already a gift for their parents with-
out having to buy any presents.

This inspired me to also make myself a gift for 
the people around me, in my family, in my job 
and in the Sangha, and that gives me a lot of 
joy.

I thank Thay, all the students of the Sangha of 
the Source of Compassion and the EIAB that I 
could practise together with them over all 
these years, and still can. I am happy that we 
have a strong Sangha under the leadership of 
Annabelle and Maya and that we can be 
Thay’s continuation in our practice together 
and thus be a gift to him.

Elke Hecker, Loving Connection of the Heart, 
February 2022

Fruits of my Practice

Thank you for the impulse to write about my 
practice.

As I write, I am listening to a podcast with 
Brother Phap Huu from the series.

 “The Way Out is In.”

For decades, Thay has given me so much in-
spiration and enrichment! But the real 
changes in my life have come in the last 3 to 4 
years thanks to my practice with the Source 
of Compassion sangha.

In 2004, I read my first book by Thay and 
since then many other books have followed as 
well as summer retreats at Plum Village. I 
also went to the retreat at Fontane House. 

What always fascinates me about Thay is his 
humility and joy.

Thay offers us a way into important subjects 
like happiness, anger and fear in simple lan-
guage. He cares about nature, about saving 
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our planet earth, about avoiding wars. He 
works for peace.

What do I owe to Thay? What is my practice 
in everyday life?

I have a new positive habit of enjoying my 
breakfast in silence for ten minutes every 
day. They are minutes of silence. I don’t have 
to make an effort to achieve this stillness. I 
enjoy my breakfast, with joy, with a slight 
smile.

For me this is about the practice of stopping, 
of stopping thoughts, as well as the practice 
of returning to the island within me.

A new positive habit is touching the earth, 
every day just before or after breakfast. I 
read an exercise from the book, very often 
just one sentence. Often I repeat a sentence 
for several days. :-)

I talk to Mother Earth and every time I dis-
cover that I am actually talking to myself.

I speak about my feelings, my suffering, I am 
aware of what happened the previous day, the 
cycle of feelings and actions, and the mistakes 
I continually repeat.

I can embrace them. There is no despair. 
There is understanding

There is also the great desire for transforma-
tion, and touching the earth gives me the op-
portunity to send good wishes to myself and 
to all people and beings with the support of 
Mother Earth.

In summary, when I do this I am one with 
Mother Earth; I feel the solidity of the Earth 
and my own solidity; I have a dialogue with 
myself and practise taking refuge in the is-
land within. For me, the practice of touching 
the earth is also a practice of beginning anew: 

every day I have the opportunity to recognise 
my mistakes and to express my good wishes 
for transformation.

When I get up I recite the gatha “waking up 
this morning I smile”.

This is a wonderful new habit because it 
helps me remember to open my heart to the 
new day, to the people I will meet and to my-
self. It is nice to start the day with a smile. 
During the day, I occasionally recall the ga-
tha, sometimes with a feeling of happiness.

I use the gatha “Letting go is a source of Hap-
piness” when strong feelings arise, like disap-
pointment or anger.

The gatha “I see myself as a flower in the gar-
den of humanity” helps me smile at my inferi-
ority complex and feel freedom.

The idea of extending my idea of the family to 
include so much that is important to me, such 
as the Sangha, my plants, my paintings, the 
park where I walk, is wonderful, and I am 
happily practising it right now to overcome 
my sense of loneliness.

For me, cultivating compassion in my every-
day life has meant that I have become less 
vulnerable or open to attack. Most of the 
time, I don’t take it personally anymore. Peo-
ple are not my enemies, they are people with 
difficulties, just like me.

The Sangha has become a jewel for me.

It gives me backbone, I feel connected and 
inspired.

Thay’s many books inspire me every day, I 
read him every day.

Vincenza Dambrogio

How Thay’s teachings  
changed my life

I never encountered Thay personally. An 
MBSR course with Janina Egert opened the 
path to the Source of Compassion, and what I 
learned there came rather from Annabelle 
Zinser, the team at the Source and from the 
monks and nuns at from EIAB. They are my 
direct teachers, and have passed on the teach-
ings of Thay, coupled with their own experi-
ences and impulses, to me. 

I would like to share a few of them here.

Probably the most important thing for me 
was the realisation that I can create my own 
happiness. Growing up in a Christian tradi-
tion, I was taught from early childhood that 
God is responsible for our happiness or that 
happiness depends on external circumstanc-
es. 

In the last few years, I have been pretty badly 
affected by illness. Sometimes I was quite 
desperate because of it and sometimes I still 
am. 

I learned from Annabelle that I am not my 
pain and not my difficult feelings, but that 
along with my pain and my difficult feelings 
there is also a lot of beauty around me, and 
that many parts of my body do not hurt.

For years now, I have been practising this 
very diligently every day: alongside the 
physical pain and the difficult feelings I ob-
serve and allow myself to feel, I always take 
time to focus on what is beautiful and not 
painful in my life. 

I always find something I can enjoy. These are 
often very small things: the squirrel outside 
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on a tree, the particularly beautiful flower in 
bloom, the smile of someone I meet by chance 
on the street, the wind in my hair and on my 
skin... And, of course, the moments when my 
body is functioning well and I feel the way I 
used to. Then I feel very grateful, light and 
happy.

When Thay Phap An was suffering from de-
pression, Thich Nhat Hanh once advised him 
to do walking meditation in nature, to look at 
nature and say to himself over and over 
again, “This is so beautiful! This is so beauti-
ful!” 

Thay Phap An followed this advice, and even 
though it felt mechanical to him at first he did 
it until he could actually recognise and feel 
the beauty of nature within himself.

I can relate to how that feels. When I was 
getting sicker instead of healthier as the re-
sult of a range of unfortunate circumstances, 
I became desperate at times. 

So I followed Thay Phap An’s example and 
focused on the beauty outside in nature dur-
ing walks or walking meditation – until I 
could really feel and enjoy this beauty. It 
helped me to gradually overcome my own 
dejection and discouragement

Very gradually and over many years, I have 
also learned to look at my difficult emotions, 
to give them space, to let them be and to em-
brace them with love and compassion. One 
thing central to all of this is self-love, another 
topic I learned a lot about at the Source of 
Compassion, and still do.

Now, in the second year, I can no longer use 
my hands well. Everything happens very 
slowly, and I need to be fully mindful when 
doing everyday things. To some extent I am 
involuntarily practising concentrating fully 

on the present moment in what I am doing – 
in other words, exactly what Thay has always 
taught us. 

To my great surprise, I have gained a lot of 
peace, stability and also joy in this. Some-
times my entire everyday life has felt like a 
retreat

Motivated in large part by Annabelle’s sug-
gestions, I have been eating almost no meat 
for a few years now. I’m doing very well with 
this form of nutrition, I’m always happy to 
try out new plant-based dishes and am fasci-
nated by the variety of possibilities and also 
how delicious it all is. Doing this I know I am 
only making my own very small contribution 
to the well-being of animals and our environ-
ment, but I think everyone has to start with 
themselves. Only together can we bring 
about a change in society, and fortunately we 
are seeing the first successes.

Last but not least, I would like to mention be-
ginning anew. It brings my partner and me 
together again and again and helps us to open 
up to each other, to exchange ideas, to develop 
compassion and understanding for each 
other and to recognise the positive things 
about ourselves and each other

All that remains for me to say is that I feel 
very deep gratitude for all that I am learning 
through Thay, Annabelle, the Source team 
and also the nuns and monks of the EIAB, and 
also for the fellowship with like-minded peo-
ple, that is, our Sangha. I send you all my good 
wishes and my love! Thank you for letting me 
be a part of it!

Rotraut 

Interbeing

The first time I saw Thay up close, was in 1998 
as he walked towards me along the corridor 
of a hotel in Regensburg, where a large re-
treat was taking place. His youthful manner, 
full of lightness and joy, impressed me deeply. 
Just reading about this emphasis on joy, as 
well as the possibility of turning the wheel of 
samsara in a positive way, had already awak-
ened in me a deep desire to practise this kind 
of Buddhism. Thay had succeeded in realis-
ing these positive qualities and in making lo-
tus blossoms grow out of the mud of suffer-
ing. In 1996 my father, who had roused my 
interest in Buddhism, had passed away, and I 
had read Thay’s first books; these, with their 
emphasis on the importance of a Sangha, led 
me to my teacher and friend Annabelle. 

The last time I saw Thay up close, he was also 
coming towards me, again accompanied by 
two attendants. This time I was practising 
walking meditation with my daughter on a 
sunny afternoon on the fields of the EIAB. 
Thay’s complete presence and loving attitude 
were so wonderful to experience. In numer-
ous retreats, through reading and talks, I 
learned so much from Thay, as well as 
through his students and the Sangha, and was 
able to turn so much mud into lotus flowers. 
The extent to which Thay’s presence has 
found expression in the worldwide Sangha 
since his transformation, and how strongly 
many feel the desire to deepen their own 
practice and take the responsibility to be 
Thay’s continuation impresses me deeply. I 
also regard the time he spent with the Sangha 
between the time of his stroke and his trans-
formation, as a sign of his deep love. How 
beautiful and comforting it is to experience 
life as a cycle, and to truly feel that our lives 
are not limited by birth and death. 

Full of gratitude for Thay, Sister Chan Khong 
and all the teachers, for the wonderful Sang-
ha and the opportunity to use our own ener-
gy for the benefit of others.

Maya, True Source of Listening
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… I am blooming as a flower 

Xiaoqing

Xiaoqing
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Every flower is the most beautiful

In deep gratitude

for walking this path.

Alone.

Together.

A path of love, of inspiration and

joyful presence.

A peaceful moment at the EIAB Summer Retreat in 2016:

I sit at the entrance to my tent.

My feet touch the summer grass.

I am together with the flowers and buttercups.

I am drawing.

May we keep our compassion, optimism and our togetherness alive.

Thank you, Thay.

You are the cloud. 

Beatrix Schulte
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Everybody is like a flower – 
Full of freshness, beauty and 

uniqueness
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I am not here

This body of mine will disintegrate, but my 
actions will continue me. If you think I am 
only this body, then you have not truly seen 
me. When you look at my friends, you see my 
continuation. I don’t understand why people 

rain or ice, but it cannot become nothing. It 
doesn’t need a soul to continue. There is no 
beginning and no end. I will never die. There 
will be a dissolution of this body, but that does 
not mean my death. I will continue, always. 

A Free White Cloud
Now you are free.

The chains can no longer confine your true body.
You return to life as a white cloud

just like before – 
a white cloud 

utterly free 
in the immense sky.

Thich Nhat Hanh:  
How To Live When A Loved One Dies

say they are going to die, because I can already 
see myself in you, in other people, and in fu-
ture generations. Even when a cloud is no 
longer there, it continues as snow or rain. It is 
impossible for a cloud to die. It can become 
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True Love
Our heart-felt gratitude to Thay

When I first met Thay in 2001, I, Klaus, was a 
little disappointed: a small unassuming per-
son in a brown robe who spoke in a gentle 
voice about breathing, arriving and walking 
– this was supposed to be him, the great Zen 
master?

And yet his quiet and compassionate manner 
touched me deeply in my heart, and a year 
later Doris and I returned to Upper Hamlet in 
Plum Village to affirm our marriage accord-
ing to Buddhist rites.

We knew we needed this support: both of us 
had had painful traumatic experiences in 
childhood that we had not yet fully trans-
formed, so it was no wonder we had failed 
marriages behind us. We did not want to go 
through another cycle of suffering, and we 
were seriously prepared to give our all not to.

On 27 July 2002, we took our wedding vows 
before the Vietnamese Venerables, before the 
monastic Sangha and before the lay commu-
nity in the great meditation hall of Upper 
Hamlet. The wedding gift from the Sangha 
was a talk with a young Indian couple, Gitu 
and Shantum Seth, in which they introduced 
us to their practice of Beginning Anew.

This gift was to prove a true diamond that 
helped preserve our marriage and over the 
years has led us to true love. We practised 
Beginning Anew weekly, and very gradually 
our view of each other changed. We saw less 
of what separated us and more of what united 
us, because we looked at the beauty in each 
other. We had found a form in which we could 
communicate our regrets about our awkward 
behaviour with empathy to each other. And 
more and more we saw our partner’s difficult 
behaviour not as an attack on us but as an 
expression of his/her suffering. No longer 
did defiance and anger colour our emotional 
response, but compassion and understand-
ing.

Today we have known each other for 28 
years, and – despite all fears – were able to 
celebrate a happy silver wedding anniversa-
ry with our loved ones in November 2021 and 
are closer to each other than ever before. Of 
course, we don’t really know what true love 

means in all its infinite aspects, but we have 
become aware of some aspects that we are 
trying to live very specifically:

True love requires a deep inner commit-
ment, the vow to stick together even, or es-
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pecially, when things get really difficult. 
For it is only in a crisis that the real extent 
of our pain, from which we would like to 
run away because we are afraid that we can 
no longer bear it, becomes apparent. Do we 
have the willingness to show ourselves like 
this in front of our partner, and are we 
ready to accept each other completely with 
this pain? Thay’s teaching, his practice of 
mindful breathing, looking deeply and em-
bracing the suffering, which seemed so ba-
nal at first, was what carried us through 
these deep valleys. We were able to stop, in 
the middle of the pain, pause and look 
deeply – and accept and understand each 
other in our suffering. 

So true love is not an easy path. No, it is long, 
sometimes painful and often unsettling. 
When we were stuck, we would always ask 
Thay, “Thay, what would you do now?” And 
Thay would readily answer us, for example: 
“Better not say anything now. Go for a walk 

until you know what you really want to say 
and do.” Through this simple remedy, we 
were able, again and again, to rediscover our 
true motivation and could let anger and quar-
relling slowly fade further into the back-
ground.

True love requires our complete presence, 
our willingness to really practise as well as 
all our discipline and all our commitment. 
The practice helps us a lot – but it also has its 
limits: We also needed therapeutic help to 
work through the deep-seated traumatic ex-
periences of our childhoods. Otherwise we 
would have overburdened both ourselves 
and our Sangha. Here, the Sangha practice 
could not provide us with a complete answer 
because our pain stemmed from hurtful 
physical and sexual childhood experiences. 
But in every therapy session, Thay and the 
wisdom of the practice accompanied us. They 
helped us embrace and transform the pains 
of our childhood.

So for us, as lay people, and with our own 
personal life stories, true love also includes 
physical love and the harmony in which we 
find healing, joy and fulfilment. Could there 
be a more beautiful compliment to the energy 
of harmony that delights and nourishes us 
than the joyful greeting by Brother Ngo 
Khong in Upper Hamlet: “Well, lovebirds!”?

The encounter with this small, unassuming 
brown-clad monk from Vietnam in 2001 
turned out to be one of the greatest moments 
of happiness in our lives.

Dear Thay, we thank you from the bottom of 
our hearts for your love, your understanding 
and for your teaching.

Doris (True Sacred Ocean) and  
Klaus (True Sacred River) 
Practice with the Bielefeld Sangha. 
They have been ordained members of the Order of 
Interbeing since June 2010.

True Sacred Ocean 
Dwelling in the presence 

Of your being 
Romantic love blossoms 

Into true love. 
Compassion and understanding 

Fill my heart 
With joy and gratitude.

 True Sacred River

Written on the morning of the 12th 
anniversary of taking refuge in the core 
community of the Order of Interbeing.
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Thich Nhat Hanh:  
A Homage

Over and again I say, Thay “saved” my life;  
he helped me overcome the biggest crisis of my life.  

At that time, three things came together that made me despair,  
took away my breath, and made my stomach hard as iron.

My mother had just allowed me to build a 
house for our small family at the back of her 
property and, after returning from a long 
trip and seeing the shell structure I had built, 
she said, completely out of the blue: “I don’t 
like it, it all has to go”. 

Months before, I had successfully completed 
a personnel development seminar at my com-
pany, but I didn’t get promoted to a manage-
rial position and was constantly being fobbed 
off with excuses until one day, during a big 
argument with my boss, I blew my top and 
blurted out “Why all the fuss if you don’t 
even need me?” To which he icily replied, 
“Don’t take that tone, please. You are free to 
go”, and walked out of the room without an-
other word. 

On top of this I was leaving for work at 7 a.m. 
and not coming home until about 8 p.m., and 
had a lot of trouble with my wife, who was 
now managing everything, really everything, 
on her own, making me feel like the fifth 
wheel. I barked at her in the evening like a 
mangy dog: “Why didn’t you tell me about the 
5 in maths? Why should we accept the invita-
tion to Müller’s if I don’t like them? Why did 
you book the holiday without discussing it 
with me?” Then one day she moved out of the 
bedroom and said: “I think our time is over. I 
can do this on my own...” All of this scared me, 
made me feel helpless and weak. My life was 
in danger of falling apart.

At that time, without uttering a word, my 
wife gave me a book, which due to the argu-
ments lay unread on my bedside table for a 

long time, only to later change my life com-
pletely. One evening I was fascinated by the 
bright glow of the yellow dot on the cover of 
the book. It stood out in stark contrast from 
the black-grey rubble of an asphalt bubble 
burst open by heat. A flower, a dandelion, 
pushed out from amongst the sharp black 
fragments. It shone like fresh yolk. It 
stretched its leaves upwards, towards the sky, 
the clouds. When I finally picked up the book 
“Peace is Every Step” by Thich Nhat Hanh 
that evening and leafed through it, I read the 
lines: 

“This is the first exercise: 
I breathe in – I breathe out. 

I breathe deeply – I breathe slowly”.

And while I was reading, I started to do ex-
actly that: breathe in – breathe out. But prob-

ably for the first time with awareness, and 
without other thoughts. I was totally concen-
trated and centred, aware of how good it was 
for me. Then I lay down in bed, and – having 
become curious – began to read on, oblivious, 
my eyes absorbing every single word, wan-
dering from page to page until I had emptied 
the whole book leaving nothing but white, 
empty pages, like a thirsty man drinking a 
glass of water. Full to bursting with thoughts 
and ideas, it was already late into the night 
and I couldn’t sleep. Nor could I talk to Regi-
na, who had given me the book and was lying 
beside me.

After that sleepless night, my journey to a 
new world began. A world I had been seeking 
for a long time, because for a long time I had 
been living many different roles. In the morn-
ing, I was the caring father who made break-
fast and took the children to school; at work, I 
was the ambitious authorised signatory who 
sought a sense of achievement among cus-
tomers and employees and could be quite 
authoritarian; in the evening, I experienced 
myself as a super-smart, eloquent spouse 
who could explain everything about the com-
pany and the world in an opinionated man-
ner; and at night, when I went jogging, I was 
the lone wolf with a head full of unsteady 
wild thoughts in search of the why and 
wherefore. Yes, I was looking for meaning, 
because at that time I felt empty, burnt out 
and misunderstood. What gave meaning to 
this life?

I met Thay, as Thich Nhat Hanh was called 
during this talk, meaning teacher, master, in 
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Hohenau about six months after I had read 
his dandelion book. Small in stature, shaven-
headed, with lightning eyes and a mischie-
vous smile, he sat powerfully at the edge of 
the stage. He picked a flower from the decora-
tion, took it in his hand, turned to us and said 
with a smile, we have to learn to look deeply, 
to look deeply into this flower. And while do-
ing so, breathe in, breathe out and become 
calm. He spoke like this or something similar 
and continued: “In looking deeply we see the 
presence of the sun – without the sun, with-
out light and warmth, this flower cannot ex-
ist. This is because that is. That is because this 
is. We live in this interdependence. That is 
why I can also see the presence of the clouds 
in this flower”.

Everything is causally determined. Without 
clouds there would be no rain and without 
rain the flower could not be. And if we look 
even deeper into the flower, we also see the 
earth out of which it grows, the time it has 
taken to grow, the space and the spirit – eve-
rything is present in this flower. Its existence 
is a great miracle. He smelled the flower, 
smiled again and sat down on a chair. And I 
took a deep breath and thought that he was 
right.

His expression was one of serene cheerful-
ness. Concentrated and wide awake. Speak-
ing freely, he wandered slowly back and forth 
on the podium adorned with flowers. I ad-
mired him. He brought every word to life and 
I was glued to his lips. Then he continued, 
“When we meditate, we can practise looking 
even deeper. Normally we think that the 
flower blossoms in spring. But by looking 
deeply we become aware that the flower has 
been there since time immemorial – IN the 
sunlight, IN the clouds, IN the earth and IN 
the minerals, yes, IN myself. Scientifically, we 
would say today, since the Big Bang, every-
thing we see or feel has manifested at a cer-
tain time, in a certain form.” – Then he took a 
sip from his teacup and smiled so broadly at 
his listeners that we all involuntarily smiled 
back.

 “Let’s return to the flower again,” he said. “It 
has substance, it is not an empty shell, but 
nevertheless it is empty of a separate exist-
ence. It cannot exist by itself alone. Its being 
is necessarily connected with the whole cos-
mos, in all its manifestations, all its atoms. 

Just as my existence and your existence is 
empty of a separate self, an ego of its own, but 
is always connected with the whole universe. 
I call this interbeing, even though the word is 
not in any dictionary.”

“So this flower has always been there. You 
can say that the flower is not a creation. It 
manifests when all the conditions required 
for its manifestation are present. Only then. 
It is also true that the flower contains the 
compost into which it dissolved and from 
which it emerged. This again shows interde-
pendent co-arising, and it is the same for us 
human beings. And there are positive mental 
formations such as love and understanding 
– and there are also negative ones, such as 
anger and despair. We have BOTH in us, the 
flower and the waste. And smiling, he added: 
those who know about ecological gardening 
need not be afraid of waste and rubbish. The 
suffering, anger and fear in us, these are 
waste. We have to take care of them and not 
just throw them away. Because all this is abso-
lutely necessary to grow new flowers like 
compassion, joy and happiness”.

A monk invited the bell and the meditation 
hall sank into deep silence. I breathed in – I 
breathed out – I was very still – and let the 
words penetrate deep within.

After that retreat I immediately became ac-
tive and found like-minded people who had 
been following this practice path for a long 
time. In the Community for Mindful Living 
Bayern e.V., in the Maitreya Fund, at the In-
tersein Centre in Hohenau, at the EIAB. I 
read a lot, listened to many teachings of the 
Dharma. For me Thich Nhat Hanh was a 
gifted Buddhist teacher able to translate the 
2,500 year-old teachings into understanda-
ble, comprehensible Western language. 
Through weekly practice and meditation, I 
was able to deepen my understanding of his 
global ethic, as expressed in the five mind-
fulness trainings, and to follow Thay’s wis-
dom as often as I could: “You have an ap-
pointment with life. And life does not take 
place in the past, because the past is already 
gone. Life doesn’t take place in the future 
either, because the future is not here yet. 
Life takes place in this moment, and it’s right 
here where you are right now. So if you miss 
this moment, you miss your appointment 
with life”.

In the recent retreat in June 2022 in Weyarn, 
Bavaria, I experienced our teacher Thay 
Phap An as the incarnation of Thay. I was 
happy that he had come again, as he had done 
the years before, and that after Thay’s death 
in January, he was not prevented from com-
ing by other tasks in the worldwide order. He 
cheerfully addressed the profound subject of 
the historical dimension and the ultimate di-
mension of our lives. And he showed us 
(again) how we can collect enough energy for 
ourselves and the world through energetic 
bodywork and meditation. Energetically sup-
ported by the lovingly humorous Sister Song 
Nghiem, doctor of chemistry, who supported 
him in teaching that, for example, in the 
orally transmitted Buddhism of the year 300 
BCE, there were certainly 30-100 different 
Dharma teachings, i.e. as many as our ( scien-
tific) chemical periodic table has today ( 118). 
And both explained how, through the discov-
ery and experience of the Buddha, all these 
teachings were coalesced into one, the sole 
emptiness, the “total emptiness” (Shunyata), 
similar to a black hole. And out of this black 
hole, through deep breathing and looking, we 
can experience and enjoy the “ultimate di-
mension”, the big bang and the origin of life 
as a “miracle” again and again every day.

“So practice self-reliance and other reliance, 
just like Buddha, because you are a Buddha” 
said Thay Phap An with a big smile on his 
friendly face. Yes, it was my Thay who said 
this, who “saved” my life. The house is now 
built, the children have moved out, the com-
pany gives a lifetime monthly tribute for 
services rendered, and with my wife I will 
soon be able to celebrate our golden wedding 
anniversary.

And as if to confirm the words “ you are all 
one Buddha”, Thay Phap An and Sr. Song 
Nghiem gave us a yellow parallelogram as a 
sign of mourning and remembrance of Thich 
Nhat Hanh with the inscription: “ Coming and 
going in freedom”. A wonderful motto! A 
wonderful retreat! 

Thank you dear Thay. Goodbye until June 
2023!

Klaus J. Wagner,  
Growing Freedom of the Heart,  
Tutzinger Sangha
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Memories and Thoughts of Thay,  
in Gratitude.

I never had a personal conversation, and have no little story to share about Thich Nhat Hanh. But I was lucky 
enough to experience him twice giving talks. That memory comes alive today when I see him in videos. It is a 

gift that brought his teaching to me in a far more direct way than a written text ever could have. 

Knowing that at some point he would no 
longer be with us in his familiar form, Thay 
always made it clear: we should not put up 
pictures to remember him, but be his contin-
uation through our practice. Now, this time 
has come. In our crisis-ridden present, I am 
much less stable than I would like to be, often 
I find it difficult to sit, or I am unfocused. 

Nevertheless, there is an inner certainty that 
Thay and his teachings keep giving me im-
pulses for mindfulness and compassion. I am 
very grateful to him for that.

My first encounter with Thich Nhat Hanh 
was at a talk in Cologne in the summer of 
2010, I was deeply impressed by his presence 

– the simplicity and clarity of his thinking, 
the calmness and kindness with which he 
spoke to us and the consistency with which he 
kept coming back to the importance of mind-
ful breathing and a compassionate attitude 
towards oneself and others for a happy life. 
His talk at the time was about the inevitability 
of suffering and its transformation. Compas-
sion, he said, is „like a tree where birds can sit 
and sing, able to withstand storms.“ A beauti-
ful image to express the idea of being there 
for each other.

After this I attended mindfulness days at the 
EIAB more often, and now and then courses 
too. Each time the practice there strength-
ened me – the wise and non-judgmental view 
of the monks and nuns for everyone; the 
courage and dignity with which they bring 
their insights into difficult conflicts like the 
one regarding Corona or the war in Ukraine; 
the openness with which they also address 
their own problems, such as experiences of 
loneliness. I read some of Thich Nhat Hanh‘s 
texts and felt drawn to the clear attitude with 
which he combines Buddhist theory with a 
practical commitment. The way mindfulness 
is practised at the EIAB – not only in lectures 
and meditation, but also in pausing at the 
sound of the bell, in periods of silence, 
through the careful selection and prepara-
tion of food, the prudent use of energy – al-
ways helps me to become calm and present.

The EIAB with its smart and sincere people, 
its spiritual energy, the beautiful grounds 
and wonderful care – all this was available to 
me as a matter of course. I could fall back on 
it at any time without facing any special ex-
pectations. Thay‘s spirit was there, even long 
after he had become seriously ill and could no 
longer come to EIAB.
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Even though Thay will continue to be with us, 
something unique has passed with his death, 
his transformation. The ceremonies for his 
transition made this vividly clear. Without 
consciously realizing it, it had given me a 
sense of security to know that Thay was being 
well cared for in Vietnam, even though he 
was seriously ill. At first I felt an intensely 
warm wave of gratitude rather than sadness 
about the loss. Every morning I meditated 
with joy and devotion. I wondered if I could 
put up a picture of Thay without contradict-
ing his wishes and decided on the photo of his 
farewell ceremony, searching until I found a 
suitable frame for it. I followed the celebra-
tions of his transition on the internet. It was 
important and comforting to me to be able to 
share in this way. Even on my laptop I could 
feel the love and dignity, the beauty and the 
peace with which Thay was accompanied by 
his companions and so many other people. 
Without knowing the meaning of all the indi-
vidual rituals, I felt deeply connected to the 
ceremony and the people involved.

During the one day I spent in Waldbröl dur-
ing the celebrations for Thay, grief really hit 
me. It was in this familiar place that I first 
touched the earth in front of his picture. Eve-
rything at the EIAB was much simpler than I 
had seen in the pictures from Vietnam and 
Plum Village – far fewer monks and nuns, far 
smaller spaces, far fewer flowers and spe-
cially decorated rooms, far fewer people who 
had come to the celebrations to say goodbye 
to their teacher, to celebrate his life, to talk 
about him, to sing together. But Thay was just 
as present here as in all the other places, the 
love for him just as tangible, as was the dig-
nity and power of the shared practice. 

And where do we go from here?

In the face of all the hardship and the hatred 
that shakes our earth, I often feel afraid. I feel 
far from being able to be an island of refuge 
for myself and others. But I know I am on the 
path and Thay‘s practice keeps helping me 
not to simply follow the usual impulses of 

fear, but to act with awareness, and to know 
that compassion is healing. To give an exam-
ple, when I wake up at night with anxiety 
about the future, I try not to push it away, but 
greet it kindly. After all, I can understand 
why it‘s checking in! I am there for it – I don‘t 
want to take care of it all night, but I give her 
space and I breathe in and out consciously, let 
my hands feel the abdominal wall rise and 
fall. This can go on for quite a while, nothing 
can be controlled. But usually, at some point, 
body and mind become calm in the present 
moment.

Thay‘s spiritual practice cannot immediately 
transform hatred and prevent armour. But it 
can help me to develop a liberated mind and 
compassion for every human being, no mat-
ter which of the parties involved in the war 
they belong to. He exemplified this in Viet-
nam and left it as a gift to us all.

Monika Bethscheider, Bonn  
June 2022
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Memories of the Great Teacher 
Thich Nhat Hanh

At the beginning of the 1990s, I attended the first Nun’s Retreat in Plum Village with the Christian nun Hanna.

At that time I lived in the Waldhaus at 
Laacher See, a Buddhist seminar house. 
Hanna had been released from her convent 
and also lived with us.

She was already 82 years old and wanted to 
join the Nun‘s Retreat and get to know Thay; I 
was her companion.

We travelled to Plum Village by train via Paris 
and arrived late in the afternoon. Nearby, 
even before we registered, we spotted Thay 
with a few young Vietnamese nuns, and a 
child holding his hand. He was walking very 
slowly - in silence – along a path and had a 
fine gentle smile on his face. It was a moving 
moment for me to see him like that. We put 
down our luggage and quietly walked a little 

way together with them. Finally we had 
arrived and inside it felt like I had returned 
home.

The retreat was filled with Buddhist 
teachings, talks and sharings between nuns 
and a few lay women of different traditions 
and religions.

When the retreat was over, Hanna and I 
stayed longer. We didn‘t want to travel back 
until the next day.

In the afternoon there was an informal 
walking meditation with Thay to a small 
nearby forest. We were a small group, 
mainly Vietnamese nuns with only a very 
few retreatants, walking the path in silence 

– step by step. When we arrived in the grove 
there was a very special atmosphere. Thay sat 
down on a tree stump, and we sat down too.

It was both enchantingly powerful and very 
still. Butterflies danced in beams of light; 
I felt a boundlessness, a feeling of being 
connected to everything, peaceful, healing, 
happy, free…

After a while we went back to the hall 
and Thay explained to us that the special 
atmosphere was created by the Devas who 
were present… I was very touched. Even 
today the experience still remains a vivid 
memory.

Marion Gehring Berlin



2.  
Living Practice I
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On the  
Pilgrim’s Path

On Easter Monday of this year, I was finally 
able to do what I had been wanting to do for 
at least the last two years: go on a pilgrimage. 
Over the course of 14 days, I walked the Way of 
St. James from Munich through the Allgäu to 
Lindau. In the months before, I had translated 
two books by Thay: Zen and the Art of Saving 
the Planet and Enjoying the Ultimate, 
Commentary on the Nirvana Chapter of the 
Chinese Dharmapada. And along the way, 
sentences, thoughts and images from these 
books would spring to mind. I recently heard 
a Zen teacher say that our views of the world 
precede our perceptions, and that, I believe, 
is exactly what I experienced again and again 
on my walk. Of course, I can‘t say for sure that 
I would have experienced things differently 
if I hadn’t worked on Thay’s text so intensely 
beforehand, but I think I was saturated by 
his words. I heard his voice so often on the 
road, and sentences or even whole passages 
from the books came to mind. I „saw“ how the 
flowers, the grasses, the butterflies smiled at 
me and „called“ to me to look at them, as I had 
learned and translated in Zen and the Art of 
Saving the World.

A situation from last winter came to mind. 
After an argument, I went for a walk, walking 
fast. The woodland was covered in snow 
and the snow kept falling. I was filled with 
enormous anger, thoughts of being hurt and 
rejected, of taking revenge and wanting to get 
even, and this in turn fed feelings of anger, 
pain, rage and despair ... and then came a 
deep, piercing fear. Inside I heard sentences 

that wanted to hurt and destroy. Fleetingly, I 
saw the thick snowflakes as they tried to call 
out to me: Please look at us, see our beauty... 
and I watched them as they danced down to 
dissolve immediately on touching the forest 
path. Everything so closely linked, a process 
... then I disappeared again into my anger and 
the chains of thought. Luckily the snowflakes 
were patient with me, calling again and again 
... and the moments I was with them became 
longer, and feelings of peace, of vast space 
and yes, also of love, gently stirred. And after 
a while they embraced and held the anger 
and rage and fear. Despair and love and 
snowflakes and wind became one experience 
in the vast space of silence. This situation 
came back to me so vividly I could see and 
hear the snowflakes again.

On my pilgrimage, I usually felt such a deep 
gratitude towards the flowers, the butterflies, 
the birds, the grasses for simply being there, 
so lavishly swaying back and forth in the 
wind and waving at me, and I too, as if 
intoxicated, smiled at them, waved or spoke, 
glad that I was mostly alone in the woods or 
between the meadows and could do all these 
crazy things unobserved (except by my inner 
witness). As I walked through the Ammer 
Gorge on narrow paths, steps and stairs, 
there were always signs saying that it was a 
renaturalised area and branches could break 
off or trees could fall at any time, and that 
hikers should take special care when walking 
here. I saw the fallen trees, covered with 
layers of moss and lichen with small insects 

and beetles crawling around in them, and it 
was suddenly so obvious to me that there is no 
death, just constant change. Out of the rotting 
wood, many, many new life forms emerge and 
thrive, continuing the life of the tree. One 
sign spoke of „dead wood“. An absurd term, 
it seemed to me, and I read that it meant dead 
trees or parts of them and that deadwood 
is a very important structural element of 
the forest. On my pilgramige I „saw“ and 
experienced again and again the continuous 
stream of life without beginning and without 
end, and myself as an inseparable part of it. 
And I felt an intense, lasting happiness of the 
kind I hadn’t experienced for a long time. It 
felt, I thought, as if I were in love. But with 
whom? Suddenly I remembered how Thay 
had often talked about how much he was in 
love with Mother Earth. Yes, that‘s it, me toos. 
And I thought: This is Nirvana, just as Thay 
described it in his book.

„Imagine it is four o‘clock in the morning. 
The stars and the moon are shining brightly 
in the sky, the trees have awakened to the 
sound of the wind. Nocturnal fragrances 
abound. If we want, all we have to do is fold 
our bedding, get dressed and go outside to 
enjoy this fragrance. Nirvāṇa is like that. It is 
something very pleasant. The happiness that 
comes with Nirvāṇa is a very great happiness. 
If we want to enjoy Nirvāṇa, we have to give 
up all the things that keep us stuck in our 
daily life, and then, automatically, Nirvāṇa 
is there... Don‘t wish for anything less than 
this. If you wish for something, it should be 
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the most beautiful, the greatest - and that 
is Nirvāṇa.“ (from: Enjoying the Ultimate, 
Commentary on the Nirvana Chapter of the 
Chinese Dharmapada).

Nirvana, as Thay describes it, is always there, 
and available to us in the here and now. It is 
an unconditioned phenomenon; we do not 
create Nirvana through our actions, neither 
through meditation, mindfulness nor 
through our ethical behaviour, but when we 
let go of all our notions, ideas and concepts, 
when desire and aversion rest and we open 
ourselves to what is, then Nirvana is there for 
us, and that is the cause of our experiencing 
Nirvana. It is not the cause of Nirvana itself, 
because Nirvana is always there. Ultimately, 
we live in the world of Nirvana or in the 
kingdom of God. For Thay, God and Nirvana 
are terms that point to the same reality, the 
Great Mystery as Brother David Steindl Rast 
calls it - we just have to open ourselves to it.

On this hike I often had the feeling of touching 
nirvana, certainly not one hundred percent 
nirvana, but Thay says that ten or fifty 
percent nirvana is also possible, depending 
on the extent to which we are free from the 
things or concepts that otherwise limit our 
perception and experience.

I was alone on the road during these 14 days 
and had the feeling it was the first time I had 
been so close to myself for a long time, as well 
as feeling close to everything else. Not just to 
nature, but also to the people I met now and 
then: the man in the first guesthouse I stayed 
in, where I was the only guest, who said „I 
made a special effort with your breakfast”, 
although he had to repeat it three times, as 
we were both wearing masks. The old woman 
who I met just before a small village, who 
when she heard that I still had ten kilometres 
to go, told me how much she would like to 
drive me to Kempten, but she was 89 and had 
unfortunately had had to give up her driving 
licence and her son probably wouldn’t give 
her the car either. The farmer‘s wife who 
made me cheese spaetzle in the evening, even 
though I hadn‘t booked dinner. In a church, I 
found a sentence a child had written in the 
guest book: „I prayed for my grandmother, 
she‘s already dead, it’s sad, but I‘m still 
carrying on straight ahead:“ Doesn‘t that 
speak a deep wisdom! A poem by the wayside 
on a small plaque:

With all the senses

With all your senses 
Breathe life in and out  

Give life flavour 
Bring life into motion 

Play music to life 
Immerse life in colour 

Transform life into language 
Give life a rhythm 

Embrace life with tenderness 
With all the senses 

Give meaning to life.

Karin Michel

On my wanderings I also fell in love with 
Mary, whose image or statue I saw in so many 
churches and chapels, with or without a child 
in her arms, sometimes spreading out her 
great mantle to offer refuge to the many. If I 
had known nothing about Christianity, the 
images and statues in most churches would 
have made me think, it is a very female-dom-
inated religion with a woman at the centre, 
who is probably also a mother. And we can all 

feel protected and safe as her children. A 
beautiful idea. I wanted to find a place under 
her cloak, to feel safe and secure there, but I 
also felt the urge to spread out a cloak myself 
and offer shelter to others.

For me, this pilgrimage was a profound pro-
cess of transformation. I arrived in Lindau as 
a different person than the one who started in 
Munich. Ultimately, of course, the whole of 
life is a pilgrimage, but I am already looking 
forward to setting off again with my walking 
sticks.

Ursula Richard

Literature:

Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen and the Art of Saving 
the Planet, Lotos Verlag 2022

Thich Nhat Hanh, Enjoying the Ultimate, 
Commentary on the Nirvana Chapter of the 
Chinese Dharmapada O.W. Barth Verlag, 2022
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I Have a Dream
This article is dedicated to and inspired by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,  

and his spiritual brother and friend, our beloved teacher, Thay.

The challenge we face

Last summer, while in quarantine in Turtle 
Lodge after a home visit, there was a night 
when I could not sleep. I woke up in the mid-
dle of the night, gripped by fear and worry. I 
practiced deep belly breathing and tried to 
embrace my fear tenderly. In the previous 
days I had been reading some articles about 
the climate crisis.

The new Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change report (IPCC), which had just 
come out, says unequivocally that we need to 
keep the average global temperature increase 
below 1.5 °C to avoid catastrophic climate con-

sequences. At our current rate of emissions, 
in only six or seven years we will have used 
up the global carbon budget. Scientists have 
calculated this: If we emit more emissions 
and use up this carbon budget, the chances of 
reaching certain tipping points and thus ac-
celerating further climate heating beyond 
human control are very high. Once we reach 
a tipping point we cannot go back and ‘fix’ it. 
So we should stay within the 1.5 °C target.

We can understand the current situation bet-
ter with this metaphor: Spaceship Earth is 
like a big container ship that is heading full 
speed towards a hidden iceberg. However, the 
surface of the vast ocean is rather calm–only 
if we look deeply, will we see the iceberg. If we 

continue as we are now, we will hit the ice-
berg and sink. Because the ship is very large, 
it needs some time to change course. But if we 
turn the ship’s driving wheel too sharply and 
abruptly, then the ship might sink as well due 
to social collapse and unrest. This means 
there remains only a small, narrow window 
of time and path in which the ship can change 
course smoothly.

Dreams and reflections

While I was lying wide awake in the middle of 
the night and breathing deeply, a voice in me 
was saying: This is not acceptable, we cannot 
continue like this anymore. We need to do 
something now. I sat up and started to write 
down some ideas and reflections that have 
been cooking in me for a while. When I fi-
nally did put down on paper what was in my 
heart and store consciousness, I felt that my 
heart was much lighter and more at peace. 
My experience is that allowing myself to cul-
tivate a vision and dreams has helped me to 
see a path forward and gives me hope, energy 
and inspiration. In this article I would like to 
share with you some of these dreams and re-
flections and some ways in which we are liv-
ing this dream already. I hope that it inspires 
and nourishes you as well.

A vision of hope

I have a dream. I have a dream that one day 
people of all different religious, cultural, and 
ethnic backgrounds, of different ages, colors 
and genders will come together and unite. 
That we will join hands and join forces be-
cause we see and feel that there is something 
more important and precious than our indi-
vidual and national interests that unites us 
all: peace, justice, siblinghood, and the future 
of our beautiful blue planet.

I have a dream that the seeds of compassion 
and awakening sown by the Buddha, Thay, 
and our spiritual ancestors will continue to 

Sr. Tue Nghiem (left), Br. Troi Duc Niem
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sprout and fully blossom like jewelled lotus 
flowers in the hearts of millions of people and 
that the vision and dream of Thay will be real-
ized: A collective global awakening. Thay re-
minds us, “We have to wake up together. And 
if we wake up together, then we have a 
chance.”

I have a dream that Mother Earth will again 
be clothed in her beautiful green mantle as 
humans plant billions of trees, restoring the 
abundance and the wonders of life. Many 
people around the world have this aspiration 
and are already helping deserts to become 
oases of green, lush trees, sustainable for 
farming again.

I have a dream that on billions of rooftops, 
town halls, churches, and meditation halls 
around the globe, glimmering solar panels 
will radiate and spread the warmth and light 
of Father Sun into our homes, along with 
wind turbines on the green land and the blue 
sea, totally replacing fossil fuels.

I have a dream that everywhere in the world 
small ‘Happy Farms’ and other kinds of inten-
tional communities will sprout, harvesting 
not only delicious and fresh vegetables, but 
also the fruits of the practice, bringing forth 

the happiness and togetherness of people 
working and living in communities.

Mindful community –  
green community

We can celebrate the fact that in Plum Village 
we have been able to realize many aspects of 
this dream in the past 40 years : Thay has 
helped his brother, Dr. King, to make their 
dream of the “Beloved Community” a living 
reality. Thay has built a beautiful, diverse, 
and vibrant international community where 
people from various cultural and religious 
backgrounds have found their spiritual 
home and begun to explore new ways of liv-
ing together. We have been practicing to be 
vegan since 2007 and have planted many 
trees. During the last Rains’ Retreat we plant-
ed more than two hundred trees in a single 
day in New Hamlet – working and planting 
trees together as a fourfold sangha has 
brought a lot of joy, nourishment and fulfill-
ment to me. In Deer Park Monastery we have 
drawn power from solar panels since the 
early 2000s and in Upper Hamlet we will also 
install solar panels soon. Over many years 
volunteers and hundreds of children in the 
Summer Retreats have been nourished by 
our Happy Farms, getting in touch with na-

ture and harvesting red tomatoes, golden 
corn, and blackberries with their own hands. 
One of Plum Village’s important contribu-
tions is that we show the world how it is pos-
sible to live a happy and fulfilled life without 
much consumption, money, or comforts. 
Seeing the joy, love, and harmony among our 
siblings helps people to realize that another 
way of life is possible. This gives people inspi-
ration and strength to change their lives.

I am living my dream of building a beloved 
community here every day. Being here gives 
me the chance to learn and deepen my experi-
ences in community building: In sangha 
meetings I learn more about the art of reach-
ing a collective decision and insight, how to 
communicate, to contribute and let go of 
 ideas. I have a chance to bring people togeth-
er and to help organize activities, like the 
Activist Retreat, workshops or Dharma shar-
ings about Mother Earth. It was wonderful to 
witness the deep connections, sincere dedica-
tion, and joy of the retreatants and monastics 
from di erent centers during the “Action 
from the Heart” online retreat. We have 
started a Wake Up Earth Holder Sangha, 
where we watch Thay’s talks about the envi-
ronment and practice Dharma sharing. 
Building siblinghood, playing together and at 

Children on the Happy Farm
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the same time engaging with the topics and 
increasing our collective awareness gives me 
a lot of nourishment and joy.

Holding the problem

One way I am watering the seeds of insight is 
by reading books by climate leaders and 
thinkers like Joanna Macy, Naomi Klein, and 
Thay. In his new book Zen and the Art of Sav-
ing the Planet, Thay shares about the impor-
tance of community building and global 
 ethics. I also keep my awareness alive by lis-
tening to the podcast “Outrage + Optimism” 
by Christiana Figueres, a student of Thay and 
the architect of the Paris Climate Agreement. 
It is very inspiring to hear from many people 
around the world, and helps me feel more 
connected with the global climate movement 
that demands an end to fossil fuels.

For centuries our economies have been run-
ning on fossil fuels. The oil, gas, and coal in-
dustries are so deeply linked with the politi-
cal and economic system that it is very 
difficult to untie this knot of greed, profit-
seeking, and lobbyism. I believe that only in-
tense public pressure and a broad, diverse, 

yet unified movement will be powerful 
enough to end the use of fossil fuels in time 
and to realize a swift and fair transition of 
our system. Thay has been very clear and 
outspoken about these roots of the environ-
mental crisis for a long time now.

Addressing the leaders at COP15 (in Copenha-
gen, 2009) he said, “We need to subsidise re-
newable energies and heavily tax fossil fuels. 
It is possible to have 100 percent renewable 
energy by 2030.” What would Thay say now 
to world leaders and activists, if he were able 
to speak out?

A question that comes up for me is: How can 
we spread the harmony, experiences, and 
wisdom of our sangha building to other com-
munities, organizations and faith groups? 
What can we do to help the beloved commu-
nity manifest not only in one tradition, but in 
many, and – more importantly – across tradi-
tions? I try to keep this koan alive in my heart, 
Given that we only have a few more years left 
to start changing the course of spaceship 
Earth, what can we do to help the collective 
global awakening manifest a little more 
quickly and widely?

Embracing overwhelm

Many of us are aware that the climate crisis is 
an important challenge we face. Has this 
awareness – that the actions or non-actions of 
the next few years will very likely determine 
the fate of humanity – penetrated deeply into 
our consciousness yet? I think many of us – 
including me – do not feel the urgency and 
pain of this crisis deeply every day. It can be 
quite overwhelming. I feel that manas (an as-
pect of our consciousness that seeks pleasure 
and avoids pain), wants to avoid suffering in 
the present moment. That is one reason why 
our mind tells us that the crisis is not that 
urgent and we still have enough time, or 
helps us find ways to avoid the topic alto-
gether with psychological barriers like cog-
nitive dissonance, distance, denial, doomism. 
We run the risk of fooling ourselves, indi-
vidually and collectively. Insights and awak-
ening are impermanent, so we need to put 
some effort into keeping this awareness alive 
every day and to help more and more people 
to wake up. I have the hope that we can have 
regular sessions of “heart-storming” (Thay 
used this term in a Dharma talk on March 1st 
2003), to share about our dreams and aspira-
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tions and to look deeply as a sangha into what 
we can do to contribute locally and globally.

Bells of awakening

I have a dream that one day many different 
spiritual and faith traditions, humanitarian 
groups and NGOs will come together to co-
create and follow a code of Global Ethics 
similar to the Five Mindfulness Trainings. I 
am convinced that this can serve as a connect-
ing element between different groups and be 
a foundation and inspiration for a new move-
ment.

I have a dream that many climate justice, sci-
ence, and spiritual leaders and organisations 
will come together to form the most diverse, 
colorful, and non-violent movement in his-
tory, uniting behind one goal: to stay below 
1.5° C by ending the era of fossil fuel con-
sumption and creating a just, inclusive, 
peaceful, and regenerative world society on a 
green and healthy planet.

I have a dream that bells of mindfulness, of 
awakening, climate justice and peace will 
sound everywhere in the world, from every 

hill top, in every town, from countless tem-
ples and churches, and in many people’s 
hearts.

I have a dream that people of different faiths 
in many villages and cities around the world 
will come together to listen to these bells of 
mindfulness, stopping to pray, practice, and 
recite the global ethics trainings together, 
and listen deeply to each other. Listening to 
each other’s suffering, joy, and insights into 
what we can contribute to transform this 
crisis, and then acting together to make it 
happen.

I have a dream that more and more people 
every day will realize that this planet Earth is 
the Kingdom of God, is the Pure Land, is a 
most precious jewel of the cosmos, and that 
they fall in love deeply with Mother Earth 
and find true peace in their hearts.

Living and being peace

We can celebrate the fact that in Plum Village 
we have been able to contribute to this dream 
in the past forty years. Thay and the sangha 
have transmitted the Five Mindfulness Train-

ings to hundreds of thousands of practition-
ers worldwide. These trainings are a power-
ful and timely contribution to a global ethic. 
Thay has also helped to formulate the 
 UNESCO Manifesto 2000 that was signed by 
70 million people.

I saw Thay for the first time twenty years ago 
in Germany. He shared about the Kingdom of 
God being available in the here and the now. 
Having been raised Christian, I was touched 
deeply by his teaching and especially by his 
way of being. This was a real eye-opener as I 
realized that it was indeed possible to touch 
the Kingdom of God in this life and on this 
beautiful planet. Thay’s shining example of 
being peace is an immense contribution to 
the world.

We are so lucky that we can continue Thay’s 
ways and dreams. Every day I go for mindful 
walks in the forest and hills surrounding 
Upper Hamlet, getting in touch with the 
beauty and miracles of Mother Earth. After 
breakfast I walk to Thenac through the old 
path at the edge of the hill overlooking the 
golden vineyards, the deer forest and a little 
blue lake, enjoying the magical morning mist 
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and glorious sunrise. The many shades of 
red, pink, and orange are reflected in the 
clouds in the wide sky and are so beautiful. 
This nourishes and refreshes my body and 

soul deeply. I also learn more ways to take 
better care of the fear and pain inside that is 
partly related to some individual and collec-
tive trauma. I practice to take time to contem-

plate it and not to run away. I notice that by 
doing this more space, peace, and acceptance 
are slowly growing in me.

Children of the future

I have a dream that one day the children and 
young people of this planet can go out and 
play freely together in the green parks and 
car-free alleys of the cities and villages, with-
out fear or worries about the future, without 
feeling the heavy burden of eco-anxiety and 
depression on their shoulders.

I have a dream that one day all children of the 
world will be able to sit down together at the 
table of siblinghood in peace and freedom, 
looking towards a bright future on a beauti-
ful, green, healthy planet.

I have a dream today – that as a sangha, along 
with many spiritual, climate activist and 
other groups, will sit together as one global 
beloved community on the hill of the 21st 
century and look back on the winding road 
up the mountain of challenges and say, “It is 
good, we have managed to climb the moun-
tain together and fight and unite for an inclu-
sive, peaceful, and regenerative 1.5 °C world 
and we have been able to create it with har-
mony, love, and siblinghood.”

This is my hope and prayer:

Let the bells of freedom, mindfulness, 
peace, and awakening ring in every 

being across the universe.

Let the bells of awakening, strength and 
wisdom ring in the minds and hearts of 

the young generations, because they 
feel the urgency keenly and have the 
most determination, imagination, and 
fierceness to stand up for a green, just, 

and regenerative world.

Let the bells of awakening, freedom, 
and love ring in the hearts of every 

being so that the symphonic harmony, 
strength, and beauty of the bells touch 

their hearts deeply and a collective 
global awakening will manifest widely 

and powerfully at last. 

Br. Duc Niem
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The laughing Buddha

The laughing Buddha has always been an in-
spiring symbol and a kind of living legend. 
There is a statue in my living room and every 
time I enter a room with a statue at the en-
trance, I stroke his belly.

The laughing Buddha was the subject of the 
first course I attended at the EIAB. I arrived 
late after work on a Friday, a day late. I was 
incredibly excited about coming to Waldbröl, 
to the Temple of the Heart, to ride the waves 
of overflowing joy and happiness with the 

laughing Buddha. I wasn’t quite sure how 
many hours of laughter yoga I could endure, 
but I was ready to take on the challenge. 

As it turned out, each of the seminar partici-
pants was dealing with a dramatic personal 
crisis in their own life story, and the number 
of tissues used that weekend grew exponen-
tially. I’m not sure what had prompted them 
to attend this retreat, but the tears flowed 
until the very last minute. It was very moving 
to see how all the participants not only found 

a moment of release, but also discovered a 
new perspective and were able to recharge 
for the next stage of their life journey.

Not a word was said about the laughing Bud-
dha, but it nonetheless provided a reason to 
smile for a very long time. 

A few months later, I signed up for a course 
on the Lotus Sutra, one of the most influential 
and highly revered Buddhist sutras. During 
the welcome evening, it turned out that no 
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one knew the Lotus Sutra, some confused it 
with another sutra, and that some weren’t 
even very interested what it was. It soon be-
came clear that it was far more important for 
everyone to be here in this place, to have an 
experience of the EIAB, than to know what 
the topic was. At one point, when someone 
said, “None of us understands any of this, and 
yet we are right here in the heart of the teach-
ing”, he was actually speaking for all present.

I have always been completely inspired by 
the utter dedication the EIAB shows in its so-
cial activities: Sometimes three retreats are 
offered in one weekend.

The EIAB, or the experience of the EIAB, 
seems to satisfy human needs that our mod-
ern society no longer can. Their devotion and 
warmth allow the monks and nuns of the 
EIAB to give fully and freely, inspiring each 
participant and nurturing all. 

Perhaps, after all, the long-lasting smile, the 
little sigh or the tear in the corner of the eye 
has something to do with the Laughing Bud-
dha. In any case, I pray that the Laughing 
Buddha continues to smile at the EIAB, the 
Temple of the Heart and to all the guests.

Dewdrop World

My dewdrop body
Is much more devoted (humble?)
Than my dewdrop mind. 

Wonderful

The way I live
Singing, praying, working hard,

My reverence.

Nembutsu

With a cheerful face
Namo Amida Butsu
chanting Nembutsu

Virtuous

Of all the great virtues
Perhaps the most important

To pick wild flowers

When

When God looks at you
He sees himself reflected
In you
When you look at others,
Do you see yourself reflected
In them?

Stillness

Stillness can be filled
With the rustling of autumn leaves

The gurgling of a brook

Again and again

In this flowing world
Again and again this dream
Cloudless open sky

Are you crazy?

What are you doing?
Are you really that crazy?

God’s light shines
Through us all

All the time
Every day

Every minute
Every second

The problem is
Not

To be in the way
There is nothing to do

To allow God’s light to shine through us
Except to let it shine

And not be in the way
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Alive

Who knows where we are going
Who knows what’s to come
Who knows what’s next
Wishing for nothing 
We enjoy everything
Without desire
We are full of life
Echoing
Joyful
Being without desire
Like
Enjoying happiness
Is not something
We can attain
It is a by-product
Of a way of seeing 
Seeing life as it is
Not challenging reality
Not hypothetical alternatives
To be proposed
Just taking in all the 
Glory as it is,
Breathe God in
Breathe God out
Being – being

Connected 9:15 a.m.

First he lit a light in my heart
Then he dried my tears

Then he built a house in my heart
Then, O then, he crossed over to the 

other shore
Now he lives in my room, in my heart

I am connected
We are forever

Connected

His robe 9:20 a.m.

Possessing almost nothing
Nothing that can be counted
Following the path of the heart
He gathered many, many threads
He wove a fabric so great
A robe so beautiful
A blanket so mighty
To soothe and comfort 
To inspire and protect
And from the other shore
Forever connected
We are interbeing

Unhindered

Clouds block the moon.
Those who reach the other shore
Shine on the unconcealed.

David Schlenker
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He who travels, returns with a tale to tell
When I arrived at the EIAB, the sisters and brothers were preparing the meditation hall, carrying chairs and pre-
paring flower arrangements with a mindfulness I was unaccustomed to, unaccustomed because there was so-

mething heavy in their movements... grief.

A day earlier, our beloved Thay had left his 
body, and a week-long retreat to give expres-
sion to his life, his transition and our love and 
gratitude was planned for the coming days. 

The email with the sad news of Thay’s transi-
tion reached me in the midst of a family visit 
to my sister in southern Germany. My whole 
family has been to Plum Village and our cen-
tres in the US many times, and through me 
had found their own way to mindfulness.

This helped us all a lot that evening, as we felt 
the loss of our teacher together, and shared 
the pain as well as memories. We immedi-
ately built an altar, embraced each other, and 
wept. As safe and warm as the atmosphere 
was, I felt that my true home was now in the 
Sangha. The next morning, I shaved my head 
and left for the EIAB.

Everything was so new to me. Just 5 weeks 
ago I was at Deer Park Monastery in Califor-
nia, where I have been practising since 2018, 
hoping for confirmation of my residency. 
When this did not arrive by the time my visa 
expired, I had to leave the US and continue 
the naturalisation process from Germany. I 
was very sad about this, as I feel very much at 
home in Deer Park, where I so much enjoy my 
duties as abbot and board member of the 
Thich Nhat Hanh Foundation, and above all 
because I had to leave my monastic brothers 
and sisters with whom I am deeply connected.

At that time, I was not aware of the blessings 
and growth this involuntary “expulsion” 
would bring me.

Those who followed the funeral ceremonies 
of our beloved Thay live from a European 

time zone know they were broadcast in the 
middle of the night. The retreat in honour of 
our teacher threw our biorhythms complete-
ly off track. Surprisingly, however, and cer-
tainly inspired by the grief and love felt for 
Thay, there was a lot of energy and strength 
in homes, in the EIAB as well as in our bodies.

Many former Plum Village monks and nuns, 
some now married or still in robes, lay stu-
dents of Thay, friends and neighbours found 
their way to the EIAB to pay their last re-
spects to Thay. The love and mindfulness we 
all received from our teacher was palpable in 
all the activities, and the powerful noble si-
lence was only interrupted by the live broad-
casts and announcements.

During this week, I felt that we all grew in-
side, and received an inner mandate from 
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Thay that should become the compass of our 
hearts. It felt like we were accepting a chal-
lenge to implement what we had learned 
from Thay, for ourselves, for Thay, for the 
world we live in. From now on, we could no 
longer rely on the direct words and presence 
of our teacher, instead we were duty bound to 
live what we had learned.

As a monastic community we did just that in 
a retreat, a family gathering in Plum Village, 
a few days after the end of the Mourning Re-
treat. Sisters and brothers from all the cen-
tres and hamlets in France and Germany 
practiced together for a week in Upper Ham-
let, to deal with our grief together and, as a 
family, to be there for each other, as well as 
daring to look towards the future of the com-
munity, to sing practice songs and play to-
gether.

It was a gathering of togetherness and heal-
ing, sharings and new beginnings. The theme 
of the retreat was “Now we have a Path, We 
have Nothing to Fear!”, and we took the spirit 
of the retreat back to our centres. The power 
of the Sangha gave impetus to our Bodhicitta, 
our vow to help all living beings, and to our 
aspiration to use our own talents and gifts to 

breathe fresh vigour and energy into Thay’s 
legacy.

During the retreat I had the opportunity to 
spend time with my ordination family.

We reminisced about our aspirant days and 
laughed heartily about the pranks we used to 
play on our mentors as novices. And I was 
also invited on a month-long tour of Italy, 
where retreats, mindfulness days and walk-
ing meditations for peace were planned.

With our Bodhicitta reinvigorated, and the 
support of Thay’s legacy, we began our first 
real tour with physical human contact since 
the pandemic, and it quickly became clear 
that nothing can replace human connection 
and warmth. To feel the peace in the hearts of 
the one thousand (!!!) people who practiced 
walking meditation with us through Florence 
is beyond words.

Enlivened and inspired, I returned to the 
EIAB where I had taken refuge during my 
stay in Germany. For the first time in my mo-
nastic life, I was now invited to give Dharma 
talks in German. The initial uncertainty soon 
turned into creative joy at teaching the 

Dharma in my mother tongue, with familiar 
wordplays, poems and proverbs.

The closeness and warmth I felt towards the 
monastic brothers and sisters of the EIAB, 
especially those I had not known before, is a 
real Plum Village peculiarity, which I have 
also encountered in both centres in the USA. 
Our mindfulness practice is a kind of bond-
ing that connects us, gives us a sense of secu-
rity, relaxes us, and builds trust. We feel at 
home, we have arrived, and find ourselves 
surrounded by loving care and mindfulness, 
which we can also give back through our own 
practice, thus contributing to the harmony of 
the Sangha: Thay’s and Dr. Martin L. King’s 
dream of the living “Beloved Community”!
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After invitations to retreats in Switzerland 
and Austria (and more Dharma talks in Ger-
man) and the growth inspired by moving out 
of my spiritual and emotional comfort zone, 
the fortieth anniversary retreat in Plum Vil-

lage, to which sisters and brothers from cen-
tres around the world were invited, beck-
oned. In their infinite generosity and 
kindness, my brothers and sisters at the EIAB 
allowed me to attend that as well.

For someone like me who is only in Europe 
for a limited time, this was a godsend. Once 
again, I was given the gift of time with newer 
and older brothers and sisters in Plum Vil-
lage. What I had not expected, however, was 
to again meet so many friends from all over 
the world, whom I knew and loved from my 
time in France and on retreats. Even Sangha 
members from California and New York, 
whom I know very well of course, were there 
and my brain was sometimes overwhelmed 
trying to work out what they were doing here 
in a third country. In short, there was much to 
celebrate. 

Now it is the end of June and the American 
embassy has been working diligently on my 
naturalisation papers. I will probably fly 
back to California in a few weeks and nothing 
will be as it was before, not least of all me.

At the beginning I had hoped not to have to 
leave the USA; now I am incredibly grateful 
for life and its mysterious ways. I have been 
able to spend the first moments after the news 
of Thay’s transformation with my family, 
been united with my Plum Village siblings, 
been challenged, to grow, and to share in the 
joy of physically practicing together with 
people again and being able to walk, to sit, 
and be mindful together.

I am infinitely grateful to Thay for his love 
and patience with us, his vision of a harmoni-
ous community, his wisdom, his deep under-
standing, and his freedom, which will always 
be a compass and a koan for me.

I am immensely grateful to the Dharma for 
gently but firmly shaking me awake at the 
time when I was most vulnerable and recep-
tive to it, and for nourishing me daily, advis-
ing me and bringing me closer to myself.

I am immensely grateful to the Sangha for its 
brotherly and sisterly bond, support and 
compassion; its incredible compassion! It fills 
me with deep happiness to be a part of this 
community and to do my part to make this 
world of ours blossom.

When so much good happens to you...it’s 
worth an oolong tea! Salve!

Br Ngo Khong  
(Brother Freedom)
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WAKE UP YOUR ARTIST –  
WUYA 2022

Thank you EIAB for allowing us to hold our WUYA retreat again in April. When we think about it, it‘s hard to find 
words for how we are carried by the community. Our thanks go to all the monastic and lay members of the com-
munity for our home beyond home there at the EIAB, to the cooking team who provided food for us, and to  
Sr. Bi Nghiem and the elders at the EIAB for their continued support and the protection of the Wake Up spirit.

We would also like to water the flowers 
of Br Shining Wisdom who so beautifully 
participated in our working meditation and 
sang us to sleep afterwards! Our thanks also to 
Br. Freedom who got us moving with a dance 
meditation and invited us to contemplate our 

final day retreat in the contemplative space of 
a Dharma talk.

Thay once said that an artist‘s job is to 
awaken people‘s collective consciousness 
and he also said that it is difficult to describe 

the taste of an orange. I am putting these 
two quotes together because I can feel each 
year at the EIAB WUYA retreats that we 
are awakening together to the magic of our 
shared practice, and to our trust in our 
own bodhicitta, our shared love, our own 
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creativity , our fears, doubts and blocks and 
how we embrace them.

However, putting all this into words is not 
easy - you will have to come and taste it 
yourself! In September we are offering an 
all-ages creativity retreat TRUYA (Trust Your 
Artist) and the annual WUYA retreat will be 
held again next spring.

We hope you enjoy the following reflection 
on Mel and a community poem by the 

participants of this year‘s retreat.The Gift 
Box

The WUYA 2022 week was like a gift box. Not 
just a gift for a week, but something to take 
home with me after the retreat. A gift that I 
will most likely carry with me for a lifetime. 
And also a gift for the people around me, 
who are now witnessing the new, more joyful 
energy within me. This gift box contained 
friends: a community of loving, supportive 
and compassionate people. Strangers who 

quickly became one (probably directly after 
Joe sang that first song) because we were 
reminded that just as the flower is made up of 
non-flower elements, we also inter-are with 
everything and everyone around us. These 
are also friends who have practised listening 
deeply to some of my deepest concerns, 
friends that I have even brought back to my 
everyday life in Berlin.

In this box I also discovered a little artistic 
child. A child who loves to paint, twirl, sing 
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find joy, she simply takes another look in 
the gift box.

Melanie Vezjak

and draw. Although she hasn‘t used her 
hands and painted so freely for a very long 
time, it was easy for her to remember how 
to do it, because the seeds of non-judgement, 
love, mindfulness and joy are still in her. The 
retreat helped simply by watering them. The 
gift also comes complete with tools! Tools 
I can use now that I am back home to make 
sure I live mindfully. Every now and then 
I remember some of Thay‘s sayings on the 
white walls around the EIAB: „Drink your 
tea“ or „You are home“ and „Life is only 

available in the present moment“. These 
reminders are useful when life in the big city 
becomes hectic and chaotic.

There is a Melanie before and a Melanie 
after WUYA 2022. The Mel before was more 
impatient, careless, judgmental and often 
sad. The Mel after can sometimes still be 
like that, but she now takes care of those 
feelings with tenderness, compassion and 
love. She practices and meditates often. 
And if she forgets how to do it, or if she can‘t 
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WUYA –  
2022 Community Poem

Sitting by the pond outside the 
dining hall, accepted so kindly by 
our friends and community, 
supported in our being and our 
self-expression. 
The silence – and all these 
colours and sounds of joy. 
At WUYA the colours and poets, 
stories and mindfulness will 
drive you crazy. 
You don‘t need permission to 
show your inner artist, here you 
can open up.

Endless play, a thousand bubbles, 
flowers of friendship blossom. 
Open hearts embrace each other. 
Buddha helps, colourful space, 
ahhhhhh, yes!

And I thought I wouldn‘t like to sing. 
But then there was Joe, the 
guitar and this wonderful group, 
And I thought I didn‘t like to 
sing 
....

Chaotic spiral of love and joy 
I am a pirate ahoyyy

The happy love – given by Buddha 
A group of tiakies (whatever that 
newly invented word means)

And we danced, laughed and 
painted 
like no one was watching us, 
for we realised there and then 
that our joy was more important 
than anyone’s opinion.

These are the times 
that take more than a million 
years to come, 
love in the colours, in the 
teachings, in the breathing.
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Bamboo Stick Qigong
Last weekend I spent a wonderful time with Thay Phap An and Sister Song Nghiem in Weyarn. At the end she asked if we 
would like to write an article for the next EIAB magazine. But what should I write? After all my last visit to Waldbröl was 
so long ago. When was it actually, sometime before the pandemic? So I thought about what my longest connection with 

the monastery is – bamboo stick Qigong!

It was the first big summer retreat, I think in 
2010. After the morning meditation, “exer-
cises” were the order of the day; I felt magi-
cally drawn to the bamboo sticks lying on the 
ground on the way from the meditation hall 
to the “community service school” (as the 
“Temple of Great Compassion” was still called 
then). The park below the monastery was 
filled with people handling the bamboo 
sticks. I grabbed a thick bamboo stick and 
jumped into the fray like a Kung Fu fighter. 
The monk who was leading the exercises was 
hard to spot down there between the trees 
and the other practitioners, so I took my bear-
ings from the people around me and tried to 
copy the exercises. I immediately realised 
that it was good for me, but I had no idea that 
this was the beginning of a long-lasting love 
affair. 

I bought a DVD about bamboo stick qigong in 
the book shop, and back home I bought a 
three-metre bamboo stick from the DIY shop. 
I sawed the stick to match my height, and 
saved the rest for later. At that time I didn’t 
have a smartphone, so it wasn’t easy to learn 
the sixteen exercises from the DVD. It was too 
cramped in the flat to handle the stick, and I 
couldn’t take my PC outside because it was a 
desktop with a heavy monitor.

I did find a use for the leftover bamboo: the 
exercise of watching the bird on the end of the 
stick also works indoors if I use the shorter 
remnant. It also spares the furniture when 
practising the tortoise playing with the magic 
sword, I just have to watch out for the hang-
ing lamp. Soon the exercises became part of 
my morning routine, because I felt fresh and 
full of energy afterwards.

But I learned the finer points at a retreat with 
Thay Phap Luu: warming up is very impor-
tant to protect the tendons, and above all the 
stick should be light and flexible! Because we 
practised the exercises twice a day, before 
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It fills me with great joy and gratitude when I 
think about how the practice of Bamboo Stick 
Qigong has found its way from the park in 
Waldbröl out into the world through me.

breakfast and dinner, the order of the 16 exer-
cises also slowly became second nature to me. 

Ulrich from the Intersein Centre in Hohenau 
taught me to hold the stick gently between my 
thumb and index finger, like a “dancer throw-
ing a blue ribbon in the air”. Also, if you are 
short of time, you should do all 16 exercises, 
but with only 2 repetitions instead of 6! This 
saves a lot of time, but still stimulates all 
parts of the body. In general, I got into the 
habit of always doing 4 exercises in one go, 
one after the other, before returning to the 
resting position. For some exercises I also 
used the stick as a support, e.g. “rowing to the 
other shore”, to relieve my aching knees.

Over the years, besides the immediate fresh-
ness I felt during and after the exercises, 
there were also long-term improvements: My 
shoulders became more flexible, the tension 
in my neck eased. My lumbar spine also said 
“thank you”, I was able to replace back train-
ing with bamboo stick qigong. But above all, 
my knees were getting better and better! It 

changed gradually, so that at first I didn’t even 
notice it, but when I taught “working in the 
rice fields” at an event of my sangha in Mu-
nich, I said that you should only bend your 
knees as far as you can without pain, and was 
quite surprised that after many years I was 
once again able to do a full knee bend!

One of my most memorable experiences was 
probably when, during an Italian retreat, I led 
the exercises inside without a stick because of 
rain, and heard the translator say: “Qigong di 
bastoncino di bambù senza bastoncino di 
bambù” (Bamboo stick Qigong without a bam-
boo stick)! On another occasion, a participant 
from Berlin felt so inspired that she later 
trained to become a Qigong teacher. Another 
participant passed on the knowledge he had 
acquired from me in VHS courses in Regens-
burg, and travelled specially from Regensburg 
to Munich a few times to learn even more 
subtleties from me. In the meantime, I also like 
to recommend the Plum Village App, which 
contains both the exercises with and without 
the stick as videos. 

Arno Elfert, 
Breath of True Awakening, 
Practices with the Sangha in Augsburg  
and Munich, as well as with the  
GAL Online-Sangha
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When everything changes!

August 2019 was the last time I was at the EIAB.  
I’ve never stayed away that long since my first visit –  

probably in 2009! 

I have spent countless days on the train, back 
and forth from the Netherlands to Hennef, 
and from there by bus along the roads of the 
Oberbergische Land!

How many German and Dutch children have 
I played with during children’s programmes? 
Sometimes I went in the summer too, when 
Thay was at the EIAB, then there was the 
Easter retreat and in the winter.... 

The EIAB was like a second home to me! 

COVID blocked my path and not only to the 
EIAB! 

After the summer of 2019, in which I had 
spent 9 weeks in the EIAB and Plum Village, 
then back to the EIAB again, I moved home to 
a new town, where I knew virtually no-one 
and didn’t know my way around. 

I had found a small flat, on the second floor in 
the city centre, with consumption rooms for 
drug addicts just around the corner. Fortu-
nately, around the other corner there was a 
sangha where I was welcome every 2nd 
Wednesday. There was also a group with 
whom I was developing a courtyard of Tiny 
Houses that met every month. 

In the autumn, I worked a few hours a week at 
a wonderful primary school, found a yoga 
class and explored the city by bike and on 

foot. Friends and grandchildren were also 
visiting me. Life was beautiful and I found 
the small town really top quality, with a good 
organic food shop, old buildings, lots of trees 
and – last but not least – a train station from 
which I could be in the centre of Utrecht in 
less than 20 minutes, bringing me closer to 
the EIAB, as well as all sorts of destinations in 
my own country. 

The first lockdown came at the end of March 
2020... leaving me no choice but to walk 
alone. Every day when I woke up, I recited the 
gatha:

Waking up this morning, I smile.  
Twenty-four brand new hours  

are before me. 
 I vow to live fully in each moment 

 and to look at all beings  
with eyes of compassion.

I was very aware that my body is healthy and 
strong, even though I am no longer the 
youngest. I trust in the power of self-healing, 
and for years I have felt motivated to live a 
healthy and simple life. 

So, whilst I had little fear for myself, I was 
aware of the fragility of those I love! My old 
stepmother (90 years old), for example, was 
still alive and my sister, who is much more 
fragile than me, was still working in a phar-
macy. 

I adapted my lifestyle to the circumstances – 
only met friends and acquaintances outside 
or online, did not travel by train and kept a 
distance of one and a half metres.

My daily walks became longer, as did the 
quiet hours alone!

And I was happy... 

Well, yes, happy? 

As a student of Thích Nhat Hanh, I knew 
there were many different sources of 
strength to tap into when difficult emotions 
arose. 

The insight of interbeing drove away any 
feelings of loneliness! Just breathing con-
sciously three times was enough! Several 
times a day, I also needed the practice of 
touching joy. 

Before meeting Thay this had been difficult 
for me, and how difficult it must currently be 
for all those without a practice, who have no 
inner support! 

What a privilege! A great happiness, a trea-
sure, a great fortune.... 

In the summer, life was not so restricted, but 
in September there was a new lockdown, 
which lasted longer and was also stricter. 
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Plum Village organised a huge retreat, with 
participants from all over the world. Online 
of course and yet so nurturing! 

Not being able to embrace the charm of a re-
treat with physical presence, opened my eyes 
to Zoom and the new possibilities it offered. 
And Zoom brought friends on the path closer. 
“When something doesn’t go the way I want, 
I adapt and accept what and how it is,” – that 
was my practice. 

Never before had I been so aware of my 
adaptability! Life had often forced me to 
adapt, now it proved to be a blessing!

Zoom made it possible to practice with monks 
and nuns, to meet practice friends in Japan or 
South America... I found several sanghas on-
line and organised online activities, retreats 
and days of mindfulness. And, although it 
doesn’t bring the same feeling of connection 
as being physically present together, I am 
deeply grateful for these online opportuni-
ties. 

Firstly, because it injected life into my days 
during the pandemic. Secondly, because it 
opened doors for those who don’t have a 
Sangha close by! And last, but not least, Zoom 
offers opportunities we weren’t previously 

aware of, such as reciting the 14 mindfulness 
trainings online on the 1st day of every month 
with the whole community of the Dutch Or-
der of Interbeing to help nourish ourselves! 

Life after the pandemic is wonderful! I prac-
tice to keep the feeling of joy alive! Just as our 
beloved teacher taught us. 

With deep gratitude for all that Thay has 
given and continues to give us.

Tineke Spruytenburg 
(True Graceful Fragrance) 
May 2022
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Happiness is Queer and Now
Sharings from the Rainbow Family at Lower Hamlet during the 40 Years Retreat

Frieda Gerson, Dancing Roots of the Heart

One winter morning at Lower Hamlet, the 
mud frosting over, I saw an announcement on 
the white board for an LGBTQIA+ affinity 
sharing. I began jumping up and down with 
joy and relief.

Here I was in a community where I felt so 
welcome, where I could deepen my practice 
and heal my suffering, where we could come 
together as a sangha – and yet there was a 
part of myself that I had kept hidden at Plum 
Village until that very moment, despite being 
out in every other area of my life. I think 
many LGBTQIA+ people recognize and un-
derstand this reticence I felt at coming out 

within our community. It comes from years 
of homophobia and transphobia, experienced 
either directly within our personal lives or 
absorbed through exposure to media and 
ideas of “normal.” It comes from all the 
friends who, once they knew, changed their 
behavior towards us, out of an idea that pla-
tonic relationships are not possible with a 
queer person. It comes from a fear of being 
misunderstood, of being viewed as other, as 
deviant.

I had a deep fear that my queerness would be 
seen as inherently sexual. That it could make 
both layfriends and monastics uncomforta-

ble. That I would no longer be able to stand 
among the poplars and say, “I have arrived, I 
am home.”

And so it was that I was welcomed into the 
affinity group and met other members of our 
rainbow community. My heart felt lighter. I 
was nourished by the sharing and the connec-
tions, I was overflowing with gratitude.

Later that same year, at the first ever LGBT-
QIA+ retreat at the EIAB, I learned about the 
history of the Rainbow community within 
Plum Village. I learned that I was not the only 
one still figuring out how to be non-binary 
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within a community divided into hamlets 
based on sex assigned at birth. And I met four 
other practitioners living in the Paris region. 
Together we began to meet as the Paris Queer 
Sangha, and the sangha very quickly outgrew 
the space in my living room. Four years later, 

the sangha continues to meet three times per 
month.

At the beginning of the pandemic, longing for 
connection with my queer siblings who I 
could no longer see at retreats, a few of us 

came together to found the International 
LGBTQIA+ Sangha. We continue to meet on-
line twice per month, at various times so as to 
share with practitioners all over the world.

Since then, many local Plum Village 
LGBTQIA+ Sanghas have taken root: Berlin, 
Ireland, UK, USA, Indonesia, Freiburg, Mar-
seille…

This June I had the immense joy to participate 
in the 40 Years Retreat at Lower Hamlet, 
within a beautiful multi-generational Rain-
bow + Allies Family. We also shared affinity 
lunches with the Rainbow Family from Up-
per Hamlet and many queer and questioning 
siblings who were unable to join our family 
groups. I’ve learned so much from my belov-
ed siblings. As one monastic said during the 
Q&A, “Our inter-acting is our inter-being.” 
And thus the shared wisdom and support, the 
safe space and care provided by Lower Ham-
let and our family group, created the condi-
tions for collective healing and growth.

The LGBTQIA+ community has been able to 
come out and come together in these differ-
ent ways thanks to Thầy, to Plum Village, and 
to the multifold sangha. We offer our grati-
tude to the community.

In the pages that follow, some of my siblings 
share about their experiences as part of the 
Rainbow + Allies Family at Lower Hamlet 
during the 40 Years Retreat:

Shelly

Several years ago, at a women’s conference in 
Thailand, another participant and I got into 
conversation. She asked me what workshop I 
was going to. “The workshop on lesbians and 
Buddhism,” I said.

“But Buddhist lesbians don’t exist!”  
she blurted out, deeply shocked.

“But I’m standing in front of you,” I said.

It hurts to be invisible, to have your existence 
denied. Having an LGBTQIA+ family at the 
wonderful June 2022 retreat at Plum Village 
was an affirmation that the practice does in-
clude everyone—and that Buddhist queers do 
indeed exist. It was a deep joy to be part of 
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this international, multi-generational family. 
We shared our pronouns, learned about 
queer life in Vietnam and the weekly meet-
ings of the queer sangha in Paris; celebrated 
as family members from Mexico, the US and 
Netherlands took the 5 Mindfulness Train-
ings, and two other members received the 
Lamp Transmission to become dharma teach-
ers. We shared tears and laughter and many 
songs.

It is healing to be seen. It is healing to be lis-
tened to and included. To see a rainbow flag 
waving from the volley ball net at Lower 
Hamlet generated a great joy in my heart and 
in the hearts of many others, both queer and 
allies. It was a concrete example of nondis-
crimination. A deep bow of gratitude to all 

Together we are one

Walking on the Mudflats, 
I can hear the earth breathing 

Thousands of bubbles pop open 
from the silt, 

in the thin water

Here the earth is breathing 
I’m breathing her, she’s breathing me 

I give her my beauty, 
She’s breathing me free 
She gives me her beauty, 

I’m breathing her free

Never was her breath 
so close 

Never give us in reciprocity 
so tangible, 

deeply touched

Jorieke Rijsenbilt  
is a Dharma Teacher  

living in the Netherlands 

Jorieke Rijsenbilt

Here the Earth is breathing
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the organizers, monastic and laypeople, who 
took this wonderful step into freedom.

Shelley Anderson, True Great Harmony,  
is a Dharma Teacher living in the Netherlands   

Anonymous

I have been a long-term in Lower Hamlet, 
Plum Village, since the Rains Retreat 2021. 
Never before have I felt so strongly that I 
could fully be myself as part of the Sangha 
than during the June Retreat of 2022, when I 
had the chance to be a part of the LGBTQIA+ 
Family. My greatest joy of the retreat was the 
collective rainbow performance during our 
be-in on the last evening: As the Plum Village 
LGBTQIA+ Community, we invited allies to 

join us on stage as we sang “There is space for 
you in the circle.” I think none of us had ex-
pected so many supporters, lay and monastic, 
to run down the Buddha Hill to enthusiasti-
cally join our (semi-) circle and choir. For me 
it was incredibly joyful and healing to feel 
this love and support of the Sangha.

Anonymous

Cock

This summer I was member of the rainbow 
family in Lower Hamlet in Plum Village. As 
an ally. I had the most wonderful time in this 
colorful family. I felt so at home! As far as I’m 
concerned, the whole world can take an ex-
ample from the hospitality and tolerance of 
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this colorful sister-/brother-/interhood.  I 
was very touched by the way they welcomed 
me, especially considering that they them-
selves are often discriminated against… I felt 
secure. I felt safe. I had the best time ever!

Cock Griffioen, Deep Refuge of the Heart,  
is from the Netherlands

Maria

Being in this family nourished a fuller inte-
gration of the various currents in me into the 
river of the Plum Village Mahasangha, and 
the Sangha embracing and celebrating this 
inclusivity. I live with a life in the historical 
dimension that in many different ways does 
not fit into the standard boxes or frames most 
people have in their minds. Even the simplest 
of questions that people ask to begin to con-
nect with one another has a very complex 
answer if I answer truthfully. I am queer in 
many, many ways! This means I especially 
enjoy meeting people who touch the ultimate 
dimension, where we all are beyond words 
and concepts, indescribably perfect.

Being in our rainbow family of queers and 
allies, our being together supported and fa-
cilitated by the Mahasangha, brought me joy 
and peace, a deep feeling of relaxation, of 
rooting, of connection and of being present 
for one another. As we sang with our allies 
who eagerly joined us on stage at the Be-in, 
“there is space for you in the circle.” Now re-
turned home after the retreat, I feel I have 
more space inside and out, for all the com-
plexities in me. I hope this freedom and love 
nourishes all!

Maria Moonlion, True Healing Confidence

Excerpt from a Dharma Talk  
given by Thầy

20 July 1998 at Plum Village

Practitioner : Dear Thay, I feel very well and 
safe here in Plum Village, but there were 
times in my life when I experienced discrimi-
nation, so there is one question which really 
interests me. What does Buddhism say about 
homosexuality?

Thầy: Discrimination is something that many 
of us know, and there were times when we 

wanted to cry out for justice. You might be 
tempted by violent means in order for injus-
tice to be removed. There are very many of us 
who are seeking non-violent means in order 
to remove injustice and discrimination im-
posed on us. Sometimes those discriminating 
against us act in the name of God, of the truth. 
We may belong to the third world, or we may 
belong to a particular race, we may be people 
of color, we may be gay or lesbian, and we 
have been discriminated against for thou-
sands of years. So how to work on it, how to 
liberate ourselves from the suffering of being 
a victim of discrimination and oppression? In 
Christianity it is said that God created every-
thing, including man, and there is a distinc-
tion made between the creator and the crea-
ture. The creature is something created by 
God. When I look at a rose, a tulip, or a chry-
santhemum, I know, I see, I think, that this 
flower is a creation of God. Because I have 
been practicing as a Buddhist, I know that 
between the creator and the created there 
must be some kind of link, otherwise creation 
would not be possible. So the chrysanthe-
mum can say that God is a flower, and I agree, 
because there must be the element “flower” in 
God so that the flower could become a reality. 
So the flower has the right to say that God is a 
flower.

The white person has the right to say that God 
is white, and the black person also has the 
right to say that God is black. In fact, if you go 
to Africa, you’ll see that the Virgin Mary is 
black. If you don’t make the statue of the Vir-
gin Mary black, it does not inspire people. 
Because to us the black people, “black is beau-
tiful,” so a black person has the right to say 
that God is black, and in fact I also believe that 

God is black, but God is not only black, God is 
also white, God is also a flower. So when a 
lesbian thinks of her relationship with God, if 
she practices deeply, she can find out that God 
is also a lesbian. Otherwise how could you be 
there? God is a lesbian, that is what I think, 
and God is gay also. God is no less. God is a 
lesbian, but also a gay, a black a white, a chry-
santhemum. It is because you don’t under-
stand that, that you discriminate.

When you discriminate against the black or 
the white, or the flower, or the lesbian, you 
discriminate against God, which is the basic 
goodness in you. You create suffering all 
around you, and you create suffering within 
yourself, and it is delusion, ignorance, that is 
the basis of your action, your attitude of dis-
crimination. If the people who are victims of 
discrimination practice looking deeply, they 
will say that I share the same wonderful rela-
tionship with God, I have no complex. Those 
who discriminate against me, do so because 
of their ignorance. “God, please forgive them, 
because they do not know what they are do-
ing.” If you reach that kind of insight, you will 
no longer get angry at that person who dis-
criminates against you, and you might have 
compassion toward him or her. You will say: 
“He does not know what he is doing. He is 
creating a lot of suffering around him and 
within him. I will try to help him.” So your 
heart opens like a flower and suffering is no 
longer there, you have no complex at all, and 
you turn to be a bodhisattva in helping the 
people who have been discriminating against 
you. That is the way I see it, out of my practice 
of looking deeply, so one day I made the state-
ment that God is a lesbian, and this is my in-
sight.
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And then everything changed
Caring for the dying with children

It’s nothing but an infection of the bladder. 
Antibiotics, and then things started to get 
better again. And then: not wanting to eat, 
not wanting to drink. Hospitalised despite 
Corona. Well...

... and then everything changed:

On Wednesday I got the call from the hospital 
that metastases had been found in the liver 
during the ultrasound.

Together with my older daughter, Klara, I 
went to see my three little children Ferdi, 
Rosa and Elsa, who spend half their time with 
their mum (Judith). “Grandma is going to die. 
Cancer!”

Silence – quiet tears –  
glad we have each other!

We spent a long time reflecting, holding 
each other, feeling each other‘s closeness, 
to getherness.

Then, on Friday, the diagnosis after the CT 
scan. An advanced tumour. Bile duct cancer. 
Liver heavily affected. Spread to the lungs 
and so on, and on….

... We‘re bringing her home so she won‘t 
die alone in hospital. Everything has to 
be ready by tomorrow, Saturday. (Ebay is 
very helpful. We can pick up the hospital 
bed in the evening).

On Saturday she will be coming home. At 
home! We are very happy to have my 
mum, the grandma, with us again. We have 
breakfast together at her „new“ nursing bed.

From Tuesday, Stela, a 24-hour nurse, is also 
there. We settle into the new daily routine, 
often interrupted by the many visitors who 
want to say goodbye to my mum and our 
grandma.

Everyday life

In the morning, we drink a morning coffee 
together by the bed.

My mum and I end the day with a cold beer. 
We love alcohol-free Pilsner.

During the day we visit grandma, hold each 
other‘s hand or cuddle in bed.

On Tuesday, we do things the way we always 
do: the seating (or lying) arrangement is a 
little different with a nursing bed in the living 
room. Rosenheim cops (a crime series) with 
baked potatoes, now made by Elsa instead of 
grandma.
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Rituals 
with Children

Lighting incense sticks

Ferdi likes to light an incense stick. He 
enjoys the peace and quiet in the room, the 
togetherness and the fragrance.

Inviting the bell
To return to the present moment, we invite 
the bell.

Pebble mandala
We create a pattern using small pebbles. The 
pattern symbolises the life of a person. The 
mandala becomes bigger and more beautiful. 
At the end of the process, the pebbles are 
pushed back into a heap again. The beginning 
is also the end. The end is also the beginning.

Wave and Water – 
The Two Truths
We talk about the two truths. We are like a 
wave. It is big or small, powerful or delicate. 
The wave has a beginning and an end (first 

truth). But if we look deeper, we see that 
the wave is water (second truth). It has no 
beginning and no end. There is no birth and 
no death.

We feel the first truth in our grief, and 
experience comfort in the second truth.

Welcoming granny in tea –  
A cloud never dies
We catch the raindrops in a large bowl. 
We add them to the tea water and pour the 
finished tea into glasses. We can already see 
granny’s breath in the tea. Later we will see 
our dead grandmother here too.

Rosa is reminded of the trailer of „Walk with 
me“.

There a little girl asks our teacher a question. 
Her dog had died, and in answer he shows her 
the cloud in his tea.

Write it down

Inspired by Sister Song Nghiem, we write 
down things about Grandma ...
... what we found beautiful about grandma 
(seeds) and want to cultivate.

Elsa: Thank you for baking „Loibla“ 
(German for biscuits) together. Now I 
bake for the family and our friends.
Dear grandma, I loved your hugs. Now I 
hug others in the same way.
Uli: Thank you for the contentment you 
showed me, I too want to pass on this 
contentment.
Rosa: Thank you for reminding me to put 
on my socks in the morning. Now I think 
of you when my feet are cold again.
Ferdi: Dear grandma, you always 
helped everyone and made many people 
(including us) happy. I try to keep your 
social conscience alive in the Water 
Rescue Service.

Begin

End
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Klara: Our house was always open for 
visitors and people in need. You cooked 
them delicious Swabian food and wel-
comed them with all your heart. I will try 
to live this openness as well. 
I admired that at 75 you still had the 
mental agility to come to Waldbröl and 
take Thay‘s „5 Mindfulness Trainings“. 
I will work on myself to maintain this 
agility.

... .and what we already see of her in ourselves:
Elsa: When I get dirty, I also see the stains 
on your blouse.

Enjoying moments
With time, we enjoy the moments more and 
more. We can gradually get used to the idea of 
being separate. Dying becomes a lived reality.

Singing at the bedside
To collect ourselves, we sing „Breathing in, I 
breathing out.“

But most of all we sing grandma‘s favourite 
song from Waldbröl: „No coming, no going“.

Remember
When we sit by the bed, we tell each other 
stories and share memories (especially the 
nice ones).

Livestream with the EIAB
We are also helped by the thoughts, prayers 
via Livestream, gifts and letters from the 
Sangha in Waldbröl, which carry us all.

... and then she passed away three weeks later 
during the last beer of the evening.

Painting the coffin

The next day the coffin arrived. I informed 
friends and relatives during the night and 
announced that they had one more day to say 
goodbye. Many came and painted memories 
on the coffin with wax crayons. Some had 
written letters which they put in the coffin.

At noon the next day, we accompany our 
mum and grandma on her last journey 
from the house. Ferdi and I carry Grandma, 
accompanied by „her“ song (No coming, No 
going) from the first floor into the garden 
and lay her in the coffin we had placed in the 
sunlit garden.

Farewell
She is then driven out of the courtyard in the 
car, where the neighbours are waiting and 
wave goodbye together with us.

Funeral service

We arrange the funeral service in the spirit 
of the spirituality that Thay gave us. She 
wanted it that way.

Dear grandma, dear mother,
Thank you for giving us the last three 
weeks of your life.

I hope you can draw some inspiration from 
this article for a similar situation. If you are 
also trying to integrate Buddhist wisdom into 
your family life with children, or if you have 
any questions, I would be happy to hear from 
you.

Uli Lüttringhaus



3.  
Ukraine



Inviting Peace
I cannot breath 

I swallowed the horror  
My body screams: 

look deeply in the war, 
I need acceptance of the fact that Russia,  

the country where I was born, 
began the war.

The bombs are thrown on Ukraine, 
The suffering is louder than ever. 

The pain of people and the earth is enormous . 
The pain of fighting screams in every corner.

Why has Russia  invaded Ukraine? 
It has already suffered badly from the war before. 

It has a huge area, a lot of people, nature, 
enough resources to live joyfully on earth.

The government of Russia has the answer. 
It carries complexes: 

I do not have enough. 
I need much more: 

more land, respect and power. 
I want to be the leader of this world.

Dictatorship blooms sadly in my country.  
It spreads the propaganda from its wings, 

Manipulating people’s mind is Kremlin’s weapon, 
Which goes hand in hand with lies and war.

And my position here is crystal clear: 
I am with Ukraine – the victim of this war. 

And at the same time – I feel the pain of Russia.. 
By killing others Russia is dying too.

I feel the anger that rises in my body.  
It fills up every corner of my mind.  

Why is the government blind?Why are they killing? 
Why does the life of people have no weight for them?

“Without mud the lotus will not grow”. 
We need to look inside to find the light, 

to shine the lamp of mindfulness  
into our dark corners, 

to be aware of our inner fight.

The root of fight begins in the wrong perception, 
we grasp on our views: we think that we are right, 
by asking questions, help and personal reflection, 

we see that often we are actually not right...

I invite peace to come inside my body,  
I breath-in freshness and hope,  

I relax my mind, 
I feel interconnection with each other: 

by bringing peace inside, we stop this war.

Olga Eliseeva 
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Practicing Non-Violence  
for Peace

by Thay Phap An

I know that time is very precious so thank you 
very much for taking time to read this article 
and for practicing “being-peace” as you read. 
My theme is practicing non-violence, how to 
understand this in the broader context of the 
Buddha’s rich teachings and how to apply it 
to real situations in our life and the world, 
whether in our personal relationships or at 
the scale, of the war in Ukraine. I end with a 
guided meditation that I hope will help your 
practice of non-violence and of “being-peace”. 

According to the story of the Buddha, on 
the night of his enlightenment, he looked 
at the morning star and proclaimed: “How 
strange that all beings have the capacity to 

be peaceful, but they do not know this. They 
allow themselves to drown in the ocean of 
suffering for thousands of lifetimes!”

The Buddha realized that, as humans, we 
have the capacity to be in touch very deeply 
with every moment of our life as it actually 
happens, and with a calm, peaceful mind. 
That is, with full, open awareness and noble 
mindfulness.1 Most of the time we do not live 
like this. Why? 

Too often we construct out of our living 
experience a subjective “experiencer.” This 
occurs instantaneously which means we fail 
to stay with, or remain open to, experiencing 

our experiences as they happen. Before 
we know it, our immediate experience 
becomes a perceivable past in which we are 
trapped and based on which our subjective 
experiencer acts2. We disconnect ourselves 
from the wholeness of living, of being alive 
in the present moment. Our life becomes 
an isolated fragment disconnected from 
the rest of the universe3. This illusion of a 
fixed separate existence gives rise to all our 
existential pain, lamentation, sorrow, and 
grief.

The Buddha called the construction of a 
subjective experiencer, an act of being 
conscious (to the Buddha, consciousness is 
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nothing more than an act of being conscious).4 
Our consciousness or habitual constructing 
of a subjective experiencer – the aggregate5 
of consciousness6 - is an immense force 
within us that gradually shapes and forms 
our “personality”. 

Based on the accumulation of this act of 
being conscious, the other four aggregates 
of experience - our physical experiences7, 
our sensations or field of bioenergetics8, our 
perceptual experiences,9 and our mental 
activities10 or formations – also accumulate. 
Accordingly, they take on a particular pattern 
through which we interpret our immediately 
preceding experience.

Over infinite lifetimes, all people or living 
beings have their own particular and unique 
way of shaping their experience through the 
act of being conscious. Failing to understand 
this universal act of being conscious and how 
it shapes who we are in accordance with a 
multitude of conditions, we instinctively do 
not want reality to manifest as it is. Instead, 
we want reality to manifest according to 

our own particular way of being conscious. 
This leads us to grasp onto our experiences 
in life.11 Consequently, we do not have the 
capacity to be there, completely open, 
innocent and at peace with what we feel and 
experience at each moment in life within 
ever-changing reality.

The Buddha called this grasping “the 
unskillful act of accumulations” or karmic 
formations giving rise to suffering. We are 
not directly, completely present for the full 
range of our living experience. We lose our 
purity of mindfulness and equanimity12 to 
different levels of our living experience. We 
want only to repeat our past particular way 
of living as if replaying an old cassette tape. 
We resist peaceful co-existence with others, 
and with life in general. 

The Buddha called this “confusion” or 
“ignorance”. That is, we do not see clearly 
the true manifestation of life depending 
on ripened conditions; we ignore life and 
the reality of life. The unskillful act of 
accumulations gives rise either to the 

unskillful mental formation of greed/
grasping or its opposite – rejection/hatred. 
At the collective level, all these are the roots 
of war and violence in the world. 

Our act of being conscious becomes a means 
to imprison us, our beloved ones, and 
others around us in our own way of being 
conscious rather than being a skillful means 
for us to experience life in its fullness, with 
understanding and tolerance, compassion, 
and acceptance.13 With the practice of being 
calm, maintaining the purity of mindfulness 
and equanimity, that same act of being 
conscious can be an act of wisdom. To be 
enlightened is to remain peaceful, solid, 
and calm while being fully awakened and 
able to ride the waves of our experience. 
Thus, enlightenment is an act of being fully 
enlightened.

Having penetrated and understood the 
dynamics of our consciousness, the Buddha 
discovered a way to be peaceful with ourselves 
and with the world. He called this path the 
Noble Eightfold Path, a path of the middle way. 
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The middle way is a way of life in which we 
can co-exist peacefully with all other living 
forms, the Earth and the whole cosmos. We 
learn to listen deeply to ourselves, to calm 
down unskillful acts of being conscious. We 
begin to respect who we are and at the same 
time learn to respect others. We and others 
can peacefully be a part of this total Oneness.

As a species of billions of individuals going 
through endless cycles of samsara, or 
rebirths into suffering, we have accumulated 
an infinite number of unskillful acts and 
negative mental formations, including greed 
and hatred. It is so important to practice 
non-violence and to generate peaceful 
energy to help calm all humanity. The need is 
particularly great at this time.

Since February, the war in Ukraine has 
brought tremendous suffering not just to the 
Ukrainian and Russian people but, indirectly, 
to hundreds of millions around the world. 
Watching it unfold daily in news broadcasts 
can be overwhelming. We feel compelled to 

ask ourselves how can we, as individuals, 
make a difference? What can we do to help 
ease the suffering caused by this and other 
wars,14 and bring peace on Earth? 

The Buddha discovered that the solutions 
to humanity’s problems – whether at the 
collective or individual level – lie not in any 
single aspect but across an entire energy 
spectrum spread out in time and space. 
This spectrum includes the physical and 
bioenergetic levels mentioned above, blocks 
of mental energy, and levels of energy 
generated by collective perception. While 
the interactions between the levels are very 
complex, Buddhist teaching is quite simple: at 
every level, we learn to practice non-violence.

At the physical level, we do not use a 
stick to hit another person; we do not say 
negative things or use violent, hate-filled 
language when we speak to another15. At the 
bioenergetic level, we do not cultivate the 
energy of animosity or of pushing another 
person away. At the level of mental activity, 

we do not develop blocks of anger or hatred. 
And at the level of perception, we do not 
blame our partner for problems in our 
relationship; we accept our partner as he 
or she is. We know that, just like our self, 
he or she is a product of particular patterns 
of being conscious throughout beginning-
less time. Living together is therefore an 
opportunity for us all to grow and develop 
understanding and tolerance, compassion 
and acceptance.

If we act with violence towards someone, and 
that person does not know how to practice, 
he or she will act violently back. We then 
respond with more violence and so does 
he or she. According to the wisdom of the 
Buddha, if we cannot solve our conflict in this 
lifetime, our violence towards each other will 
only continue and escalate life after life. And 
wherever violence and conflict continue to 
grow, there is suffering. 

The Buddha is interested in peace and non-
suffering. He would like us to have peace 
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and non-suffering not only in this lifetime 
but in many lifetimes to come. With his 
teaching, we have a way to stop the karmic 
cycle of violence from infinite past lifetimes 
repeating itself in this lifetime. The key is to 
look with the eye of compassion at someone 
who is violent to us or who treats us badly. We 
learn to understand his or her difficulties, 
and we overcome our habit energy to keep 
retaliating. 

This does not mean that we are passive. 
Rather, the Buddha invites us to protect 
and strengthen our self by cultivating the 
energy of mindfulness. In meditation, we 
are encouraged to go deep and tap the root 
energy of collectedness that can help us 
identify all the conditions of life within our 
body, our mind, and our environment. We 
have an opportunity to broaden our vision 
in such a way that we begin to perceive our 
relationships with people and events in a 
cosmic context where energy is spread out in 
time and space. 

We know, for example, that the war in Ukraine 
has developed out of infinite conditions and 

the overall energy of humanity’s collective 
consciousness. When we learn to come 
back to our self, to look deeply and to see the 
totality of a situation, when we observe the 
conditions that have created it across time 
and space, we begin to see ways to answer 
that question: “What can I do?” 

First, we learn to accept that the war in 
Ukraine is a manifestation of the ripening 
of conditions. Accepting the war does not 
mean endorsing it, or that we do nothing. 
Accepting means seeing the reality as it is so 
that we, too, do not become another “victim” 
of war. In other words, we do not respond 
with hatred but do our non-partisan best to 
ease the suffering of all victims of the war. 

We express our pain and sorrow individually 
and collectively so that those directly engaged 
in the war may hear us and see the immense 
suffering that it is causing.16 For example, 
we write an appeal from our community to 
both President Vladimir Putin and President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, as well as personal 
appeals, as individuals, using words filled 
with compassion and hope.17

We pray that President Vladimir Putin may 
have an awakening like that of Ashoka the 
Great in ancient India18 who, after invading 
a neighboring kingdom and surveying the 
blood-soaked battlefield of his victory, was 
overcome with remorse for the suffering he 
had caused. Ashoka dedicated the rest of his 
life to works of peace and welfare. 

I deeply believe that if Mr. Putin were to 
practice walking meditation with full open 
awareness on the devastated battlefields of 
Ukraine right now, he would get in touch with 
the suffering both of Ukrainian and Russian 
soldiers as well as the suffering of ordinary 
people in Ukraine and Russia. His heart 
would open with love and understanding 
would blossom.

It is possible to have a peaceful life or, as Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. said, to be the peace we 
wish to see in the world. As Thay, our teacher 
has shown us, this peaceful life can begin 
with simple steps in walking meditation. We 
learn to go back to the present moment, to be 
present here and now and to open our eyes 
and ears to what is manifesting around us. 
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We practice feeling our steps deeply, we feel 
our in-breath and out-breath with our steps; 
we feel our bodies and relax our bodies. 

The moment we can fully establish ourselves 
in the here and now, there is a shift in our 
consciousness. We stop our habit energy 
of running into the future. We cultivate 
peace in ourselves by recognizing that the 
best moment of our life is here and now. We 
develop a feeling of inner peace, happiness, 
and satisfaction. This, alone, is a significant 
contribution to humanity and peace in the 
world. 

Modern society has collectively created a 
culture of lack, a sense that we never have 
enough. We are always looking for more. 
At an individual level, this may just be our 
impulse to upgrade our smartphone (even 
though we do not use all the functions on 
our existing one). At the level of political 
leaders, it may be they feel that they do not 
have enough personal power or control, or 

enough land, natural resources, weapons, 
and national security. 

Political leaders are human beings like us. 
How can they have a sense of “I have enough” 
unless we, our self, can practice that? We may 
start by looking deeply into our own way 
of life and the way we consume everything, 
from food to energy. We have no need to run 
after more. If anything, we need less. We can 
learn to be very mindful about how we use 
what we have. For example, we turn off the 
light when we leave the room and turn on 
a heater only when absolutely necessary. If 
each one of us is successful in stopping our 
habit energy of wanting more, there is hope 
for peace in the world.

We can help by placing ourselves at the 
service others, like kind friends who recently 
helped us organize successful retreats away 
from EIAB. We can practice meditation by 
using a sheet of paper and a pen to write 
a daily “inventory of peacefulness”, listing 

and recognizing the conditions for our 
peacefulness and happiness. These may be 
as simple as being able to take our face mask 
off after months of having to wear one. If our 
perspective is: “I have enough conditions for 
my happiness”, we can be peaceful in every 
moment. 

The way of living mindfully, living fully in 
every moment connects us to a deeper reality, 
namely that we all connected with each other. 
We all depend on each other to be able to live, 
survive and thrive on this beautiful planet. 
This deeper vision and perspective enable 
us to develop love and understanding in 
our hearts. Love and compassion will lead 
naturally to peaceful life on Earth. But as 
our teacher has often said, we need many 
Buddhas. 

In the following section I offer you a guided 
meditation to help with your practice of non-
violence along the path of being-peace.
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Cultivating Peace in Oneself,  
Peace in the World
A Guided Meditation Offered by Thay Phap An

First, we sit comfortably and allow peace to come to us. Just our act of peaceful sitting is already a great contribution  
to the world. We allow ourselves time to experience each exercise before moving to the next.

Three sounds of the bell

 � Gently coming back to my body and my mind, I enjoy my in-breath and my out-breath.

 � It is so wonderful to return to myself, to feel myself and come back to the nature of peace within me. 

 � It is so wonderful to return to my in-breath. It is so wonderful to return to my out-breath. In-breath, out-breath.

 � Feeling my in-breath, I breathe in. Feeling my out-breath, I breathe out. 

 � It is so wonderful to breathe in. It is so wonderful to breathe out.

 � It is so wonderful that I am still alive and in touch with my breathing. Enjoying deeply my in-breath, I breathe 
in. Enjoying deeply my out-breath, I breathe out. 

 � Gently focusing my attention on my lower abdomen, allowing my in-breath to penetrate deeply into my lower 
abdomen, I breathe in. Allowing my whole body to relax, I breathe out. 

At a public talk in Bari, Italy, Thay Phap An invited attendees to join a meditation to cultivate peace in oneself and the world. Seated next to Thay 
Phap An is Father Mariano Bubbico (third from left). Next to Sr. Song Nghiem is Italian interpreter Pino Creanza (second from left).
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 � Gently focusing my attention on my lower abdomen, I breathe deeply into my lower abdomen. Breathing out, I 
relax my whole body.

 � Allowing the energy in the upper part of my body to sink down to my lower abdomen, allowing my lower abdo-
men to collect the energy of my whole body, I breathe in. Allowing my whole body to relax, I breathe out. 
Sinking the energy, collecting the energy, relaxing the body. 

 � Allowing the energy of relaxation to penetrate into every part of my body. Allowing every part of my body to 
relax. The more relaxed I become, the more peaceful I become. 

 � Allowing my back to relax. 

 � Allowing my shoulder, my arms, my hands, and my fingers to relax. 

 � Allowing my leg, my knee, my feet, and my toe to relax.

 � Feeling the relaxation in my whole body, feeling peaceful and calm. 

 � It is always possible to return to the peace within me, by allowing the energy to sink down and by allowing my 
whole body to relax. 

 � Feeling I have enough conditions to be happy, knowing I have enough conditions to be peaceful and relaxed. 

 � Knowing there are enough conditions for my community to be happy, knowing there are enough conditions 
for my community to be peaceful, I know there are enough conditions for my community to be relaxed. I do not 
need to look for anything more. 

 � Knowing there are enough conditions for the whole world to be happy, knowing there are enough conditions 
for the whole world to be peaceful, I know there are enough conditions for the whole world to be relaxed. I do 
not need to look for anything more in order to be happy.

 � Feeling my whole body, I breathe in. Relaxing my whole body, I breathe out.

 � Aware of my in-breath, I breathe in. Aware of my out-breath, I breathe out. In, out. 

One sound of the bell

This article is based on a public Dharma talk 
at the San Sabino Church of Bari in southern 
Italy on May 23rd 2022, and on question and 
answer sessions at a retreat offered by EIAB in 
nearby Fasano between May 19th and 22nd. 
At the end of the public talk, Father Mariano 
Bubbico noted the importance of building 
peace in ourselves and of being peacemakers. 
“The problems emerge when we are caught 
by mental discussions,” he said, “because the 
mind separates, while love brings together.” 
Father Mariano highlighted the importance of 
not just giving sermons but also talking about 
practice, for which he graciously thanked EIAB. 
The theme of both the retreat and the public 
Dharma talk was “Peace in Oneself, Peace in the 
World”, the same aspiration that is inscribed 
on the main gate into EIAB. Recordings of the 
talks can be accessed on YouTube at “EIAB – 
Italian Retreat”.19

ENDNOTES

1 Pali (P.)sati-sampajāna, the experience of the 
third Jhāna: ”With the fading away of joy, a 
bhikkhu abides in equanimity, mindful and 
fully knowing. [Still] experiencing pleasure 
with the body, he enters upon and abides in the 
third Jhāna on account of which the noble ones 
announce: ‘abiding in pleasure, one is 
equanimous and mindful’.” Quoted from Early 
Buddhist Meditation - The Four Jhānas as the 
Actualization of Insight, by Keren Arbel, 
Routledge, New York, USA, 2017, Chapter 5, 
“The Third Jhāna: Establishing a Specialized 
Form of Awareness”, p115

2 Thus, unconsciously, in the temporal 
dimension, we split our experiences as if there 
are two dimensions of reality – the historical 
dimension and the ultimate dimension – both 
of which are the illusion created by the act of 
being conscious. The main teaching of the 
Lotus Sutra, therefore, is to help us to regain the 
unity of our everlasting experiences, namely, 

the unity of the historical dimension and the 
ultimate dimension.

3 This means that, unconsciously, in the spatial 
dimension we fail to see the Oneness of life. 
This is the main teaching of the Flower 
Adornment Sutra, which helps us to see that all 
our experiences are only the mirror reflection 
of this total Oneness.

4 Sanskrit (Skt.) vijanatiti vinnanam, Majjhima 
Nikaya 1.292. See: The Middle Length Discourses 
of the Buddha – A New Translation of the 
Majjhima Nikaya, by Bhikkhu Nanamoli and 
Bhikkhu Bodhi, Wisdom Publication, Boston, 
USA, 1995, MN 43, and Mahavedalla Sutta, The 
Greater Series of Questions and Answers, p388

5 P. khandha, Skt. skandhas
6 P. viññāṇa, Skt. vijñāna
7 rūpa
8 vedanā
9 P. saññā, Skt. saṃjñā
10 P. saṅkhāra, Skt. saṃskāra
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11 P. upādāna-kkhandha, Skt. upādāna-skandha
12 P. upekkhāsatipārisuddhiṃ. The experience of 

the fourth Jhāna:  
“With the abandoning of pleasure and pain 
and with the previous disappearance of 
gladness and discontent, a bhikkhu enters 
upon and abides in the fourth Jhāna which is 
neither-painful-nor-pleasurable and has 
complete purity of mindfulness and 
equanimity.” Quoted from: Early Buddhist 
Meditation - The Four Jhānas as the 
Actualization of Insight, Chapter 6, “The 
Fourth Jhāna: Non-reactive and Lucid 
Awareness of the Phenomenal Field”, p124

13 Skillful means is the key teaching of the Lotus 
Sutra. The true nature of our mind as well as of 
all of our experiences is of the nature of True 
Emptiness. The teachings of the Buddha are 
the skillful means for us to liberate our mind 
from a particular way of being conscious, so 
that we can be in touch with the true nature of 
our mind, the nature of True Emptiness. Thus, 
the skillful means of the Buddha helps our 

mind to become a skillful means for us to fully 
face or to live completely with and experience 
joyfully the ever-changing reality, the 
Wonderful Manifestation

14 Active armed conflicts occurred in at least 46 
states in 2021, according to the Stockholm 
International Peace Research Institute 2022 
report, p2 https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/
files/2022- 06/yb22_summary_en_v2_0.pdf, 
accessed 27.06.22 

15 Digha Nikaya 1.63. See: The Long Discourses of 
the Buddha – A Translation of the Digha Nikaya, 
by Maurice Walshe, Wisdom Publication, 
Somerville, MA, USA, 1995, DN 2, and 
Sāmaññaphala Sutta, The Fruits of the Homeless 
Life, p99

16 See also p 150, “An Open Letter Calling for 
Peace” issued by the Plum Village Community 
on April 2nd 2022, calling for an immediate 
ceasefire in the war in Ukraine. See also: 
https://www.eiab.eu/, accessed 9.07.22

17 The Plum Village Community wrote individual 
letters to Presidents Putin and Zelenskyy, 

enclosing our Open Letter and a copy of “A 
Cloud Never Dies”, the newly released 
documentary film on the life of Thich Nhat 
Hanh and his work for peace. Letters from 
individuals to both leaders can be sent via 
their respective embassies and consulates in 
cities in Europe and other parts of the world 

18 Ashoka the Great (c. 304–232 B.C.E.) ruled 
almost all of the Indian subcontinent from 
c. 268 to 232 B.C.E. Ashoka waged a particularly 
destructive war against the state of Kalinga, 
which he conquered in about 260 B.C.E. 
According to an interpretation of his Edicts, he 
converted to Buddhism after witnessing the 
mass deaths of the Kalinga War, which he had 
waged out of a desire for conquest, and which 
is believed to have directly resulted in more 
than 100,000 deaths and 150,000 deportations. 
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashoka, 
accessed 9.07.22

19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9olMzAMz
O e g & l i s t = P L A G u G l W K X F d M M _
S3t8cUQFE1c2ETD-82b, accessed 9.07.22

https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2022-06/yb22_summary_en_v2_0.pdf
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2022-06/yb22_summary_en_v2_0.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9olMzAMzOeg&list=PLAGuGlWKXFdMM_S3t8cUQFE1c2ETD-82b,%20accessed%209.07.22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9olMzAMzOeg&list=PLAGuGlWKXFdMM_S3t8cUQFE1c2ETD-82b,%20accessed%209.07.22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9olMzAMzOeg&list=PLAGuGlWKXFdMM_S3t8cUQFE1c2ETD-82b,%20accessed%209.07.22
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Let’s wait and see:  
action and non-action in a time of war

I left Russia in the time when current president Putin was climbing up to the power.  
I came to the Netherlands in August of 2000 and put my memory about Russia “on hold” for 22 years. 

Recently, in the beginning of this year, I de-
cided “to unpack” my old memory and to take 
time to understand it, to investigate it, to 
smell it, to feel it, to look deeply, to connect 
with it and maybe even to get in love with the 
country of my origin. I was planning to go to 
Moscow in April, together with my daughter, 
who was asking me for a long time to go there. 
I have not been in Russia for almost 10 years. 
It was time to go there.

But deep inside I knew that I did not want to 
go. I never wanted to go back to Russia. In my 
mind I was creating many reasons to cancel 
this visit. But what will I tell to my mother 
who is looking forward seeing me? And how 
would I explain my angst of going to Russia to 
my daughter? How would I tell her that I do 
not feel safe there; that my life there was 
covered up by angst and anger; that I was 
never happy there? How will I explain her 
that back then I was dreaming to live in free-
dom and not afraid to speak up my mind; that 
I wanted my children to grow up and live in a 
free country. 

One day before the war started my daughter 
went to Greece for studying. I remember tell-
ing her that if the war starts she, probably, 

needs to come back to the Netherlands. She 
was smiling at me and telling me that every-
thing will be fine and in April we are going to 
Moscow together to visit my mother and our 
friends. She was looking forward to a new 
beginning in Greece and to visiting Russia. 

But then, the next day after she left the Neth-
erlands, Russia invaded Ukraine and the in-
ner peace I have created using mindfulness 
practice was vanished in one moment. How 
was it possible that the country where I was 
born began the war? This war, or any war is a 
madness. This war must be stopped. Now.

We did not go to Russia. I was drawn in a 
swamp of difficult communications with my 
mother. I remember calling her before the 
war and telling her about possible war be-
tween Russia and Ukraine. She responded 
that this was a fake information, European 
propaganda. She was sure that Europe want-
ed to locate the weapons on the border of 
Ukraine with Russia; and that Russia wanted 
to prevent the spreading of the NAVO organi-
zation in the proximity of Russian border. We 
began arguing. I was upset, disappointed, sad 
and angry. In that time I needed mindfulness 
practice badly and I couldn’t practice. I lost 

my ground. I was deeply sad. I was drawn in 
something unknown to me: separation with 
my mother by not agreeing about the political 
direction of Russia. Clearly, we had more than 
only misunderstanding. It was also a war be-
tween us. At some point I told her that I will 
stop calling her until the war in Ukraine 
stops. And she was begging to call her but she 
was asking not talk about the war. I was 
screaming inside from this  unknown misun-
derstanding. And I was  worried for her safe-
ty and her health. Will we even see each other 
under this circum stances? 

She was already waiting for more than a year 
for a visa application. She wanted to come to 
the Netherlands, but Dutch embassy did not 
take the applications because of corona rules. 
Our family member from Estonia sent her 
the invitation which helped her to arrange a 
Schengen visa via Estonia embassy. They had 
different rules. I remember that my mother 
was telling me that the person in Estonia 
embassy noticed that my mother was born in 
Chernigov, Ukraine. She asked my mother if 
she was born in Ukraine. My mother 
answered “Yes” with a sad smile. Their eyes 
met in mutual understanding. My mother 
was “reading” kindness and compassion in 
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the eyes of the worker of the embassy. In a few 
days she received a message that she can pick 
up her visa. Finally she was coming to the 
Netherlands.

But I continued worrying: will Russians 
border guards allow her leave Russia? Will 
she manage this long trip at her age? She had 
a health issue with the heart and often she 
had a high blood pressure. Also, she had no 
Euros and her credit cards were not working 
in Europe, due to the sanctions.

Opposite to my worries, she easily crossed 
the border of Russia with Estonia and she 
flew to Amsterdam where I was waiting for 
her. We were happy to see each other.

 And we were sad. Our disagreement about 
the war was not over yet. She was convinced 
that Russia never began the war, that it was 
an “operation” against Nazism in Ukraine. 
She did not know that by listening and 
repeating the propaganda she became the 
propaganda herself. 

One day our anger crossed in my house. 
Remembering the mindfulness practice, I 
went outside to take care of my anger. First I 
did short walking meditation and then I was 
sitting near my house and crying. One of my 
neighbors came to me. She was a refuges of 
Serbia, she had a similar experience with the 
war before. She told me that it needs time, my 
mother needs time, I need time. 

In one of those days I received a letter from 
sister Bi Nghiem with the information about 

Artist – Rene Jacobs “Let’s wait and see”  https://www.artjacobs.nl/
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people who were experiencing similar family 
separation because of the war. At that point I 
knew I was not alone. 

Gratefulness filled up my body. I was 
realizing that I had wonderful teachers, 
mindfulness practice, sangha friends, who 
were taking time to listen my stories. I had 
EIAB, where I always felt at home. I was 
grateful to my daughter who found EIAB. I 
was grateful that my mother was also a 
mindfulness practitioner. She visited EIAB a 
few times before, she read the books of Thich 
Nhat Hanh. In 2020 she was living with us, in 
the Netherlands, for almost a year. In that 
time we began practicing “beginning anew”. 
Then, in corona time, this practice saved our 
relationship.

Practice “beginning anew” saved our 
relationship again, now, in the time of war. 
During our first sharing I saw the tears in my 

mother eyes. I saw that she wanted to know 
the truth. She wanted to understand the war. 
She wanted to understand me. She told that 
she was so shocked that suddenly, out of the 
blue, her daughter had a clear political 
opinion against Russia. 

And, she did not want to believe that Russia 
began the war. In the end of our talk we 
agreed that every day she will watch a few 
videos on YouTube in order to learn about 
alternative points of view. In a month or 
two her opinion has changed. She 
understood the reality, accepted the fact 
that Russia began the war. She became 
deeply sad.

First week of the war I wrote and sent a letter 
to minister president of the Netherlands. 
This letter was based on the letter of Thay, 
which he wrote in the time of Vietnam War to 
the president of United States. But I did not 

know if he will read it and consider to help to 
stop this war. 

This action of writing and sending the letter 
gave me a slice of peace, for a few days. Yet, I 
did not know if I did enough. The war is still 
continuing now. Russian army is destroying 
the earth and we are all watching it. 

Yesterday I was walking in Delft and I stopped 
at the beautiful artwork of Rene Jacobs “Let’s 
wait and see”, where he shows that many of us 
are sitting and waiting for the nice summer, 
while climate is changing and some of the 
people already have been drawn in the sea, 
because of our passivity and waiting 
behavior. I immediately thought about 
Ukraine: we are all waiting when the war will 
stop while many Ukrainians are dying now, 
in this war. 

Olga Elisseeva
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Letter to the Prime Minister  
of the Netherlands

01.03.2022

Dear minister president, 

Waking up tonight in my beautiful apparte-
ment in Delft at 2.00 A.M. I thought about the 
situation in Ukraine again and I was able to 
cry. I cried for a long time, and I felt better 
about one hour. Then I went to the kitchen 
and made some tea. While making a tea I real-
ized that I want to write a letter to you with 
one goal – to help to stop the war and the 
suffering.

I am originally Russian, and I came to the 
Netherlands 21 years ago. I could not accept 
the political system in Russia, and I left coun-
try. I know Russia is a country with a history 
of pain and suffering, beautiful nature, rich 
culture and literature, vodka and generosity, 
perestroika, rich people, and poor people, 
both, are trying to catch up with the West. 
Russian government could have done better 
then and do better now, make a better deci-
sion now, at this moment. But when you blind 
how can you see the light? When you are only 
experiencing anger and suffering how can 
you love and give love? When your life is 
only motivated by the power which you are 
afraid to lose, how can you give it up? When 
you are not happy how can you spread happi-
ness? When you grasp strongly on your own 
believe and perception, how can you let it go? 

Mr. minister president, I think that you too 
can allow yourself to cry like I did this mor-

ning, you will feel much better. And maybe 
you can consider helping to stop the war, like 
my teacher Thich Nhat Hanh did when he 
helped to stop the war in Vietnam. He was 
using compassion, mindfulness, deep listen-
ing and non-violent communications. He al-
ways said that men are never our enemies, 
but our enemies are anger, resentment, ha-
tred, fear, and discrimination. He said that it 
is possible to respond to violence with com-
passion and non-violent action. What makes 
them into terrorists/criminals is their hate, 
fear, and anger. But if we sit and listen to them 
deeply, we can transform their anger and 
fear and they will stop being terrorists/
criminals. We can only help remove wrong 
perceptions by dialogue: deep listening and 
compassionate speech.

Maybe you can help to have a dialog between 
Russia and Ukraine? You have this power 
which you can use to bring peace to the world.

My teacher suggested the following steps 
when having difficult dialogs:

Step 1.  
Saying something positive  
about the other side –  
“Watering the flowers”.

It is very hard now not to judge but this step 
is very important. Example: we, the Nether-
lands appreciate that we had good business 
relationship with Russia; we appreciate that 
we did not discriminate each other.

Step 2.  
Expressing the regret.

We regret that we couldn’t help to prevent the 
war by not having the mediation dialog be-
tween the countries. Now, people are dying in 
the war and suffering at home in both coun-
tries. We would like to do it now.

Step 3.  
Expressing your wish.

We would like now to listen deeply to your 
side to learn why you have started the war 
and to help to stop suffering of your country 
and the country of Ukraine. Then just listen-
ing is important, without judgement, let them 
speak, do not interrupt, especially if you not 
agree, just listen deeply with one goal in your 
mind – to stop the war, understand their suf-
fering and stop the suffering of Ukrainian 
and Russian people.

Step 4.  
Proposing the solution.

Stop the war, stop fighting and do the dialog 
via mediation. We are open to help.

Thank you for reading, 
In gratitude, 

Olga Elisseeva
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There is no way to peace,  
Peace is the way

 Two accounts of the walking meditation in Berlin-Mitte 
between the Russian and Ukrainian embassies on 12 March, 2022.

The news of war breaking out in Ukraine 
shocked many people deeply. In the days that 
followed it was a challenge not to get carried 
away by words, images, strong emotions, 
personal and collective fear, aggression, help-
lessness, hostility... At the same time there 
was also a desire to stop this war, to be help-
ful, which later became a great source of 
concrete help.

How can I as a human being respond to the 
horror of war? We were and are all – each of 
us in relation to our own life – confronted 
with this question. At the big rally in Berlin 
the weekend after the war started, where ac-

cording to the organisers 500,000 people 
were present, we met with some friends of 
the Sangha. We wanted to express “No to 
war” through our presence. At the rally many 
things were said about the situation in 
Ukraine, many speakers called again and 
again for an end to the war. Some people 
walked with placards: “Wanted!!! Putin” and 
“Who shoots Putin?”....

Some friends felt a need – in addition to call-
ing for an end to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
– to bring an awareness of our own responsi-
bility, for our own lives, that showed how the 
roots of war can be found in our own mind, 

our thoughts, words and deeds, into the pub-
lic domain and show how they are also linked 
to what is happening, whilst also maintaining 
an awareness of the energy of peace in the 
present moment.

Thay has taught us that wars are manifesta-
tions of the collective consciousness, that our 
personal consciousness is part of what is 
happening, that in times of violence and de-
struction our consciousness can contribute 
to calming or to further escalation. By first 
calming our own minds, by not getting car-
ried away by collective emotions, we have a 
chance to see what to do, and what not to do.
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„Developing the nectar of compassion 
is the only effective spiritual response 

to hatred and violence.“

Thay

The idea was born to invite people to a walk-
ing meditation between the Ukrainian and 
Russian embassies.

Excerpts from the invitation:

“This coming Saturday, 12 March 2022, the 
Sangha Zehlendorf cordially invites you to a 
walking meditation in Berlin-Mitte from 1:45 
pm to 4:00 pm.

We are not separate from the people in Ukraine, 
Russia and people all over the world, we are not 
separate from the war.

We can touch the roots of war in our own 
minds, in our own thoughts, words and deeds.

The walking meditation is an opportunity to 
express our connection, our desire for peace 
and our practice of touching and strengthening 
peace within ourselves, of taking peaceful 
steps, for ourselves and for each other.

„We can realize peace right in the 
present moment 

with our look, our smile, our words, and 
actions. 

Peace work is not a means. Each step 
we make should be peace.“

Thay

Under blue skies, about 120 people from the 
Berlin sanghas and elsewhere gathered on 
the square opposite the Ukrainian Embassy. 
After an introduction to mindful, peaceful 
walking and a few words about our motiva-
tion for this walking meditation and about 
Thay and his message on war and peace, we 
started towards the Ukrainian Embassy. 

There and also in front of the Russian Em-
bassy we paused, sounded a bell and read the 
poem:

Recommendation

Promise me, 
promise me this day, 

promise me now, 
while the sun is overhead 

exactly at the zenith, 
promise me: 
Even as they 

strike you down 
with a mountain of hatred and violence; 
even as they step on you and crush you 

like a worm, 
even as they dismember and 

disembowel you, 
remember brother, remember: 

man is not our enemy. 
The only thing worthy of you is 

compassion – 
invincible, limitless, unconditional. 

Hatred will never let you face 
the beast in man. 

One day, when you face this beast alone 
with your courage intact, your eyes kind, 

untroubled 
(even as no one sees them), 

out of your smile 
will bloom a flower. 

And those who love you 
will behold you 

across ten thousand worlds of birth and 
dying. 

Alone again, 
I will go on with bent head, 

knowing that love has become eternal. 
On the long, rough road 

the sun and moon will continue to 
shine. 

(Thay 1965)

We also stopped at the Hotel Albrechtshof 
where Martin Luther King had given a speech 
during his visit to Berlin, and also quoted his 
words expressing that “man is not our ene-
my”.

The police closed the streets allowing us to 
walk in a circular motion from embassy to 
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embassy. In silence, we could focus complete-
ly on our peaceful steps, one step after an-
other touching the earth, just like people in 
Ukraine. Walking in the knowledge that, in 
every moment, in our mind and body we can 
touch and strengthen the seeds of peace or 
discord within us, and help these qualities 
manifest in the world (including all our im-
perfections and blunders, including the way 
we peacefully deal with any irritation, anger, 
or fear that may arise during the walking 
meditation).

What touched me so much during this walk-
ing meditation was the resonance that this 
sangha body created with people on the side 
of the streets, in restaurants, doing their Sat-
urday shopping, or sightseeing. They reacted 
very quietly, attentively, looking on. Making 
very few remarks, they were trying to read 
the calligraphy that we all had tied on our 
shirts and blouses:

“peace in myself,  
peace in the world“

and afterwards they were still, perhaps re-
flective. This openness and vulnerability 
surprised me, and touched me deeply.

The contact with the police officers was also 
very “friendly”. The senior officer to whom 
we later gave the poem “Recommendation” 
expressed his appreciation for the essence of 
all religions, and his view that such events 
bring something good into the world.

Walking quietly in the connectedness of the 
Sangha, feeling the shared aspiration and di-
rectly experiencing that resonance, was very 
inspiring for me. I believe we need energy 
that opens the heart and mind, that allows 
contact, not just an exchange of views, to take 
place .....and walking meditation is a wonder-
ful way to do it.

Thay had the spiritual power to view situa-
tions from the perspective of wisdom and 
compassion, and also to express what is 
needed without becoming entangled in bias 
or hostility.

May forms like walking meditation, may 
Sangha practice enable peace, understanding 
and compassion to grow within us and in-
spire our actions, and help us find our an-
swers to war and violence.

May we and all beings be peaceful, safe and 
protected!

Bettina Romhardt 
Tree of true Awakening

“The practice of the Buddha  
is the art of being peaceful. 

Everyone should learn to be peaceful, 
and to promote peace.“

Thay, Hanoi, 2013
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Mindfulness on a Saturday Afternoon  
in Berlin-Mitte

Until this moment, my image of walking meditation was of something that is done in nature,  
where the peaceful surroundings support the mindfulness of the walkers.  

On Saturday, 12.3.2022, I had a very different experience.

At the peace rally, a fortnight earlier at the 
Siegessäule, Kai shared the idea of a walking 
meditation from the Ukrainian to the Russian 
embassy, as a way of strengthening the con-
nection between us and the two countries. 
After the next Sangha meeting, at Bettina’s 
suggestion, a few Sangha friends who wanted 
to get more involved in realising this idea sat 
together. I wanted to be part of it because I 
felt how even the simple idea behind it was 

generating a very beautiful energy. In the 
background Bettina was gently pulling the 
strings, so the rest of us could concentrate 
fully on our tasks.

As Manuela had a lot of experience with reg-
istering ‘gatherings’ with the police, it be-
came quite easy for me to register our gather-
ing with the police and the Ministry of the 
Interior. The registration with the Ministry 

of the Interior was necessary because part of 
our route took place in a protected district. 
The area around the Bundestag is a protected 
district: demonstrations can only take place 
here with the permission of the Ministry of 
the Interior. Manuela did a great job guiding 
me through all the websites and forms that 
were necessary for registration.

Even before this, my contact with the police 
officer responsible proved to be very sup-
portive. His valuable input soon made it clear 
that there are people working here who 
strive to make such events possible and to 
support them.

The event was to start in a small park oppo-
site the Ukrainian Embassy. The weather was 
wonderful and the sky could not have been 
bluer. Friends began to gather as early as 1:30 
pm to chat and tie on the small posters pre-
pared by Katharina Poos. Katharina had lov-
ingly printed out the calligraphy with the 
quote from Thich Nhat Hanh (Thay) “Peace in 
myself, Peace in the World” on thick paper for 
50 participants and attached it with threads.

At 2 pm, approximately 130 participants 
gathered in a large circle on the lawn of the 
park. After a sound of the bell, Bettina’s intro-
ductory words on Thay, walking meditation, 
and war and peace created a gentle, caring 
framework for our walk.

Bettina, Katharina Bork and I had walked the 
route a few days earlier to take a closer look 
at the conditions along it: From the Ukrainian 
Embassy to the Hotel Albrechtshof, via Frie-
drichstrasse to the Russian Embassy, which is 
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located in the street Unter den Linden, and 
then back via Wilhelmstrasse to the Ukrain-
ian Embassy.

Thanks to Benjamin, we had a professional 
loudspeaker including microphone with us. 
Benjamin pushed the loudspeaker in a chil-
dren’s bicycle trailer, with his and Anita’s lit-
tle son perched on top of it for the entire two 
hours with the composure of a little Buddha.

The poem ‘Recommendation’ by Thay, was at 
the heart of the planned choreography for the 
walking meditation. Read out very forcefully 
by Christoph and Monika before both embas-
sies, it expresses, in a touching way, that man 
is never man’s enemy.

Katharina Bork did some intensive research 
on Martin-Luther King and wrote an inter-
esting text which she read in front of the Ho-
tel Albrechtshof. Martin-Luther King had 
given a lecture there in 1964 during his only 
visit to Berlin. Martin-Luther King had a 
close friendship with Thay. They shared a vi-
sion of a peaceful world without wars. After 
Martin Luther King’s assassination, Thay 
made the deep decision to pursue this vision 
in the sense they both intended.

Unexpectedly, in front of the Russian embas-
sy, a man was speaking so angrily and loudly 
into a megaphone that the poem ‘Recommen-
dation’ would not be clearly audible when 
read by Monika. Bettina calmly went up to 
the man and kindly asked him if he could take 
a short break so one of us could read a short 
poem, after which we would move on. I saw 
the man nod so that we could hear ‘Recom-
mendation’ again here.

The walking meditation was escorted by sev-
eral police officers and vehicles. Traffic police 
officers positioned their vehicles at the inter-
sections so that our group could walk like a 
river along the entire roadway. As partici-
pants we were able to concentrate on our 
breathing, our body sensations and our 
thoughts. That day the police were there to 
protect us. As I was walking in front, I could 
see two policemen on foot directly in front of 
us. At the beginning I wondered if the police-
men would get bored by us walking so slowly 
and speaking so little. But soon I was able to 
let go of what was inside me, to relinquish 
responsibility and simply rely on the police 

officers to do their job as usual. In fact, they 
did walking meditation together with us. 

I kept picturing Thay walking at the head of a 
group. In that very moment, it was a very 
powerful image to anchor me. Later Bettina 
and others told us that they noticed that the 
people around us on the streets and in the 
cafés and restaurants became very quiet. 
Many people turned to us with curiosity try-
ing to decipher the calligraphy on our post-
ers. Katharina Bork had also prepared small 
pieces of paper to hand out with the poem 
and the calligraphy, which we handed out to 
those interested.

At 4 pm, we arrived at the Ukrainian Embas-
sy again, just as planned. The police officer in 
charge expressed his appreciation for the 
way this event had been organised. He called 
‘Recommendation’ a prayer. He was very af-
firming of the meaningful impulses that reli-
gions can give, and acknowledged that our 
event had also contributed to this. Feeling 

fulfilled some participants ended the experi-
ence in small groups in the surrounding res-
taurants. For Kai, of course, but certainly 
also for some others, it was sad that they 
could not be there.

The whole event, including the preparation, 
still has a very nourishing effect on me. It was 
a great pleasure for me to be involved. It all 
happened in an atmosphere where every-
thing just happened by itself, very easily – in 
the ‘Plum Village spirit’, as Bettina said. I ex-
perienced how in the middle of this pulsating 
city of Berlin, with the help of the Sangha, it is 
possible to be at peace and be completely with 
myself. I have been able to look at the fronts of 
the houses, the advertisements and especial-
ly the people with a tenderness that has rec-
onciled me to some extent: This too is the 
earth, no better or worse than other places.

Eva Hentschel  
(Sangha Zehlendorf )
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Experience of Walking Meditation  
for Peace

At what point does a plan turn into action? I often asked myself this  
during the many weeks of the build-up of Russian troops on the Ukrainian borders.

A very close friend of mine is Ukrainian, and 
over the years I have learned a lot about 
Ukraine from her and met her mother, who is 
from western Ukraine. 

Within myself I had made a plan that I would 
offer a recurring public walking meditation 
for peace in our small town as soon as the 
Russian army invaded Ukraine.

My plan became action on the morning of 
24.02.22!

In the morning I looked at my mobile phone 
and saw my friend‘s message that Russia had 
bombed various targets in Ukraine. A bomb 
had landed 1,000 metres from her mother‘s 
garden fence. The property borders a mili-
tary airport.

I was very affected, speechless and deeply 
stunned. After briefly catching up on the 
news, I gathered my courage and called my 
friend. It was a phone call that shook me.

So the next day I decided to register a walking 
meditation for peace in the tradition of Thich 
Nath Hanh and Plum Village with the local 
authorities. I wanted to do everything offi-
cially, so as not to run the risk of the walking 
meditation being dispersed because it wasn’t 
authorized. It was important for me have our 
event officially acknowledged and registered.

The first difficulty was to find the local au-
thority office that authorizes such events. I 

wrote emails, made phone calls, described my 
concerns and it didn‘t seem to fit into the 
usual events that are normally authorized 
for public spaces.

After a lot of back and forth, I found a lady in 
the administration who felt responsible for 
such events. Days had passed. 

She sent me a form to fill out with the title, 
content, schedule and route, along with the 
names of the organisers and the approximate 
number of participants. 

By then there was only one day left before I 
wanted to begin the first walk.

I immediately filled in the form and sent it 
back. Without delay, I got a call asking what 
the title of the event was, what we were going 
on the streets for or against?

I once again described my intention, mindful 
walking as a path to inner peace, the sequence 
of events with songs, poems, walking togeth-
er in silence in nature, the background, my 
inner motivation and a lot about Thay. Then I 
was asked whether it was a kind of public 
seminar?

Somehow it seemed difficult to convey that it 
was simply about mindful walking in peace, 
it was not about being for or against some-
thing, simply about walking in peace.
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We reached an agreement, I received an 
 official letter by mail, with many para-
graphs and a lot of regulations and respon-
sibilities.

I was grateful that my husband Achim im-
mediately agreed to organise the event with 
me and also to be a co-organiser.

So one day later we started at 6 pm in the city 
centre at the market place for our first walk-
ing meditation for peace in the tradition of 
Thich Nhat Hanh and Plum Village. 

I did not make an official announcement in 
the newspaper, but invited my friends via 
social media. 

Achim and I were very excited.

Some people had come, friends, Sangha mem-
bers, also a refugee from Ukraine, the mother-
in-law of a colleague. There were also two police 
officers present, to whom I introduced myself 
and who accompanied us the whole time.

We placed a picture of Thich Nath Hanh in 
the middle of the circle and in a trembling 
voice I began to describe my motivation for 
the walking meditation, talked about Thay, 
Plum Village and the tradition of engaged 
Buddhism and expressed my compassion for 
Ukraine and all those involved in the war.

The song „Breathing in, breathing out“ fol-
lowed and then I read the poem : „Call me by 
my true name“ by Thay. It was important for 
me to show that we have all sides of the perpe-
trators and victims within us and that we can 

only find inner and outer peace through 
compassion for ourselves and others.

Achim then gave some guidance for walking 
meditation and off we went. We walked in si-
lence, in community, in mindfulness, past the 
meadows of the Elbe, accompanied by the 
singing of the birds, along the river, into the 
twilight.

The hygiene regulations still required the 
compulsory wearing of masks, and behind 
my mask I felt my trembling breath, my ex-
citement and also the increasing joy.

Stopping, looking, breathing, connecting 
steps with breath, kissing the earth with my 
feet and always the words peace, peace, 
peace, joy, joy, joy, joy, to the rhythm of my 
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breath, to the rhythm of the steps, as an an-
chor for my mind. At some point my breath 
calmed down and I had the feeling we are one 
organism, one rhythm, one step, one peace.

When I returned to the market, I thanked all 
those present for the shared experience and 
we sang the song „Dear friends, dear friends“ 
from the Plum Village tradition.

The Ukrainian woman took me in her arms 
and hugged me for a long time. She had un-
derstood the language but felt the message 
even deeper. The next day, my colleague told 
me that her mother-in-law had smiled for the 
first time in 14 days.

Two of our children had also come along, 
which made me very happy, and we were en-
joying the afterglow of the walk when the 
phone rang and the policewoman accompa-
nying us called.

The head of the department wanted a copy of 
the poem I had read so that he could get an idea 
of what the event was really about. After the 
conversation was over, my daughter asked me 
if I felt bad now. Yes, I felt bad. Had I provoked 
the police with the poem? Were they trying to 
label me a radical because the poem also talked 
about the power apparatus, or, or, or...? 

Old memories of past experiences in the dis-
trict as part of the anti-nuclear movement, 
also related to the police, were triggered.

As luck would have it, in my agitation I hadn‘t 
written down the policewoman‘s email ad-
dress correctly, and so I couldn‘t write back 
and give vent to my irritation and inner indig-
nation at the apparent mistrust of the police.

I let the night pass, asked the office for the 
correct email address and then very kindly 
emailed the text of the poem and a lot of infor-
mation about Thay and his involvement in 
the Vietnam War, together with an invitation 
to borrow literature by Thay from me.

I received a very friendly reply and also the 
news that the head of the department was 
satisfied and had been able to form a better 
picture.

Since then, we have been walking every 
Wednesday. 

Sometimes more participants come, some-
times fewer. Some cannot stand the slow 
walking in silence and turn back after a short 
time, one participant even became very ag-
gressive, and later accused us of giving in to 
the authorities by wearing masks.

The excitement has passed, the joy has grown 
and it does some people a lot of good to prac-
tise regularly in this way. Sangha members 
support us as co-organisers, so that the walk-
ing meditations don’t have to be cancelled 
when Achim and I can’t make it.

We got permission to continue without any 
problems.

After three walking meditations, the police 
stopped accompanying us and told us that 
they had the impression that we were peace-
ful. However, if we had any needs or difficul-
ties, we could radio them at any time. I think 
they enjoyed walking with us.

The regular practice of walking meditation 
has strengthened my inner peace. Now I do 
walking meditation more and more often in 
everyday situations, just 2 days ago on the 
platform waiting for the train, always saying 
peace, peace, peace, joy, joy, joy.

It is still a challenge to send my sympathy to 
the people in Ukraine at the beginning of the 
event, as well as to all the people on all sides, 
in all the war and crisis zones, knowing how 
our new Ukrainian friends who stayed with 
us, my friend and her relatives, are full of 
hatred towards the Russians, especially since 
the events in Butscha. They would love to 
convince me of their point of view.

We have many conversations about this and 
all I can ever do is express my sympathy and 
my hope there will be a good solution for 
their country, which I do not know. In the 
process, I listen a lot, comment little and 
sometimes very carefully let the develop-
ments of the last 60 years in this country flow 
in to the conversation, among other things 
the role of the peace movement.

It seems to work and in the meantime Switla-
na, Olesia and Julia, three women from Kiev, 
call the walking meditation their group, 
which they proudly present to the newly ar-
riving Ukrainians.

Where did I get the courage to show myself 
like this, as a local doctor, known to many in a 
completely different context, to make my 
spiritual beliefs, my teacher, and my Sangha 
public? My husband Achim, as a teacher at 
the local secondary school, is also a public 
figure? What strengthened us?

I always asked myself what Thay would have 
done, and my inner answer was always that 
he would have walked mindfully in silence, 
breathed mindfully and taken others with 
him. I thought to myself, I can do that too, at 
least I can contribute to peace in this difficult 
situation and I can share it. 

Thay‘s farewell, the ceremonies, the brothers 
and sisters we experienced in the transmis-
sions from Vietnam, Plum Village, Deer Park 
Monastery and the EIAB have strengthened 
me, and us, very much, and deepened our 
practice.

When I practise walking meditation now, I 
walk as a continuation of Thay, with Thay, 
with the Sangha and with peace.

I think we will continue, and firmly establish 
the walking meditation as a regular event. 
Until the end of the war? Beyond that? It will 
develop, step by step.

Walking together for peace has become our 
source of strength and orientation in these 
difficult times, strengthening us as individu-
als, as a couple, as a circle of friends, as a 
Sangha and community.

My connection to nature has intensified a lot 
and again and again I feel deeply how worthy 
of protection our wonderful earth is, and I 
kiss it with my feet as we walk together, and it 
answers me with its stability. A stability that 
I and we need so much at this time. 

Thay is also my role model here and shines 
through me, my husband, the Wendland 
Sangha, our small walking meditation group 
in Hitzacker, into this wonderful world, in 
the full acceptance of all that is now.

Walking is peace, that is what I experience 
deep within me and for that I am very grateful.

Dr. Elke Marx-Ottmüller 
Peaceful Smile of the Heart
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Let the Buddha  
in us breathe

The complementary practice of “other-reliance” and “self-reliance”1

A teaching by Thay Phap An2

Answer from Thay Phap An:

In May 2013, when Thay was already 86 years 
old, he was in South Korea on a teaching tour. 
He was due to deliver a public talk before 
an audience of more than 13,000 in Busan.6 

But he felt quite exhausted. While resting 
before the talk, Thay communicated with 
the Patriarchs: “If the Patriarchs would like 
me to share the teachings with the Korean 
people, then please help me find the strength. 
I leave this to the will of the Patriarchs” (i.e. 

Thay practiced “other-reliance”, tha lực). Thay 
further thought to himself that in order for 
the Patriarchs to help, he would need to 
practice and try his best to summon his own 
strength (i.e. Thay practiced “self-reliance”, tự 
lực)7. With the combined practice of “other-

A question from a practitioner:3 Our Sangha recently learned the Plum Village song “Let the Buddha breathe, let the 
Buddha walk”. The words are: 

Let the Buddha breathe.  
Let the Buddha walk.  

I do not even have to breathe.  
I do not even have to walk.
The Buddha is breathing.  
The Buddha is walking.  
I am able to breathe.  

I am able to walk.
The Buddha is the breathing.  
The Buddha is the walking.  

I am the breathing.  
I am the walking.

There is only the breathing.  
There is only the walking.  

There is not a subjective self that is doing the task of breathing.  
There is not a subjective self that is doing the task of walking.

Peace while breathing.  
Calm and relaxed while walking.  

Peace is the breathing.  
Calm and relaxed is the walking.4

When learning the song, I noticed that the lines could be sung in any order.5  Each line has very deep connotations that 
I am not sure I have fully grasped. Could you please elaborate on each of the lines, to help us deepen our mindfulness 
practice?

(Sr. Song Nghiem proposed singing the song together before Thay Phap An’s response.)
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After practicing “other-reliance” and “self-reliance”, an exhausted Thay was able to find the energy to deliver a much-anticipated public talk (above) 
in Busan, South Korea, in 2013.

reliance” and “self-reliance”, Thay was able to 
give his talk successfully later that afternoon.

Upon leaving Korea, Thay had a teaching 
tour in Hong Kong, and then came to EIAB in 
June for a summer retreat. For years, Thay 
had been practicing in accordance with the 
spirit of what later became the song “Let the 
Buddha breathe, let the Buddha walk”. But it 
was only while Thay was at EIAB that the full 
poem came to him. Thay wrote the words on a 

piece of paper which, in happiness, he gave to 
me one morning during the retreat. Later, the 
poem was set to music by Thay Phap Niem.8

The song begins with “Let the Buddha breathe. 
Let the Buddha walk. I do not even have to 
breathe. I do not even have to walk.” This 
practice is based on the understanding of 
something called “other-reliance”. Earlier this 
summer, I gave a series of eight Dharma talks 
on the Lotus Sutra over a five-day course at 

EIAB. One important point in the teachings of 
the sutra concerned the question of “Where 
is the Buddha, now that he has passed away?”

Where is the Buddha, now? 
Different perspectives

According to the Southern transmission 
of Buddhism,9 a practitioner can reach the 
highest fruit of enlightenment and attain 
Arhatship, the enlightened stage of an 
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Arhat (Pali). This means that, after passing 
away, an Arhat enters into Great Nirvana, 
the realm of total and complete tranquility 
(niết bàn tịnh lạc) and is liberated from the 
cycle of birth and death. Attaining this fruit 
of the practice, an Arhat will not be reborn 
again. But if he or she is not reborn again, 
how can he or she exist? What exactly is 
nirvana? Attaining the Great Nirvana is the 
understanding of the Buddhist Schools of 
the Southern transmission (also known as 
“Buddhist Schools” or “Hinayana Buddhism”; 
đạo Phật bộ phái). Accordingly, the Buddha 
is looked upon as an Arhat who entered the 
Great Nirvana after passing away. One of 
the schools of the Southern transmission, 
later known as “Theravada”, is still found 
throughout Southeast Asia today. 

Later, with the development of Mahayana 
Buddhism in what is known as the Northern 
transmission, further thought was given 
to how the Buddha could still be after he 
passed away. Or to put it simply, the Buddha 
passed away, so where is the Buddha now? 
According to the Mahayana teaching of 
the Lotus Sutra, the Buddha was only “an 
appearance manifested as such” (thị hiện)10 
when he lived among people on Earth. The 
“manifested Buddha as such” had already 
been a Buddha for immeasurable lives. 
Because of his Great Vow to help people, 
he appeared at a particular time, in the 6th 
century B.C.E, as Crown Prince Siddhartha, 
who was born in Kapilavastu, a city in the 
northeastern Indian subcontinent. He grew 
up, sought the path of enlightenment, became 
enlightened, proclaimed his teaching, and 
with his physical passing at the age of 80 
years, entered the realm of nirvana.

But according to Mahayana Buddhism, 
nirvana is only “an appearance manifested as 
such (thị hiện)”, a magical city.11. The Buddha 
appeared to enter the Great Nirvana. But, 
in reality, he did not. He is still here with 
us in the present moment. The Lotus Sutra 
contains a parable of the Buddha as a guide 
leading a group of people on a long journey. 
Seeing that the destination is still very far 
away and that his companions are already 
exhausted, out of compassion the Buddha 
uses his infinite magical powers to conjure 
up a magical city or castle (“a city or castle 
appeared as such”, hóa thành). Everyone 
enters the magical city to enjoy a meal and 

rest overnight. In the morning, the Buddha/
guide tells his charges that the destination 
is still far away and that everyone should 
continue on their journey. The magical city 
disappears accordingly. 

Nirvana is a magical city that the Buddha 
skillfully created by means of his magical 
power so that he could help people walk on 

the path of enlightenment. If he were saying 
that one could only become a Buddha after 
countless lives, accumulating infinite merit 
through good, wholesome acts, then people 
would be discouraged. What would be the 
point of becoming a Buddha if it takes arduous, 
devoted practice over countless lifetimes? 
How could one hope to achieve that, i.e. to 
practice Buddhism for countless lifetimes? 

According to the Lotus Sutra, the Buddha manifested in this world to help all living beings 
realize the Buddha nature in themselves and, in accordance with their individual karmic 
condition, find their own path to liberation from suffering. Above: Stele with Buddha 
Prabhūtaratna and Buddha Śākyamuni. China, end of the 6th century C.E.
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One wants to accomplish everything in this 
lifetime; one wants to overcome all suffering 
in this lifetime. And in only one lifetime, one 
wants to reach enlightenment and the Great 
Nirvana.

Nirvana is thus a magical city on the long 
journey through infinite lifetimes to reach 
the fruit of Buddhahood. This dimension of 
“being” is called “the historical dimension”. 
One needs infinite lifetimes to transform and 
purify one’s infinite fruits of unwholesome 
acts, or karmic formation, accumulated since 
the beginning-less of time. There is, however, 
another dimension of “being” called “the 
ultimate dimension”. Due to the heavy karmic 
formation of living beings, it was difficult for 
the Buddha to proclaim this dimension when, 
upon his enlightenment, he first turned the 
Dharma Wheel. But when a living being 
reaches a certain level of transformation in 
his/her/their karmic formation, the time is 
ripe for the Buddha to reveal this teaching on 
the ultimate dimension, as given in the Lotus 
Sutra. We can thus say that, with the Lotus 
Sutra, the Buddha turned the Dharma Wheel 
on the ultimate dimension.

According to the Lotus Sutra, the Buddha 
manifested in this world because of a single 
great purpose (đại sự nhân duyên). What is 
that one great purpose?12 

In the historical dimension, all Buddhas 
of the past manifested in this world with 
infinite skillful means because they wanted 
to open up (khai) different ways for living 
beings to attain the Buddhas’ insight (tri 
kiến Phật) so that living beings could exist 
without affliction. They wanted to show (thị) 
living beings how to attain the insight of 
Buddhas. To do this is to show living beings 
a personal particular path to liberation from 
suffering depending on his/her/their own 
capacity, character or personality by using 
infinite skillful means. In other words, the 
Buddhas did not show a universal way for all 
people, but only a personal way, depending 
on the capacity of each living being (khai 
thị). Opening up such a way and showing 
such a path, the Buddhas lead living beings 
to awaken (ngộ) to the Buddhas’ insight and to 
embody (nhập) an aspiration to live according 
to that insight (khai thị chúng sanh ngộ nhập 
tri kiến Phật) through infinite lifetimes.

In this historical dimension, the Buddhas’ 
insight is that all living beings have the 
capacity to become a fully enlightened 
Buddha; that all living beings possess the 
Buddha nature and the potential to be 
awakened and to lead an enlightened way 
of life. While we have the full potential to be 
awakened, to live the life of a Buddha, due 

to our unwholesome karmic formation we 
have strayed from the way of the Buddha. By 
learning the Buddha way and walking the 
Buddha path through infinite lifetimes, we 
can fully embody the enlightened way of a 
Buddha. To follow a spiritual path is to live 
out that insight; to allow our Buddha nature 
to shine forward in all aspects of existence.

A calligraphy by Thay of one of the most cited passages from the Heart Sutra, discussed further 
below.
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In the ultimate dimension the Buddhas’ 
insight (tri kiến Phật) is their realization that 
since the beginning-less of time they have 
always been Buddhas and that all living beings 
are in essence already Buddhas. From the 
beginning-less of time, all beings are already 
pure, without any affliction, without any 
suffering and are already being “nirvanized”, 
right now, right here, in the present moment. 
All living beings and all the Buddhas of the 
past, the present, and the future share the 
same reality of enlightenment and there is 
no duality at all. There is only the Oneness 
of the True Emptiness and the Wonderful 

Manifestations, which we shall discuss 
shortly.

So, from the perspective of the ultimate 
dimension, the Buddhas want to use all 
skillful means to lead living beings from 
the historical dimension into the Buddhas’ 
insight of the ultimate dimension. In the 
ultimate dimension, all Buddhas manifest 
in this world because they want to help 
living beings open themselves up to their 
own Buddha insight (tri kiến Phật). By having 
this insight, living beings can immediately 
realize their own purity, their own peace 

and clarity, without any affliction, without 
any suffering and are nirvanized, right now, 
right here, in the present moment.

All Buddhas manifest in this world because 
they want to show (thị) their Buddhas’ insight 
to living beings; because the Buddhas want 
living beings to awaken (ngộ) to this Buddhas’ 
insight and to embody (nhập), live out that 
insight (khai thị chúng sanh ngộ nhập tri kiến 
Phật) in this present moment.

Mahayana Buddhism developed in different 
phases from the 1st century B.C.E. out of deep 

Humanity is getting a new view of the cosmos, says NASA, with images captured by the James Webb Space Telescope. They include (above) scenes of 
cosmic cliffs and the landscape of star birth. From a Buddhist perspective, the true nature of the cosmos – and ourselves – is emptiness from which 
wonderful manifestations arise. Above: “Cosmic Cliffs” in the Carina Nebula (NIRCam Image).18
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In Mahayana Buddhism, when we invoke the names of Amitabha Buddha, the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, and other great beings to help us 
overcome illness, we awaken our inner potential to heal. Our practice is to let all things magically manifest in a cosmos of positive, healing energy.

reflection on that question of: “Where is the 
Buddha now that he has passed away?”13 It 
was also a response to philosophical 
speculation by the early Buddhist Schools 
mentioned above.

The sutras of Mahayana Buddhism were 
developed over four periods. In the earliest 
period, there appeared the collections of the 
Prajnaparamita (Perfection of Wisdom) 
sutras, the Vimalakirti Sutra, the Lotus Sutra, 
the Avatamsaka Sutra, and the Amitabha 
Sutra. During this first period, attempts were 
made to understand the emptiness of all 
dharmas. Emptiness is not nothingness (hư 
vô), but from emptiness all things arise: it is 

True Emptiness and Wonderful 
Manifestations (Chân Không Diệu hữu).

The development of the Prajnaparamita 
sutras is a response to the analytical 
scholasticism of the Buddhist Schools. With 
their analytical approach, attempts to 
understand the Buddha’s enlightenment 
eventually encounter insurmountable 
difficulties, potentially giving rise to 
nihilistic misunderstandings. Herein lies a 
danger for Buddhists who direct themselves 
toward lifeless emptiness (ngoan không). 
They may practice towards non-being, trying 
to achieve nothingness and annihilation (hư 
vô đoạn diệt). They may experience no more 

motivation for living, no more inspiration 
for their life to blossom and flourish. In short, 
they may feel that their life is not worth 
living. 

With the wisdom of the Prajnaparamita 
sutras, emptiness is interpreted differently. 
It is the True Emptiness14 of all things. True 
Emptiness does not refer to a void, 
annihilation or total extinction. Rather, it is 
an essential characteristic of all things. That 
is why the Heart Sutra says, “Form is 
emptiness, emptiness is form.” That means 
the essence of all forms is emptiness, and 
from emptiness all forms manifest. There can 
never be a separation between emptiness and 
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form: “Form is emptiness, emptiness is form.” 
There can never be a nirvana that is 
completely separate from the full 
Manifestation of all Existences or Life. “Form 
is emptiness” means that the deeper we look, 
the more we see that things are empty.15 This 
emptiness is not lifeless emptiness (ngoan 
không), but the potentiality of all things to 
manifest from this emptiness.

For example, thanks to the nature of True 
Emptiness, the child Phuong Mai16 grows up 
to be a beautiful young woman, who goes to 
work, gets married and so on. Thus, 
emptiness and form merge into one in which 
they cannot be separated. Therefore, form is 
really emptiness and emptiness is really 
form. That is why the doctrine of True 
Emptiness and Wonderful Manifestations 
(Chân Không Diệu hữu) arose in Mahayana 
Buddhism. Thanks to the nature of True 
Emptiness of all things, all dharmas manifest 
in very miraculous ways.

“Let the Buddha breathe.  
Let the Buddha walk.  
I do not even have to breathe.  
I do not even have to walk.”

When we say, “Let the Buddha breathe. Let the 
Buddha walk. I do not even have to breathe. I do 
not even have to walk”, that is an expression 
of the wisdom of Mahayana Buddhism (the 
practice of “other-reliance”, tha lực). In 
fact, the Buddha has not gone anywhere. He 
has not entered the realm of nirvana. The 
Buddha is within us. The Buddha is present 
in the energy form of Buddha-nature in our 
being. That is, we have the ability to become 
a Buddha; we have the ability to transform all 
our suffering. Not knowing this, most of us 
allow ourselves to be driven into the realm 
of deep suffering, because we are subject to 
the habitual energy of struggling, of striving.

According to the teachings of the early 
Buddhist schools, one must rely on one’s 
own strength, grow from oneself, walk with 
one’s own feet, practice sitting meditation 
by oneself, eat by oneself, and exert oneself 
in order to free oneself from one’s own 
suffering. This is called “self-reliance” (the 
practice of “self-reliance”, tự lực), leading to 
the realm of tranquil nirvana.

The other way to practice is that of “other-
reliance”, which is to rely on, and trust, the 

power of “the other”. Why should I rely on the 
power of another for my enlightenment? We 
can find an answer to this question by looking 
deeply into what the Buddha achieved on the 
night of his enlightenment.

For Buddhists of the Southern transmission, 
on the night the Buddha attained his 
enlightenment, he reached the state of 
tranquil nirvana. But Mahayana Buddhism 
says: “No, on the night of his enlightenment 
the Buddha attained insight into the nature of 
humans in particular and the entire cosmos 
in general.” The Buddha realized a direct 
insight into the nature of interbeing (tương 
tức), interconnectedness (tương dung), and 
interpenetration (tương nhập) of all living 
forms. This direct insight into the nature 
of the Oneness of life liberated him from 
all suffering. This insight is the Buddha’s 
insight (tri kiến Phật) as mentioned in the 
Lotus Sutra. It is elaborated upon further in 
the Avatamsaka Sutra: “All is in One and One 
is in All. My energy is in the energy of all 
people. And the energy of all people, or ‘the 
other’, is in me”.

For example, Mrs. Hien kindly went to buy 
us croissants this morning. In doing so, she 
consumed energy. Now when I eat one of 
those croissants, that energy goes into my 
person, i.e. in my person is Mrs. Hien’s 
energy from this morning. Or I eat the dish 
that Mrs. Mai Tram and Mrs. Trang were kind 
enough to bring and which Sr. Song Nghiem 
has served.17 That all goes into my body, too. 
Right now, you are all sitting quietly and 
listening to me. Phuong Mai is sitting quietly, 
very sweetly. The energy of everyone here 
is very peaceful. Everyone’s peace depends 
on Phuong Mai. When Phuong Mai is sitting 
still, smiling brightly, not running back 
and forth, everyone is also sitting very still. 
Phuong Mai’s peace is in everyone present.

That is why Mahayana Buddhists say that 
tranquil nirvana was only one experience of 
the Buddha the night he became enlightened. 
What the Buddha really discovered was the 
inter-relationship between all living beings 
in the cosmos. He is present in the universe 
and all universes in the cosmos are present 
in him.

For this reason, Mahayana Buddhism does 
not teach about the lifeless emptiness 

(ngoan không) of tranquil nirvana, or about 
complete extinction, but rather about True 
Emptiness: nothing simply exists by itself, 
but everything is closely connected to each 
other, like a cosmic net. If we pull the net to 
one side, the whole net becomes distorted. In 
the Mahayana tradition, this understanding 
gives rise to the practice of evoking the 
names of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas. For 
example, when we are suffering, having 
difficulties, problems in our family, conflicts 
with parents or siblings, or when we are 
suffering from an illness such as cancer, we 
can remember and recite the name of the 
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, the Bodhisattva 
of Great Compassion. When we evoke the 
name of Avalokitesvara, we awaken the 
energy of immense love embedded in the 
net of the whole cosmos. This compassionate 
energy will immediately manifest within us 
and in our environment, helping to relieve 
our suffering and allowing the energy of 
compassion to manifest in our heart.

I have practiced this wisdom of “other-
reliance” since I was a small child. My 
mother taught me to recite the name of 
the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. Without 
much theoretical knowledge of Buddhism, 
she taught me just to practice reciting his 
name whenever I had problems. I practiced 
without knowing the sublime teaching 
of Oneness; namely, that when I recite the 
name of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva, I can 
be saved by the compassionate energy of 
Oneness in all living forms. In my life, I have 
recited the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara’s 
name every time I have encountered a 
difficult or painful situation. During the 
seven or eight months when I was a teenage 
refugee in a camp in Malaysia, without any 
of my family, I was constantly reciting the 
Bodhisattva’s name. If we continuously recite 
the name of Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, his 
compassionate energy will be released, and 
problems will find a way to be resolved. This 
is the practice of “other-reliance”, of deep 
trust in life.

Once when I walked from Son Ha (Lower 
Mountain Hamlet), one of the monks’ 
residences at Plum Village France, to Upper 
Hamlet it was very cold. Without a coat, I 
felt frozen. Later that night I could not move 
my right arm. When I turned over in my 
sleep, I had a lot of pain. It hurt so much that 
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Thay wrote the words that became the Dharma song “Let the Buddha Breathe”, while at EIAB in 2013. Pictured (above) during an earlier visit, Thay 
takes the hands of children to lead walking meditation through EIAB’s grounds.
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I woke up. I tried to lift my right arm and 
I could not. Every little movement hurt. I 
lay and watched my breathing. I breathed 
in and knew I was breathing in. I breathed 
out and knew I was breathing out. Then I 
became aware of both arms. I placed my left 
hand onto my right arm and sent love to my 
right arm. I embraced my right arm with 
love and practiced reciting the name of the 
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. I prayed to the 
Bodhisattva, “Revered Bodhisattva, I am still 
too young (I was only 39 at the time) and if my 
arm is paralyzed, I cannot help other people. 
Revered Bodhisattva! Please help me, heal my 
arm, so that I can help other people for some 
more years.” I then recited continuously 
“Namo Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva”. After a 
while I fell asleep. The next morning, my 
right arm felt normal. Miraculously, I could 
raise that arm again and I was extremely 
happy and grateful to the Bodhisattva 
Avalokitesvara. I found out later that I had 
had a mild stroke. And to this day, the right 
side of my body is not completely normal. 
Often, my right arm and leg swell up. They 
easily become inflamed.

Therefore, there are two ways to practice; 
the first is to practice “self-reliance,” without 
much support from “the other”. This is 
the way of early Buddhism – the way of 
the Southern transmission. Mahayana 
Buddhism, which developed within the 
Northern transmission, relies on “the 
other”, as well. It tells us that we live in a 
cosmos where all lives are miraculously 
connected, and our practice is to let all things 
magically manifest. We believe that all these 
miraculous manifestations will come. We 
just have to have faith, if we walk the Buddha 
Way. That is, if we do all good things, then all 
manifestations of the cosmos will be good to 
us. We do not have to do anything. We just 
have deep trust in the teaching of Oneness. If 
we do a good deed, no matter how small, if we 
dedicate ourselves to the Buddha Way, we can 
achieve the fruit of “Unsurpassed Complete 
and Perfect Enlightenment” (quả vị vô thượng 
chánh đẳng chánh giác). 19 

For example, when I drink a glass of water, 
at the same time I vow that all living beings 
may benefit from the energy of compassion. 
In living our life and performing our daily 
acts, regardless of how small the acts can be, 
we learn to connect ourselves to the ultimate 

dimension of Oneness and express our good 
intentions to all living beings. This leads us to 
walk on the path of One Vehicle, the Buddha 
Vehicle (Phật thừa) or the path of becoming 
a Buddha. In this way, all the dharmas will 
manifest wonderfully and support us toward 
the attainment of Buddhahood. Everything 
will be good for us.

In the Chinese and Vietnamese monastic 
traditions, as taught in the Essential Daily 
Gathas (Gathas for the Practice of Mindful 
Living, Tỳ Ni Nhật Dụng Thiết Yếu), we are 
trained to be mindful of all our daily acts 
and to offer our compassion and services 
to all living beings. For example, before 
inviting the bell, we learn to come back to our 
breathing and silently recite the following 
gatha:

May the sound of this bell penetrate 
deeply into the cosmos.

In even the darkest places, may living 
beings hear it clearly

so their suffering will cease, 
understanding arises in their hearts,

and they can transcend the path of 
anxiety and sorrow.

So when we invite the bell, we hope that 
the sound of that bell will reverberate in all 
realms, save all sentient beings, and help 
them achieve Bodhi awakening status (quả 
vị Bồ đề). That is, all actions – no matter how 
small that we do in this life – are aimed at the 
awakening status of “Unsurpassed Complete 
and Perfect Enlightenment.” This is the 
practice path of Mahayana Buddhism. When 
we practice the Essential Daily Gathas, we are 
already practicing relying on the power of 
others. We are not just practicing with our 
own power, because we wish for this bell to 
ring in all realms. How can I myself make this 
bell ring in all realms? I can only do that with 
the power of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 
embedded in the net of Oneness. Then this 
bell can reverberate in the “Trichiliocosm” 
(tam thiên đại thiên thế giới).20 This is 
because, in Mahayana Buddhism, lives are 
miraculously connected. We only ring the 
bell once here, but our bell can also be heard 
in the “Trichiliocosm”. This is the teaching of 
Mahayana Buddhism; this is the teaching of 
“other-reliance”. So in the Dharma practice of 
Plum Village, practicing the Essential Daily 

Gathas already means practicing relying 
upon (trusting) the power of others.

“Let the Buddha breathe. Let the Buddha walk. 
I do not even have to breathe. I do not even have 
to walk.” This is the basis of the teaching about 
the power of others. In this first line there are 
two realities: the object is the Buddha and the 
subject is me. Say my practice is so weak that 
I do not know how to follow the breathing 
exercise. Or my body is so weak that I feel 
I cannot breathe, I cannot even walk. So, I 
ask the Buddha to breathe for me, that is the 
first stage of relying on the power of “others”. 
Even for our smallest actions, whether we 
just breathe or walk, we can leave them to 
the Buddha. “I am so weak that I cannot do it 
for myself, I let the Buddha do it for me”. The 
practice is therefore the Buddha’s practice, I 
do not do anything, the Buddha practices for 
me, the Buddha does everything for me, I give 
my whole life to the Buddha, and I totally rely 
on his power. I practice complete surrender 
and let the  Buddha live my life for me.

“The Buddha is breathing.  
The Buddha is walking.  
I am able to breathe.  
I am able to walk.”

What does the second line mean? If I give my 
whole life to the Buddha, what will he do? 
He practices with and for me. He dedicates 
his practice to me so that I breathe along 
and walk along with the Buddha. I receive 
answers to my calls for help because 
I have given my whole life to the Buddha. 
He practices and thanks to the merit of his 
practice, helps me transform. I can breathe, 
I can walk, I enjoy the merit of the Buddha’s 
practice. That is, I have not practiced at 
all, but thanks to the merit of the Buddha’s 
practice, I can enjoy peace and happiness. I 
can slowly regain my own capacity to enjoy 
life. With the Buddha’s spiritual support, I 
can overcome my weakness and stand up. I 
can start my own spiritual journey.

The five lines of the song describe the 
progress of a spiritual journey that goes from 
the historical dimension into the ultimate 
dimension. 

The first line signifies the practice of 
complete “other-reliance”.
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The second line signifies the transition from 
the practice of complete “other-reliance” to the 
practice of “self-reliance”.

The third line represents the transition from 
the historical dimension to the ultimate 
dimension, beginning with the practice of 
mindfulness.

The final three lines of the song describe 
the deepening experience of entering, 
dwelling in and being one with the ultimate 
dimension. Beginning with the third line, the 
practitioner enters into the domain of non-
duality, experiencing the Oneness of reality. 
The practices of “other-reliance” and “self- 
reliance” merge into one non-dual practice, 
going beyond the dualistic notion of self and 
other (the insight and practice of non-duality, 
bất nhị). 

“The Buddha is the breathing.  
The Buddha is the walking.  
I am the breathing.  
I am the walking.”

This is the third line. It describes the 
dissolution of the boundary between subject 
and object. When the Buddha breathes, we 
also breathe; when the Buddha walks, we also 
walk, i.e. there is only experience, no more 
subject and object. 

Usually when we have a life experience, such 
as when we are angry or sad or afraid or 
happy, we divide it into two aspects, there 
is an experiencing subject and an object 
that is experienced. For example, when 
anger comes, at first, we just get angry, but 
immediately after, a division occurs: I am the 
one who is angry, and I am angry because of 

this incident, and the object of my anger is 
caused by the other person. Before, it was 
just an experience but, now, I split it into the 
subject and the object, and the content of my 
anger. That is why Thay always taught us: 
breathing in I know that I am angry; breathing 
out I know that I am angry. Breathing in I 
know that I am angry; breathing out I smile 
to my anger. This means that we practice 
having the experience, remaining or being 
there completely present with the experience 
without separating the actual experiencing 
into subject and object.

Anger is anger; there is no need to say I am 
angry or other people are angry and what 
is the content of anger. We just have to take 
that experience into our practice, and there 
is no separation. When I am angry, I just 
follow the anger, stay with that anger, and I 

When we breathe through strong emotions such as anger, we are able to calm ourselves, return to the present moment – free of strong energy from 
the past – and listen to ourselves and to the other person with compassion, as Thay reminds us to do through this calligraphy (above).
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do not separate this experience into a subject 
and an object. Then what happens? When 
we do not separate our experience into a 
subject and an object, we are liberated even 
if we are angry. When anger arises and we 
do not say we are angry, we will not take all 
of our accumulated past experiences into 
that anger. When I am angry, if I follow the 

anger, it will automatically lose momentum 
and slowly dissolve. But if I separate my 
experience into a subject and an object, and 
say I am angry because “X” did such and such, 
he/she/they has not treated me well, past 
events in the relationship between me and 
that person will come up and taint the object. 
That will rub off on me as the subject and 

enflame the content of the anger. So, when 
we are angry, we stay with the anger, we feel 
it and breathe to calm the anger, then after 
a while the anger automatically dissipates. 
Experience from the past will not be able 
to nourish the experiencing subject; all the 
experiences from the past will not be able to 
distort the perception of the object, and the 

In Buddhism, all is changing and impermanent. Over time, lotus seeds buried in a bed of mud emerge as beautiful lotus flowers. The possibility for 
such transformation to happen in each of us offers inspiration to keep practicing.
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mental movement of the emotion of anger 
will slowly subside and dissolve. 

We can practice “self-reliance” and, whenever 
anger comes, embrace it with our own 
energy of compassion. We can also practice 
“other-reliance” and embrace the energy of 
the anger with energy of compassion from 

the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara by calling 
his name and asking for help, letting the 
Bodhisattva embrace us with his compassion. 
If we practice diligently, the karmic 
formation of anger will, in time, be embraced. 
The energy of anger will be transformed into 
the energy of compassion for ourselves. By 
being in touch deeply with our suffering and 
understanding how it comes to be, suddenly 
we experience a shift in our consciousness 
and perspective. We experience the opening 
of our heart and feel compassionate to those 
who had caused us suffering.

This third line is, in fact, an expression of the 
authentic practice of the Buddha when he sat 
under the Bodhi tree and discovered Jhana-
meditation. The practice of “The Buddha 
is breathing, the Buddha is walking. I am 
breathing, I am walking” transcends both 
subject and object. It helps us to experience 
life as it is. What is this living experience? 
This living experience is breathing, it is the 
Buddha. We are also this experience, without 
separation of subject and object, and the 
whole cosmos is this experience.

My anger is not something separate from life, 
but a manifestation of the whole cosmos and 
life in “Trichiliocosm”. If we look deeply, we 
will realize this. Where does our anger come 
from? It comes from the habit energy of our 
grandparents, parents, ancestors who passed 
it down. Our ancestors could not transform 
their anger, their suffering. In this lifetime 
we have perpetuated this suffering by our 
own way of unwholesome living. We cannot 
transform the energy of anger, the block of 
suffering in us. Then, in the relationship 
between us and the other, we relive the 
sufferings of our ancestors and our own 
suffering in this lifetime. Our habit energy of 
anger manifests in us and we do not behave 
skillfully, neither does the other. Both water 
each other’s seeds of suffering. And this 
energy of suffering feeds the energy of anger. 
The other person also perpetuates the anger 
of grandparents, parents, and many ancestors 
and the anger he or she has accumulated in 
this lifetime. Even our eating and drinking in 
this life is the manifestation of the eating and 
drinking habits of grandparents, parents, and 
ancestors in past lives.

That is, the whole cosmos flows into a 
single life experience. Therefore, the Great 

Master Trí Khải (Zhiyi, 538-597), who 
founded the Lotus Sutra School, said that 
“the one single living experience contains 
the Three Thousand Great Worlds”.21 Zen 
Master Khánh Hỷ (1067–1142), the National 
General  Superintendent  of  Monks of the Ly 
Dynasty of Vietnam, expressed this in his 
teaching to his student, Zen Master Pháp 
Dung as follows:

Don’t waste energy enquiring  
about form and emptiness,

There’s nothing in the Dharma  
that is superior to inquiring  
of the patriarchs’ source. 

If you search outwardly for mind,  
it is difficult to determine its nature, 

[It is like] in this world if one plants  
one cinnamon tree, how can  
it make a thicket? 

All the universe is the tip of a hair, 
And the sun and the moon are 

contained in a mustard seed, 
The great function appears right before 

your eyes like the fist from the hand, 
Who cares about sacred and profane, 

east and west?22

In our anger, we must know that it is not 
just about us or the other person, but that 
anger is the expression of the whole cosmos, 
the whole of life. When we come back to 
the experience and live the experience fully, 
then the whole cosmos is in this experience, 
including ourselves, including the Buddha, 
including all sentient beings.

In my anger, my grandfather is angry, 
my grandmother is angry, my mother 
is angry, my father is angry, my children 
and all my future generations are angry. In 
this anger, my husband is angry, my wife 
is angry, I am angry, the Buddha is angry, 
and the whole world is angry. Terrible, is it 
not? The Buddha is not only a reality that 
is completely pure, but the Buddha is there 
completely for whatever is manifesting in the 
“Trichiliocosm”, the whole cosmos. 

Thus, in the teachings of Mahayana 
Buddhism, the Buddha and sentient 
beings are immeasurably and boundlessly 
connected, so we cannot liberate ourselves 
solely as individuals. There are Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas such as the Amitabha Buddha, 
the Bodhisattva of Great Aspiration (Đại 

In Buddhism, all is changing and impermanent. Over time, lotus seeds buried in a bed of mud emerge as beautiful lotus flowers. The possibility for 
such transformation to happen in each of us offers inspiration to keep practicing.
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Nguyện Địa Tạng Vương Bồ Tát), whose vows 
are not to become a Buddha until all living 
beings have become Buddha. When we are 
angry, the Buddha is also angry because we 
have a close relationship with the Buddha. 
But when the Buddha is angry, he knows 
he is angry. He is there completely for the 
anger when it manifests. And the anger 
ends right there in the present moment. 
His energy of mindfulness, collectedness 
and insight are so strong that the anger 
manifests and ends.

Often in the story of the Buddha we see 
depictions of the tempter Mara paying the 
Buddha a visit. The Buddha welcomes him, 
recognizes him for who he is, and Mara 
disappears right away. We ourselves are also 
capable of ending our anger immediately, just 
as the Buddha has done, because the Buddha 
is within us. If we practice “other-reliance” 
and allow the Buddha to manifest within us, 
we can touch the ultimate dimension and 
instantaneously be a Buddha. However, our 
habit energy and our karmic formation 
are too strong. Our energy of mindfulness, 
collectedness and insight are so weak. We 
continue to fuel the anger, we cannot stop, 
and we remain in the historical dimension, 
drifting in the ocean of suffering. 

But the Buddha is always in us, and it 
is always possible for us to touch the 
ultimate dimension in which the Buddha 
is everlastingly present. We can then share 
the same reality of the Buddha. That is “the 
Buddha is breathing, the Buddha is walking, 
we are breathing, we are walking.” When we 
do not allow the subject and object to manifest 
but stay with the experience, we touch the 
ultimate dimension, we are not one yet nor 
are we different from the Buddha. Therefore, 
the third line of the song represents the door 
to the ultimate dimension. We are able to stay 
completely with our experience. We do not 
let ourselves drift into a division between a 
subject and an object. We and our experience 
are one, non-dual.

“There is only the breathing.  
There is only the walking.  
There is not a subjective self  
that is doing the task of breathing. 
There is not a subjective self  
that is doing the task of walking.”
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We can say that all Buddhist practices come 
from the principle of Jhana-meditation 
discovered by the Buddha. It is a gradual 
process. As we practice, the process of 
transformation as well as the quality of our 
peace, joy, and tranquility slowly, slowly 
deepen. The Buddha used to say: “My Dharma 
is good at the beginning, good at the middle 
and good at the end.” The preceding line of 
the song talks about mindfulness. I practice 
staying with the experience, applying 
the energy of mindfulness, “The Buddha 
is breathing, the Buddha is walking. I am 
breathing, I am walking.” I am very aware; 
I am living with that experience. I am not 
looking at it as subject versus object.

In the fourth line, Thay used the word “there 
is only – chỉ có”. The fourth line is about 
gathering, about concentration. “There 
is only breathing, there is only walking.” 
This concentration is reflected in the word 
“only”. I use the term “collectedness,” or 
gathering. Our mind collects and focuses 
on our emotion, for example our anger, 
or on our breathing, on our walking. Our 
mind has no other thought left. The Sanskrit 
word “samadhi” has the prefix “sam”, which 
has the same meaning as the German word 
“sammeln” (“to collect”), coming from the 
same family of Indo-European languages. It 

means that we gather, we collect, we pull 
things together. In this case we pull all 
our being into togetherness. We do not let 
anything slip through. The third line is the 
practice of remembrance (“paying attention 
to”) or mindfulness; the fourth line leads to 
collectedness. I collect my mind completely, I 
have no other thoughts, I concentrate all my 
energy, only breathing exists, only walking 
exists, nobody breathes, nobody walks. I am 
completely in samadhi. I am going beyond the 
illusion of a separate self and experiencing 
non-self.

“Peace while breathing.  
Calm and relaxed while walking. 
Peace is the breathing.  
Calm and relaxed is the walking.”

The fifth line is the manifestation of wisdom. 
Wisdom is the full expression of a spiritually 
enlightened way of living. Wisdom is the life 
that manifests thanks to our practice and 
insight. If we have embodied the Buddha’s 
insight of Oneness, as expressed in the 
teaching (above) of Zen Master Khánh Hỷ, 
then our whole life is breathing, our whole 
life is walking. While we breathe, we have 
peace and peace itself is the breath, and 
while we walk we have joy and joy itself is 
the walking. In the end, it is the wisdom of 

Oneness that manifests in our life. In this 
final practice, we enter into the experience 
of complete Oneness; the experience of the 
everlasting  Buddha.

To conclude, we have learned in the first line 
that we entrust ourselves, as the subject, to 
the Buddha, as the object. The second line 
shows how we benefit from the practice of the 
Buddha in that when we rely on “the other’s” 
power, we share in the Buddha’s merit. The 
third line is about mindfulness, the practice 
that helps us to stop the habitual tendency 
of creating subject and object. The fourth 
line points us towards going all the way into 
collectedness, just breathing, just walking 
and helps us to experience non-self. The fifth 
line says I can live this way completely; I 
have entered the realm of liberation, peace 
and of Oneness. It is the full manifestation 
of the wisdom of Oneness being embodied in 
every act of our daily life. Wisdom, not the 
intellectual knowledge of understanding this 
or that object, is the totality of our life. When 
our whole life is peaceful and joyful, then 
we have wisdom. This wisdom of Oneness is 
the true manifestation of our life – and the 
everlasting Buddha is always there, present 
for us in this very moment.

ENDNOTES

1 It is generally well understood among 
Buddhist practitioners that “self-reliance” 
describes how we manifest our being by 
following the “Yang” aspect of the Noble 
Eightfold Path – actively cultivating a way of 
life that is in accordance with right intention, 
right speech, right action, and right livelihood. 
The term “other-reliance” – which is the main 
practice of Buddhism – is often misunderstood. 
When, for example, practitioners invoke the 
name of Amitabha Buddha or the Bodhisattva 
Avalokitesvara, some believe they are taking 
refuge in a mystical external force. Not so. 
When they invoke these names, they are, in 
fact, awakening their inner potential to heal 
through their inherent Buddhahood. “Other-
reliance” is the Buddha’s Jhana-meditation 
practice of inviting the compassionate energy 

of our inherent Buddhahood to take care of us. 
That is why the two are complimentary. We 
follow the “Yin” aspect of the Noble Eightfold 
Path by passively practicing transformation. 
That is, we cultivate right effort, right 
mindfulness, right collection, and right view. 
We sink our energy down and allow the 
infinite potential which comes from the true 
emptiness of our self, as well as the true 
emptiness of the cosmos, to heal our feelings, 
mind, and body. “Other-reliance” is the practice 
of trust in the potential of true emptiness to 
give rise to wonderful manifestations. We 
have deep trust and faith that the cosmos 
operates in such a way that we can receive 
positive, healing energy, and that our body 
and mind have the intelligence to heal 
themselves – if we allow it to.

2 From an edited transcript of an informal 
sharing between Thay Phap An and members 
of the Vietnamese Sangha in Munich, June 
23rd 2022

3 A question from Mr. Châu Đức Dũng a member 
of the Vietnamese Sangha in Munich

4 Thay wrote down these words while at EIAB in 
2013, and his new translation of the Heart Sutra 
while at EIAB in 2014

5 In Vietnamese, it is more like a poem with 
rhymes that are very concise and succinct. It is 
difficult even for a native Vietnamese speaker 
to understand the deep meaning of the poem:

“Để Bụt thở, để Bụt đi, mình khỏi thở, mình khỏi đi

Bụt đang thở, Bụt đang đi, mình được thở, mình 
được đi.

Bụt là thở, Bụt là đi, mình là thở, mình là đi.
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Chỉ có thở, chỉ có đi, không người thở, không 
người đi.
An khi thở, lạc khi đi, an là thở, lạc là đi.” 

6 Held in an ancient Korean Buddhist temple 
called Beomeosa (chùa cổ Phạm ngư 梵 魚) 

7 Plum Village annual letter. Lá Thư Làng Mai số 
37, published on 31.01.2014, “BUSAN và buổi 
thuyết pháp lớn nhất của chuyến đi”, p12

8 The song was sung during a three-day retreat 
at Thay’s Root Temple of Tu Hieu in Hue, 
Vietnam, marking 49 days since his passing. 
Readers can listen to it at 5:48 minutes of the 
musical program “15h00, 12-03-2022 | Sinh Hoạt 
Thơ Nhạc của Sư Ông Làng Mai [Lễ Chung Thất 
TS Thích Nhất Hạnh]”, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v= 5390 k1dJNMA&list= PLMG8i-w8r
YW lksSivbQ fZuvRzKe46hZ6q&index=10 , 
accessed on 19.07. 2022

9 In his lifetime and for the next 300 years and 
more, the Buddha’s teachings were transmitted 
only orally. During this period, the Buddhist 
community tried to systematize the teaching 
of the Buddha, based on different scholastic 
understandings and philosophical 
interpretations. Various Buddhist schools 
arose until, eventually, there were 18 or 20. 
One of these schools, later known as 
Theravada, is regarded as the Southern 
transmission that can still be found across 
Southeast Asia today. The sutras of the 
Theravada school were most likely written 
down on palm leaves in Sri Lanka in the 1st 
century B.C.E. They were in Pali – a mix of 
several Prakrit languages (a group of 
vernacular Middle Indo-Aryan languages, 
from around the 3rd century B.C.E). Mahayana 
Buddhism developed from the 1st century 
B.C.E. in different phases over several 
centuries. It was first a response to the 
philosophical speculation of the Buddhist 
Schools. Later, as it developed from its own 
philosophical speculations, it became known 
as the Northern transmission. Its schools 
spread their newly formed sutras and 
philosophical treatises (sastra) in another 
classical Indian language, Sanskrit. Many of 
these were translated into Chinese and 
Tibetan. Mahayana Buddhism was Sinicized 
into Ch’an (in Chinese), also known as Zen (in 
Japanese) and Thien (in Vietnamese). Thay 
received training in the Vietnamese Thien 
Buddhism and Pure Land tradition, part of the 
Mahayana Buddhist tradition. References: The 
Heart of the  Buddha’s Teaching, pp12-16 and 
https://plumvillage.app/the-plum-village-
tradition/

10 The Buddha is also known as the Tathagata, 
one who having thus come, has thus gone. It 
derives from two Sanskrit terms: tatha-gata 
and tatha-agata. A tathagata is one who 
selflessly observes reality and truth as it really 
is and becomes one with it (tatha or “oneness”). 
With this true objectivity he or she makes 
practical use of it, bringing those truths he or 
she has grasped into the world and liberally 
making use of them to save other people. The 

true nature of a tathagata is the nature of true 
emptiness. So, with respect to the nature of 
true emptiness, tathagata also means “to be” or 
“to become” or “to appear as it is”. Please also 
see Introduction to the Lotus Sutra by Yoshiro 
Tamura, translated by Gene Reeves and Michio 
Shinozaki, edited and introduced by Gene 
Reeves, Wisdom Publication, Somerville, MA, 
USA 2008, Chapter 1, “Formation of the Lotus 
Sutra”, p40

11 A city that manifests itself through magical 
powers. It appears as such, but in reality it is 
not there. Chapter 7 of the Lotus Sutra (Phẩm 
Hóa Thành Dụ)

12 “Shariputra, the meaning of the Dharma that 
buddhas preach as appropriate to the occasion 
is difficult to understand. Why? Because we 
use a variety of skillful means, causal 
explanations, and parables to teach. This 
Dharma cannot be well understood through 
calculation or analysis. Only a buddha can 
really grasp it. Why is this? Because it is for 
this great cause alone that buddhas, the world-
honored ones, appear in the world. What do I 
mean by saying it is for this one great cause 
alone that buddhas, the world-honored ones, 
appear in the world? The buddhas, the world-
honored ones, appear in the world because 
they want living beings to open a way to the 
buddhas’ insight, and thus become pure. They 
appear in the world because they want to 
demonstrate the buddhas’ insight to living 
beings. They appear in the world because they 
want living beings to apprehend things with 
the buddhas’ insight. They appear in the world 
because they want living beings to enter into 
the way of the buddhas’ insight. This alone is 
the one great cause, Shariputra, for which 
buddhas appear in the world.” Quoted from 
The Lotus Sutra - A contemporary Translation of 
a Buddhist Classic, translation and introduction 
by Gene Reeves, Wisdom Publication, 
Somerville, MA, USA, 2008, Chapter 2, 
“Skillful Means”, p83

13 Introduction to the Lotus Sutra by Yoshiro 
Tamura, edited and introduced by Gene 
Reeves, Wisdom Publication, Somerville, MA, 
USA 2008, Chapter 1, “Formation of the Lotus 
Sutra”, p50

14 Emptiness is called True Emptiness in 
Mahayana Buddhism to differentiate itself 
from the potentially misleading notion of 
nihilistic emptiness of the Buddhist Schools

15 That is, all things are empty of an essence, a 
substance, an inherent nature or a separate 
fixed and permanent identity

16 Sr. Song Nghiem’s six-year-old granddaughter 
Phuong Mai was present at the June 23rd talk 
in Munich

17 Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Hiền, Mrs. Nguyễn Mai Trâm 
and Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Minh Trang were also 
among friends present at the talk in Munich

18 From the Webb Space Telescope website: 
https://webbtelescope.org/contents/media/imag
es/2022/031/01G77PKB8NKR7S8Z6HBXMYATG
J?news=true accessed on 19.07.2022

19 無 上 正 等 覺 / 阿 耨 多 羅 三 藐 三 菩 提 , 
anuttarasamyaksaṃbodhi which menas 
“unsurpassed (anuttara), complete (samyak), 
and perfect enlightenment (saṃbodhi).” 
Quoted from The Princeton Dictionary of 
Buddhism, by Robert E. Buswell, Jr. and Donald 
S. Lopez, Jr., Princeton University Press, New 
Jersey, USA, 2014, dictionary entry 
anuttarasamyaksaṃbodhi

20 “三千大千世界 Sanskrit. trisāhasrama hāsā-
hasralo kadhātu. (T. stong gsum gyi stong chen 
po’i ’jig rten gyi khams; C. sanqian daqian 
shijie; J. sanzendaisensekai; K. samch’ŏn 
taech’ŏnsegy e). In Sanskrit, literally: “three-
thousandfold great-thousandfold world 
system,” but typically translated as 
“Trichiliocosm”; the largest possible universe, 
composed of (according to some 
interpretations of the figure) one billion world 
systems, each of which has a similar geography, 
including a central axis at Mount Sumeru, 
four surrounding continents, etc. These 
worlds follow similar cosmic cycles of 
creation, abiding, disintegration, and 
annihilation.” Quoted from The Princeton 
Dictionary of Buddhism, by Robert E. Buswell, 
Jr. and Donald S. Lopez, Jr., Princeton 
University Press, New Jersey, USA, 2014, 
dictionary entry trisāhasrama hāsāhasralo-
kadhātu

21 “Zhiyi emphasizes the idea that a whole 
universe of three thousand worlds is 
enveloped within a micro-world of a single 
experience, and the micro-world of a single 
experience penetrates the whole universe of 
three thousand worlds.” Quoted from 
Introduction to the Lotus Sutra by Yoshiro 
Tamura, Chapter 1, “Formation of the Lotus 
Sutra”, p117

22 Zen in Medieval Vietnam - A Study and 
Translation of the Thiền Uyển Tập Anh, by 
Cuong Tu Nguyen, University of Hawaii Press, 
1997, Khánh Hỷ (1067–1142), pp188-190

The original poem was written in Chinese as:
勞生休問色兼空， 
學道無過訪祖宗。 
天外覓心難定體， 
人間植桂豈成叢。 
乾坤盡是毛頭上， 
日月包含芥子中。 
大用現前拳在手， 
誰知凡聖與西東。

And in Sino-Vietnamese as:
Lao sanh hưu vấn sắc kiêm không,
Học đạo vô như phỏng Tổ tông.
Thiên ngoại mích tông nan định thể,
Nhân gian thực quế khởi thành tùng.
Càn khôn tận thị mao đầu thượng,
Nhật nguyệt bao hàm giới tử trung.
Đại dụng hiện tiền quyền tại thủ,
Thuỳ tri phàm thánh dữ tây, đông?
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Awakening at the EIAB –  
To touch life & happiness  

in the present moment
That life inevitably involves suffering is a fact. Another fact is that happiness, well-being and joy are possible. 
Here and now. Through the living embodiment of the Buddhist path, the brothers and sisters of the European 
Institute of Applied Buddhism (EIAB) turn their lives into teachings. With concrete guidance, they help us to 
touch life and thus happiness in the present moment. Waldbröl has become an epicentre of “Applied Buddhism” 

– and the EIAB delivers what the name given to it by Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh promises.

The further we progress in our lives, the 
more often we experience the link between 
life and suffering: we age, we fall ill, fate is 
unkind to us, and we encounter death. Then 
we ask “Why?” and embark on an often clum-
sy search for reasons. Although researching 
the (true) causes of our suffering (Second 
Noble Truth) is essential, our mind all too 
easily gets caught up in the negative. As a re-
sult, we focus one-sidedly on suffering (First 
Noble Truth) and forget that genuine happi-
ness, deep well-being, true joy and inner 
peace are really possible (Third Noble Truth). 
And that is right here and now. The dedicated 
Buddhist path from suffering to liberation 
(Fourth Noble Truth) is embodied for me by 
the nuns and monks of the EIAB in their en-
tire lives: Not only through their talks, cours-
es, opportunities to share experiences and 
practice together. For me, their essence and 
being is an authentic embodiment of the lived 
path. As true bodhisattvas, they do this in the 
best sense of the word commitment: Not only 
for themselves, but for all of us. In doing so, 
they help us. Especially when we are not find-
ing life easy.

NO MUD, NO LOTUS

Like so many others, I came into contact with 
the Buddha’s teachings at a point in my life 
when I was not at all well. In a phase of great 
professional and private insecurity, regular 
bouts of anxiety and panic attacks were only 

two of many other unpleasant symptoms 
through which my deep unease manifested 
itself on the surface. It was by chance that I 
came across the Buddhist teachings at that 
time. I began to look into what the Buddha 
taught about 2600 years ago about suffering, 
the causes of suffering, the end of suffering 
and the way to end suffering. I was fascinated 
by the, in equal measure, sober and compre-
hensible analysis of the interrelation of all 
things and experiences. So I wanted to learn 
more, especially concerning the practical 
path out of my misery.

I HAVE ARRIVED, I AM HOME

I arrived at the teachings of Thich Nhat Hanh, 
whom I now call Thay (teacher), and the Plum 
Village tradition he founded via a number of 
intermediate stations. In the summer of 2018, 
I was privileged to receive the Five Mindful-
ness Practices at EIAB. “Healing Compassion 
of the Heart” became not only my Dharma 
name, but also the direction and anchor of my 
practice. For me, the ceremony of transmit-
ting the Five Mindfulness Practices was also 
the ritual of taking refuge in the community 
of those who practise the teachings of the 
Buddha in the Plum Village tradition. I felt I 
had found my sangha. When I first heard the 
brothers and sisters invoking the name of the 
Bodhisattva of Great Compassion by chanting 
“Namo’ Valokiteshvara”, I was touched to my 
core. I knew that I had arrived. I was at home.
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BREATHE, YOU ARE ALIVE

Since then, regular retreats in Waldbröl and 
Plum Village have become a fixed part of my 
annual planning. These stays not only help 
me relax and recover from busy everyday 
life, they give me the space and framework to 
pause deeply. I can practise taking a deep 
breath, realise the miracle of life and become 
aware of its infinite beauty. Despite a reason-
ably stable practice in everyday life, I simply 
keep forgetting how wonderful and beautiful 
life is due to my chronic over-busyness. And 
so, out of sheer carelessness, I end up falling 
into the same traps again and again: For ex-
ample, when my longing for happiness and 
fulfilment causes me to extend myself too far 
in pursuit of recognition, praise, status, gain, 
pleasure and pleasant feelings – and in the 

process I lose my inner balance and contact 
with the miracle of life and the true happi-
ness of inner peace.

YOU HAVE ENOUGH

The retreats at the EIAB and the practice in 
the community are in this respect always also 
a spiritual reminder for me. In particular, 
they remind me that I already have more than 
enough conditions to be happy here and now. 
All I need is mindfulness to switch off my 
autopilot mode and become aware of all the 
beauty and wonder that surrounds us and of 
which we are an inseparable part. Practising 
sitting, eating, walking and working medita-
tion together and the collective energy of 
mindfulness and kindness helps me im-
mensely.

THIS IS IT

When the inner flywheel gradually slows 
down and my mind gradually comes to rest – 
which usually takes 2 to 3 days of stopping – 
my perception of the world settles. It becomes 
clearer, brighter and more cheerful. The 
world and my life may not have changed fun-
damentally, but my attitude and my view 
have. With fewer thoughts about the past and 
the future, especially about all my projects 
and the things I supposedly still have to do, I 
become ready to touch and accept what is in 
the present moment.

WAKE UP!

At its best, the moment during a retreat when 
I truly arrive in the present moment feels, as 
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it is so often described, like waking from a 
dream. All my fixed ideas, notions, views and 
countless projections fade away; intellectual 
concepts dissolve in a way that is difficult to 
describe with words. Everything appears 
clear, vivid, real, playful and light, and per-
sonal insights can blossom in the various 
types of practice that make Waldbröl a “little 
Bodhgaya” for me:

For example, when during sitting meditation 
I finally succeed in getting out of my constant 
mode of doing things and no longer have to 
follow every impulse, I may experience that 
– as a Zen saying goes – it is really valuable to 
do nothing and wonderful to achieve noth-
ing. The result: a feeling of deep peace. Or 
when, during or after the recitation of the 
Five Contemplations before Eating, a deep 
look into the full bowl of food manifests our 
Milky Way and the entire universe right 
there and begins to rotate and expand in 
front of my inner eye, because I really realise 
that what we eat (just like ourselves) is an in-
separable part of the eternal cosmos. Or 
when, during the walking meditation out-
doors, I recognise a tree that I have passed by 
countless times as if in a trance (or just in a 
dream) as exactly that tree for the first time, 
and no longer just as my rough idea of some 
tree. Or when the rustling of the leaves from 
the group of trees in the orchard behind the 
EIAB dissolves into a multitude of crack-
ling-clicking non-leaf-noise elements from 
which my consciousness habitually assem-
bles a collective rustling of thousands of 
leaves. With all these insights comes a feeling 
of deep joy and lightness.

NO BIRTH, NO DEATH

A particularly joyful memory for me, and at 
the same time a lasting liberating insight, 
which in retrospect reminded me of an insight 
of Thay while eating a mango, is that of picking 
and eating cherries together during a walking 
meditation in June 2022. After a few minutes 
of mindful walking together outdoors, our 
large community consisting of nuns, monks 
and lay friends paused in the orchard behind 
the EIAB in the warm sun to nibble on the al-
ready ripe cherries hanging from the tree. We 
picked the cherries with shining eyes enjoying 
them like little children. And suddenly, not 
only the children we once were became pres-
ent in us again, but also all our ancestors – all 

the way back to prehistoric man and apes, who 
plucked ripe fruits from the trees, not unlike 
us and rejoiced in the sweet taste. In the ex-
change of wordless gestures of kindness, such 
as giving a particularly beautiful cherry to a 
friend, the insight could then blossom that we 
are not only an ongoing continuity within our 
own lifespan, one which cannot be squeezed 
into the category of “same” or “different”, but 
we also continue beyond what we call our life. 
We are part of a life that transcends our own 
span. To understand, while eating sweet cher-
ries, that we were never born and will never 
die is an experience of realisation that is as 
beautiful as it is liberating and reassuring.

BE STILL AND KNOW

There are many beautiful experiences and 
insights like the ones just mentioned that I 
associate with stays and practice at EIAB. One 
thing they all have in common is the way they 
touch, in one way or another, the fundamen-
tal essence, beauty and wonder of life direct-
ly and beyond words, terms and concepts. 
The moment we succeed in this, assumptions 
and presumptions suddenly give way to a 
certainty that brings deep peace. Then there 
is nothing more to say, explain or do. We can 
simply be and enjoy the silence, the eternity 
and the continuous flow of life that we touch. 
Because: We simply know.

PRESENT MOMENT,  
WONDERFUL MOMENT

Neither the EIAB, nor the brothers and sis-
ters living there nor Thay nor the Buddha 
have ever been able to make us happy or feel 
good. The experience of deep happiness, 
peace and well-being can only ever arise 
from within ourselves. But they showed, and 
show us, how to touch life deeply in order to 
experience happiness and well-being here 
and now. The EIAB offers the conditions that 
contribute to the manifestation of true hap-
piness and deep well-being; it offers us the 
chance to recognise the present moment as a 
wonderful moment. Here we can have joyful, 
and above all healing, experiences more eas-
ily than in our usual environment. These 
then continue beyond retreats and penetrate 
deeply into our everyday lives to fundamen-
tally transform the way we interact with 
family, friends, and partners or at work. We 
can train with the brothers and sisters of the 

EIAB as well as other lay people to be happy 
by no longer seeking the path to happiness, 
but by understanding happiness as the path 
itself. In doing so, we help not only ourselves 
but also all those around us. The EIAB, where 
we practise and experience the path of happi-
ness, is thus a centre for Applied Buddhism 
in the best sense of its name.

A CLOUD NEVER DIES

I never met Thay in person. But at the EIAB 
(and in Plum Village) for me he is omnipres-
ent, and not just in his calligraphies and in all 
the gathas that smile wisdom at us every-
where. I encounter Thay in a hundred ways, 
especially in the brothers and sisters, in their 
commitment and kindness. They are for me 
his direct and living continuation. Thay is 
them and they are Thay. And I meet Thay 
anew every time in our practice together: 
when we sit together, breathe mindfully, eat 
in silence, especially when we practise walk-
ing meditation together. Sometimes, when I 
don’t quite manage to do a certain practice, I 
secretly pretend to be Thay myself, imitating 
his posture, a movement or a look. And some-
how it’s true: in the meantime, I too have be-
come a bit of Thay and his continuation.

I KNOW YOU ARE THERE,  
AND I AM VERY HAPPY

Even if the good effects, experiences and in-
sights of practice at the EIAB continue be-
yond a retreat and have an effect on everyday 
life, it is still beautiful and valuable to know 
that the EIAB offers a space for concentrated 
practice where we can always return to for 
refuge. Over the years, the monks and nuns 
have become my teachers, and living, smiling 
guides on the path of healing and happiness, 
at the same time as we are friends and com-
panions on a wonderful path. I wish us all 
that we can continue to meet each other with 
joy and goodwill, that we can rejoice with and 
in each other when we are well, that we can 
support and hold each other with compas-
sion when circumstances are not ideal – and 
that we can do all this with ease, serenity and 
without discrimination. We can touch and 
enjoy life and happiness together deeply. 
Right here and right now. In the present mo-
ment.

by Dr. Andreas Bareiss (Berlin/Stuttgart)
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No Path, Only Steps
This sentence – along with many others – hangs on our wall. It is often the sayings of our teacher  

that help us through challenging times. 
The sentence “No I, No Suffering” used to hang there, and although it was there for many years,  

it didn’t really touch us.

And then came Thay!

Bea: My wife Candida and I belong to that 
generation of Thay’s students who didn’t 
have the opportunity to meet him personally. 
We only started practising in 2016. A friend 
started attending regular retreats with Thay 
at the Interbeing Centre as early as 2005. So 
Thay would have been available to us, but 
unfortunately we were not available to him. 
Our friend would tell us about him from time 
to time, but at that time we just weren’t ready 
for it. 

Now, when I hear the deeply touching experi-
ences of people who experienced Thay per-
sonally, sometimes a little regret flares up 
that we did not take advantage of the chance 
when we had it. 

Candida: I had known about Thich Nhat 
Hanh for many, many years and even had 
several of his books on my shelf, but the time 
was not yet ripe. These were difficult times 
for us, money worries, moving house, rela-
tionship break-ups, loss of jobs, etc. All these 
challenges brought us a lot closer, but we 

suffered, and sometimes it was almost un-
bearable.

Bea: And then everything happened very 
quickly. We read “Old Path – White Clouds” 
and our friend gave us the book “The Heart of 
the Buddha’s Teachings” and suddenly we 
were in the middle of it. I felt like a well-tilled 
field ready to be sown.

There was never a specific point when I could 
say from then on Thay was my teacher. Some-
time in 2016, I just realised it. It happened as 
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quietly and gently as I have experienced him 
elsewhere.

Candida: For me it was what Christians refer 
to as the “call”. I was ill, had a bad cold, and 
thought I might as well listen to a talk by 
Thich Nhat Hanh. The talk began with the 
chanting of “Avalokiteshvara” and Thay sat in 
the middle of the nuns and monks and did this 
mudra. He extended his fingers in my direc-
tion and although he had his eyes closed, his 
gaze met mine. It may sound ridiculous, but 
he touched me right in the heart. I really felt 
it physically. I knew he meant me! Me person-
ally, and at that moment I became his disciple. 
I wrote the following poem: 

Blinded by pain 
I felt my way to the source.

I drank!

My eyes opened  
radiantly wide.

I saw!

Now nothing more 
 can happen to me,  
for I know the pain,  

the path and the source.

They are one!

Bea: I was a very critical and suspicious 
woman, especially with regard to spiritual 
teachings, and I still wonder today why I sim-
ply followed Thay. Not that I didn’t put the 
suggested practices to the test, for their suit-
ability in everyday life, as well as in extreme 
situations. But they all worked! For example, 
I was able to reconcile with my mother after 
16 years, with my brother after 14 years and 
with my father after 45 years of separation. 
And I never found any contradictions in the 
teachings or in Thay himself. This enabled me 
to trust and follow this path with joy, a joy 
that still excites me in my 7th year of practis-
ing as much as it did at the beginning.

Candida: I had always enjoyed meditating, 
but with Thay’s guidance, meditating became 
as important to me as eating and drinking. I 
have taken so many wonderful steps since 

then and each step has given me more confi-
dence. Yes, I can learn to deal with my suffer-
ing, I have the tools.

Bea: Of course, I have almost ideal conditions 
for practising. My wife and I walk this path 
together and since we are retired, we can 
concentrate fully on it. As our pension is so 
small, it is not possible for us to attend re-
treats at the moment, and we are dependent 
on the generosity of Plum Village and EIAB 
even for the online retreats.

In this respect, for us Corona was a stroke of 
luck; suddenly there were online retreats, 
online meditations and online teachings. 
There is a lot of discussion about whether an 
online retreat is as valuable as a face-to-face 
retreat. I have learned that the depth of trans-
mission of the teaching depends on both the 
one who transmits and the one who is trans-
mitted to. Thay has reached me across space 
and time through his teachings and I feel the 
same way about his wonderful continuations 
because I see Thay in them, whether physi-
cally present or online.
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Candida: Three years ago we started our 
own Sangha and it remains a source of joy 
and learning for us. There are challenges and 
moments of genuine happiness with our 
friends. As sangha gardeners we do every-
thing we can to help the plants, and little 
seedlings, that entrust themselves to us to 
grow and blossom. Some grow quickly and 
blossom soon, others need a lot of patience.

Since Thay’s transformation in January of 
this year, he has become even closer and 
more familiar to me. He is in my heart, he 
followed the look he gave me and entered my 
heart, and now I carry him inside me, walk-
ing with his feet when I do walking medita-
tion, sitting with his back when I do sitting 
meditation. And I often meet him in our gar-
den, disguised as an apple blossom, dandeli-
on, mason bee, gentle wind and of course in 
the sky as a white cloud.

Bea: I was deeply moved by the ceremonies 
after Thay’s transition. We attended them all 
online and were very grateful that our mo-
nastic brothers and sisters allowed us to 
share in their pain, as well as their joy. It was 
so good to celebrate this time together im-
mediately after Thay’s passing and I very 
much regret that I did not do the same last 
year when my mother died. It would have 
helped my brother in particular.

Bea und Candida: The encounter with Thay 
has fundamentally changed our lives for the 
better. There is still suffering, but also a lot of 
joy and happiness and most importantly – 
there is a path. And now comes the much 
quoted introduction “Thay said....” : 

“It is quite simple, but not easy!”

And it is this simplicity and the applicability 
of the teaching to all areas of life that fasci-
nates us a little more every day. So it was al-
most a logical consequence that we asked to 
be accepted into the Order of Interbeing, and 
have been aspirants since January this year.

We bow  
in joy and gratitude

Beatrix Herrmann  
(peaceful path of the heart) 
Candida Löslein  
(compassionate path of the heart) 
17 May 2022
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A Teenager at the EIAB

The first time I came to the EIAB, I was fourteen 
years old. At first I was very sceptical. All I 
knew was that there was only vegan food, 
that you had to share the bathrooms and that 
there was Noble Silence. But I wanted to talk 
to others and play games on my mobile. To 
this day, my mother still teases me about the 
feelings I had towards the EIAB then! But 
once I arrived, I soon felt at home. The other 
young people, as well as the monks and nuns, 
were so warm and kind. There were many 
special moments. One of them, for example, 
was the first time I went to a Dharma talk. 
In truth, I didn‘t really want to go, but a 
friend gently persuaded me! Before that, I 
knew almost nothing about mindfulness or 
meditation or Thay‘s teachings. During my 
first retreat, for example, when we were told 
that the next activity would be „watering 
flowers“ with our parents, I took it very 
literally and thought we would be watering 
flowers with a watering can! Today, the Plum 
Village practices are a great source of joy 
for me in my daily life. One example is my 
school, which is in a small town surrounded 
by three churches. Every fifteen minutes one 
of the church bells rings. These are my bells 
of mindfulness. Whenever I feel stressed or 
upset at school, it reminds me to breathe and 
smile.

At first, I had trouble practising mindfulness 
at home. There are just so many distractions, 
above all my mobile phone. Besides, the only 
person who practised with me at home was 
my mother! (At home we have a really small 
sangha.) At the EIAB it is very easy for me 
to feel calm, peaceful and joyful. But when 
I was at home, sometimes I just felt sad for 
no reason. So I realised that I can make my 
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life much easier and happier by learning 
how to apply mindfulness in everyday life 
and practising happily where I live. My 
mother helps me a lot with this. For example, 
she bought a little card with a gatha, the 
„brushing your teeth” gatha, and put it up 
in the bathroom. I have hung a few „gatha 
cards“ on the wall in my room, the „open 
the window“ gatha next to my window, the 
„phone“ gatha next to where I usually charge 
my mobile phone, and so on. Another thing 
that helps me to appreciate my surroundings 
more are exercises in gratitude. I list at least 8 
people or things or circumstances for which 
I am grateful and express my gratitude to 
them.

I am especially grateful to Thay for starting 
this tradition, and I know I am indebted to 
him for the sense of joy or happiness I feel 
in simple things. During Thay‘s transition, 
I was not able to be with the Sangha and 
support them because I had Corona. But I 
still feel very connected. Every time I see the 
monks and nuns, my friends and all the lay 
practitioners at the EIAB, I feel like I have 
met at least a little bit of Thay; and every time 
I look into my tea or into the sky and see a 
floating cloud, I am so infinitely grateful to 
Thay.

Elena Jacobi
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Buddhist  
Meditation

„Calm on the outside, powerful and effective 
on the inside“. This is how I describe the 
essence of Tai Chi and Qi Gong to my students. 
Many of the people I have had the pleasure to 
meet in Europe over the last thirty years 
haven’t heard very much about Chinese 
health methods. So, it makes me all the 
happier that over the course of time, thanks 
to teaching throughout Europe, more people 
than ever now benefit from the preciousness 
of the traditional disciplines. This applies not 
just to the art of movement, but also to one 
of my other favourite pastimes, meditation.

Meditation has always been part of my life. 
But when I reflect on my meditation practice, 
I always think fondly of my time in the 
Buddhist temples of China, such as the „Well 
Monastery“ on the mountain of „Gu Shan“. 
In the Buddhist temples in Fu Jian, in the 
south of China, there are some impressive 
pagodas and meditation halls that the monks 
and nuns use for their practice. I am very 
lucky. The abbot of the monastery, a friend 
from my youth, has made it possible for my 
family and me to visit the temples that are 
otherwise closed to the public, and even to 

take part in meditations. For many years 
I was also able to share this great honour 
with the students who came with us on our 
annual Chinese retreats. A truly unique and 
unforgettable opportunity. But even away 
from the temples, pagodas and great Buddha 
halls, I find a deep core within me that feels an 
intimate connection with meditation.

Although Buddhism is widespread in China, 
it was hardly a topic in our family. Neither 
my siblings nor my parents would describe 
themselves as Buddhists. That‘s why, in 
retrospect, it‘s all the more surprising, as 
well as amusing, that I feel so connected to the 
teachings of the Buddha and the practice of 
meditation. The more my interest in Buddhist 
teachings grew, the more intensely I felt the 
feeling of happiness that meditation brings. 
It is not only the balance and calm in body 
and mind, it is also a source of compassion 
towards my fellow human beings, which I try 
to cultivate through deep meditation. And I 
notice how meditation not only unites body 
and mind, but also people.

Even more so than the Tai Chi or Kung Fu 
practices I appreciate and love so much, 
meditation connects people from many 
different backgrounds and walks of 
life. Here I recognise clearly the roots of 
Buddhist teachings, the compassion for all 
living beings, regardless of their species. 
And creating a bond with our environment 
is something that I and many other 
practitioners of meditation try to cultivate. 
Wisdom instead of knowledge. Emptiness 
instead of fullness. Nothingness instead of 
everything. In my experience, these basic 
principles of letting go are very beneficial.

When I once asked one of the Zen masters 
at the „Fountain Monastery“ how people 
with no previous knowledge could start 
meditating, he said that it was important to 
practise with the right attitude. Do not hold 
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on to fixed expectations or desires, because 
then it is difficult for the mind to let go. 
Moreover, one of the common assumptions 
that one must not think is not quite correct.

„The idea of not thinking poisons meditation,“ 
he once said to me. To think is to live. Not 
thinking is unnatural. Rather, we should 
observe our thoughts, but not hold on to 
them or interpret them. Being connected 
with nature and our surroundings does not 
mean switching off all out thoughts, but 
rather recognising them in their true state. 
Everything is impermanent; we cannot hold 
on to things. If we think of the tree in front of 
the house during meditation, that is natural. 
But it is different from philosophising about 
the tree. Why does the tree have fewer leaves 
today than yesterday? How long has this tree 
been standing here? The colours of the leaves 
were more vivid last year. These and similar 
thoughts prevent us from letting go. I quickly 
realised that meditation has many facets. 
After this discussion, letting go of unclear, 
untrue thoughts and the freedom it brings 

seemed to me to be one of the essences of 
meditation.

The ability to immerse ourselves in thoughts 
and sometimes lose ourselves in them is a 
unique human characteristic. This is what 
makes us human and shapes our lives. 
Meditation is a healing gift enabling us to 
recognise the true essence of these thoughts, 
above all in the sense of Buddhist teachings. 
The suffering of human beings, greed, envy 
and ignorance, can be transformed into 
compassion, gratitude and love. Through 
meditation these qualities can put down 
roots. Meditation had greatly enriched my 
life, especially in my youth, when I was still 
searching for my way in the world and faced 
many challenges.

An important realisation I gained, thanks 
to the generosity of my teachers, was that 
meditation can be practised everywhere in 
everyday life. Sitting meditation is only one 
of many methods. Actually, we can recognise 
and feel the meditative possibilities in all 

situations. While doing everyday tasks, we 
can be aware of our actions and be in the 
moment. While eating, we can be present for 
the food and grateful to have something to 
eat. While walking, we can be aware of our 
steps, our surroundings and can be in the 
here and now. Because all other things have 
already passed or have not yet happened.

Meditation is a great treasure. Especially 
in the light of Buddha‘s wisdom; it is a 
wonderful form of practice. That is why I am 
so grateful to all the teachers in my life who 
have shared their experiences and insights 
with me. For this reason, it is important for 
me to pass this experience on as well. To my 
family, my children, my dear students. Once 
a seed is planted, a tree can grow for each 
individual person, nourished by their own 
experiences. This is how I experience the 
beauty of meditation.

ZHANG XIAO PING
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Buddhism 
and Kung Fu, Tai Ji, Qi Gong

It is four o’clock in the morning, still dark 
as the drums of the monastery beat in the 
background. Still tired, with my eyes closed, 
I get out of bed and take in my surroundings. 
It is July and the summer holidays, but I am 
not at home in Vienna. I quickly recall that 
I am on a mountain in the south of China, 
in the “Brunner Monastery”. After this 
short moment I know what to do, go to the 
bathroom, brush my teeth and put on my 
robe. It is 20 minutes past four. I can already 
hear the insects and birds outside the big 
Buddha hall waking up. It is the Buddhist 
morning ceremony, and about 50 monks and 
some other practitioners have gathered in 
front of the three big Buddha statues. The 
gong beats three times and the recitation of 
the Heart Sutra slowly begins. This memory 
from my childhood is very precious. On 
the one hand, the very fact that I have these 
memories from so many summers, on the 
other hand, that they still appear so vividly 
before my inner eye. Especially now, several 
years later, when I sit in the small office of 
our studio in Vienna a few minutes before 
teaching begins, I like to think of this memory 
as a way to prepare myself physically and 
mentally for the coming class,.

I am very lucky. Coming into contact with 
Buddhism and traditional Chinese health 
methods from an early age, especially if you 
were born in Austria, is not something to 
take for granted. When students at the studio 
ask me when I first learned Kung Fu or Tai 

Chi, it is sometimes not so easy to explain. 
For me it has always been there, always a part 
of life. So, in my mind there is no clear point 
in time when it started. Kung Fu, Tai Chi, Qi 
Gong and meditation, as well as Buddhism, 
are not something that I try to integrate into 
my everyday life; I know nothing else. It is 
everyday life. That’s what I mean when I say 
I’m very lucky.

Especially during the last three years, after 
I had finished my studies, I was able to 
gain a lot of experience in teaching. This 
would sometimes take place in the studio, 
but often only via a screen. What seemed 
impossible at first has gradually developed 
into an interesting teaching experience that 
has proved extremely valuable. One of the 
many contrasts between teaching online 
and in the studio is the course content. I was 
used to teaching Kung Fu in the studio for 
many years. This has been almost completely 
omitted from the online course, as Kung 
Fu requires a lot of space. However, this 
great challenge turned out to be a great 
opportunity, because it allowed me to teach 
even more Qi Gong and Tai Chi and to get 
to know many lovely people along the way, 
including many friends of the EIAB.

The deep connection with the friends 
at the EIAB would not have been possible 
without the help of Thay Phap An and 
Sister Song Nghiem. Their kind hearts and 
loving nature have made it possible for us 

to practice Qi Gong and Tai Chi together 
during this time and to create regularity in 
uncertain times. It is one of many positive 
seeds that the EIAB plants and nurtures. A 
particularly wonderful moment was my 
visit to the beautiful Institute at Easter and 
the opportunity to observe the life of the 
nuns and monks in person. I was absolutely 
overwhelmed by the love I felt everywhere. 
I realised that although Qi Gong, Tai Chi 
and Kung Fu originated in China, it actually 
belongs to all of humanity. Everyone can 
benefit from it, both physically and mentally.

The graceful movements of Qi Gong and 
Tai Chi harmonise so wonderfully with the 
ideas of Buddhism. We can influence so much 
through our actions. Not only in ourselves, 
but also in our fellow human beings. We are 
a part of nature. Qi Gong movements enable 
us to influence the blood circulation, the 
breathing, the immune system, and through 
our gratitude we can influence our actions 
and thus our environment. Cause and effect 
underlies the traditional disciplines as well 
as the basic ideas of Buddhism. Compassion, 
love for ourselves and our fellow human 
beings, this can be cultivated through our 
thoughts and our actions. It is therefore 
my great wish to pass on this essence in my 
teaching, so that more and more people feel 
and pass on joy, happiness and contentment.

ZHANG ZHI
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To a teacher I have never met,  
to a grandfather whose hand  

I have never held.

In the summer of 2017, I was exhausted from 
deep disappointment with my life and with 
my family. To escape my daily routine and 
find a way out of the daily grind, I went to 
the health retreat in Xom Moi Village, Plum 
Village, in France.

The simple, rustic landscape immediately 
gave me a feeling of being in Vietnam and 
arriving home. A feeling of security, intimacy 
and closeness. The first time I ate in silence, I 
found it really silly. Every 15 minutes, when a 
bell rings, everyone stands still until the end 

of the bell – strange. I looked around and saw 
eyes searching just like mine, looking at each 
other and laughing softly. But there were also 
relaxed faces, as well as people standing as 
rigid as statues at the sight of others laughing. 
A very strange scene, a way of life different 
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from the one I know. But from the second 
day onwards, I began to relax, to adapt to this 
lifestyle. My gaze began to turn inward. Early 
morning Qi Gong refreshed me, and I found 
myself full of energy. I listened to Dharma 
talks I couldn‘t follow very well because I 
was listening to translations from French 
into English, plus there were many technical 
terms I didn‘t understand.

But I felt the energy of peace, harmony and 
love in every corner of the house, in every 
tree top, in every breath.

Later, listening to Su Ong‘s (Thay) talk, Su Ong 
said that many people became enlightened 
as soon as they hear the Dharma and the 
Dharma sharings. I was one of those people. 
Every Dharma sharing at 3pm I cried a lot. 
I have never cried as much as I did at this 
retreat. Each person in my small group (about 
12 people from many different countries) 
has a story that makes me cry. After each 
Dharma talk I realise that my problem is 
getting smaller and smaller because my 
problem is so ridiculous compared to those 
of others. How can it be that for so many 
years, every time I get angry at home, I have 
to cry and cry, but when I am here, I find it 
a bit embarrassing to talk of my problems 
because they don‘t seem to be so serious. An 
elephant suddenly turned into an ant. I came 
to Plum Village with a heavy heart and was 
able to leave with a light one. Plum Village did 
not take away any of my burdens, but lifted 
the veil of ignorance that had long covered 
my eyes.

The walk after breakfast filled me with 
energy and love for nature, I breathed 
consciously to feel the cool air of southern 
France. When my vision clears, I see that 
the sky in the south of France is bluer, the 

sunflower fields more radiant, the air cooler 
and the plums sweeter than elsewhere.

On the third day (when at home I would sleep 
until 9am, waking up in fear of the new day), 
I woke up here joyfully at 5am, eager to go 
to Qi Gong and practise while the sun was 
rising. I am like a flower that is watered after 
many days of wilting. The water of vitality, 
the water of purified body and mind. When 
the light shines, the night will pass by itself.

In Plum Village, every corner, every wall is 
covered with Su Ong‘s calligraphies. Simple 
handwriting, a few simple words and that is 
more than enough to bring me back to reality, 
back to existence, as Su Ong leads me directly 
by the hand into a simple but profound life. 
Every time I get in line to eat, I see the word 
„You have enough“, a wake-up phrase that 
keeps coming back. „Aimlessness“ seems 
confusing at first, but then I understand that 
these two phrases are doors to awakening I 
can use throughout my life. On the fourth day 
the bookshop was open, it was like swimming 
in a sea of wisdom, wallowing in wisdom. 
I almost ran out of money buying Su Ong’s 
books, but I still wanted to buy more. And 
it‘s by far the most profitable investment I‘ve 
ever made in my life.

Thursday is a lazy day. Oh, when you‘re 
in Plum Village you feel like you‘re doing 
nothing all day, and then there‘s a lazy day 
as well?

Compared to my busy life, which is always 
as taut as the strings of a lute, a little less 
work is already a rest. But here you don‘t do 
anything and there‘s still a lazy day! Every 
day here brings a surprise. So I learnt real 
rest here. Not only physical rest, but also 
mental rest. Walking to the nearby coffee 

shop with other friends I suddenly noticed 
a different atmosphere. It turns out that 
the retreat is not always about listening to 
a Dharma talk, but also about changing the 
atmosphere. It reminded me that I was caught 
in a routine, like a spinning treadmill of work 
and learning. On the sixth day, listening to 
the Dharma, I felt lighter, the sound of the bell 
stopping me like a soft velvet brake. I learnt 
to relax in the relaxation. It was the first time, 
after so many years, I could talk peacefully 
with my family, without reproaches, without 
arguments. I had found peace within myself.

This retreat awakened many things in me. 
Although Su Ong was not there, he was 
always present in every bell, in the slow 
devotion of the monks and nuns, in every 
talk, in the calligraphies, in every leaf and 
blade of grass in Plum Village.

This retreat laid the foundation for diligent 
practice in the future, and opened up a wide 
and endless horizon of awareness for me 
to explore. Without Su Ong there would be 
no retreat, I would not understand what the 
Four Immeasurables, interdependent co-
arising, impermanence, understanding and 
loving kindness, letting go are.... There would 
also not be the „me“ of today.

Now Su Ong is omnipresent in me every day 
when I meditate, when I have concentration. 
Su Ong is always with me when I walk and 
holds my hand when I lose my mindfulness. 
How can anyone I have never met come closer 
to me than anyone else!

Munich 15.6.2022

Kim-Dung Han
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My thoughts about the Italian retreat

“Peace in yourself, peace all around in the world”  
(19th-22nd of May 2022)

Dear Thay,  
dear Monks and Nuns,  
dear Sanghas

It’s a challenge to find the right words to de-
scribe thoughts and emotions about our last 
wonderful, hard and meaningful Italian Re-
treat. I’ll try.

Thanks to the Mindfulness practice I’ve been 
learning through past Retreats, book read-
ings, Sangha sharings today I can clearly see 
expectations about Retreat organization 
(“everything must work precisely”) and 
judgement when something goes wrong 
(“how could I make such a mistake?” or 
“things should be different”). They are rooted 
in myself and caused by ignorance and dual-
istic vision, I guess. However, the fact that 
they are finally visible makes me think that 
my personal practice is growing and that’s 
good news!

During our last Italian Retreat something 
new happened. I could also clearly see deep 
connections among people who appear far 
apart from each other. And thanks to the 
clear teachings and sharings Thay Phap An 
and Sister Song Nghiem offered us, I also felt 
the power of compassion towards myself and 
towards others. Compassion can heal and 
transform suffering. It was a great teaching! 
A Retreat always gives many opportunities to 
learn and this one in particular was very im-
portant to me.

I feel so much gratitude to Thay Phap An, 
Sister Song Nghiem and Sister Chieu Nghiem 
for coming to Italy and offering us their pre-
cious teachings, their time and their beauti-
ful presence.

I also feel grateful to my Sangha friends and 
to the people who decided to join this Retreat 

for the first time. In different ways everybody 
contributed to this meaningful experience.

With deep love and respect,

Carla

Deep gratitude for everything,  
for every moment, for every step.

Deep gratitude for love, compassion and pre-
cious teachings that Sister Song Nghiem and 
Brother Phap An and the other dear Sister 
gave us.

Deep gratitude to have remembered again 
and again that we need to come back to our-
selves to be in safe, to take care of our body 
and cultivate its Energy to be in health.

Thank you very much for the example of the 
simple life of the monks and for their ability 
to live harmoniously without religious or 
cultural separations.

I hope to continue this path alone and with all 
together and to be aware, to pay attention of 
forgetfulness.

Thank you so much Dear Thay  
and Dear Community.
With love,

Angela Brigida

The new day starts at 6.30 am with the regen-
erating practice of Qi gong. The view from 
this beautiful terrace is amazing from the hill 
to the sea. The air is fresh, the sky is incredi-
bly blue and the movements suggested by 

Thay Phap An and Sister Song Nghiem so re-
vitalizing! 

A big feeling of joy pervades my heart. 

After two years of pandemic and lock down 
and so much unknown suffering, finally the 
retreat with our beloved teachers can be 
done. 

The general atmosphere among the partici-
pants is full of joy: so nice to meet old friends 
again and make new ones. So nice to meet 
again Thay Phap An and Sister Song Nghiem 
with their always lively enthusiasm and their 
great generosity. 

The Dharma talks of Phap An are more and 
more intense during the 4 days of the Retreat 
: they give me great understanding of my life 
and the ways I can cope with suffering. And 
also they clearly show me the many reasons 
for happiness that already exist. 

The meditation practices bring me a lot of 
peace and compassion. The wonderful deep 
relaxations guided by the sister help me re-
lease the tensions in my body. 

I feel refreshed at the end of the retreat, with 
my heart full of joy and openness. 

I can say only one word:
THANKS, Thay Phap An and  
Sister Song Nghiem. 

Pia Chiarappa

During the Italian Retreat two moments were 
very special to me: the first one was a sharing 
a man offered in my sharing group and the 
second was the moment when the kitchen 
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staff were invited into the dining room so that 
we could express our gratitude to them.

What I learned most this time is the balanc-
ing energy coming from the Chantings. 

Thank you Monks and Nuns from EIAB, 
thank you Sanghas.

Tonio

Hi, this is what I’d like to share about our last 
Retreat in Italy. I got home on Sunday after-
noon and on Monday I started to suffer from 
painful body problems with fever and s.o. As 
I fighted against a cancer in the past, my 
thoughts were very bad… However, I sud-
denly connected to what Thay Phap An said 
during the Retreat and I realized that I could 
change my thoughts. I said to myself, well this 
could be a healing process my body is facing. 
Maybe my body is letting something go. Then 

I brought my mind inside my body through 
my breathing and I followed the instructions 
given for the meditation sessions and I could 
expand our inner space. Everything became 
calmer, I was quiet then. The fever went down 
and my whole body started to feel better.

Deep gratitude for your wonderful 
Teachings, a big hug from Italy

Gratitude Letter

Silence, joined hands, bows, smiles, eyes full 
of gratitude…..

Where were they all?

Where were we all?

Lost in collective chattering, in endless criti-
cism, in hostile fighting….

And still there is a world full of beauty, there 
are the harmony of the heart and the power of 
listening…..

We JUST need to meet who shows us the right 
direction to look at; who teaches us how to 
listen to each other; who explains that offer-
ing a cup of tea means to apologize and be-
come friends again.

I’m so grateful to you Monk and Nuns of the 
EIAB giving me this opportunity. You helped 
me slow down in my daily life and under-
stand how to listen deeply to myself.

I will always remember you  
in my prayers and I hope to meet you 
again one day.

Maria Domenica from Barletta (Puglia-Italy)
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It‘s not so easy when talking about yourself 
to avoid a pathetic tone; an autobiography 
always runs the risk of reinforcing ideas of 
individuality, separation, and permanence. 
Already as a teenager I started writing my 
thoughts in a journal, trying to analyze my 
experiences and see my feelings and emotions 
from a perspective that would allow me to 
understand them better and if possible in my 
then young mind Finding direction in life. 
I maintained this behavior, which showed 
a strong focus on myself and a hidden fear 
of the outside world, until a few years ago, 
then of course it faded away, and today I only 
occasionally write „letters to myself “. From 
my point of view, this is a fruit of practice: 
I no longer feel the need to define myself or 
develop an idea of   who I am and where I am 
going. My sense of self has become much 
more fluid, and the line between my inner 
and outer has at least partially blurred.

I consider it a miracle of practice that one 
often reaps fruits that one has not consciously 
cultivated.

My quest for something bigger than what is 
began when I was in my early twenties and has 
been shaped by the notion of self-perfection, 
as if I could ever succeed in walking a path 
uphill to a mountaintop where I could finally 
look down on the world free from suffering, 
apprehension and fear. The other idea was 
that spirituality was essentially a matter 
of states of mind: you had to find the right 
meditation practice, the right psychological 
trick, and you‘d have it. All of this got me 
nowhere; my peace and happiness was lost 
every time I rose from the pillow.

Meeting Thay was truly a blessing; his 
direct and seemingly simple teaching had 
the power to change my perspective and 
gradually lifted the whole burden of ideas 
and preconceptions off my shoulders. Over 
the years I came to understand that what 
was really missing from my practice was the 

heart, the openness to others. Thay often 
talked about the risk of using meditation like 
a rabbit hole to hide from reality. Yes, I was 
like a scared rabbit looking for a safe haven. 
Thay took my hand and helped me to let go 
of my fears and to see the deep connection 
between me and other beings and the 
fundamental emptiness of my self, which is 
a constantly flowing and changing collection 
of ideas, memories and plans.

From being primarily a personal endeavor to 
practice at a set time and place, the practice 
has become a way of being and connecting 
with other people, beginning with my family, 
moving on to my workplace and throughout 
my life Life. Without specifically planning 
or wanting to, I found myself starting 
a small sangha in my town and more and 
more often becoming part of the life of the 
Italian community of practice. Embracing 
the fourteen mindfulness practices therefore 
came as a natural outgrowth of this process 
of opening up and devoting my life to the 
practice.

I‘m now noticing a much more relaxed 
approach to life, I feel less resistance in my 
way of approaching situations, especially 
the ones I „don‘t like“. There is a quality 
of softness and space in my mind and a 
compassionate sensitivity in my heart that 
is new to me, something that has grown (and 
continues to grow) quite naturally without 
„I“ having to make any effort in that direction. 
Simply by practicing, every day, and learning 
to appreciate life as it is and to recognize and 
let go of all resistance and cramps, both in 
mind and in body.

Pino Creanza 
True Spring Faithfulness /  
Wahre Ergebenheit des Frühlings

After the Italian Retreat I created and offered 
this bag to a Sangha friend. The heart is our 
inner refuge; the circle is the space of our life 
energy; the petals are our breaths IN and 
OUT. The small red arrow is the mindful 
breathing-in. When I stop and I go back to my 
body, I can rest and observe and, if there are 
good conditions, I can learn.

Unconditional THANK YOU to the people 
making this Retreat possible. A bow to Thay, 
to his Brother Thay Phap An and to His Sister 
Song Nghiem.

Clara (Milano)

In May we had a wonderful retreat in our 
beautiful Italian region of Puglia and I would 
like to share some thoughts about my journey 
on the path of Dharma, encountering Thay‘s 
teachings, my decision to join the Order of 
Interbeing and most of all the concrete ones 
Sharing the impact of the teachings on my 
practice in everyday life.
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The Uni Bonn on a Visit to the EIAB

As part of a course of the Southeast Asia 
Department of the University of Bonn on 
the topic of „Religions in Southeast Asia“, 
we, 4 students and our lecturer, went on an 
excursion to the EIAB at the beginning of 
June. Unfortunately, the group had shrunk 
considerably due to numerous sicknessess. 
Our wish was to get a first practical 
impression of Buddhism in general and its 
expression in Vietnam. During the course 
we had already dealt with a number of topics 
theoretically, but here Buddhism is lived 
and taught in practice. The EIAB was a good 
choice because it is easily accessible by public 
transport and has already shown itself to 
be a place where we are welcome with our 
questions. And in a beautiful way, this was 
also true this time.

As soon as we entered the monastery 
grounds, we felt at ease in the peaceful 
atmosphere. After Sister Song Nghiem and 

Abbot Bhikshu Thay Phap An had warmly 
welcomed us, we were invited to a walking 
meditation along the „path of joy“ to the 
stupa. We were able to throw off the stress 
of everyday life and focus our thoughts 
completely on the present and what was to 
come. During the walking meditation we 
walked around the stupa, built from pillars 
of the old hospital. We were impressed by the 
fact that the architectural remains from the 
Nazi era had not simply been discarded, but 
that the negativity associated with them had 
been transformed into something positive 
with a powerful presence, in the spirit of 
Buddhism.

At this point Bhikshu Thay Phap An explained 
in great detail the extensive symbolism 
and metaphors behind the architectural 
structure, giving us a good insight into 
various basic Buddhist principles. After this 
introduction, we learned about the different 

daily practices of the monks and nuns. 
During the very tasty lunch together we 
practised meditative eating in silence. After 
an extensive question and answer session, 
Sister Song Nghiem and Bhikshu Thay Phap 
An were kind enough to spontaneously give 
us a practical insight into sitting meditation 
in their tradition. This was an impressive and 
mindful conclusion to our visit.

Although we had expected „only“ an 
ordinary university event, the morning 
also proved to be very enriching for all of 
us. The combination of theory and our own 
practice was very coherent and gave us new 
insights into the practice of Buddhism. Many 
thanks to the EIAB, Sister Song Nghiem and 
Bhikshu Thay Phap An for this extraordinary 
opportunity.

Frank Seemann
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Retreat Weyarn

My name is Barbara. I‘ve been meditating 
since 2018. I wanted to calm my mind, shut 
out suffering thoughts. Like so many people, 
fate led me to the practice in the hope that I 
could help myself. Mantra meditations only 
helped me to calm my thoughts a little; I had 
to look deeper.

My path to the Order of Interbeing

Two questions led me to Thich Nhat Hanh: 
the search for the way to forgiveness and the 
search for the way to transform my suffering. 
On the EIAB homepage I saw a retreat with 
Sister Song Nhiem and Thay Phap An. What 

can I say? They both looked so familiar to 
me. This familiarity spontaneously led me to 
Waldbröl. And I learned to look deeper and 
to understand. Thay Phap An says: When the 
conditions are right, things will manifest. 
And so it was with me.

I owe a lot to the EIAB and the Order of 
Interbeing. From the very first moment, I 
was given guidance to face my sorrowful 
thoughts and feelings. I was able to get to 
know a loving way of dealing with each 
other based on a large portion of Buddhist 
psychology and deep human wisdom. 
Lightness and heaviness are united, a very 

special loving humour with seriousness and 
wisdom. Tenderness and playfulness and 
power.

I am touched by the retreats. I am deeply 
touched by the appreciative and mindful way 
of living exemplified in the EIAB.

When I came home, I noticed that I had had 
the book „The Miracle of Mindfulness“ at 
home for years. It was not the only book with 
texts by Thich Nhat Hanh on my bookshelves.

During my last stay in March 2022, when I 
arrived between two retreats, I was received 
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very simply and basically floated along for 
a day before a brother asked me if I was a 
guest and if I would like to join a working 
meditation. I still have to laugh about that.

The very first evening I went to the 
meditation room nearest to my room and was 
so awestruck by Thich Nhat Hanh’s photo 
that I began touching the earth. Thay had 
departed in January and Thay Phap An was 
still in Vietnam. He could not travel back in 
time for the next retreat. Sister Song Nhiem 
led the retreat alone with great effort under 
difficult conditions. But she did not let it show. 
I have such great reverence, such respect. I 
also meditated every night during the retreat 
in front of the photo of Thich Nhat Hanh. I felt 
for the first time in my life that I knew what 
praying meant.

The energy was unimaginable. I went home 
deeply touched and knew that I would come 
back. Here I am at home, here I have arrived.

Still in Waldbröl, I wrote to Thomas Barth 
from the Community for Mindful Living in 
Bavaria, who also leads the Munich Sangha 
wonderfully and gently. I was warmly invited 
to come to the retreat in Weyarn.

Retreat in Weyarn  
23.6.–26.6.2022 –  
A gift for the world.

Once again I received a warm welcome. 
When I saw Sister Song Nhiem and Thay 
Phap An and the brothers and sisters, I felt 
happiness, warmth and emotion.

My big thanks go to all 40 participants of 
the retreat. It is so nice that everyone was so 
open and friendly, and that you are allowed to 
join if you are like-minded. I was not the only 
participant who had not been to one of the 
Bavarian Sanghas. The Mindfulness Centre 
in Treffauerstrasse in Munich is not far from 
my old home. Nevertheless, I had not been 

there before. When the conditions are right, 
things will manifest.

This weekend, it was very important for me 
to hear again that an essential ingredient of 
„being a gift“ is to first give ourselves the gift 
of taking care of ourselves. To help others we 
need to heal ourselves, and this sometimes 
requires patience. It was a wonderful 
weekend to practise loving speech, even 
despite my own pain.

Watering our flowers to help them grow was 
one of the many beautiful images we took 
home. It was memorable when Sister Song 
Nghiem asked us to water Thomas Barth‘s 
flowers. Each one was allowed to tell Thomas 
what he or she was grateful for and Thomas 
had the magnanimity to accept these gifts. 
That is also part of it. For people who have 
suffered many strokes of fate, it is difficult to 
follow the path of the Bodhisattva. They have 
to take care of themselves first. Strengthen 
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their bodies. Each morning we had the 
chance to practise physical exercises in the 
wonderful garden of the Domicillium in 
Weyarn. With self-love and self-compassion, 
and a great deal of patience, we could learn to 
feel our bodies, our minds and our feelings, 
and slowly awaken.

The history of the memorial pin for Thich 
Nhat Hanh was beautifully explained to us, 
and after touching the earth three times 
together, we were all able to take a memorial 
pin. At this point I would like to thank 
Thomas Barth once again for the openness 
and ease with which he guided us through 

this weekend organisationally. The weekend 
was an important gift for all of us and an 
important step towards being gifts for the 
world.

Barbara Weiß
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Retreat “Be a Gift for the World”  
in Weyarn from 23–25 July, 2022

This was my second time at a retreat in 
Weyarn, and the prospect going there again 
next year is like a wonderful little pebble in 
my trouser pocket, which I only need to rub 
a little ... and „a smile is born“ ( to quote Sr 
Song Nghiem :-))

The magic of the place, the openness and 
friendliness of the community, the intensity 
of the talks and practising together are a 
great gift. In response to Sr. Song Nghiem‘s, 
cheerful and urgent request to send 
contributions for the journal, I would like to 
share three little stories that popped up on 
the last day like little vignettes.

Normally I never take my mobile phone 
into the meditation room, but on the last 
day I wanted to photograph Thay Phab An‘s 
illustrations and so I couldn‘t help but see 
that I had received a message from a family 
that I was taking care of. I hadn’t opened 
the message, but from the short initial note 
asking me to look at a photo, I was very 
concerned that there had been violence in 
the family again. A torrent of concern but 

also anger, helplessness and hopelessness 
was about to pull me into a downward spiral.

Thay Phab An had just spoken about subject, 
object and the content of experience and 

illustrated it wonderfully by holding a mobile 
phone case and the lid of a can in such a way 
that they were quasi one before pulling them 
apart to demonstrate this perceptual error 
between subject and object. Even though I 
may not have fully understood everything, 
this image helped me to stay centred within 
myself, to name and tolerate the feelings 
arising. Later, when I opened the message, it 
turned out, to my great relief, that this time it 
was a comparatively minor medical problem. 
And I also wanted to „endure“ this feeling in 
order to be free again to meet reality in the 
present moment.

The second brief arabesque is about the 
ringing of the Weyarn church bells on Sunday. 
Br. Phab An gave us a vivid, impressive and 
deeply convincing introduction to Buddhist 
teachings, history and psychology ... yet I 
still felt a little „homesick“ for the Christian 
tradition from which I come. I did not leave 
the Christian Church because I was unhappy; 
it was more like leaving the parental home 
and knowing that you will not live there 
again, whilst being grateful for all it has 
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lived in everyday life between total devotion 
and lonesome isolation.

Thank you to all the sisters and brothers 
from the EIAB who made this retreat a 
nourishing experience for us, thank you 
to the Domicilium team who care for and 
share the spirit of the place so well and thank 
you to the Sangha for these beautiful days in 
community.

Gabriele Hopf

given you. It was wonderful to see how much 
Thay Phab An likes and respects the bell 
ringing, so perhaps my homesickness meets 
his „wanderlust“. 

The last thing we did together was walking 
meditation in the forest around Domicilium 
House. The path is a forest path: sometimes 
soft, sometimes harder, sometimes coarse 
stones, often small ones, sometimes damp, 
sometimes dusty... In order to kiss Mother 
Earth with every step, we would have to walk 
barefoot – that would be tough love – and 

good mountain shoes make walking pain-
free, if a little further away from the real 
thing. My solution is these simple flip-flops, 
which also adorn the cover of Thay‘s book 
„How to Walk“.

For me, they symbolise large parts of the 
world where „simplicity“, out of conviction or 
poverty, is much more self-evident than here.

Walking on the forest path, they are the 
„middle way“ that Br. Phab An had mentioned 
at the beginning of the retreat, which can be 
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Thay’s Vision  
Manifests in Waldbröl

If you please just substitute “Thay” for 
„Johanna“, then perhaps the connection I 
have in my own mind will make more sense 
to you. The underlying reference in the text 
is to:

• Thay‘s statement, as told to me, that our 
Buddhist Institute „In the middle of Eu-
rope“ (i.e. Waldbröl   ) was one of 
his final visions.... (2008?)

• Bob Dylan‘s song „Vision of Johanna .... 
that conquer my mind“ (1966). These vi-
sions of Johanna that occupy my mind... 
and influenced me so much as a teenage 
seeker. Having no father as a role model, I 
looked for „fathers“.

Now, at 72, of all of them I can see two essential 
ones who define what I try to live. Dylan, the 
hero, great guide and forerunner of my youth 
(from 1963). With his Rimbaudian word-
sound-line creations, and oblique haunting 

voice. But above all, his sincere rebellion 
against the lies of the preceding generation, 
and questioning of everything that is, and 
supposedly should always remain so. And 
now, during the last phase of my life Thay – 
Thich Nhat Hanh (from approx. 2015) – as the 
embodiment of absolute spiritual leadership 
and insight, and his enchantingly poetic 
approach to millennia-old Eastern wisdom, 
insights and philosophy of life that are so 
wonderful for us Westerners.

This text arose from Sister Song Nghiêm‘s 
loving request to give a more personal 
account of my true motivation for the 
abundant energy I have been donating to my 
beloved EIAB and the monastic sangha over 
the last few years. It may sound a little strange 
for you, as it offers thoughts, manifestations 
and life-historical connections that do not 
always follow „the real teaching“ and the 
Plum Village tradition and its powerful 
practice. However, to omit these connections, 
would make my account superficial, and for 
me would be a form of self-deception that 
would not say much about me as a real person 
in such a powerful place as the EIAB.

During my work, or rather my constant 
preoccupation with the „real estate“ and the 
„landscape“ of the EIAB, I often sing or hum 
„my“ songs. Of course, these are often the 
songs we sing together, but mixed in with 
them are also songs from my own life history. 
And these are mostly the old Dylan songs that 
shaped me, just as the practice of the Sangha, 
the connections in and around the EIAB now 
occupy and shape me so much.

At work I often hum the lyrics of Dylan‘s 
song („Vision of Johanna“), a few lines of 
which I will gently sprinkle onto this text in 
a slightly condensed and changed version, 

with its melancholic mood: the feeling that 
many things are meaningless, and that the 
questions we so often ask ourselves will 
never be answered. It affects me similarly 
to the way Thay often resonates „next to“ 
me and accompanies me in my work. I don‘t 
have to explain that I sometimes talk to him, 
we all do that. Since his transition to the 
other shore, I do it more often. And many 
events since then at the EAIB, strange but also 
wonderful, lead me, „a natural born sceptic“, 
to believe in a reality beyond that of our very 
limited and restricted perceptions. Is there 
really an absolute reality, a reality that goes 
beyond our being here and determines and 
influences our lives without our knowing 
and acting? Thay Phap An will explain it to 
us. Slowly slowly.....

Since 2015 I have developed a strong 
attachment to the EIAB, practising since 2016 
(my retirement) and actively working on the 
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construction work since about 2018. Due to 
my hearing impairment and my preference 
not only to look at things, but also to change 
them through understanding, I have sought 
closeness to the brothers from the beginning. 
At that time, when I had the possibility to 
stay for free without being part of a retreat, 
and especially being at the EIAB when 
the Sangha is „alone among themselves“, I 
could contribute my energy and my modest 
craft skills, and feel the love I have had for 
Buddhism since my youth, all of which led 
to a closer connection with monastic life in 
one of the rare monastic communities where 
monks and nuns live together. Something 
that fascinates and amazes me.

And Johanna holds a handful of rain, 
temptin‘ you to defy it Lights flicker 
from the opposite loft

In this room the heat pipes just cough 
But there‘s nothing, really nothing to 

turn off
And these visions of Johanna that 

conquer my mind“

“And Thay holds a handful of rain 
temptin‘ you to defy it Lights flicker 
from the opposite loft

In this room the heat pipes just cough 
But there‘s nothing, really nothing 
to turn off

And these visions of Thay that conquer 
my mind.”

Thanks to my partnership with Anne von der 
Lühe, from summer 2016, who has lived and 
practised intensively at the EIAB, and has 
given German lessons to the brothers and 
sisters, I also quickly got to know the sisters. 
The trust they place in me, through their 
appreciation of my reliability, fills me with 

We can hear the night watchman click 
his flashlight

Ask himself if it‘s him or them that‘s 
insane

Johanna, sh‘s all right, she‘s just near
She‘s delicate and seems like the mirror
But she just makes it all too concise 

and too clear
Where the Visions of Johanna have now 

taken my place“

We hear the night watchman click his 
flashlight

Ask yourself if he or you are insane
Thay he’s alright, he‘s just near
He‘s so delicate and seems like the 

mirror
But he just makes it all too concise and 

too clear
Where these visions of Thay  have now 

taken first place.”

I could certainly tell an affectionate and 
appreciative story about each of the sisters 
and brothers, collected over the seven years 
of my stay here. But that would go too far 
here, and can be saved for later, if so desired.

A small leap in the intimacy and intensity 
of my „work“ and my manifestation in 
this wonderful place took the form of my 
acquaintance and now reliable friendship 
with Frank Jungjohann-Feltens, the head 
of maintenance and refurbishment at the 
EIAB and its extensive grounds. Through 
him I have a deeper understanding of the 
real tasks that such a project requires in 
terms of size and legacy. The „Love in Action“ 
group, whose inception in 2018 marked the 
beginning of my deepening interest in the 
many tasks at the EIAB, and the relief of the 

special pride, or rather, in moments when 
we work together intensely, it frequently 
brings me great joy and makes me happy. 
Even such simple things as feeling their 
love for the little things here, trivialities 
really, but indispensable for their practice. 
Watching them live their practice without 
any disturbance from outside, serious, 
imperturbable, light and so amazingly 
relaxed. At the same time, their little jokes 
and the way they tease each other, and the 
brothers too, and now me; offering their 
enchanting smiles and their daily work 
fulfilling the many many tasks in the Asoka 
building and the Monastery of Great 
Compassion. Wonderful and enchanting in 
a unique way.

I have been able to experience this with the 
brothers too. Sometimes very intensively 
with a few of them when we work together. 
Unfortunately, some of them have moved 
away, and new, younger brothers arrive 
bringing a completely different „character“ 
and mood, which fascinates me too. I haven’t 
really been able to understand it yet, but 
it seems to have something to do with the 
place and the aspiration. Perhaps one of 
the Dharma teachers will explain it at some 
point.

Since I first walked through the doors, I 
have had a special connection with Brother 
Phap Tri. Although he loves silence so much 
and practices it consistently and steadily, I 
think we understand each other „without 
words“. However, his mischievous smile and 
minimalist facial expressions challenge me 
again and again. As someone with impaired 
hearing, I am very practised in “reading”, 
nonetheless he is a challenge for me, and 
perhaps one day he will make me a master of 
wordless communication:-).
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Sangha, has now been taken over by Ilona 
Kruse from the Bonn Sangha. The joy that 
this group of lay practitioners creates or 
generates is something that can and should 
take a lot of pressure off the Sangha in the 
long run. It gives the practitioners, I think, 
a deeper insight into the cultivation and 
creation of this powerful practice space, 
in the Plumvillage tradition and Thay‘s 
great vision of „this (our) Waldbröl“. In its 
manifestation as a force to transform an 
unwholesome place – marked by horror and 
blindness – into a place that is now so very 
wholesome, a particle-vibrating practice field 
based on the insights of inter-being.

My closeness to Frank, who has an intensive 
and intimate relationship with Thay Phap 
An, and therefore also a more comprehensive 
overview, which allows my close involvement 
in the many tasks, fills me with joy and 
confidence. And although many of us can‘t 
quite believe it, I see the meditation hall, at 
the back (that is the south-east side) of the 
Asoka Building, above the heating room, 
slowly reaching across the „old hospital road“ 
and growing into the rising embankment 
with small trees. Really, there is absolutely 
no doubt in my mind, even as an eternally 
critical spirit and born doubter!

The spirit of quantums vibration howls 
in the bones of his face

Now, little boy lost, he takes himself so 
seriously

He brags of his misery, he likes to live 
dangerously

He‘s sure got a lotta gall to be so 
useless and all

Muttering small talk at the wall while 
I‘m in the hall

It‘s so hard to get on
And these visions of Johanna, they kept 

me up past the dawn

The spirit of quantums vibration howls 
in the bones of his face

Now, little boy lost, he takes himself so 
seriously

He brags of his misery, he likes to live 
dangerously

He‘s sure got a lotta gall to be so 
useless and all

Muttering small talk at the wall while 
I‘m in the hall

It‘s so hard to get on
And these visions of Thay, they kept me 

up past the dawn

So it is not only my „assets“ and, at my age, 
energy resources that bind me here, but also 
meetings and encounters with wonderful 
individuals that help me with my practice 
and bring me so much further.

Due to Anne‘s tragic, severe and for long 
phases life-threatening cancer that developed 
only one year into our relationship, I was 
challenged – possibly chosen („blessed“ Frank 
would say) – to confront the fears, despair 
and a great fear of loss as well as the constant 
thoughts of an/the end. Transforming this 
by looking at the desperate experiences of 
suffering and pain with a loved one was the 
(our) way. Anne, with her experience of the 
practice, has managed this amazingly well; 
helped me a lot with her constant practice of 
Thay‘s teachings, and brought me great steps 
forward in my understanding of the dialectic 
of happiness and suffering, lotus and mud, 
laughter and crying. It is this mixture of

• direct daily practice at the EIAB,
• understanding of the Dharma through 

Thay Phap An and
• the tireless practice of the brothers and 

sisters,
• my own practical contribution to the re-

furbishment and maintenance of this ex-
periential space

• combined with the personal challenge of 
Anne‘s journey of suffering, and her com-
mitment to „no death – no fear“ and Gata / 
mantra and meditation practice

that makes this EIAB space so wonderful.

Just like standing at a night-time bar, where 
miracles are served in small portions. 
Dreaming on... the key to this bar, in the 
catacombs of the Asoka building, is held by 
the caretaker, or Frank.

Inside the museums, infinity goes up on 
trial

Voices echo this is what salvation must 
be like after a while

But Mona Lisa musta had the highway 
blues

You can tell by the way she smiles Oh, 
jewels and binoculars hang from the 
head of the mule

But these visions of Johanna, they make 
it all seem so cruel

Inside the museums, infinity goes up on 
trial

Voices echo this is what salvation must 
be like after a while

But Mona Lisa musta had the highway 
blues

You can tell by the way she smiles Oh, 
jewels and binoculars hang from the 
head of the mule

But these visions of Thay, they make it 
all seem so cruel

Another aspect of the way I give strength 
and energy to Thay’s vision is the way we are 
integrated into the Sangha, even as simple 
lay people living and practising in „normal“ 
life. Although there are so many lay people 
flowing through, the brothers and sisters 
always find the opportunity and space to 
show their deep compassion and interest 
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in us and to lovingly and compassionately 
support us. Mostly without words! The 
personal conversations and instructions of 
Sister Song Nghiêm and Thay Phap An do the 
rest to help overcome difficulties and to allow 
fears that arise temporarily to disappear. 
That offers tremendous support! Yes, what 
a gift. And given the large number of people 
seeking help with their suffering at the EIAB, 

it is astonishing that the two of them and the 
entire Sangha can do it.

Yes, and my original Cologne, Rhenish-
proletarian socialisation, with its „lightness“ 
and apparent „shallowness“ – which, 
however, often contains a hidden profundity 
non-Colognians simply don‘t understand – 
helps me practice conscious breathing, as 

well as generating laughter and joy and 
allows me to glide over difficult emotions.

“But like Louise always says
Ya can‘t look at much, can ya man?“ As 

she, herself, prepares for him
And Madonna, she still has not showed 

We see this empty cage now corrode 
The fiddler, he now steps to the road 
He writes ev‘rything‘s been returned 
which was owed

While my conscience explodes
And these visions of Johanna are now 

all that remain“

“But like Louise always says
Ya can‘t look at much, can ya man?” As 

she, herself, prepares for him
And Madonna, she still has not showed 

We see this empty cage now corrode 
The fiddler, he now steps to the road 
He writes ev‘rything‘s been returned 
which was owed

While my conscience explodes
And these visions of Thay are now all 

that remain“

The most fulfilling experience for me in 
recent weeks was a meeting with Sister 
Chan Khong in Waldbröl, who never tires 
of emphasising how the EAIB represents 
the fulfilment of one of Thay‘s important 
visions for the 21st century. Thay, quoting 
the Buddha:

See nothing as final truth, not even our own 
teaching of the Middle Way.

Always examine it for yourself, practising 
steadily and persistently.

Dylan following his rhyme:

„Don’t follow leaders
Watch the parkin’ meters
Look out kid
they keep it all hid“

Rainer Suthold – Cologne and Waldbröl,  
July 2022

Here is a link to Youtube with one of the ear-
lier versions of the song:

https://youtu.be/AwuCF5lYqEE
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Frank Jungjohann-Feltens –  
In and On the Middle Way

Nümbrecht, 07. 07. 2022 – Experiences of Interbeing at the EIAB

I was recently interviewed by a Vietnamese 
film crew in front of the EIAB building. 
It was a documentary about Thay’s work, 
which is familiar to those in the West, 
especially in Europe, but not in Asia. So it 

is a good thing, if people, especially young 
people in Asia, can learn something about 
Thay’s healing and sacred work. They 
asked me a number of questions, which I 
summarise below.

First I was asked how I became aware of 
Thich Nhat Hanh, i.e. Thay. As I have been 
interested in spirituality for a long time, 
Thay was known to me. In a way, Thay came 
into my life in the form of his students. Thay 
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was never my direct teacher, and I learnt 
more from Thay through his students, first 
of all Karl and Ilona Schmied and later on 
through the revered Thay Phap An and all the 
monks and nuns of the EIAB. In my presence, 
Sister Chan Khong once called Thay Phap 
An the best disciple of Thay. Through my 
intensive work for the EIAB in the 2nd 
and 3rd construction phases of the Ashoka 
building and later for the Pagoda, I had ,at 
times, very close contact with Thay Phap An, 
with whom I feel very connected as a brother 
and friend.

One meeting with Thay Phap An that stands 
out is when he helped me touch infinity, 
endless space without time. This happened as 

follows: when I met with Thay Phap An, I must 
have seemed a little exhausted and stressed. 
Thay Phap An said to me, “You are doing a 
good job and you are also very intelligent.” 
I replied that I was of average intelligence. 
He then claimed that he was also of average 
intelligence. Thay Phap An asked me if I 
understood this. I replied in the negative. In 
my eyes, Thay Phap An is very intelligent, 
just the fact he has conducted research and 
worked at MIT is proof of that. But then Thay 
Phap An took a white sheet of paper and 
drew a horizontal line from the left to the 
right edge of the page and said: If intelligence 
“begins” in the infinite far outside the left 
side of the sheet and “ends” far outside the 
right side of the sheet in the infinite, where 
should he then place himself? Then he would 
also be of average intelligence.

Tears immediately came to my eyes as these 
words from Thay Phap An allowed me to 
touch space without time and boundaries, 
and to enter into it. Previously, I had 
experienced something similar in childhood 
dreams, and find I can still generate a similar 
feeling in myself again and again.

During the interview, we also talked about 
enlightenment. Enlightenment is a really big 
word. Once I have touched this space without 
beginning and end, without birth and death 
within me, I can recall it when needed. In 
the meantime, however, I can take care of 
the basics. That means I take care of myself. 
If I want to do even better, I take care of my 
family and friends and the crowning glory 
is when I have learned to take care of my 
school, especially my spiritual school. My 
spiritual school is the Way of the Middle - 
Daya Mullins Foundation. And in that sense, 
the EIAB is also my school, so I take care of 
both these schools in a very natural way.

I was later asked what I personally gain from 
it or how I personally benefit from being 
so involved with the EIAB? From my point 
of view, the interviewer’s question was 
not formulated very well, and offered an 
invitation to concentrate on the essentials. 
My answer was as follows: If I assume we 
are a Sangha body, together with all living 
beings in the sense of interbeing, if there is 
no you and no I, i.e. only a we, then I am not 
supporting anyone outside of myself with my 
work; through my commitment, I am directly 

supporting myself and the community, our 
Sangha body. I am nourishing myself and 
the community of practitioners. This is the 
greatest gift I can ever receive. However, I 
receive this gift only if my actions are free 
of egoism. Only then can I enter this endless 
space without time. It’s all connected.

Finally, the question of the special features 
of the historic EIAB site and building came 
up. During the Nazi regime, the Ashoka 
building was an internment camp for the 
mentally and physically handicapped, and 
a “Strength through Joy” hotel was planned 
for the site. So a lot of suffering was created 
in this building. Victims and perpetrators 
alike stayed here. I myself was born in this 
building in 1963. I enjoyed a good start to 
life in this place. My parents were looking 
forward to my arrival and because I was born 
on a Sunday, the church bells rang on the 
same day of my birth, and I love the sound 
of them. If we assume that there is no birth 
and no death, then it is quite possible I was 
already living in Waldbröl at the time of 
the Nazi regime. Who knows for sure? At 
that time I could have been a victim or also 
a perpetrator. In any case, the point is to 
transform suffering into happiness. I have 
learned to see all the adversities of life, at 
least most of the time, as opportunities for 
transformation into happiness.

The fact that Thay chose this place in 
Waldbröl, my home, is possibly also a sign of 
my life‘s task. Even if it is not a sign, Thay‘s 
vision of founding a European Centre for 
Applied Buddhism here is also my vision, 
not least because it is also the vision of my 
brother Thay Phap An. Together we are one 
Sangha body, one whole, and together we 
are infinitely strong. Together we can enjoy 
this infinite space within us and in the whole 
universe and be free within it, just be.

May the love that unites everything and is 
one whole bless and accompany you every 
second. We are one whole. In this sense 1 + 1 is 
more than 2. We are „Love in Action“.

With respectful affection. 

Your friend and brother

Frank Jungjohann-Feltens
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Love in Action Project 2022
(Lay helpers offer working meditation to support the EIAB)

In March 2022, Rainer Suthold, in 
consultation with Frank Jungjohann-Feltens 
(EIAB architect) and the monastic sangha, 
asked me if I could imagine taking over the 
organisation of this project. I already knew 
Rainer and Frank from the work meditations 
I had participated in the year before to help 
with the construction work on the EIAB 
pagoda.

„Silence:  
The Power of Quiet  

in a World full of Noise”.

Taking the title of Thich Nhat Hanh‘s book as 
guidance, I also regard this as one aspect of 
the „Love in Action“ (LiA) project, in addition 
to supporting the EIAB through our work.

Even before the pandemic, we were helping 
with LiA and, as the rules regarding Corona 
were relaxed, we thought about bringing it 
back to life.

I agreed, and Rainer provided me with the 
information to get started: email addresses 
of people interested, and contacts to the 
brothers at the EIAB.

The first LiA working meditation finally took 
place on the weekend of 9/10 April 2022.

The helpers in the „first hour“ were Ursula, 
Lothar, Martha, Rainer, Sam, and Gerhard. In 

addition to which we received spontaneous 
support from Alexander and a few others.

At the time, the sisters and brothers hadn’t 
told us what needed to be done, so Rainer 
provided us with suggestions.

The experienced practitioners amongst you 
will know that things always turn out as they 
should. We were not bored and the work was 
easy. Each of us enjoyed the feeling of being 
both with ourselves and helping.

The sisters and brothers supported us 
wherever they could and always gave us a 
smile when they passed. They organised our 
breaks with tea and biscuits, conversations 
and songs and showed us their gratitude. We 
felt very welcome.

From the very first meeting, I realised that 
it would not be enough just to work on 
Saturdays and Sundays. Since I work full 
time in my everyday life, I was looking for a 
way to offer Fridays as LiA days too.

I found a possibility and other weekends 
followed in April, May and June when we 
were at the EIAB from Friday to Sunday. On 
the Sundays we were accompanied by the 
monastic brothers and sisters, who usually 
„spoilt“ us with a Dharma talk by Thay, which 
we watched together, with singing and a 
sharing over tea and biscuits.

Since then, our LiA project has been 
supported by other experienced helpers, 
Christine, Evelyn, Louise, Beatrix, Patchera 
and Anke, for whose help we were all very 
grateful.

The size of our LiA mailing list has grown 
steadily with new names and email addresses. 
Even if not all you are able to be present on 
the dates set by me and the monastic sangha, 
I ask you to stay tuned! The EIAB can use all 
the support it can get.

In the EIAB Magazine 2021 (p.119), Frank 
(the architect) expressed the wish: „For the 
upcoming maintenance work, it would be 
wonderful if this circle of friends could 
expand and carry out cleaning and minor 
repair work in the future“, and this wish is 
about to be fulfilled.

We were able to help the monastic Sangha by 
cleaning the entire wrought-iron railings of 
the main staircase, cleaning and maintaining 
the marble floor, cleaning the windows 
on the floor of the meditation halls, and - 
very popular - gardening. There were also 
spontaneous operations, such as at the last 
meeting in June.

150 new mattresses, slatted frames and 
pillows were to be delivered in three days’ 
time and needed to be placed in many of the 
refurbished rooms.
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Admittedly, we may not have done this work 
with the usual attentiveness, because it had 
to be done quickly. But this is also part of the 
practice, to realise that despite the urgency 
we still need to take care of ourselves and 
focus on our breath.

There are certainly other kinds of support 
that await us LiA helpers. The monastic 
Sangha usually tells us about them on the 
day of arrival (Friday) and afterwards we 
start immediately with the work meditation.

Rainer usually has something else written 
down on his notepad and if we have enough 
time, we also get down to these tasks... 
redrawing faded lettering, cleaning mossy 
stone tablets, hanging curtains. It wasn’t 
until one weekend when he couldn‘t be there 
that we realised we were actually missing 
something.

This is also one of the phenomena of working 
together meditatively. We work alone mind-
fully, but are connected to everyone around 

us. Work that one might not otherwise enjoy 
doing is done quickly and lovingly.

Togetherness connects  
and makes happy.

I would also like to mention that the work 
meditation is adapted to the rhythm of 
monastery life. LiA helpers start at 9 a.m. 
and work until 11 a.m. and then again from 3 
p.m. to 5.30 p.m., with a tea break in between.

Due to the generosity of the monastic 
Sangha, we can usually enrich our stay with 
the monastery‘s offers, such as morning 
sports, evening events like meditations, 
possibly concerts. Normally, the brothers 
who accompany us, Phap Tri, Phap Kinh, 
Tue Chieu, are so kind as to offer a meditation 
at 7 a.m. and at 8:30 p.m. in addition to their 
other tasks. If it is not possible for them, we 
meditate alone. Thus, in this special place, 
we lay practitioners have the opportunity 
to deepen and expand our Buddhist practice 
and to practise in a community. What a gift!

I would like to sincerely thank the monastic 
sisters and brothers of the EIAB who have 
so lovingly welcomed us into their home for 
this opportunity. A place where silence really 
comes from the heart and inner peace is easy 
to find.

My thanks also go to all the helpers who have 
supported us as LiA participants, as well as 
those who will be with us in the future. I 
thank you for your loving and compassionate 
support for me. The peaceful, respectful and 
mindful togetherness of the LiA group and 
with the monastic Sangha is the basis for 
the successful „Love in Action“ programme, 
which rightly bears this name.

For me, this is applied Buddhism. I am 
looking forward to further „Love in Action“ 
experiences and encounters.

Ilona Kruse
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Being – Nonbeing
In the Book „Hành Trạng Của Sư Ông Làng Mai“ 

The Thich Nhat Hanh extended Biography relates the Following:

It was during his stay at the Phước Huệ 
temple, in a hut made of palm leaves in the 
middle of a tea plantation, that Thầy had a 
dream. In this dream, Thầy saw his mother 
and realised for the first time, deep within, 
that „being“ and „non-being“ are only ideas. 
In the dream, „my mother‘s appearance 
was hardly changed. I talked to her as usual 
with no thought whatsoever of suffering 
for the last four years from the loss of my 
mother... That night I got up at half past one 
and experienced a miracle. The pain was no 
longer there and I realised that the thought 
of losing my mother was only an idea. To be 
able to see my mother in this dream is to be 
able to see her forever.“ Thầy explained „That 
night I was able to perceive very clearly that 
the coming-and-going of my mother was just 
something arising inside of me. It was not 
an objective fact. The reality of my mother 
is independent of birth and death; it is not 
because of birth that my mother is there and 
it is not because of death that my mother is 
no longer there...“ This realisation came as an 
insight, not as a theory.

When I heard the news of Thầy‘s passing, I 
felt completely empty for a moment. Then, 
immediately afterwards, I felt a sense of 
liberation, thankful that Thầy was now 
floating serenely like a white cloud. Possibly 
the reading I had done about „no coming, no 
going“ over the last seven years had prepared 
me for this moment. At the same time, my 
doctor’s mind kept reminding me that over 
these last seven years, Thầy‘s body has been a 
great burden for him, every second and every 
minute. Nevertheless, these seven years were 
also necessary so that Thầy could depart 
calmly in the knowledge that within the 
monastic community, his Dharma teachers 
can now stand firmly on their own feet, and 

can continue hand in hand along the path of 
the Buddha, the patriarchs and Thầy.

Not a tear dropped

However, other days were very different. I 
had several episodes of laughter and tears 
as my heart followed the silent ceremony 
in Vietnam. Crying because the monks and 
nuns were crying, because people were 
sprinkling rice grains and incense over 
Thầy‘s face, because the coffin was being 
sealed. And occasionally, tears would just 
roll down my cheeks for no apparent reason. 
But there were also moments of laughter, 
like watching the videos of Thầy‘s Dharma 
talks, recalling the experiences of the master-
student relationship together, or watching a 
Sangha with harmony and stability.

It was only after the cremation ceremony, in 
a brief moment, that I suddenly realised that 
Thầy’s coming and going was just something 
arising within me, not an objective fact. After 
the last meeting with Thầy in Upper Hamlet 
at the time of the Vulture Peak Gathering 
retreat in June 2016, when Thầy turned 
around in his wheelchair and gave me a very 
focused look, as his assistants pushed him 
past me, I did not get another chance to see 
Thầy again.

Once I was preparing a trip to Thailand 
to visit Thầy and the Plum Village Sangha 
there. However, after buying the ticket, I 
found out that Thầy had already flown on to 
Vietnam. From then until Thầy‘s transition, 
the situation didn’t really change and I had 
no opportunity to sit on the ground by 
Thầy‘s hammock, have a sip of warm tea, 
and take pleasure in hearing Thầy remind 
me, with a smile and in quiet words, not to 

be too eager to finish my tasks, but to enjoy 
my tea.

In the past years, I have never missed Thầy 
because in my daily life Thầy is always 
present through videos, Youtube clips and 
books. I also had the feeling that Thầy is 
being well looked after by the young sisters 
and brothers in the Patriarch Temple. The 
work of Plum Village is being taken care of 
by the Dharma teachers. And when I didn‘t 
understand something, I rummaged through 
Thầy‘s treasure trove of literature to look for 
a suitable solution.

Surely it is hardly any different now than 
it was then? The thought that has been 
fermenting inside me about the loss of 
Thầy is only an idea. Now Thầy is no longer 
confined in a sick body and the activities of 
Plum Village continue to be guided by the 
experienced Dharma teachers. 

Surely the reality of Thầy in me is 
independent of birth and death? Just as Thầy 
taught:

Look inside, I am in you, and in every 
flower, every leaf

If you call my name, you will see me 
there

Where are you going? The old fragrant 
tree has given flowers that smell 
very good this morning

In fact you and I have never been apart
Spring is coming, the old pine trees 

show their shiny green buds and at 
the edge of the forest Hoa Mai 
blossoms shine everywhere.

Thuc Quyen (Chan Dieu)
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Remembering  
Thay

I was lucky to be able to experience Thay, 
Thich Nhat Hanh, in person twice: the first 
time in 2004 at the Circus Krone in Munich 
and the second time in 2010 at a retreat Thay 
gave in Cologne and at the EIAB in Waldbröl. 
At the beginning, I had no idea Thay‘s 
teaching would be the cause of so much 
change in my life and that of my family over 
the next 20 years.

At that time, Thay gave a Dharma talk at 
the Circus Krone with over 30 brothers and 
sisters. Although I had read Thay’s books 
and stories, this was the first time I saw him 
in person. The circus was overcrowded, 
but there was nonetheless a pleasant calm 
and relaxed atmosphere in the hall, which 
impressed me. Thay sat there so peacefully 
that during his talk I had the feeling that time 
was standing still. In the quiet of the hall, I 
felt a source of energy flowing within Thay, 

with a community of brothers and sisters 
behind him on the stage. Thay lit a match 
and watched with amusement as a small 
flame appeared and then disappeared. He 
did not say a word. Perhaps he wanted the 
audience to find the meaning for themselves. 
I thought at the time that he wanted to 
show the transformation of energy: the 
transformation of energy from one form into 
another. The flame did go out, but its energy 
was not lost, only transformed into another 
form, namely heat. In that moment, I could 
not see any connection between the example 
of the matchstick and my own difficulties and 
problems. Today I believe that Thay sowed 
a seed in me, the seed of serenity, peace and 
understanding for the conditioned arising 
and passing of all things in our lives.

At the beginning of my professional career 
many years ago, I experienced a lot of conflict, 

tension and stress due to the pressure to 
perform at work. I often came home tired 
with my head full of problems and negative 
energy. Together with my wife, I was looking 
for suitable methods to reduce stress and to 
achieve inner peace. Fortunately, a friend 
took us to a retreat at the Intersein Centre 
in the Bavarian Forest in 2003, which was 
organised by sister Song Nghiem. Everything 
was new to us and at the retreat we received 
our first lessons in sitting, working and 
walking meditation. Eating in silence was 
very unusual for us, but we enjoyed the 
delicious dishes and were very curious 
about Plum Village‘s methods. Once I saw a 
picture of Thay in the kitchen showing him 
working in the kitchen, smiling happily and 
sympathetically. I had the impression that he 
was very close to people despite his world 
fame. He is like one of us, he is in the here 
and now. A year later, we were able to attend 
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a lecture by Thay in person for the first time 
at Circus Krone.

Thay is a loving Buddhist teacher, as well as 
a writer and poet. He writes very beautiful 
books with many interesting stories. It is 
always a pleasure to read his books. Thay 
guides us through Buddhist wisdom in a 
simple and understandable way. We only need 
to read a few pages of his books and we feel 
lighter, calmer, happier and more motivated. 
„Về Việt Nam“ (Back to Vietnam) is one of the 
books that helped us a lot. At that time, after 
studying in Germany, my wife and I were 
faced with the question of whether we should 
stay here in Germany or return to Vietnam. 
This question occupied us for a long time, 
even after we had found jobs in Germany 
and started our professional careers. We 
were inwardly divided and could not find 
a clear answer. The book „Về Việt Nam“ by 
Thay helped us to find inner peace and to stop 
the constant back and forth. If we do not feel 
happy inside and cannot find contentment, 
then we will be unhappy and dissatisfied both 
in Vietnam and elsewhere in the world. „Back 
to Vietnam“ means returning to ourselves 
and finding inner peace, regardless of where 
we are living. After reading this book by 
Thay, we felt liberated from the agonising 
question of where to live. Peace in me - peace 
in the world: this teaching of Thay is the new 
compass of our lives.

There are 84,000 Dharma doors. Thay taught 
us two wonderful practices: Mindfulness of 
the breath and of our steps. I had observed 
Thay at a walking meditation in Waldbröl 
in 2010 and was very impressed. Thay led 
a large group through the park. He walked 
step by step, slowly, relaxed and enjoying 
each of his steps. With Thay, mindfulness 
is found not just in walking meditation or a 
Dharma talk, but in everything he does, and 
everything can be a source of inspiration. 
I have a habit of always wanting to finish 
work quickly and straight away. I thought 
that if I could do a job quickly, I could relax 
and unwind afterwards. Unfortunately, 
this is not the case. Often other, even more 
urgent tasks follow. I had no rest and rushed 
from one task to another. I became more and 
more frustrated because there was another 
mountain of work in front of me. From Thay 
I learnt to work mindfully - there is strength 
in rest. What should be done should be done, 
but everything takes time. Instead of rushing, 
I learned to work calmly and with joy.

Transformation is the key to success. Thay 
has always been open to the world and 
his teaching and methods transcend the 
boundaries of nations and nationalities. I 
have been able to practise openness in my 
job as a lecturer. In class, I encourage an open 
discussion and a lively exchange between the 
students and myself, so there is less distance 

between lecturer and students and we create 
a good atmosphere in the group. Thay taught 
that everyone is connected and influences 
each other. I have seen this confirmed time 
and again in my teaching. If I can motivate the 
students through my input, then the students 
motivate me through their success and we all 
enjoy the lessons.

On 18.03.2022, my wife and I were at the EIAB 
for the ceremony to receive Thay’s relics. 
We had the task of receiving the relics from 
Brother Phap An‘s car. As we carried Thay’s 
relics on a tray, we were overwhelmed with 
emotion. We felt very strongly how Thay is 
in us, and how he wanted us to continue on 
his path, the path to attaining inner peace 
and happiness.

Every morning we meet Thay in our morning 
meditation ritual. Every morning we see 
him sitting peacefully. In the YouTube video 
he guides us through the meditation with 
his calm voice. Thay is always there for us 
with his boundless love and inspiration 
to transform suffering and live happily, 
contentedly and peacefully together.

Gia-Khanh Pham (Chan Duc Tu Dang) & 
Anh-Van Nguyen (Chan Duc Tu Ai)
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Remembering Thay
Dear Thay, 
Dear brothers and sisters,  
dear friends,

I took refuge in the Three Jewels at the age of 
10 when I was learning judo from Thay Thich 
Tam Giac at the Quang Trung Judo School in 
Saigon. At the back of our house was a pagoda, 
and from time to time I would accompany my 
grandmother and mother to burn incense 
and worship the Buddha. Although I had 
taken refuge in the Three Jewels, I didn‘t 
really understand what it meant and knew 
almost nothing about Buddhism. Growing 
up, I had the opportunity to read books by 
Thay such as „The Back Way of the Mind“ or 
„Talking to the Age of Twenty“, which gave 
me some idea of Buddhism and ideals in life.

My desire to understand Buddhism increased 
after the death of my parents - more than 20 
years ago. I tried many times to read books 
about Buddhism, but found them quite 
unclear and complicated. I was very confused 
by the vast sea of Buddhist scriptures with 
so many different methods. It was only 
when I read books by Thay such as „The 
Miracle of Mindfulness“ or „The Heart of the 
Buddha‘s Teaching“ with their simple, easy to 
understand writing style, which nonetheless 
penetrated deep to the core that I began to 
understand, and thought I had found my 
teacher. The opportunity to come into contact 
with Plum Village arose about 20 years ago 
when we met Brother Phap Ung at the dental 
practice of Chan Dieu, at an event organised 
by Phuong Chi (Sister Song Nghiem before 
she was ordained). I liked his style and his 
long, cheerful, open voice from our very first 
contact. Since then we have practised in the 
Munich Sangha under the guidance of Sister 
Song Nghiem. She went to great lengths to 
organise buses for us to attend the summer 
retreats in Plum Village near Bordeaux, and 
I was fortunate to attend this summer retreat 
three times, to learn more about Plum Village 
and to feel the powerful energy at the origin 
of the International Plum Village community. 
Thay‘s books and lectures have helped me to 
better understand Buddhism, the Dharma, 
„dwelling happily in the present moment“ 
and to feel more deeply the meaning of the 

phrase „happiness is the way“. I see clearly 
that I already have a path, just like the title of 
a book by Thay. It is the path of understanding 
and love, of compassion and wisdom, of 
stopping and contemplating, of pausing and 
looking deeply, of practising mindfulness in 
all I do, and of returning frequently to my 
breathing and steps.

But I didn’t have the opportunity meet Thay 
personally or to visit his hut in Xom Thuong. 
When Thay came to Munich, Frankfurt or 
Waldbröl to give Dharma talks, I also had 
no opportunity to meet him. Once I knew 
that Thay was in the kitchen next to the Dai 
Bi Pagoda in Waldbröl, but I did not dare 
to go in to pay homage because I felt that 
I should not disturb him and the brothers 
and sisters at that time. The last time I saw 
Thay was in December 2018 at Tu Hieu 
Pagoda. At that time, around 3 pm, we were 
practising walking meditation with the 
brothers and sisters Dieu Tram, next to Tu 
Hieu, when a nun informed us that Thay 
would be returning to Tu Hieu Pagoda after 
a few days of rest at Thuan An beach. So 
our walking meditation group immediately 
went to Tu Hieu Pagoda. This was a great 
blessing because not everyone who came 
to the Patriarch Pagoda was lucky enough 
to see Thay. There were times when he felt 
unwell and could not go out for a week. 
Our group of monks, nuns and lay people 
had arrived at the Patriarch Pagoda about 
five minutes before the bus returned with 
Thay. The attendants brought Thay down in 
a wheelchair and we stood with our heads 
down and bowed to Thay. I noticed that 
although Thay was very thin and weak, his 
eyes were still luminous, bright and sharp. 
Thay looked at everyone with eyes that, as 
Sister Song Nghiem described it yesterday, 
could see deep into everyone‘s heart.

I admire Thay’s many talents very much, 
one who is as a Zen teacher and a writer, a 
poet, who writes books and history, publishes 
newspapers, translates writings, writes 

calligraphy, works in the garden.... I see in 
Thay the three virtues of a great bodhisattva: 
compassion, wisdom and courage.

Over the past seven weeks of offerings to 
Thay, the brothers and sister have shared 
much and have expressed how touched 
they are by Thay‘s great love and tolerance 
for his students. Out of compassion for 
his students, Thay always patiently found 
appropriate measures to recognise and 
correct his students’ shortcomings. And 
Thay was always strict with himself about 
leading a simple, humble life. Yesterday, 
Mr Tao told a very moving story about how 
Thay did not rest in the room his family had 
prepared for him, but rested contentedly on 
a sofa in the garage. This is the simple life of 
Thay, and those who have the opportunity 
to visit his hut are very touched. The poem 
„Recommendation“ that Thay wrote when his 
students from the School of Youth for Social 
Service in Vietnam were killed, or the poem 
„Call Me by My True Names“ describes very 
clearly the immense compassion of a great 
Bodhisattva for everyone and for all species, 
and teaches us the nature of inter-being 
that exists between victim and perpetrator. 
“Please call me by my true names so I can 
wake up and the door of my heart can be left 
open, the door of compassion“.

I have great respect for Thay‘s wisdom that 
it is necessary to renew Buddhism regularly 
in order to make it relevant for society and 
to develop it further; for his path of engaged 
Buddhism, applied Buddhism; for his insight 
into the need to open many Plum Village 
centres all over the world; for the hundreds of 
books written by Thay on Buddhism in a very 
concise, profound and easily understandable 
way; for the practical methods he proposed 
that can be applied in daily life.

And I have particular respect for Thay‘s 
courage, as someone who did not give up in 
the face of the innumerable difficulties to 
renew Buddhism, who had to walk between 
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lines of fire experiencing so much danger 
and hostility from both sides in the fight 
for peace in Vietnam, and who called for 
understanding and love in the USA right 
after the Twin Towers in New York were 
destroyed by the terrorist group Al Qaeda. 
Only with his extraordinary courage and 
determination, together with his immense 
love, was he able to achieve all that he did in 
his life.

In the farewell letter „Climbing the Hill of the 
Century Together“ I remember three things 
Thay told his students:

• Build a strong Sangha, nurture brother-
hood and sisterhood full of loving care.

• Nurture the Bodhi mind, live life accord-
ing to your higher purpose in life.

• Do not build a stupa for Thay, but a stupa 
of mindfulness for yourself.

If we want to follow Thay, I think we would 
do very well to follow the directions Thay 
has placed in our hearts. This morning 
Brother Phap An mentioned that everyone 
should become a soldier for peace in their 
own family. It is not an easy task to be 
a peace soldier in one‘s own family. It 
requires constant and steady mindfulness 
practice. Sometimes becoming a peace-
maker in the family can be even more 
difficult than becoming a peacemaker in 
the community.

I am very happy to be a student of Thay, to 
follow the path he has shown and to be a 
continuation of Thay. I am always grateful to 
Buddha and Thay, who are my dear spiritual 
ancestors. I am forever grateful to Brother 
Phap An, Sister Song Nghiem, the monks and 
nuns who have wholeheartedly guided and 
supported us on the path of practice.

Full of love  
and deep respect.

The-Cuong Vu (Chan Duc Tu Tri)
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A Letter Composed on the Day  
Thay Passed Away

One afternoon at sunset, while I was lying on 
the sofa having a nap, the phone suddenly 
rang. I got the message: Thay is gone forever! 
Oh! All my daily activities came to a halt, I just 
sat and reflected, remembering the days of 
practising with Thay.

An event we will never forget occurred in 
2003 on our first visit to Plum Village to meet 
Thay. My whole family had enormous respect 
for Thay, as we already knew about him from 
the news and newspaper articles, and from 
friends who had practised with him. None-
theless, Thay‘s gentleness, his soft voice and 
mindful steps still surprised and impressed 
us when we first came to Plum Village. The 
topic of Thay‘s Dharma talk at the retreat 
was: „In the hand of a child there is father and 
mother“.

The Dharma talk was so beautiful, so sweet, 
that it went deep into our hearts and into the 
hearts of so many other people who live far 
away from their homeland. Oh Thay! Our 
family had the honour of being called by 
Thay to sit next to him and share our thoughts 
and feelings with everyone. My daughter 
Lena Le Duy sat on Thay‘s lap when she was 
just 4 years old. Innocent Lena looked at Thay 
lovingly and happily. Thay took her hand and 
explained the Dharma to the audience: „In 
your hands, father and mother are always 
present...“. I (Thuy) and my husband Duc also 
knelt beside Thay to listen to his Dharma talk. 
Little Anna LeDuy (Lena‘s sister) was there 
too, listening to Thay‘s teachings whilst con-
stantly looking up her parents and younger 
sister.

This happiness and these pictures have pen-
etrated deeply into our consciousness. Thay‘s 
Dharma talk was very valuable. I brought the 
practice from Plum Village back to Germany 
and still practise it today.

We were very sad to see Thay go, but his 
Dharma teachings will always be with us, 
throughout our lives.

All of us, my whole family, 
are deeply grateful to Thay.

Le Duy Thuy (Chan Duc Từ Hạnh) 
Le Duy Duc 
Le Duy Anna & Le Duy Lena
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Remembering Thay
By Chan Duc Tu Bi (Nguyen Thi Hien)

Dear Thay, 
Dear brothers and sisters,  
dear friends,

With respect and gratitude, I am now sitting 
quietly, thinking of Thay; I would like to offer 
Thay all my love and respect.

I have had the good fortune to live in 
a Buddhist family since I was a child. My 
mother and sister respectfully light incense 
every day and often go to the temple on the 
full moon day or for important festivals. My 
elder sister took part in many activities at the 
Pagoda. The Gia Long School she attended is 
opposite the Xa Loi Pagoda, and often, as she 
passed by, she would feel the connection and 
the love.

In 1963, when the suppression of Buddhism 
was being countered with civil resistance, 
Buddhist altars were taken out into the 
streets in protest. My sister and a few friends 
also gathered, whispered late into the night, 
and some documents were buried in the 
garden ...

These images from my childhood are 
engraved on my mind, and at that time I had 
a vague feeling that Buddhism was facing 
many difficulties and Buddhists would have 
to fight tenaciously and bravely....

Sometimes I would look at the Sutras and 
books on Buddhism on my family‘s bookshelf, 
but I never opened them. 

Although I very often followed my mother 
and sister to the temple on holidays, in my 
pleasure-addicted childhood I only went to 
the main hall to worship the Buddha, then 
quickly went out to look at the rooms of the 
temple, observe the hustle and bustle and 
wait for my mother.

It is true to say that at that time I felt no 
real interest in getting to know Buddhism, 
even though my mother had asked the 
abbot transmit the five precepts to me. But 
for me, the temple and the Buddha‘s altar 
were very close and familiar. I often had the 
opportunity to stand there and burn incense, 
to pray, for example, that my examination 
would be successful. And when I had to leave 
my home country, I simply took this spirit 
abroad with me.

In the years that followed, when we were no 
longer at home and living far away from the 
family, my mother and sister would burn 
incense in front of Buddha‘s altar every time 
we had an opportunity to return or to see 
each other again, or said goodbye, reminding 
me to worship Buddha. I often think of the 
New Year holidays when I returned to my 
hometown. My sister always had a plan to 
go to the temples with the whole family on 
the first day of the New Year to worship 
Buddha. My sister also supported the 

temple, organising pilgrimages in many 
regions or participating in charity groups 
that distributed gifts in remote pagodas 
and helped needy people. When my sister 
told me about these journeys, I saw how her 
eyes and voice radiated joy and happiness, 
and she explained to me the four boundless 
virtues: loving kindness, compassion, joy 
and equanimity.

Gradually, over time, with increasing age, 
I felt the pagoda becoming nearer, dearer, 
even indispensable. Every time I entered 
the temple, I walked slowly with a feeling of 
inner peace, looking at the Buddha statues 
respectfully and gratefully. I felt a clear need 
to learn about Buddhism that grew with 
each day, as I realised that my loved ones, my 
parents, were getting older and becoming 
sick. And my sister always reminds us to this 
day to pray with all our heart.

Then I noticed that every time I entered a 
bookstore, I always went to the religious 
section containing sutras and audio tapes. 
Friends also introduced me to books and 
cassettes, but there were still many issues 
within me that remained unresolved. The 
one thing I knew for certain was that I really 
wanted to learn more about and understand 
Buddhism. So I started to look specifically 
for books on Buddhism. Then, finally, 
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friends introduced me to Plum Village and 
I read books by Thay such as „The Heart of 
the Buddha’s Teachings“, „Old Path, White 
Clouds“, „The Miracle of Mindfulness“, 
„Peace is Every Step“ or „Transformation and 
Healing“. My mind became clearer and I felt 
the light Thay radiated touching my mind 
deeply and releasing my worries beautifully.

Then I had the opportunity to listen to a 
Dharma talk by Brother Phap Ung, organised 
by Phuong Chi (sister Song Nghiem before 
she was ordained), in Chan Dieu‘s office. We 
were very touched by his gentle, peaceful and 
joyful appearance and his easy to understand 
and practical explanations. Afterwards we 
had many opportunities to listen to Dharma 
talks by the monks and nuns from Plum 
Village in Chan Dieu’s office, and we often felt 
this beautiful, peaceful and loving energy. 
I feel that life is not boring at all, but so 
beautiful, so warm - and I feel this happiness 
in the here and now!

I remember one day, more than 20 years ago, 
when Thay and the Plum Village Sangha 
came to Munich to give a Dharma talk at 
Circus Krone. From the motorway I could see 
a billboard with lights advertising this event. 
Although the big hall was full with thousands 
of people, the atmosphere inside was very 
calm, full of solid and peaceful energy. And 
as the talk came to an end, I realised that the 
faces of those present were very peaceful and 
relaxed too.

Thanks to the love of Sister Song Nghiem, 
we had the opportunity to get to know 
Thay and the Plum Village practice and to 
hear the teachings of Thay and the Dharma 
teachers. Sister Song Nghiem was a familiar 

face, caring for each of us, reminding us of 
different things, encouraging and comforting 
us, and sharing our problems. She hired a 
bus and organised the trip to Plum Village 
so we could enjoy happiness and joy. She 
founded the Blue Sky Sangha in Munich 
and has always supported and encouraged 
us on our way. I personally have been to 
Plum Village five times, and each time I have 
enjoyed much peace and joy, received much 
peaceful energy and love.

One moment I will always remember was 
when Sister Song Nghiem enabled a small 
group of Vietnamese living in Germany to 
receive a blessing and pay respect to Thay. 
I was allowed to follow the lay people into 
the room to enjoy the love and good energy 
of Thay. I was very nervous, happy… and 
trembling when I heard that Thay would 
touch the head of each lay person and 
transfer his love and energy to them.

When it was my turn, I knelt down and was 
shaking a lot. Thay put his hand on my hair, 
on my head. It was very peaceful, but inside 
I was so nervous. I felt him put his hand on 
me, gently pressing on my head, and his voice 
softly rang out, „Breathe, my child.“ Suddenly 
I could concentrate on breathing and felt that 
my heart was no longer beating so hard, my 
hands were no longer shaking and my heart 
was at peace. I was touched by Thay‘s love 
and could not hold back my tears.

And I will never forget the overwhelming 
emotions when we were lucky enough to visit 
Thay‘s hut in Upper Hamlet. The place where 
Thay lived was a small room and in front 
of the room was a wooden courtyard with a 
hammock. Everything in the room was neatly 

arranged, from the meditation cushion, 
bookshelf and the table and chair where 
Thay wrote books or painted calligraphies. 
We looked in surprise at the simple objects 
in the room, especially the low, very simple 
bed in the corner of the room. We sat down 
on it to make room for more friends to come 
in, and immediately we stood up, deeply 
moved when we realised it was Thay‘s bed. 
Thay lived a very simple life, dedicating his 
whole life to the Dharma, bringing joy to 
people and helping them to relieve pain and 
suffering, enabling them to become aware 
of the wonders of life, spreading peace and 
happiness in the present moment.

From the day I was fortunate enough to come 
into contact with Plum Village, I focused on 
reading Thay‘s books and listening to his 
Dharma talks. I felt that Thay understood my 
concerns and worries very well. His books 
and talks helped me to understand Buddhism 
and „happily abiding in the present moment“ 
better, and to feel what it is like to be peaceful 
and relaxed. Thay also helped me to recognise 
a part of myself, to look deep into the heart of 
things, to practise understanding and love 
and to try to use loving speech and deep 
listening.

Thay also taught us to take care of our 
mental formations through mindful 
breathing and mindful steps, to let go of 
the concepts of „right“ and „wrong“ and any 
discrimination, to come back to ourselves, 
to stay calm in the present moment when 
there is a storm outside.... That is the path 
of peace and happiness. I have found the 
path that Thay transmitted to me. I have 
seen the path and I have to practise walking 
firmly on it myself.
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Although I have received enlightenment 
from Thay, recognised the path and learned 
practical methods to apply in daily life, I 
still have many stubborn habits and inner 
blockages within me, which cause me 
restlessness, sorrow, pain and suffering and 
affect my loved ones. All because I fail to 
practice mindfulness, to be mindful of my 
breath and my steps, because I cling to right 
and wrong and cannot let go of my negative 
habits... thus creating days of sadness.

Fortunately, I have a loving family 
supporting me, I have the Sangha and friends 
by my side with whom I can share and who 
I can rely on, and I strive to transform my 
unwholesome behaviour. As soon as I play a 
video of a Dharma talk by Thay, I immediately 
recognise my silly mistakes and feel comfort 
and relief from my sadness. I have the feeling 
that Thay is talking to me personally and 
sharing his teaching with me full of love. I 
am beaming with happiness and realise that 
although I am in the heart of the Sangha and 

being taught with the blessings of the monks 
and nuns, if I don‘t know how to deal with 
suffering and attachment, I will still suffer, 
create suffering for others and lose myself. 
Thay always reminds us to practise letting go 
and to take care of the garden of the mind, to 
harvest sweet fruits and flowers, peace and 
happiness ...

The last time we had the privilege of paying 
homage to Thay was at the end of 2018 when 
we returned to our homeland. We had 
eagerly and anxiously awaited the day of our 
return to Tu Hieu Patriarchal Pagoda. It was 
also a special opportunity, full of joy and 
happiness, to visit Brother Phap An there. 

We were really lucky because, even though 
we had only been in Hue for one day, we were 
able to see Thay as he returned from Thuan 
An beach. My heart was full of indescribable 
emotions and tears fell as soon as I saw Thay. 
I was trembling and felt that he was looking 
closely at all his students with shining eyes....

I was filled with happiness and in my heart 
I was aware that Venerable Thay‘s eyes will 
forever be the shining light that shows us the 
path of true love and happiness.

Although my practice is still weak, and there 
are ups and downs, I vow to cultivate my 
ideal throughout my life. I always want to 
follow in Thay‘s footsteps, and wish to be a 
continuation of Thay. May I be able to hold 
the lamp of mindfulness steadily, may I „look 
at life with loving eyes“, may I be a drop in the 
river of love, and flow together into the vast 
sea of compassion so that we can all touch the 
beauty of life, peace and happiness . ..

With great respect, I would like to express my 
deep love and gratitude to Thay, Brother Phap 
An, Sister Song Nghiem and the brothers and 
sisters of Plum Village.

Chan Duc Tu Bi (Nguyen Thi Hien)
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2. The Sambhogakaya: The body 
of joy, which expresses itself in 
the five wisdoms1:

The Sambhogakaya is also called the „reward 
body“ because this pleasant state is under-
stood to be the result of good conduct in life, 
and the fruit of good deeds (yogapedia, 2022).

3. Nirmanakaya:  
transformation body, 
A radiant physical body:

Because of their unlimited love and compas-
sion, the Buddhas appear in a physical body; 
one that sentient beings can see; such as that 
of Prince Siddhartha who became Buddha.

Thay, when he interprets the Heart Sutra, 
explains that a flower is composed of earth, 
water, light.

We absorb these elements into ourselves 
when we eat.

Thay has told us that we all breathe in clouds, 
drink the water of the cloud, and that when 
we no longer see our cloud in the sky, it has 
dissolved or become rain and transformed 
into many different forms. Yes, Thay‘s Dhar-
ma rain is in all of us.

Mindfulness is Thay.  
Loving kindness is Thay. 

Seeing all as brothers and sisters is Thay.

Thay is there in many forms.

Nicola Zelle

1   The five wisdoms are: Dharmadhatu-Wisdom 

(against ignorance), Mirror-like Wisdom 

(against aversion), Wisdom of Equality 

(against pride), Wisdom of Discriminating 

Awareness (against attachment), All-Accom-

plishing Wisdom (against envy).

A Cloud has many Forms
In Buddhism there are three bodies (Sanskrit: Kaya). These bodies represent the spirit of enlightenment  

(love and compassion, the qualities of the heart found in all the world’s religions),  
that is the true nature of all beings.

The three states (Sanskrit: Kayas) 
of a Buddha are:

1. The Dharmakaya: the truth 
body, the ultimate or absolute 
body:

It is without form, substance, or concept, 
even without the concept of existence or non-
existence.

It is the formless form (Lions Roar Staff, June 
30, 2016).

Unlike ordinary, unenlightened beings, Bud-
dhas do not die (although their physical bod-
ies cease to function biologically and dis-
solve). In the Lotus Sutra, the Buddha explains 
that he has always existed, and will always 
exist, to lead sentient beings to liberation. 
This eternal aspect of the Buddha is the Dhar-
makaya.

(Shambala Publications).
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way off, young people usually don‘t see the 
point of getting involved with religions. I 
didn‘t know much about Buddhism, had 
only a lay person’s superficial knowledge, 
for example about the belief in rebirth. I 
considered myself an enlightened and logical 
person. Reincarnation seemed to me to be 
scientifically illogical, and therefore it did 
not seem worthwhile looking into it further. 
Today, when I think of „rebirth“, I think of 
Lavoisier‘s sentence, often quoted by Su 
Ong: „Rien ne se perd, rien ne se crée, tout se 
transforme“.

When my family hosted three young monks 
from Plum Village at our home for a retreat 
in Darmstadt in 1998/1999, I learned about 
mindful eating, sitting meditation and 
walking meditation, as well as loving and 
appreciative interaction with each other. 
But the teachings about mindfulness did not 
leave a lasting impression on me, and I did 
not feel the desire to transform myself at 
that time. What I felt and perceived very 
strongly, however, was that these monks, 
although fundamentally different from each 
other in character, were different from the 
other people I had known so far: they were 
infinitely kind, helpful, always in a good 
mood, warm-hearted and had a great interest 
in other people, they wanted to understand 
them and listen to them. They radiated 
a positive energy that I later felt in other 
monastics. I felt that they wanted to help me, 
but I didn‘t understand what they wanted to 
help me with. Today I think they wanted to 
teach me the Buddhist way of life.

Later, I also noticed how pleasant other 
monastics from Plum Village were: they 
were all very calm and kind. I knew that I 
enjoyed being with the monastics from Plum 
Village. They radiated a positive energy that 
I have rarely experienced in my life. In their 
environment, the general mood changed for 

When I first met Thay, Thich Nhat Hanh („Su 
Ong“), I was a 15 years old teenager. I first saw 
Su Ong at an evening Dharma talk he gave in 
Vietnamese in Munich in 1990. He spoke in a 
very soft voice with his typically calm smile 
on his face. My first impression was: „I‘m too 
tired for something this boring, which I don‘t 
understand anyway.“ I was born and raised 
in Germany, and can only understand simple 
everyday Vietnamese. As a young person, 
I was more interested in funny, loud and 
exciting people, and certainly not in stillness 
and mindfulness. Probably what I liked at that 

time were speakers like those from America, 
who put on a show and were very theatrical. 
Today I still like lively and loud speakers, but 
I can also appreciate Su Ong‘s calm, quiet and 
warm-hearted way of talking. What I used 
to consider a boring way of lecturing now 
gives me peaceful calm, support and trust 
in the goodness in people, and for that I am 
infinitely grateful.

When I was young, I had very little interest 
in Buddhism and religion in general. 
When illness and death are still a long 
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the better. I did not understand Buddhism, 
nor did I want to be more intensely involved 
with it, but I knew that I liked being around 
the monastics. Normally I found deeply 
religious, pious people, no matter what 
religion they belonged to, too strict and 
unapproachable. But here I felt a great 
tolerance and acceptance. I was being shown 
a tolerant Buddhism, and without being 
aware of it, I slowly began to understand and 
love what they were showing me.

Because of my family, I saw Su Ong many 
more times (in Plum Village in France, at the 
Intersein Centre near Passau, in Darmstadt 
in 2000 with Thay Phap An and Thay Phap 
Thanh, at Circus Krone in Munich, at the 
Protestant Church Congress in Frankfurt in 
2001, etc.).

In 1999 I accompanied Karl Schmied, one 
of Thay‘s biggest supporters, on a trip to 
Vietnam as part of the Maitreya Fund‘s 
activities. Karl Schmied told me at that time 
that when he saw Thay for the first time giving 
a talk, he knew immediately that he was „his 
teacher“. He liked „the little monk with his 
dear quiet way“ right away. He knew at that 
moment that he had finally found „him“. Karl 
Schmied was 55 years old at that time. I was 
full of astonishment at his words. I didn‘t 
understand why Karl was so enthusiastic and 
I didn‘t „spark“. In Vietnamese one would say 
„Con khong co duyen voi Su Ong“ (I have no 
positive karmic connection with Su Ong). 
I only took in Su Ong‘s Dharma talks in 
passing, so to speak. I only became aware of 
their meaning and depth much later, when I 
was already an adult.

Su Ong made several efforts to open the 
door to the Dharma for me and invite me in, 
and each time I was so ignorant, and did not 
recognise his love and help, I did not accept 
the hands he lovingly extended to me.

As a young person, I felt the walking 
meditation, for example, was too „lame“ – 
I preferred to walk joyfully and briskly. I 
had the feeling that I couldn‘t walk so slowly, 
that walking slowly got on my nerves. I was 
confused by the careful placing and rolling 
of the feet, as practised by some. I found 
it tedious. I didn‘t understand why this 
slowness was so important to Su Ong. I liked 
to skip walking meditation in Plum Village, 

preferring instead to go for a jog or plum 
picking. Later, in adulthood, with a family 
and child, after several difficult periods in my 
life, walking meditation became one of my 
favourite activities. I could not walk slowly 
enough during walking meditation.

It even made me sad, if someone came and 
joined me and took a brisk step. My brain 
was no longer able to mindfully follow quick 
steps. As a young, carefree person, it might 
have been possible. Then I could concentrate 
and let go easily. The brain was young and 
flexible. Life was still rosy and ahead of me. 
I didn‘t need slow walking then – or I wasn‘t 
yet aware that I needed it. But then, as I grew 
older, full of worries about everyday life and 
the future, my head heavy with stress and 
musings, slow walking became a blessing. 
I really felt like I was enjoying every single 
step. The slower I walked, the more I enjoyed 
this mindful movement. Now, in the stress 
of everyday life, the long rolling of my feet 
during walking meditation (which used to 
annoy me so much) causes a deceleration 
in my thinking, and that does me good. It 
is only now that I understand more and 
more Su Ong‘s art of living. I missed a great 
opportunity to get to know him better and 

to be close to him spiritually, to appreciate 
and apply his teachings at a young age, so 
that I could have lived a happier life, more 
contented and peaceful. How good that his 
talks were recorded so that I can continue to 
be spiritually connected with him and follow 
his teaching. Without the Buddhist teaching, 
the Buddhist approach to life and the practice 
of Su Ong, I would not be able to manage my 
job, my life.

I cried a lot when Su Ong died, because Su 
Ong always reached out to me at that time 
to take me from the shore of suffering and 
ignorance to the other shore of happiness 
and peace, but I could not accept his help at 
that time. Su Ong always spoke to me very 
sweetly to awaken my interest in Buddhism. 
Now I deeply regret my behaviour!

Dear Su Ong, you are in me with every 
mindful step and every mindful action.

With deep gratitude,  
humility and  

sadness at your passing,

Uyen-Thi
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